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Letter from the Editor
A very warm welcome to all SEBoK users, both old and new. The BKCASE Editor in Chief (EIC) has overall
responsibility for the continuing review and update of the SEBoK. Many thanks to the BKCASE Governors and the
current members of the Editorial Board for supporting me.
I am delighted to be able to talk to you about SEBoK v. 1.4 which continues our commitment to regular review of
the information referenced in our "Guide to the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge".
This new version features changes to respond to publication of ISO/IEC/IEEE. 15288:2015 Systems and Software
Engineering - System Life Cycle Processes and the INCOSE SE Handbook v4.0, 2015. Over the last 12 months the
BKCASE Editorial Board has made significant efforts to become more involved in activities within our sponsoring
organizations on key topics such as model based systems engineering (MBSE), systems of systems, systems
engineering leadership, etc. You will begin to see the impact of this in v1.4 of the SEBoK, with further updates in v.
1.5, planned for Autumn 2015.

SEBoK v. 1.4
SEBoK v.1.4 feels like something of a turning point for the body of knowledge. On one hand we have “closed the
loop” on the current cycle of updates to our core Systems Engineering reference sources, while on the other we have
taken the first steps towards a richer relationship with other sources of knowledge and turned our focus onto some of
the exciting transformations happening within Systems Engineering.
A brief summary of the changes in this version are given below, for details of content affected by these updates go to
Acknowledgements and Release History.
A small but significant change has been made in SEBoK Part 2. This has been renamed from Systems to
Foundations of Systems Engineering. This change reflects the focus of part 2 on the wider knowledge sources which
underpin or enable good SE practice. While this has always been our aim for part 2, the old name was interpreted as
an overview of all systems knowledge by some both inside and outside of BKCASE. This confusion led to a
confusion in scope and purpose of some articles and miss understanding of our relationships with the systems
science community. With this change we have begun to address this miss understanding and provide a firmer basis
for this part of the SEBoK in future.
The most significant change to the SEBoK for v1.4 is in Part 3: SE and Management. A number of the technical and
project process articles in SEBoK have been updated to reflect the revisions of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO 2015):
• A new “Business or Mission Analysis Process” has been added to the standard. This process defines SE

activities to assist business or enterprise decision makers to define the problem space, identify the stakeholders,
develop preliminary operational concepts, and distinguish environmental conditions and constraints that bound
the solution space. This process follows the same approach as the Business or Mission Analysis article which was
already in SEBoK. This article has been updated to better align with the standard.

• The “Stakeholder Requirement Definition Process” in the standard has been renamed “Stakeholder Needs and
Requirements Definition”. The revised process builds on the change above to include more description of how to
translate stakeholder needs and business strategy into requirements. The SEBoK article Stakeholder Needs and
Requirements has been updated to better align with the standard; a new article Life Cycle Processes and
Enterprise Need has been added to discuss how requirements can be related to business strategy and needs where
appropriate.

• The “Architectural Design Process” in the standard has been replaced with an “Architecture Definition 
Process” which focuses more on the identification of stakeholder concerns and the higher level system 
architecture that will address the concerns. A new “Design Definition Process” describes how system architecture 
translates into realisable system design. Two new SEBoK articles System Architecture and System Design reflect
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this revision of the standard and replace the previous article on architectural design. The Systems Requirements
article has also changed to reflect these updates.

• The Logical Architecture Model Development and Physical Architecture Model Development SEBoK articles
remain, describing the development of a couple commonly used architecture models in more detail as described in
other standards, such as ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010, Systems and Software Architecture Description (ISO 2011).

• A new “System Analysis Process” has been added to the standard. This process defines SE activities to allow
developers to objectively plan and carry out quantitative assessments of a system or aspects of a system, in order
to select and/or update the most efficient system architecture and to generate derived engineering data. This
process follows the same approach as the System Analysis article which was already in SEBoK. This article has
been updated to better align with the standard.

Some of the changes to the standard build on the descriptions of SE which were developed for the SEBoK. This is
not surprising, since many of the same authors were involved in both. The alignment of these views also includes the
updated INCOSE SE Handbook v4.0 (INCOSE 2015), which now fully aligns with the standard. This completes a
process which has overlapped the creation of the SEBoK. Going forward we plan to expand the scope of knowledge
in the SEBoK to cover broader applications of SE within this generic framework of Life Cycle Processes. It is likely
that this will shift the focus of activity from SEBoK Part 3 to SEBoK Part 4: Applications of SE and in particular the
tailoring of SE to a range of application types and domains.
Some other small changes have been made in Parts 4, 5 and 7 as part of the ongoing review of SEBoK material to
reflect new source material.

Future Direction for SEBoK
Once again, many thanks to the "core group of dedicated and knowledgeable contributing authors and reviewers"
who make up the BKCASE community. It has been my privilege over the last 12 months to continue working with
and grow this community and to expand our relationships with key organizations and groups both within systems
engineering and outside of it.
The role of the Editorial Board is to work with this community of interest on an ongoing review of the current
SEBoK content and structure and to develop plans for its maintenance and evolution. Our overall goals in evolving
the SEBoK remain broadly the same as those outlined in the previous SEBoK updates. I have restated and slightly
modified those goals below:
• Improve the ways in which Part 1 (SEBoK Introduction) provides a starting point for different SEBoK users to

find and navigate knowledge relevant to them. This will include consideration of some of the SEBoK Use Cases
which were not expanded in previous releases, and possible new case studies covering application domains such
as Defense, Health Care or Transport.

• Review Part 2 (Foundations of Systems Engineering) with help from the International Society for the Systems
Sciences (ISSS) to better understand the relationships between Systems Science (glossary) and Systems Thinking
(glossary) as applied to engineered systems. We hope this will lead to an improved integration of systems
principles, concepts, patterns and models into the other systems engineering focused knowledge areas across the
SEBoK.

• Look for broader views on the key practices of Part 3 (Systems Engineering and Management) to feed back into
the ongoing co evolution of key standards. In particular make more direct reference to the continuing evolution of
Agile life cycle thinking and bring in more knowledge sources from the model based SE (MBSE) community.

•• Expand our coverage of knowledge on systems engineering application and practices. In particular look for ways
to bring in more knowledge on how systems engineering practices such as architecting, life cycle tailoring and
model based systems engineering are applied in other domains.

• Identify the other groups, both within the systems engineering community and beyond, with interest in the topics 
of Part 5 (Enabling Systems Engineering) and Part 6 Related Disciplines and form stronger relationships with
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them.
We continue to work towards ensuring that our coverage of existing systems engineering knowledge is complete and
to push the boundaries of that knowledge into new approaches and domains. I also want to strengthen further our
links to all members of the systems engineering community through things like the SEBoK Sandbox. If you are
interested in any of the activity discussed above or if you have other topics which we should be considering please
contact me or the appropriate member of the Editorial Board directly or use one of the available feedback
mechanisms.
We have made a good start on gathering review comments and content suggestions from as wide a variety of
individuals as possible to make the SEBoK a truly community-led product. Thank you to all those who have already
joined this effort and I continue to look forward to working with many of you on future SEBoK releases.
Thank you,

BKCASE Governance and Editorial Board

BKCASE Governing Board
The three SEBoK steward organizations – the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer Society (IEEE-CS), and the Systems Engineering Research Center
(SERC) provide the funding and resources needed to sustain and evolve the SEBoK and make it available as a free
and open resource to all. The stewards appoint the BKCASE Governing Board to be their primary agents to oversee
and guide the SEBoK and its companion BKCASE product, GRCSE.
The BKCASE Governing Board includes:
•• INCOSE

•• Paul Frenz, William Miller (Governing Board Chair)
•• IEEE Computer Society

•• Richard Fairley, Massood Towhidnejad
•• SERC

•• Art Pyster, Cihan Dagli
Past INCOSE governors Kevin Forsberg, David Newbern, David Walden, Courtney Wright, Dave Olwell, and Ken
Nidiffer. The governors would also like to acknowledge John Keppler, IEEE Computer Society, who has been
instrumental in helping the Governors to work within the IEEE CS structure.
The stewards appoint the BKCASE Editor in Chief to manage the SEBoK and GRCSE and oversee the Editorial
Board.
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Editorial Board
The SEBoK Editorial Board is chaired by an Editor in Chief, supported by a group of Associate Editors.

BKCASE Editor in Chief

Richard D. Adcock

Cranfield University (UK)

richard.adcock@incose.org [1]

Responsible for the appointment of SEBoK Editors and for the overall content and coherence of the
SEBoK.

Each Editor has his/her area(s) of responsibility, or shared responsibility, highlighted in the table below.

SEBoK Part 1 SEBoK Introduction

Ariela Sofer

George Mason University (USA)

asofer@gmu.edu [2]

Responsible for Part 1

SEBoK Part 2: Systems

Cihan Dagli

Missouri University of Science & Technology (USA)

dagli@mst.edu [3]

Responsible for the Systems Approach Applied to Engineered Systems
knowledge areas

Dov Dori

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA) and Technion Israel
Institute of Technology (Israel)

dori@mit.edu [4]

Responsible for the Representing Systems with Models knowledge area

Duane Hybertson

MITRE (USA)

Jointly responsible for the Systems Fundamentals, Systems Science and
Systems Thinking knowledge areas

Janet Singer (USA)

Jointly responsible for the Systems Fundamentals, Systems Science and
Systems Thinking knowledge areas

Mike Yearworth

University of Bristol (UK)

Jointly responsible for the Systems Fundamentals, Systems Science and Systems Thinking knowledge areas
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SEBoK Part 3: Systems Engineering and Management

Barry Boehm

University of Southern California (USA)

boehm@usc.edu [5]

Jointly responsible for the Systems Engineering Management and Life
Cycle Models knowledge areas

Kevin Forsberg

OGR Systems

Jointly responsible for the Systems Engineering Management and Life
Cycle Models knowledge areas

Gregory Parnell

University of Arkansas (USA)

gparnell@uark.edu [6]

Responsible for Systems Engineering Management knowledge area.

Garry Roedler

Lockheed Martin (USA)

garry.j.roedler@lmco.com [7]

Responsible for the Concept Definition and System Definition knowledge
areas.

Ricardo Valerdi

University of Arizona (USA)

rvalerdi@email.arizona.edu [8]

Responsible for the System Realization knowledge area.

Ken Zemrowski

TASC

kenneth.zemrowski@incose.org [9]

Responsible for the Systems Engineering Standards knowledge area.

SEBoK Part 4: Applications of Systems Engineering

Judith Dahmann

MITRE Corporation (USA)

jdahmann@mitre.org [10]

Jointly responsible for Product Systems Engineering and Systems of Systems (SoS)
knowledge areas

Rick Hefner

California Institute of Technology (USA)

Responsible for the Service Systems Engineering
knowledge area.

Michael Henshaw

Loughborough University (UK)

M.J.d.Henshaw@lboro.ac.uk [11]

Jointly responsible for Product Systems Engineering and Systems of Systems (SoS)
knowledge areas

James Martin The Aerospace Corporation

james.martin@incose.org [12]

Responsible for the Enterprise Systems Engineering
knowledge area.

SEBoK Part 5: Enabling Systems Engineering

Heidi Davidz

Aerojet Rocketdyne (USA)

heidi.davidz@rocket.com [13]

Jointly responsible for the Enabling Individuals and Enabling Teams
knowledge area

Emma Sparks

Cranfield University

Jointly responsible for the Enabling Individuals and Enabling Teams
knowledge area

SEBoK Part 6 Related Disciplines

Alice Squires

Washington State University (USA)

alice.squires@wsu.edu [14]

Responsible for Part 6

SEBoK Part 7 Systems Engineering Implementation Examples
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Brian Sauser

University of North Texas (USA)

brian.sauser@unt.edu [15]

Responsible for Part 7: Systems Engineering Implementation Examples,
which includes Case Studies and Vignettes

Brian White

CAU>SE (USA)

bewhite71@gmail.com [16]

Responsible for Part 7: Systems Engineering Implementation Examples,
which includes Case Studies and Vignettes

Graduate Reference Curriculum for Systems Engineering (GRCSE)

David H. Olwell

Naval Postgraduate School (USA)

Senior Editor for GRCSE.

Editorial Board Support
The Assistant Editor provide general editorial support across all topics and assist with both content improvement and
production issues.

BKCASE Assistant Editor

Claus Ballegaard Nielsen

Cranfield University (UK)

c.nielsen@cranfield.ac.uk [17]

Interested in Editing?
The Editor in Chief is looking for additional editors to support the evolution of the SEBoK. Editors are responsible
for maintaining and updating one to two knowledge areas, including recruiting and working with authors, ensuring
the incorporation of community feedback, and maintaining the quality of SEBoK content. We are specifically
interested in support for the following knowledge areas:
•• System Deployment and Use
•• Product and Service Life Management
•• Enabling Businesses and Enterprises
•• Systems Engineering and Software Engineering
•• Systems Engineering and Procurement/Acquisition
•• Systems Engineering and Specialty Engineering
If you are interested in being considered for participation on the Editorial Board, please visit the BKCASE website
http:/ / www. bkcase. org/ join-us/ or contact the BKCASE Staff directly at bkcase.incose.ieeecs@gmail.com [18].

SEBoK v. 1.4 released 29 June 2015

SEBoK Discussion
Please provide your comments and feedback on the SEBoK below. You will need to log in to DISQUS using an
existing account (e.g. Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) or create a DISQUS account. Simply type your
comment in the text field below and DISQUS will guide you through the login or registration steps. Feedback will be
archived and used for future updates to the SEBoK. If you provided a comment that is no longer listed, that comment
has been adjudicated. You can view adjudication for comments submitted prior to SEBoK v. 1.0 at SEBoK Review
and Adjudication. Later comments are addressed and changes are summarized in the Letter from the Editor and
Acknowledgements and Release History.
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If you would like to provide edits on this article, recommend new content, or make comments on the SEBoK
as a whole, please see the SEBoK Sandbox [19].

ENCODED_CONTENT
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Acknowledgements and Release History
This article describes the contributors to the current version of the SEBoK. For information on contributors to past
versions of the SEBoK, please follow the links under "SEBoK Release History" below. To learn more about the
updates to the SEBoK for v. 1.4, please see the Letter from the Editor.

Governance
The SEBoK is shaped by the BKCASE Editorial Board and is overseen by the BKCASE Governing Board. A
complete list of members for each of these bodies can be found on the BKCASE Governance and Editorial Board
page.
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Content and Feature Updates for 1.4
This is minor update, including changes related to ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 standard, updated articles in the areas
of System Architecture, Life-Cycle processes, System of Systems, Competencies, Ethics and MBSE, as well as three
new case studies.
For more information about this release please refer to Version 1.4.

SEBoK Release History
There have been 13 releases of the SEBoK to date, collected into 4 main releases.
• Version 1.0 – The first version intended for broad use.
• Version 1.1 - A minor update that made modest content improvements.
• Version 1.2 - A minor update, including two new articles and revision of several existing articles.
• Version 1.3 - A minor update, including three new case studies, a new use case, updates to several existing

articles, and updates to references.
Click on the links above to read more information about each release.

Wiki Team
The wiki team is responsible for maintenance of the wiki infrastructure as well as technical review of all materials
prior to publication.
•• Claus Ballegaard Nielsen, Cranfield University.
•• Kimberly Francia, IEEE
The wiki is currently supported by Daniel Robbins of WikiWorks.

SEBoK v. 1.4 released 29 June 2015

SEBoK Discussion
Please provide your comments and feedback on the SEBoK below. You will need to log in to DISQUS using an
existing account (e.g. Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) or create a DISQUS account. Simply type your
comment in the text field below and DISQUS will guide you through the login or registration steps. Feedback will be
archived and used for future updates to the SEBoK. If you provided a comment that is no longer listed, that comment
has been adjudicated. You can view adjudication for comments submitted prior to SEBoK v. 1.0 at SEBoK Review
and Adjudication. Later comments are addressed and changes are summarized in the Letter from the Editor and
Acknowledgements and Release History.

If you would like to provide edits on this article, recommend new content, or make comments on the SEBoK
as a whole, please see the SEBoK Sandbox [19].
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Part 3: SE and Management

Systems Engineering and Management
This part of the SEBoK focuses on the general knowledge of how systems are engineered. It builds upon Part 2:
Foundations of Systems Engineering, which discusses the need for a Systems Approach (glossary) applied to one or
more Engineered System (glossary) contexts as a part of managed interventions into complex real world problems.
Part 3 provides an overview of the common uses of life cycle models to organize the technical and none technical
aspects of SE and discusses Systems Engineering Management activities. Part 3 also discusses the most
commonly-used SE technical processes; provides additional references to the common methods, tools, and
techniques used in these processes
The commonly recognized definition of systems engineering (SE) used across the SEBoK (INCOSE 2015) defines
SE as an interdisciplinary approach which applies across the complete life cycle of an identified System-of-Interest.
The definition states that systems engineering “integrates all the disciplines and speciality groups into a team
effort forming a structured development process that proceeds from concept to production to operation”.
Thus, SE is an engineering discipline concerned with all aspects of an engineered systems life, including how we
organize to do the engineering, what is produced by that engineering and how the resulting systems are used and
sustained to meet stakeholder needs.
Part 3 provides only an overview of how systems are engineered in a generic sense. Part 4 provides more specific
information as to how the principles discussed in Part 3 are applied differently in consideration of product systems,
service systems, enterprise systems, and systems of systems (SoS) contexts. Part 5 explains how people and
organizations may approach utilizing these principles as part of a holistic systems approach. Part 6 contains
references to other engineering and management disciplines, which work with the SE processes within a systems life
cycle, but do not fall under the umbrella of SE.
Systems engineering is transitioning to a model-based approach, model-based systems engineering (MBSE), like
many other engineering disciplines. The aim is to enhance productivity and quality, and to cope with the design of
increasingly complex systems. Although, models have always been used by systems engineering to create
information about engineered systems, that information has been translated and managed through document based
artifacts. In a model-based approach, the information about the system is captured in a shared system model, made
up of a set of integrated models appropriate to the life cycle stages. This model is managed and controlled
throughout the system life cycle as noted in Part 2 under Representing Systems with Models. This provides the
ability to maintain more consistent, precise, and traceable information about the system. The system model provides
an authoritative source of information that can be communicated across the development team and other
stakeholders, can be used to generate views of the system relevant to particular stakeholders, and be used to generate
documentation about the system similar to more traditional systems engineering documentation. The model can also
be analyzed to assess the integrity of the system specification and design. A model also captures knowledge in a way
that can be more readily reused than traditional document based approaches. In a model-based systems engineering
approach, the processes referred to in this and other Parts of the SEBoK remain fundamentally the same, but the
artifacts produced are model-based. Some examples of MBSE methods are highlighted in A Survey of Model-Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE) Methodologies (Estefan 2008). It is anticipated that as the transition to model-based
practices occurs, the SEBoK will be updated to reflect the body of current and emerging practice.
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Knowledge Areas in Part 3
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. Part 3 contains the following knowledge areas:
•• Introduction to Life Cycle Processes
•• Life Cycle Models
•• Concept Definition
•• System Definition
•• System Realization
•• System Deployment and Use
•• Systems Engineering Management
•• Product and Service Life Management
•• Systems Engineering Standards
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Value of Ontology Concepts for Systems Engineering
Ontology is the set of entities presupposed by a theory (Collins English Dictionary 2011). Systems engineering, and
system development in particular, is based on concepts related to mathematics and proven practices. A SE ontology
can be defined considering the following path.
SE provides engineers with an approach based on a set of concepts (i.e., stakeholder, requirement, function, scenario,
system element, etc.) and generic processes. Each process is composed of a set of activities and tasks gathered
logically around a theme or a purpose. A process describes “what to do” using the applied concepts. The
implementation of the activities and tasks is supported by methods and modeling techniques, which are composed
themselves of elementary tasks; they describe the “how to do” of SE. The activities and tasks of SE are
transformations of generic data using predefined concepts. Those generic data are called entities, classes, or types.
Each entity is characterized by specific attributes, and each attribute may have a different value. All along their
execution, the activities and tasks of processes, methods, and modeling techniques exchange instances of generic
entities according to logical relationships. These relationships allow the engineer to link the entities between
themselves (traceability) and to follow a logical sequence of the activities and the global progression (engineering
management). Cardinality is associated with every relationship, expressing the minimum and maximum number of
entities that are required in order to make the relationship valid. Additional information on this subject may be found
in Engineering Complex Systems with Models and Objects (Oliver, Kelliher, and Keegan 1997).
The set of SE entities and their relationships form an ontology, which is also referred to as an "engineering
meta-model". Such an approach is used and defined in the ISO 10303 standard (ISO 2007). There are many benefits
to using an ontology. The ontology allows or forces:
•• the use of a standardized vocabulary, with carefully chosen names, which helps to avoid the use of synonyms in

the processes, methods, and modeling techniques
•• the reconciliation of the vocabulary used in different modeling techniques and methods
•• the automatic appearance of the traceability requirements when implemented in databases, SE tools or

workbenches, and the quick identification of the impacts of modifications in the engineering data set
•• the continual observation of the consistency and completeness of engineering data; etc.
Throughout Part 3, there are discussions of the ontological elements specifically relevant to a given topic.
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Mapping of Topics to ISO/IEC 15288, System Life Cycle Processes
Figure 1, below, shows the relative position of the KA's of the SEBoK with respect to the processes outlined in the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO 2015) standard.
As shown, all of the major processes described in ISO/IEC/IEE 15288:2015 are discussed within the SEBoK.

Figure 1. Mapping of Technical Topics of Knowledge Areas of SEBoK with ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 Technical Processes. (SEBoK Original)

The ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 marked with an * are new or have been renamed and modified in scope for this
revision of the standard.
These changes and associated changes to the SEBoK now mean that the two are significantly more closely aligned
than before. It should also be noted that the latest update of the INCOSE SE Handbook (INCOSE 2015) is now fully
aligned with the 2015 revision of the standard.
Any future evolution of Life Cycle Process knowledge in the SEBoK will be complementary to these standard
descriptions of the generic SE process set.
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Introduction to Life Cycle Processes
In this Knowledge Area we introduce key principles of life cycle, life cycle model and life cycle processes. A
generic SE paradigm is described; this forms a starting point for discussions of more detailed life cycle knowledge.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• Generic Life Cycle Model
•• Applying Life Cycle Processes
•• Life Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Life Cycle Terminology
The term Life Cycle (glossary) is one that engineering has borrowed from the natural sciences, it is used to describe
both the changes a single organism goes through over it life and how the lives of multiple organisms interact to
sustain or evolve a population. We use it in engineering in the same ways to describe the complete life of an instance
of a System-of-Interest (glossary) (SoI); and the managed combination of multiple such instances to provide
capabilities which deliver stakeholder satisfaction.
A life cycle model identifies the major stages that a specific SoI goes through, from its inception to its retirement.
Life cycle models are generally implemented in development projects, and are strongly aligned with management
planning and decision making.

Generic Systems Engineering Paradigm
Figure 1 identifies the overall goals of any SE effort, which are: the understanding of stakeholder value; the selection
of a specific need to be addressed; the transformation of that need into a system (the product or service that provides
for the need); and the use of that product or service to provide the stakeholder value. This paradigm has been
developed according to the principles of the systems approach discussed in Part 2 and is used to establish a basis for
the KAs in Part 3 and Part 4 of the SEBoK.
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Figure 1. Generic Systems Engineering Paradigm. (SEBoK Original)

On the left side of Figure 1, there are SoI's identified in the formation of a system breakdown structure. SoI 1 is
broken down into its basic elements, which in this case are systems as well (SoI 2 and SoI 3). These two systems are
composed of system elements that are not refined any further.
On the right side of Figure 1, each SoI has a corresponding life cycle model (glossary) which is composed of stages
that are populated with processes. The function of these processes is to define the work that is to be performed and
the associated artifacts to be produced. In a model-based approach, these artifacts are captured in the system model
that represent the SoI's. Note that some of the requirements defined to meet the need are distributed in the early
stages of the life cycle for SoI 1, while others are designated to the life cycles of SoI 2 or SoI 3. The decomposition
of the system illustrates the fundamental concept of recursion (glossary) as defined in the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288
standard; with the standard being reapplied for each SoI (ISO 2015). It is important to point out that the requirements
may be allocated to different system elements, which may be integrated in different life cycle stages of any of the
three SoI's; however, together they form a cohesive system. For example, SoI 1 may be a simple vehicle composed
of a chassis, motor and controls, SoI 2 an embedded hardware system, and Sol 3 a software intensive interface and
control system.
When performing SE processes in stages, iteration (glossary) between stages is often required (e.g. in successive
refinement of the definition of the system or in providing an update or upgrade of an existing system). The work
performed in the processes and stages can be performed in a concurrent manner within the life cycle of any of the
systems of interest and also among the multiple life cycles.
This paradigm provides a fundamental framework for understanding generic SE (seen in Part 3), as well as for the
application of SE to the various types of systems described in Part 4.
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Generic Life Cycle Model
As discussed in the generic life cycle paradigm in Introduction to Life Cycle Processes each System-of-Interest
(glossary) (SoI) has an associated Life Cycle Model (glossary). The generic life cycle model below applies to a
single SoI. SE must generally be synchronised across a number tailored instances of such life cycle models to fully
satisfy stakeholder needs. More complex life cycle models which address this are described in Life Cycle Models.

A Generic System Life Cycle Model
There is no single “one-size-fits-all” system life cycle model that can provide specific guidance for all project
situations. Figure 1, adapted from (Lawson 2010, ISO 2015, and ISO 2010), provides a generic life cycle model that
forms a starting point for the most common versions of pre-specified, evolutionary, sequential, opportunistic, and
concurrent life cycle processes. The model is defined as a set of stages, within which technical and management
activities are performed. The stages are terminated by decision gates where the key stakeholders decide whether to
proceed into the next stage, to remain in the current stage, or to terminate or re-scope related projects.

Figure 1. A Generic Life Cycle Model. (SEBoK Original)

Elaborated definitions of these stages are provided below, in the glossary, and in various other ways in subsequent
articles.
The Concept Definition stage begins with a decision by a protagonist (individual or organization) to invest
resources in a new or improved engineered system. Inception begins with a set of stakeholders agreeing to the need
for change to an engineered system context and exploring whether new or modified SoI can be developed, in which
the life cycle benefits are worth the investments in the life cycle costs. Activities include: developing the concept of
operations and business case; determining the key stakeholders and their desired capabilities; negotiating the
stakeholder requirements among the key stakeholders and selecting the system’s non-developmental items (NDIs).
The System Definition stage begins when the key stakeholders decide that the business needs and stakeholder
requirements are sufficiently well defined to justify committing the resources necessary to define a solution options
in sufficient detail to answer the life cycle cost question identified in concept definition and provide a basis of system
realization if appropriate. Activities include developing system architectures; defining and agreeing levels of system
requirements; developing systems-level life cycle plans and performing system analysis in order to illustrate the
compatibility and feasibility of the resulting system definition. The transition into the system realization stage can
lead to either single-pass or multiple-pass development.
It should be noted that the concept and system definition activities above describe activities performed by systems
engineers when performing systems engineering. There is a very strong concurrency between proposing a problem
situation or opportunity and describing one or more possible system solutions, as discussed in Systems Approach
Applied to Engineered Systems. Other related definition activities include: prototyping or actual development of
high-risk items to show evidence of system feasibility; collaboration with business analysts or performing mission
effectiveness analyses to provide a viable business case for proceeding into realization; and modifications to realized
systems to improve their production, support or utilization. These activities will generally happen through the system
life cycle to handle system evolution, especially under multiple-pass development. This is discussed in more detail in
the Life Cycle Models knowledge area.
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The System Realization stage begins when the key stakeholders decide that the SoI architecture and feasibility
evidence are sufficiently low-risk to justify committing the resources necessary to develop and sustain the initial
operational capability (IOC) or the single-pass development of the full operational capability (FOC). Activities
include: construction of the developmental elements; integration of these with each other and with the
non-developmental item (NDI) elements; verification and validation of the elements and their integration as it
proceeds; and preparing for the concurrent production, support, and utilization activities.
The System Production, Support, and Utilization (PSU) stages begins when the key stakeholders decide that the
SoI life-cycle feasibility and safety are at a sufficiently low-risk level that justifies committing the resources
necessary to produce, field, support, and utilize the system over its expected lifetime. The lifetimes of production,
support, and utilization are likely to be different. After market support will generally continue after production is
complete and users will often continue to use unsupported systems.
System Production involves the fabrication of instances or versions of a SoI and of associated after market spare
parts. It also includes production quality monitoring and improvement; product or service acceptance activities; and
continuous production process improvement. It may include low-rate initial production (LRIP) to mature the
production process or to promote the continued preservation of the production capability for future spikes in demand.
Systems Support includes various classes of maintenance: corrective (for defects), adaptive (for interoperability
with independently evolving co-dependent systems), and perfective (for enhancement of performance, usability, or
other key performance parameters). It also includes hot lines and responders for user or emergency support and the
provisioning of needed consumables (gas, water, power, etc.). Its boundaries include some gray areas, such as the
boundary between small system enhancements and the development of larger complementary new additions, and the
boundary between rework/maintenance of earlier fielded increments in incremental or evolutionary development.
Systems Support usually continues after System Production is terminated.
System Utilization includes the use of the SoI in its context by operators, administrators, the general public, or
systems above it in the system-of-interest hierarchy. It usually continues after Systems Support is terminated.
The System Retirement stage is often executed incrementally as system versions or elements become obsolete or
are no longer economical to support and therefore undergo disposal or recycling of their content. Increasingly
affordable considerations make system re-purposing an attractive alternative.

Applying the Life Cycle Model
Figure 1 shows just the single-step approach for proceeding through the stages of a SoI life cycle. In Life Cycle
Models knowledge area we discuss examples of real world enterprises and their drivers, both technical and
organizational. These have lead to a number of documented approaches for sequencing the life cycle stages to deal
with some of the issues raised. The Life Cycle Models KA summarizes a number of incremental and evolutionary
life cycle models, including their main strengths and weaknesses and also discusses criteria for choosing the best-fit
approach.
In figure 1 we have listed key technical and management activities critical to successful completion of each stage.
This is a useful way to illustrate the goals of each stage and gives an indication of how processes align with these
stages. This can be important when considering how to plan for resources, milestones, etc. However, it is important
to observe that the execution of process activities are not compartmentalized to particular life cycle stages (Lawson
2010). In Applying Life Cycle Processes we discuss a number of views on the nature of the inter-relationships
between process activities within a life cycle model. In general, the technical and management activities are applied
in accordance with the principles of concurrency, Iteration (glossary) and Recursion (glossary) described in the
generic life cycle paradigm.
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Applying Life Cycle Processes
The Generic Life Cycle Model describes a set of life cycle stages and their relationships. In defining this we
described some of the technical and management activities critical to the success of each stage. While this
association of activity to stage is important we must also recognise the through life relationships between these
activities to ensure we take a Systems Approach (glossary).
Systems Engineering technical and management activities are defined in a set of life cycle processes. These group
together closely related activities and allow us to describe the relationships between them. In this topic we discuss a
number of views on the nature of the inter-relationships between process activities within a life cycle model.
In general, the technical and management activities are applied in accordance with the principles of concurrency,
Iteration (glossary) and Recursion (glossary) described in the generic systems engineering paradigm. These
principles overlap to some extent and can be seen as related views of the same fundamental need to ensure we can
take a holistic systems approach, while allowing for some structuring and sequence of our activities. The views
presented below should be seen as examples of the ways in which different SE authors present these overlapping
ideas.

Life Cycle Process Terminology

Process
A process is a series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end. Processes can be performed by
humans or machines transforming inputs into outputs.
In SEBoK processes are interpreted in several ways, including: technical, life cycle, business, or manufacturing flow
processes. Many of the Part 3 sections are structured along technical processes (e.g. design, verification); however,
Life Cycle Models also describes a number of high level program life cycle sequence which call themselves
processes (e.g. rational unified process (RUP), etc.).
Part 4: Applications of Systems Engineering and Part 5: Enabling Systems Engineering utilize processes that are
related to services and business enterprise operations.
Systems Engineering Life Cycle Process (glossary) define technical and management activities performed across one
or more stages to provide the information needed to make life cycle decisions; and to enable realization, use and
sustainment of a System-of-Interest (glossary) (SoI) across its life cycle model as necessary. This relationship
between Life Cycle Model (glossary) and process activities can be used to describe how SE is applied to different
system contexts.

Requirement
A requirement is something that is needed or wanted, but may not be compulsory in all circumstances. Requirements
may refer to product or process characteristics or constraints. Different understandings of requirements are
dependent on process state, level of abstraction, and type (e.g. functional, performance, constraint). An individual
requirement may also have multiple interpretations over time.
Requirements exist at multiple levels of enterprise or system with multiple levels abstraction. This ranges from the
highest level of the enterprise capability or customer need to the lowest level of the system design .Thus,
requirements need to be defined at the appropriate level of detail for the level of the entity to which it applies. See
the article Life Cycle Processes and Enterprise Needs for further detail on the transformation of needs and
requirements from the enterprise to the lowest system element across concept definition and system definition.
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Architecture
An architecture refers to the organizational structure of a system, whereby the system can be defined in different
contexts. Architecting is the art or practice of designing the structures. See below for further discussions on the use
of levels of Logical and Physical architecture models to define related system and system elements; and support the
requirements activities.
Architectures can apply for a system product, enterprise, or service. For example, Part 3 mostly considers product or
service related architectures that systems engineers create, but enterprise architecture describes the structure of an
organization. Part 5: Enabling Systems Engineering interprets enterprise architecture in a much broader manner than
an IT system used across an organization, which is a specific instance of architecture.
Frameworks are closely related to architectures, as they are ways of representing architectures. See the glossary of
terms Architecture Framework for definition and examples.

Other Processes
A number of other life cycle processes are mentioned below, including System Analysis (glossary), Integration
(glossary), Verification (glossary), Validation (glossary), deployment, operation, Maintenance (glossary) and
Disposal (glossary) are discussed in detail in the System Realization and System Deployment and Use knowledge
areas.

Life Cycle Process Concurrency
In the Generic Life Cycle Model we have listed key activities critical to successful completion of each stage. This is
a useful way to illustrate the goals of each stage and gives an indication of how processes align with these stages.
This can be important when considering how to plan for resources, milestones, etc. However, it is important to
observe that the execution of process activities are not compartmentalized to particular life cycle stages (Lawson
2010).
Figure 1 shows a simple illustration of the through life nature of technical and management processes. This figure
builds directly on the "hump diagram" principles described in Systems Approach Applied to Engineered Systems.
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Figure 1: Generic Relationships between life cycle stages and processes (modified from Lawson 2010)

The lines on this diagram represent the amount of activity for each process over the generic life cycle. The peaks (or
humps) of activity represent the periods when a process activity becomes the main focus of a stage. The activity
before and after these peaks may represent through life issues raised by a process focus, e.g. how will likely
maintenance constraints be represented in the system requirements. These considerations help maintain a more
holistic perspective in each stage; or they can represent forward planning to ensure the resources needed to complete
future activities have been included in estimates and plans, e.g. are all resources need for verification in place or
available. Ensuring this hump diagram principle is implemented in a way which is achievable, affordable and
appropriate to the situation is a critical driver for all life cycle models.
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Life Cycle Process Iteration
The concept of iteration applies to life cycle stages within a life cycle model, and also applies to processes. Figure 2
below gives an example of iteration in the life cycle processes associated with concept and system definition.

Figure 2. Example of Iterations of Processes Related to System Definition (Faisandier 2012). Permission Granted by Sinergy'Com. All other
rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

There is generally a close coupling between the exploration of a problem or opportunity and the definition of one or
more feasible solutions, see Systems Approach to Engineered Systems. Thus the related processes in this example
will normally be applied in an iterative way. The relationships between these process are further discussed in the
System Definition KA.
Figure 3 below gives an example of the iteration between the other life cycle processes.

Figure 3. System Realization. (SEBoK Original)
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The iterations in this example relate to the overlaps in process outcomes shown in Figure 1. They either allow
consideration of cross process issues to influence the system definition, e.g. considering likely integration or
verification approaches might make us think about failure modes or add data collection or monitoring elements into
the system. Or they allow risk management and through life planning activities to identify the need for future
activities.
The relationships between these processes are further discussed in system realization and system deployment and
use.

Life Cycle Process Recursion
The comprehensive definition of a SoI is generally achieved using decomposition layers and system elements
(glossary). Figure 4 presents a fundamental schema of a system breakdown structure.

Figure 4. Hierarchical Decomposition of a System-of-Interest (Faisandier 2012). Permission Granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are
reserved by the copyright owner.

In each decomposition layer and for each system, the System Definition processes are applied recursively because
the notion of "system" is in itself recursive; the notions of SoI, system, and system element are based on the same
concepts (see Part 2). Figure 5 shows an example of the recursion of life cycle processes.
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Figure 5. Recursion of Processes on Layers (Faisandier 2012). Permission Granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the
copyright owner.

Systems Approach to Solution Synthesis
The sections above give different perspectives on how SE life cycle processes are related and how this shapes their
application. Solution synthesis is described in Part 2 as away of taking a systems approach to creating solution.
Synthesis is in general a mixture of top down and bottom up approaches as discussed below.

Top-Down Approach: From Problem to Solution
In a top-down approach, concept definition activities are focused primarily on understanding the problem, the
operational needs/requirements within the problem space, and the conditions that constrain the solution and bound
the solution space. The concept definition activities determine the mission context, Mission Analysis, and the needs
to be fulfilled in that context by a new or modified system (i.e. the SoI), and addresses stakeholder needs and
requirements.
The System Definition activities consider functional, behavioral, temporal, and physical aspects of one or more
solutions based on the results of concept definition. System Analysis considers the advantages and disadvantages of
the proposed system solutions both in terms of how they satisfy the needs established in concept definition, as well
as the relative cost, time scales and other development issues. This may require further refinement of the concept
definition to ensure all legacy relationships and stakeholders relevant to a particular solution architecture have been
considered in the stakeholder requirements.
The outcomes of this iteration between Concept Definition and System Definition define a required system solution 
and its associated problem context, which are used for System Realization, System Deployment and Use, and 
Product and Service Life Management of one or more solution implementations. In this approach problem
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understanding and solution selection activities are completed in the front-end portion of system development and
design and then maintained and refined as necessary throughout the life cycle of any resulting solution systems.
Top-down activities can be sequential, iterative, recursive or evolutionary depending upon the life cycle model.

Bottom-Up Approach: Evolution of the Solution
In some situations, the concept definition activities determine the need to evolve existing capabilities or add new
capabilities to an existing system. During the concept definition, the alternatives to address the needs are evaluated.
Engineers are then led to reconsider the system definition in order to modify or adapt some structural, functional,
behavioral, or temporal properties during the product (glossary) or service (glossary) life cycle for a changing
context (glossary) of use or for the purpose of improving existing solutions.
Reverse engineering is often necessary to enable system engineers to (re)characterize the properties of the
system-of-interest (SoI) or its elements. This is an important step to ensure that system engineers understand the SoI
before beginning modification. For more information on system definition, see the System Definition article.
A bottom-up approach is necessary for analysis purposes, or for (re)using existing elements in the design
architecture. Changes in the context of use or a need for improvement can prompt this. In contrast, a top-down
approach is generally used to define an initial design solution corresponding to a problem or a set of needs.

Solution Synthesis
In most real problems a combination of bottom-up and top-down approaches provides the right mixture of innovative
solution thinking driven by need and constrained and pragmatic thinking driven by what already exists. This is often
referred to as a “middle-out” approach.
As well as being the most pragmatic approach, synthesis has the potential to keep the life cycle focused on whole
system issues, while allow the exploration of the focused levels of detail needed to describe realizable solutions, see
Synthesising System Solutions.
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Life Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need
The Generic Life Cycle Model describes a simple translation from a need to achieve an outcome to a proposal to
realize a new or modified engineered system. This then forms the basis for the decision to invest time, money and
other resources in the life cycle of that System-of-Interest (glossary) (SoI). A significant proportion of the SE
activities involved in this transformation involve varying levels and types of Requirement (glossary).

Requirements and Life Cycle
During the concept definition stage of a life cycle, as the enterprise identifies new capabilities that are desired, the
business or mission analysis develops a high level set of strategies and need (which may be expressed as mission or
business requirements) that reflect the problem space perspective. As the solution space is explored and solution
classes are characterized, stakeholder needs are developed and transformed into stakeholder requirements (from a
user perspective). After the solution class has been determined and the specific solution is sought, during the system
definition stage of a life cycle, the stakeholder requirements are transformed into system requirements (from a
solution perspective). As the system definition recursively defines the lower level detail of the solution, requirements
are defined with lower levels of abstraction. At the highest level, the ideal requirement is
implementation-independent, and therefore not specific to a solution, allowing for a range of possible solutions. At
the lowest level, requirement statements may become more specific to the selected solution.
Concept Definition has further descriptions of business or enterprise and stakeholder needs and requirements. It
discusses how the new capability for the business or enterprise is defined as part of the understanding of the problem
space. It also discusses the development of the stakeholder needs and their transformation into requirements from the
user perspective.
System Definition has further descriptions of requirements and their types (e.g. system requirement, stakeholder
requirement, derived requirement). It discusses how different process roles/ states, levels, and the nature of
requirements apply to the understanding of requirements.
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Transforming Enterprise Needs to Requirements
Needs and requirements can exist at a number of levels and the terminology used to describe these levels will vary
between application domains and the enterprise which serve them. This can make it difficult to associate generic SE
life cycle processes with them. Ryan (Ryan, 2013) proposes a generic model (see Figure 1) in which an Enterprise
(glossary) of some kind forms a focus for translating strategic intentions into a system definition. There is an
enterprise view in which enterprise leadership sets the enterprise strategies, concepts and plans; a business
management view in which business management derive business needs and constraints as well as formalize their
requirements; a business operations view in which stakeholders define their needs and requirements. In the systems
view an Engineered System (glossary) is defined, expanding to views at the lower-level of system elements if
needed. Note that an engineered system may comprise a number of elements including products, people, and
processes. A system Architecture (glossary) can be created to define logical and physical views of how these
elements together enable a needed capability for the organization.

Figure 1. Transformation of needs into requirements (Ryan, 2013) Permission granted by M. Ryan. All other rights are reserved by
the copyright owner.

In the following discussion Ryan further defines a set of general terminology to define levels of need and
requirements and associates them with generic organizational roles. For a discussion of how this general description
might map onto different application contexts or organisational structures see Part 4 and Part 5 respectively.
The various views in Figure 1 are referred to as layers. At the highest layer, the enterprise has a number of strategies
that will guide its future. In the illustration above for example, a system has its genesis in a Concept of Operations
(ConOps) or Strategic Business Plan (SBP) that communicates the leadership’s intentions with regard to the
operation of the organization in terms of existing systems and systems to be developed. At this layer the ConOps, or
SBP, defines the enterprise in terms of ‘brand’ and establishes a mission statement and corresponding goals and
objectives, which clearly state the reason for the enterprise and its strategy for moving forward.
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The Business or Mission Analysis Process begins with the organization’s mission or vision statement, goals and
objectives communicated by the ConOps or SBP. Business management uses this guidance to define business needs,
largely in the form of a life-cycle concepts, which capture the business management’s concepts for acquisition,
development, marketing, operations, deployment, support, and retirement. These concepts are then used to define
specific needs for that layer.
The business needs contained in the life-cycle concepts are elaborated and formalized into business requirements,
which are documented in the Business Requirements Specification (BRS) or Business Requirement Document
(BRD). The process by which business needs are transformed into business requirements is called mission analysis
or business analysis.
Once business management is satisfied their needs and requirements are reasonably complete, they pass them on to
the business operations layer. Here, the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements (SNR) Definition Process uses the
ConOps or SBP and concepts contained in the life-cycle concepts as guidance. The Requirements Engineer (RE) or
Business Analyst (BA) leads stakeholders from the business operations layer through a structured process to elicit
stakeholder needs—in the form of a refined OpsCon or similar document and other life-cycle concepts (see Figure
1). The RE or BA uses a structured process to elicit specific needs, as documented in user stories, use cases,
scenarios, system concepts, or operational concepts. For further discussion of the Concept of Operations and the
Operational Concept Document, and their interplay, see ANSI/AIAA G-043-2012e, Guide to the Preparation of
Operational Concept Documents.
Stakeholder needs are then transformed into a formal set of Stakeholder Requirements, which are documented in the
Stakeholder Requirement Specification (StRS) or Stakeholder Requirement Document (StRD). That transformation
is guided by a well‐defined, repeatable, rigorous, and documented process of requirements analysis. This
requirements analysis may involve the use of functional flow diagrams, timeline analysis, N2 Diagrams, design
reference missions, modeling and simulations, movies, pictures, states and modes analysis, fault tree analysis, failure
modes and effects analysis, and trade studies. In some cases these requirements analysis methods may make use of
views created as part of a high level Logical Architecture (glossary).
At the system layer, in the System Requirements Definition Process, the requirements in the StRS are then
transformed by the RE or BA into System Requirements, which are documented in the System Requirement
Specification (SyRS) or System Requirement Document (SyRD). As in the previous process, the RE or BA
accomplishes the transformation of needs into requirements using the same requirements analysis methods described
above to define the requirements. At each layer, the resulting requirements will be documented, agreed-to, baselined,
and will be put under configuration management. As above the system requirements analysis may also be linked to
appropriate logical and Physical Architecture (glossary), either informally or under shared configuration control.
Note that some organizations may prepare individual life-cycle concepts for each of a number of systems that are
developed to meet the business needs.
Once a set of requirements has been documented, agreed-to, and baselined at one layer they will flow down to the
next layer as shown in Figure 1. At the next layer, the requirements are a result of the transformation process of the
needs at that layer as well a result of the decomposition or derivation of the requirements from the previous layer. As
such, a number of SyRS or SyRD requirements may be either decomposed from (that is, made explicit by the
requirements of) or derived from (that is, implied by the requirements of) the StRS or StRD. The same is true at the
subsystem or system element layer, where a number of the subsystem or system element requirements may be either
decomposed or derived from the SyRS or SyRD. In all cases, for each layer shown in Figure 1, the set of
requirements can be traced back to the requirements at the previous layer from which they were either decomposed
or derived. This process continues for the next layer of system elements.
How requirements are expressed differs through these layers, and therefore so do the rules for expressing them. As 
requirements are developed – and solutions designed – down through the layers of abstraction, we expect statements 
of requirement to become more and more specific. At the highest level, the ideal requirement is not specific to a
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particular solution, and permits a range of possible solutions. At the lowest level, statements of requirement will be
entirely specific to the selected solution. It is important to note that the form of requirements at one layer may not be
appropriate for another layer. For example, at the business management layer, there may be a requirement that all
products are “safe”. While this is a poor system requirement, it is appropriate for the Business Management layer. At
the next layer, business operations, there will be less ambiguous and more detailed requirements that define safe.
These requirements apply across all product lines. At the system layer, more specific safety requirements will be
developed for that specific system. These requirements will then be allocated to the system elements at the next
lower layer.
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Life Cycle Models
The life cycle model is one of the key concepts of systems engineering (SE). A life cycle (glossary) for a system
(glossary) generally consists of a series of stages (glossary) regulated by a set of management decisions which
confirm that the system is mature enough to leave one stage and enter another.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• System Life Cycle Process Drivers and Choices
•• System Life Cycle Process Models: Vee
•• System Life Cycle Process Models: Iterative
•• Integration of Process and Product Models
•• Lean Engineering
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Type of Value Added Products/Services
The Generic Life Cycle Model shows just the single-step approach for proceeding through the stages of a system’s
life cycle. Adding value (as a product, a service, or both), is a shared purpose among all enterprises, whether public
or private, for profit or non-profit. Value is produced by providing and integrating the elements of a system into a
product or service according to the system description and transitioning it into productive use. These value
considerations will lead to various forms of the generic life cycle management approach in Figure 1. Some examples
are as follows (Lawson 2010):
•• A manufacturing enterprise produces nuts, bolts, and lock washer products and then sells their products as value

added elements to be used by other enterprises; in turn, these enterprises integrate these products into their more
encompassing value added system, such as an aircraft or an automobile. Their requirements will generally be
pre-specified by the customer or by industry standards.

•• A wholesaling or retailing enterprise offers products to their customers. Its customers (individuals or enterprises)
acquire the products and use them as elements in their systems. The enterprise support system will likely evolve
opportunistically, as new infrastructure capabilities or demand patterns emerge.

• A commercial service enterprise such as a bank sells a variety of products as services to their customers; for
example, this includes current accounts, savings accounts, loans, and investment management. These services add
value and are incorporated into customer systems of individuals or enterprises. The service enterprise’s support
system will also likely evolve opportunistically, as new infrastructure capabilities or demand patterns emerge.

•• A governmental service enterprise provides citizens with services that vary widely, but may include services such
as health care, highways and roads, pensions, law enforcement, or defense. Where appropriate, these services
become infrastructure elements utilized in larger encompassing systems of interest to individuals and/or
enterprises. Major initiatives, such as a next-generation air traffic control system or a metropolitan-area crisis
management system (hurricane, typhoon, earthquake, tsunami, flood, fire), will be sufficiently complex enough to
follow an evolutionary development and fielding approach. At the element level, there will likely be pre-specified
single-pass life cycles.

•• For aircraft and automotive systems, there would likely be a pre-specified multiple-pass life cycle to capitalize on
early capabilities in the first pass, but architected to add further value-adding capabilities in later passes.
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• A diversified software development enterprise provides software products that meet stakeholder requirements
(needs), thus providing services to product users. It will need to be developed to have capabilities that can be
tailored to be utilized in different customers’ life-cycle approaches and also with product-line capabilities that can
be quickly and easily applied to similar customer system developments. Its business model may also include
providing the customer with system life-cycle support and evolution capabilities.

Within these examples, there are systems that remain stable over reasonably long periods of time and those that
change rapidly. The diversity represented by these examples and their processes illustrate why there is no
one-size-fits-all process that can be used to define a specific systems life cycle. Management and leadership
approaches must consider the type of systems involved, their longevity, and the need for rapid adaptation to
unforeseen changes, whether in competition, technology, leadership, or mission priorities. In turn, the management
and leadership approaches impact the type and number of life cycle models that are deployed as well as the processes
that will be used within any particular life cycle.
There are several incremental and evolutionary approaches for sequencing the life cycle stages to deal with some of
the issues raised above. The Life Cycle Models knowledge area summarizes a number of incremental and
evolutionary life cycle models, including their main strengths and weaknesses and also discusses criteria for
choosing the best-fit approach.

Categories of Life Cycle Model
The Generic System Life Cycle Model in Figure 1 does not explicitly fit all situations. A simple, precedential,
follow-on system may need only one phase in the definition stage, while a complex system may need more than two.
With build-upon (vs. throwaway) prototypes, a good deal of development may occur during the definition stage.
System integration, verification, and validation may follow implementation or acquisition of the system elements.
With software test-first and daily builds in particular, integration, verification, and validation are interwoven with
element implementation. Additionally, with the upcoming Third Industrial Revolution of three-dimensional printing
and digital manufacturing (Whadcock 2012), not only initial development but also initial production may be done
during the concept stage.
Software is a flexible and malleable medium which facilitates iterative analysis, design, construction, verification,
and validation to a greater degree than is usually possible for the purely physical components of a system. Each
repetition of an iterative development model adds material (code) to the growing software base, in which the
expanded code base is tested, reworked as necessary, and demonstrated to satisfy the requirements for the baseline.
Software can be electronically bought, sold, delivered, and upgraded anywhere in the world within reach of digital
communication, making its logistics significantly different and more cost-effective than hardware. It doesn’t wear
out and its fixes change its content and behavior, making regression testing more complex than with hardware fixes.
Its discrete nature provides that its testing cannot count on analytic continuity as with hardware. Adding 1 to 32767
in a 15-bit register does not produce 32768, but 0 instead, as experienced in serious situations, such as with the use
of the Patriot Missile.
There are a large number of potential life cycle process models. They fall into three major categories:
1.1. primarily pre-specified and sequential processes (e.g. the single-step waterfall model)
2.2. primarily evolutionary and concurrent processes (e.g. lean development, the rational unified process, and various

forms of the vee and spiral models)
3.3. primarily interpersonal and emergent processes (e.g. agile development, scrum, extreme programming (XP), the

dynamic system development method, and innovation-based processes)
The emergence of integrated, interactive hardware-software systems made pre-specified processes potentially
harmful, as the most effective human-system interfaces tended to emerge with its use, leading to further process
variations, such as soft SE (Warfield 1976, Checkland 1981) and human-system integration processes (Booher 2003,
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Pew and Mavor 2007). Until recently, process standards and maturity models have tried to cover every eventuality
and have included extensive processes for acquisition management, source selection, reviews and audits, quality
assurance, configuration management, and document management, which in many instances would become overly
bureaucratic and inefficient. This led to the introduction of more lean (Ohno 1988; Womack et al. 1990; Oppenheim
2011) and agile (Beck 1999; Anderson 2010) approaches to concurrent hardware-software-human factors approaches
such as the concurrent vee models (Forsberg 1991; Forsberg 2005) and Incremental Commitment Spiral Model (Pew
and Mavor 2007; Boehm and Lane 2007).
In the next article on System Life Cycle Process Drivers and Choices, these variations on the theme of life cycle
models will be identified and presented.

Systems Engineering Responsibility
Regardless of the life cycle models deployed, the role of the systems engineer encompasses the entire life cycle of
the system-of-interest. Systems engineers orchestrate the development and evolution of a solution, from defining
requirements through operation and ultimately until system retirement. They assure that domain experts are properly
involved, all advantageous opportunities are pursued, and all significant risks are identified and, when possible,
mitigated. The systems engineer works closely with the project manager in tailoring the generic life cycle, including
key decision gates, to meet the needs of their specific project.
Systems engineering tasks are usually concentrated at the beginning of the life cycle; however, both commercial and
government organizations recognize the need for SE throughout the system’s life cycle. Often this ongoing effort is
to modify or change a system, product or service after it enters production or is placed in operation. Consequently,
SE is an important part of all life cycle stages. During the production, support, and utilization (PSU) stages, for
example, SE executes performance analysis, interface monitoring, failure analysis, logistics analysis, tracking, and
analysis of proposed changes. All of these activities are essential to ongoing support of the system.
All project managers must ensure that the business aspect (cost, schedule, and value) and the technical aspect of the
project cycle remain synchronized. Often, the technical aspect drives the project and it is the systems engineers’
responsibility to ensure that the technical solutions that are being considered are consistent with the cost and
schedule objectives. This can require working with the users and customers to revise objectives to fit within the
business bounds. These issues also drive the need for decision gates to be appropriately spaced throughout the
project cycle. Although the nature of these decision gates will vary by the major categories above, each will involve
in-process validation between the developers and the end users. In-process validation asks the question: “Will what
we are planning or creating satisfy the stakeholders’ needs?” In-process validation begins at the initialization of the
project during user needs discovery and continues through daily activities, formal decision gate reviews, final
product or solution delivery, operations, and ultimately to system closeout and disposal.
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The following three books are not referenced in the SEBoK text, nor are they systems engineering "texts"; however,
they contain important systems engineering lessons, and readers of this SEBOK are encouraged to read them.

Kinder, G. 1998. Ship of Gold in the Deep Blue Sea. New York, NY, USA: Grove Press.
This is an excellent book that follows an idea from inception to its ultimately successful conclusion. Although
systems engineering is not discussed, it is clearly illustrated in the whole process from early project definition to
alternate concept development to phased exploration and “thought experiments” to addressing challenges along the
way. It also shows the problem of not anticipating critical problems outside the usual project and engineering scope.
It took about five years to locate and recover the 24 tons of gold bars and coins from the sunken ship in the
2,500-meter-deep sea, but it took ten years to win the legal battle with the lawyers representing insurance companies
who claimed ownership based on 130-year-old policies they issued to the gold owners in 1857.
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McCullough, D. 1977. The Path Between the Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal (1870 – 1914).
New York, NY, USA: Simon & Schuster.

Although “systems engineering” is not mentioned, this book highlights many systems engineering issues and
illustrates the need for SE as a discipline. The book also illustrates the danger of applying a previously successful
concept (the sea level canal used in Suez a decade earlier) in a similar but different situation. Ferdinand de Lesseps
led both the Suez and Panama projects. It illustrates the danger of not having a fact-based project cycle and
meaningful decision gates throughout the project cycle. It also highlights the danger of providing project status
without visibility, since after five years into the ten-year project investors were told the project was more than 50
percent complete when in fact only 10 percent of the work was complete. The second round of development under
Stevens in 1904 focused on “moving dirt” rather than digging a canal, a systems engineering concept key to the
completion of the canal. The Path Between the Seas won the National Book Award for history (1978), the Francis
Parkman Prize (1978), the Samuel Eliot Morison Award (1978), and the Cornelius Ryan Award (1977).

Shackleton, Sir E.H. 2008. (Originally published in by William Heinemann, London, 1919). South: The
Last Antarctic Expedition of Shackleton and the Endurance. Guilford, CT, USA: Lyons Press.

This is the amazing story of the last Antarctic expedition of Shackleton and the Endurance in 1914 to 1917. The
systems engineering lesson is the continuous, daily risk assessment by the captain, expedition leader, and crew as
they lay trapped in the arctic ice for 18 months. All 28 crew members survived.
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System Life Cycle Process Drivers and Choices
As discussed in the Generic Life Cycle Model article, there are many organizational factors that can impact which
life cycle processes are appropriate for a specific system. In addition, technical factors will also influence the types
of life cycle models appropriate for a given system. For example, system requirements can be predetermined or they
can be changing, depending on the scope and nature of the development for a system. These considerations lead to
different life cycle model selections. This article discusses different technical factors which can be considered when
selecting a life cycle process model and provides examples, guidance and tools from the literature to support life
cycle model selection. The life cycle model selected can impact all other aspects of system design and development.
(See the knowledge areas in Part 3 for a description of how the life cycle can impact systems engineering (SE)
processes.)

Fixed-Requirements and Evolutionary Development Processes
Aside from the traditional, pre-specified, sequential, single-step development process, there are several models of
incremental and evolutionary development; however, there is no one-size-fits-all approach that is best for all
situations. For rapid-fielding situations, an easiest-first, prototyping approach may be most appropriate. For enduring
systems, an easiest-first approach may produce an unscalable system, in which the architecture is incapable of
achieving high levels of performance, safety, or security. In general, system evolution now requires much higher
sustained levels of SE effort, earlier and continuous integration and testing, proactive approaches to address sources
of system change, greater levels of concurrent engineering, and achievement reviews based on evidence of feasibility
versus plans and system descriptions.
Incremental and evolutionary development methods have been in use since the 1960s (and perhaps earlier). They
allow a project to provide an initial capability followed by successive deliveries to reach the desired
system-of-interest (SoI). This practice is particularly valuable in cases in which
•• rapid exploration and implementation of part of the system is desired;
•• requirements are unclear from the beginning, or are rapidly changing;
•• funding is constrained;
•• the customer wishes to hold the SoI open to the possibility of inserting new technology when it becomes mature;

and
•• experimentation is required to develop successive versions.
In iterative development, each cycle of the iteration subsumes the system elements of the previous iteration and adds
new capabilities to the evolving product to create an expanded version of the software. Iterative development
processes can provide a number of advantages, including
•• continuous integration, verification, and validation of the evolving product;
•• frequent demonstrations of progress;
•• early detection of defects;
•• early warning of process problems; and
•• systematic incorporation of the inevitable rework that occurs in software development.
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Primary Models of Incremental and Evolutionary Development
The primary models of incremental and evolutionary development focus on different competitive and technical
challenges. The time phasing of each model is shown in Figure 1 below in terms of the increment (1, 2, 3, …)
content with respect to the definition (Df), development (Dv), and production, support, and utilization (PSU) stages
in Figure 1 (A Generic System Life Cycle Model) from the Life Cycle Models article.

Figure 1. Primary Models of Incremental and Evolutionary Development.
(SEBoK Original)

The Figure 1 notations (Df1..N and Dv1..N) indicate that their initial stages produce specifications not just for the
first increment, but for the full set of increments. These are assumed to remain stable for the pre-specified sequential
model but are expected to involve changes for the evolutionary concurrent model. The latter’s notation ( Dv1 and
Df2R) in the same time frame, PSU1, Dv2 and Df3R in the same time frame, etc.) indicates that the plans and
specifications for the next increment are being re-baselined by a systems engineering team concurrently with the
development of the current increment and the PSU of the previous increment. This offloads the work of handling the
change traffic from the development team and significantly improves its chances of finishing the current increment
on budget and schedule.
In order to select an appropriate life cycle model, it is important to first gain an understanding of the main archetypes
and where they are best used. Table 1 summarizes each of the primary models of single-step, incremental and
evolutionary development in terms of examples, strengths, and weaknesses, followed by explanatory notes.
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Table 1. Primary Models of Incremental and Evolutionary Development (SEBoK Original).

Model Examples Pros Cons

Pre-specified
Single-step

Simple manufactured products:
Nuts, bolts, simple sensors

Efficient, easy to verify Difficulties with rapid change, emerging
requirements (complex sensors,
human-intensive systems)

Pre-specified
Multi-step

Vehicle platform plus value-adding
pre-planned product improvements
(PPPIs)

Early initial capability, scalability when
stable

Emergent requirements or rapid change,
architecture breakers

Evolutionary
Sequential

Small: Agile

Larger: Rapid fielding

Adaptability to change, smaller
human-intensive systems

Easiest-first, late, costly fixes, systems
engineering time gaps, slow for large
systems

Evolutionary
Opportunistic

Stable development, Maturing
technology

Mature technology upgrades Emergent requirements or rapid change,
SysE time gaps

Evolutionary
Concurrent

Rapid, emergent development,
systems of systems

Emergent requirements or rapid change,
stable development increments, SysE
continuity

Overkill on small or highly stable systems

The Pre-specified Single-step and Pre-specified Multi-step models from Table 1 are not evolutionary. Pre-specified
multi-step models split the development in order to field an early initial operational capability, followed by several
pre-planned product improvements (P3Is). An alternate version splits up the work but does not field the intermediate
increments. When requirements are well understood and stable, the pre-specified models enable a strong, predictable
process. When requirements are emergent and/or rapidly changing, they often require expensive rework if they lead
to undoing architectural commitments.
TheEvolutionary Sequential model involves an approach in which the initial operational capability for the system is
rapidly developed and is upgraded based on operational experience. Pure agile software development fits this model.
If something does not turn out as expected and needs to be changed, it will be fixed in thirty days at the time of its
next release. Rapid fielding also fits this model for larger or hardware-software systems. Its major strength is to
enable quick-response capabilities in the field. For pure agile, the model can fall prey to an easiest-first set of
architectural commitments which break when, for example, system developers try to scale up the workload by a
factor of ten or to add security as a new feature in a later increment. For rapid fielding, using this model may prove
expensive when the quick mash-ups require extensive rework to fix incompatibilities or to accommodate off-nominal
usage scenarios, but the rapid results may be worth it.
The Evolutionary Opportunistic model can be adopted in cases that involve deferring the next increment until: a
sufficiently attractive opportunity presents itself, the desired new technology is mature enough to be added, or until
other enablers such as scarce components or key personnel become available. It is also appropriate for synchronizing
upgrades of multiple commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products. It may be expensive to keep the SE and
development teams together while waiting for the enablers, but again, it may be worth it.
The Evolutionary Concurrent model involves a team of systems engineers concurrently handling the change traffic
and re-baselining the plans and specifications for the next increment, in order to keep the current increment
development stabilized. An example and discussion are provided in Table 2, below.
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Incremental and Evolutionary Development Decision Table
The Table 2 provides some criteria for deciding which of the processes associated with the primary classes of
incremental and evolutionary development models to use.

Table 2. Incremental and Evolutionary Development Decision Table. (Boehm and Lane
2010). Reprinted with permission of the Systems Engineering Research Center. All other

rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Model Stable, pre-specifiable
requirements?

OK to wait for full system
to be developed?

Need to wait for
next-increment priorities?

Need to wait for
next-increment enablers*?

Pre-specified
Single-step

Yes Yes

Pre-specified
Multi-step

Yes No

Evolutionary
Sequential

No No Yes

Evolutionary
Opportunistic

No No No Yes

Evolutionary
Concurrent

No No No No

*Example enablers: Technology maturity; External-system capabilities; Needed resources; New opportunities

The Pre-specified Single-step process exemplified by the traditional waterfall or sequential Vee model is appropriate
if the product’s requirements are pre-specifiable and have a low probability of significant change and if there is no
value or chance to deliver a partial product capability. A good example of this would be the hardware for an earth
resources monitoring satellite that would be infeasible to modify after it goes into orbit.
The Pre-specified Multi-step process splits up the development in order to field an early initial operational capability
and several P3I's. It is best if the product’s full capabilities can be specified in advance and are at a low probability of
significant change. This is useful in cases when waiting for the full system to be developed incurs a loss of important
and deliverable incremental mission capabilities. A good example of this would be a well-understood and
well-prioritized sequence of software upgrades for the on-board earth resources monitoring satellite.
The Evolutionary Sequential process develops an initial operational capability and upgrades it based on operational
experience, as exemplified by agile methods. It is most need in cases when there is a need to get operational
feedback on an initial capability before defining and developing the next increment’s content. A good example of
this would be the software upgrades suggested by experiences with the satellite’s payload, such as what kind of
multi-spectral data collection and analysis capabilities are best for what kind of agriculture under what weather
conditions.
The Evolutionary Opportunistic process defers the next increment until its new capabilities are available and mature
enough to be added. It is best used when the increment does not need to wait for operational feedback, but it may
need to wait for next-increment enablers such as technology maturity, external system capabilities, needed resources,
or new value-adding opportunities. A good example of this would be the need to wait for agent-based satellite
anomaly trend analysis and mission-adaptation software to become predictably stable before incorporating it into a
scheduled increment.
The Evolutionary Concurrent process, as realized in the incremental commitment spiral model (Pew and Mavor 
2007; Boehm and Lane 2007) and shown in Figure 2, has a continuing team of systems engineers handling the 
change traffic and re-baselining the plans and specifications for the next increment, while also keeping a 
development team stabilized for on-time, high-assurance delivery of the current increment and employing a
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concurrent verification and validation (V&V) team to perform continuous defect detection to enable even higher
assurance levels. A good example of this would be the satellite’s ground-based mission control and data handling
software’s next-increment re-baselining to adapt to new COTS releases and continuing user requests for data
processing upgrades.
The satellite example illustrates the various ways in which the complex systems of the future, different parts of the
system, and its software may evolve in a number of ways, once again affirming that there is no one-size-fits-all
process for software evolution. However, Table 2 can be quite helpful in determining which processes are the best
fits for evolving each part of the system and the three-team model in Figure 2 provides a way for projects to develop
the challenging software-intensive systems of the future that will need both adaptability to rapid change and high
levels of assurance.

Figure 2. Evolutionary-Concurrent Rapid Change Handling and High Assurance (Pew and Mavor 2007, Figure 2-6). Reprinted with
permission from the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of National Academies Press, Washington, D.C. All other rights are reserved

by the copyright owner.
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System Life Cycle Process Models: Vee
There are a large number of life cycle process models. As discussed in the System Life Cycle Process Drivers and
Choices article, these models fall into three major categories: (1) primarily pre-specified and sequential processes;
(2) primarily evolutionary and concurrent processes (e.g., the rational unified process and various forms of the Vee
and spiral models); and (3) primarily interpersonal and unconstrained processes (e.g., agile development, Scrum,
extreme programming (XP), the dynamic system development method, and innovation-based processes).
This article specifically focuses on the Vee Model as the primary example of pre-specified and sequential processes.
In this discussion, it is important to note that the Vee model, and variations of the Vee model, all address the same
basic set of systems engineering (SE) activities. The key difference between these models is the way in which they
group and represent the aforementioned SE activities.
General implications of using the Vee model for system design and development are discussed below; for a more
specific understanding of how this life cycle model impacts systems engineering activities, please see the other
knowledge areas (KAs) in Part 3.

A Primarily Pre-specified and Sequential Process Model: The Vee Model
The sequential version of the Vee Model is shown in Figure 1. Its core involves a sequential progression of plans,
specifications, and products that are baselined and put under configuration management. The vertical, two-headed
arrow enables projects to perform concurrent opportunity and risk analyses, as well as continuous in-process
validation. The Vee Model encompasses the first three life cycle stages listed in the "Generic Life Cycle Stages"
table of the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook: exploratory research, concept, and development (INCOSE
2012).

Figure 1. Left Side of the Sequential Vee Model (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman
2005). Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved

by the copyright owner.

The Vee Model endorses the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook (INCOSE 2012) definition of life cycle
stages and their purposes or activities, as shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. An Example of Stages, Their Purposes and Major Decision Gates. (SEBoK Original)

The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook 3.2.2 contains a more detailed version of the Vee diagram (2012,
Figures 3-4, p. 27) which incorporates life cycle activities into the more generic Vee model. A similar diagram,
developed at the U.S. Defense Acquisition University (DAU), can be seen in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. The Vee Activity Diagram (Prosnik 2010). Released by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).
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Application of the Vee Model
Lawson (Lawson 2010) elaborates on the activities in each life cycle stage and notes that it is useful to consider the
structure of a generic life cycle stage model for any type of system-of-interest (SoI) as portrayed in Figure 4. This
(T) model indicates that one or more definition stages precede a production stage(s) where the implementation
(acquisition, provisioning, or development) of two or more system elements has been accomplished.

Figure 4. Generic (T) Stage Structure of System Life Cycle Models (Lawson 2010). Reprinted with permission of
Harold Lawson. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Figure 5 shows the generic life cycle stages for a variety of stakeholders, from a standards organization (ISO/IEC) to
commercial and government organizations. Although these stages differ in detail, they all have a similar sequential
format that emphasizes the core activities as noted in Figure 2 (definition, production, and utilization/retirement).
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Figure 5. Comparisons of Life Cycle Models (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with
permission of John Wiley & Sons. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

It is important to note that many of the activities throughout the life cycle are iterated. This is an example of
recursion (glossary) as discussed in the Part 3 Introduction.

Fundamentals of Life Cycle Stages and Program Management Phase
For this discussion, it is important to note that
• The term stage refers to the different states of a system during its life cycle; some stages may overlap in time,

such as the utilization stage and the support stage. The term “stage” is used in ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288.
• The term phase refers to the different steps of the program that support and manage the life of the system; the

phases usually do not overlap. The term “phase” is used in many well-established models as an equivalent to the
term “stage.”

Program management employs phases, milestones, and decision gates which are used to assess the evolution of a
system through its various stages. The stages contain the activities performed to achieve goals and serve to control
and manage the sequence of stages and the transitions between each stage. For each project, it is essential to define
and publish the terms and related definitions used on respective projects to minimize confusion.
A typical program is composed of the following phases:
• The pre-study phase, which identifies potential opportunities to address user needs with new solutions that make

business sense.
• The feasibility phase consists of studying the feasibility of alternative concepts to reach a second decision gate 

before initiating the execution stage. During the feasibility phase, stakeholders' requirements and system 
requirements are identified, viable solutions are identified and studied, and virtual prototypes (glossary) can be
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implemented. During this phase, the decision to move forward is based on
•• whether a concept is feasible and is considered able to counter an identified threat or exploit an opportunity;
•• whether a concept is sufficiently mature to warrant continued development of a new product or line of

products; and
•• whether to approve a proposal generated in response to a request for proposal.

• The execution phase includes activities related to four stages of the system life cycle: development, production,
utilization, and support. Typically, there are two decision gates and two milestones associated with execution
activities. The first milestone provides the opportunity for management to review the plans for execution before
giving the go-ahead. The second milestone provides the opportunity to review progress before the decision is
made to initiate production. The decision gates during execution can be used to determine whether to produce the
developed SoI and whether to improve it or retire it.

These program management views apply not only to the SoI, but also to its elements and structure.

Life Cycle Stages
Variations of the Vee model deal with the same general stages of a life cycle:
• New projects typically begin with an exploratory research phase which generally includes the activities of concept

definition, specifically the topics of business or mission analysis and the understanding of stakeholder needs and
requirements. These mature as the project goes from the exploratory stage to the concept stage to the development
stage.

• The production phase includes the activities of system definition and system realization, as well as the
development of the system requirements (glossary) and architecture (glossary) through verification and
validation.

• The utilization phase includes the activities of system deployment and system operation.
• The support phase includes the activities of system maintenance, logistics, and product and service life

management, which may include activities such as service life extension or capability updates, upgrades, and
modernization.

• The retirement phase includes the activities of disposal and retirement, though in some models, activities such as
service life extension or capability updates, upgrades, and modernization are grouped into the "retirement" phase.

Additional information on each of these stages can be found in the sections below (see links to additional Part 3
articles above for further detail). It is important to note that these life cycle stages, and the activities in each stage,
are supported by a set of systems engineering management processes.

Exploratory Research Stage
User requirements analysis and agreement is part of the exploratory research stage and is critical to the development
of successful systems. Without proper understanding of the user needs, any system runs the risk of being built to
solve the wrong problems. The first step in the exploratory research phase is to define the user (and stakeholder)
requirements and constraints. A key part of this process is to establish the feasibility of meeting the user
requirements, including technology readiness assessment. As with many SE activities this is often done iteratively,
and stakeholder needs and requirements are revisited as new information becomes available.
A recent study by the National Research Council (National Research Council 2008) focused on reducing the
development time for US Air Force projects. The report notes that, “simply stated, systems engineering is the
translation of a user’s needs into a definition of a system and its architecture through an iterative process that results
in an effective system design.” The iterative involvement with stakeholders is critical to the project success.
Except for the first and last decision gates of a project, the gates are performed simultaneously. See Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6. Scheduling the Development Phases. (SEBoK Original)

Concept Stage
During the concept stage, alternate concepts are created to determine the best approach to meet stakeholder needs.
By envisioning alternatives and creating models, including appropriate prototypes, stakeholder needs will be
clarified and the driving issues highlighted. This may lead to an incremental or evolutionary approach to system
development. Several different concepts may be explored in parallel.

Development Stage
The selected concept(s) identified in the concept stage are elaborated in detail down to the lowest level to produce
the solution that meets the stakeholder requirements. Throughout this stage, it is vital to continue with user
involvement through in-process validation (the upward arrow on the Vee models). On hardware, this is done with
frequent program reviews and a customer resident representative(s) (if appropriate). In agile development, the
practice is to have the customer representative integrated into the development team.

Production Stage
The production stage is where the SoI is built or manufactured. Product modifications may be required to resolve
production problems, to reduce production costs, or to enhance product or SoI capabilities. Any of these
modifications may influence system requirements and may require system re-qualification, re-verification, or
re-validation. All such changes require SE assessment before changes are approved.

Utilization Stage
A significant aspect of product life cycle management is the provisioning of supporting systems which are vital in
sustaining operation of the product. While the supplied product or service may be seen as the narrow
system-of-interest (NSOI) for an acquirer, the acquirer also must incorporate the supporting systems into a wider
system-of-interest (WSOI). These supporting systems should be seen as system assets that, when needed, are
activated in response to a situation that has emerged in respect to the operation of the NSOI. The collective name for
the set of supporting systems is the integrated logistics support (ILS) system.
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It is vital to have a holistic view when defining, producing, and operating system products and services. In Figure 7,
the relationship between system design and development and the ILS requirements is portrayed.

Figure 7. Relating ILS to the System Life Cycle (Eichmueller and Foreman 2009). Reprinted with
permission of of ASD/AIA S3000L Steering Committee. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The requirements for reliability, resulting in the need of maintainability and testability, are driving factors.

Support Stage
In the support stage, the SoI is provided services that enable continued operation. Modifications may be proposed to
resolve supportability problems, to reduce operational costs, or to extend the life of a system. These changes require
SE assessment to avoid loss of system capabilities while under operation. The corresponding technical process is the
maintenance process.

Retirement Stage
In the retirement stage, the SoI and its related services are removed from operation. SE activities in this stage are
primarily focused on ensuring that disposal requirements are satisfied. In fact, planning for disposal is part of the
system definition during the concept stage. Experiences in the 20th century repeatedly demonstrated the
consequences when system retirement and disposal was not considered from the outset. Early in the 21st century,
many countries have changed their laws to hold the creator of a SoI accountable for proper end-of-life disposal of the
system.
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Life Cycle Reviews
To control the progress of a project, different types of reviews are planned. The most commonly used are listed as
follows, although the names are not universal:
• The system requirements review (SRR) is planned to verify and validate the set of system requirements before

starting the detailed design activities.
• The preliminary design review (PDR) is planned to verify and validate the set of system requirements, the design

artifacts, and justification elements at the end of the first engineering loop (also known as the "design-to" gate).
• The critical design review (CDR) is planned to verify and validate the set of system requirements, the design

artifacts, and justification elements at the end of the last engineering loop (the “build-to” and “code-to” designs are
released after this review).

• The integration, verification, and validation reviews are planned as the components are assembled into higher
level subsystems and elements. A sequence of reviews is held to ensure that everything integrates properly and
that there is objective evidence that all requirements have been met. There should also be an in-process validation
that the system, as it is evolving, will meet the stakeholders’ requirements (see Figure 7).

•• The final validation review is carried out at the end of the integration phase.
•• Other management related reviews can be planned and conducted in order to control the correct progress of work,

based on the type of system and the associated risks.

Figure 8. Right Side of the Vee Model (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted
with permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright

owner.
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System Life Cycle Process Models: Iterative
There are a large number of life cycle process models. As discussed in the System Life Cycle Process Drivers and
Choices article, these models fall into three major categories: (1) primarily pre-specified and sequential processes;
(2) primarily evolutionary and concurrent processes (e.g., the rational unified process and various forms of the Vee
and spiral models); and (3) primarily interpersonal and unconstrained processes (e.g., agile development, Scrum,
extreme programming (XP), dynamic system development methods, and innovation-based processes).
This article discusses incremental and evolutionary development models (the second and third categories listed
above) beyond variants of the Vee model. While there are a number of different models describing the project
environment, the spiral model and the Vee Model have become the dominant approaches to visualizing the
development process. Both the Vee and the spiral are useful models that emphasize different aspects of a system life
cycle.
General implications of using iterative models for system design and development are discussed below. For a more
specific understanding of how this life cycle model impacts systems engineering activities, please see the other
knowledge areas (KAs) in Part 3. This article is focused on the use of iterative life cycle process models in systems
engineering; however, because iterative process models are commonly used in software development, many of the
examples below come from software projects. (See Systems Engineering and Software Engineering in Part 6 for
more information on life cycle implications in software engineering.)

Incremental and Evolutionary Development

Overview of the Incremental Approach
Incremental and iterative development (IID) methods have been in use since the 1960s (and perhaps earlier). They
allow a project to provide an initial capability followed by successive deliveries to reach the desired
system-of-interest (SoI).
The IID approach, shown in Figure 1, is used when
•• rapid exploration and implementation of part of the system is desired;
•• the requirements are unclear from the beginning;
•• funding is constrained;
•• the customer wishes to hold the SoI open to the possibility of inserting new technology at a later time; and/or
• experimentation is required to develop successive prototype (glossary) versions.
The attributes that distinguish IID from the single-pass, plan-driven approach are velocity and adaptability.
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Figure 1. Incremental Development with Multiple Deliveries (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of
John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Incremental development may also be “plan-driven” in nature if the requirements are known early on in the life
cycle. The development of the functionality is performed incrementally to allow for insertion of the latest technology
or for potential changes in needs or requirements. IID also imposes constraints. The example shown in Figure 2 uses
the increments to develop high-risk subsystems (or components) early, but the system cannot function until all
increments are complete.
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Figure 2. Incremental Development with a Single Delivery (Forsberg, Mooz, Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of
John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Overview of the Evolutionary Approach
A specific IID methodology called evolutionary development is common in research and development (R&D)
environments in both the government and commercial sector. Figure 3 illustrates this approach, which was used in
the evolution of the high temperature tiles for the NASA Space Shuttle (Forsberg 1995). In the evolutionary
approach, the end state of each phase of development is unknown, though the goal is for each phase to result in some
sort of useful product.
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Figure 3. Evolutionary Generic Model (Forsberg, Mooz, Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All other rights
are reserved by the copyright owner.

The real world development environment is complex and difficult to map because many different project cycles are
simultaneously underway. Figure 4 shows the applied research era for the development of the space shuttle Orbiter
and illustrates multi-levels of simultaneous development, trade-studies, and ultimately, implementation.
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Figure 4. Evolution of Components and Orbiter Subsystems (including space shuttle tiles) During Creation of a Large
"Single-Pass" Project (Forsberg 1995). Reprinted with permission of Kevin Forsberg. All other rights are reserved by the copyright

owner.

Iterative Software Development Process Models
Software is a flexible and malleable medium which facilitates iterative analysis, design, construction, verification,
and validation to a greater degree than is usually possible for the purely physical components of a system. Each
repetition of an iterative development model adds material (code) to the growing software base; the expanded code
base is tested, reworked as necessary, and demonstrated to satisfy the requirements for the baseline.
Process models for software development support iterative development on cycles of various lengths. Table 1 lists
three iterative software development models which are presented in more detail below, as well as the aspects of
software development that are emphasized by those models.
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Table 1. Primary Emphases of Three Iterative Software Development Models.

Iterative Model Emphasis

Incremental-build Iterative implementation-verification-validations-demonstration cycles

Spiral Iterative risk-based analysis of alternative approaches and evaluation of outcomes

Agile Iterative evolution of requirements and code

Please note that the information below is focused specifically on the utilization of different life cycle models for
software systems. In order to better understand the interactions between software engineering (SwE) and systems
engineering (SE), please see the Systems Engineering and Software Engineering KA in Part 6.

Overview of Iterative-Development Process Models
Developing and modifying software involves creative processes that are subject to many external and changeable
forces. Long experience has shown that it is impossible to “get it right” the first time, and that iterative development
processes are preferable to linear, sequential development process models, such as the well-known Waterfall model.
In iterative development, each cycle of the iteration subsumes the software of the previous iteration and adds new
capabilities to the evolving product to create an expanded version of the software. Iterative development processes
provide the following advantages:
•• Continuous integration, verification, and validation of the evolving product;
•• Frequent demonstrations of progress;
•• Early detection of defects;
•• Early warning of process problems;
•• Systematic incorporation of the inevitable rework that occurs in software development; and
•• Early delivery of subset capabilities (if desired).
Iterative development takes many forms in SwE, including the following:
•• An incremental-build process, which is used to produce periodic (typically weekly) builds of increasing product

capabilities;
•• Agile development, which is used to closely involve a prototypical customer in an iterative process that may

repeat on a daily basis; and
•• The spiral model, which is used to confront and mitigate risk factors encountered in developing the successive

versions of a product.

The Incremental-Build Model
The incremental-build model is a build-test-demonstrated model of iterative cycles in which frequent demonstrations
of progress, verification, and validation of work-to-date are emphasized. The model is based on stable requirements
and a software architectural specification. Each build adds new capabilities to the incrementally growing product.
The process ends when the final version is verified, validated, demonstrated, and accepted by the customer.
Table 2 lists some partitioning criteria for incremental development into incremental build units of (typically) one
calendar week each. The increments and the number of developers available to work on the project determine the
number of features that can be included in each incremental build. This, in turn, determines the overall schedule.
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Table 2. Some partitioning criteria for incremental builds (Fairley 2009). Reprinted with
permission of the IEEE Computer Society and John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are

reserved by the copyright owner.

Kind of System Partitioning Criteria

Application package Priority of features

Safety-critical systems Safety features first; prioritized others follow

User-intensive systems User interface first; prioritized others follow

System software Kernel first; prioritized utilities follow

Figure 5 illustrates the details of the build-verify-validate-demonstrate cycles in the incremental build process. Each
build includes detailed design, coding, integration, review, and testing done by the developers. In cases where code
is to be reused without modification, some or all of an incremental build may consist of review, integration, and
testing of the base code augmented with the reused code. It is important to note that development of an increment
may result in reworking previous components developed for integration to fix defects.

Figure 5. Incremental Build-Verify-Validate-Demonstrate Cycles (Fairley 2009). Reprinted with permission of the IEEE
Computer Society and John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Incremental verification, validation, and demonstration, as illustrated in Figure 5, overcome two of the major
problems of a waterfall approach by
•• exposing problems early so they can be corrected as they occur; and
•• incorporating minor in-scope changes to requirements that occur as a result of incremental demonstrations in

subsequent builds.
Figure 5 also illustrates that it may be possible to overlap successive builds of the product. It may be possible, for
example, to start a detailed design of the next version while the present version is being validated.
Three factors determine the degree of overlap that can be achieved:
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1.1. Availability of personnel;
2.2. Adequate progress on the previous version; and
3.3. The risk of significant rework on the next overlapped build because of changes to the previous in-progress build.
The incremental build process generally works well with small teams, but can be scaled up for larger projects.
A significant advantage of an incremental build process is that features built first are verified, validated, and
demonstrated most frequently because subsequent builds incorporate the features of the earlier iterations. In building
the software to control a nuclear reactor, for example, the emergency shutdown software could be built first, as it
would then be verified and validated in conjunction with the features of each successive build.
In summary, the incremental build model, like all iterative models, provides the advantages of continuous integration
and validation of the evolving product, frequent demonstrations of progress, early warning of problems, early
delivery of subset capabilities, and systematic incorporation of the inevitable rework that occurs in software
development.

The Role of Prototyping in Software Development
In SwE, a prototype is a mock-up of the desired functionality of some part of the system. This is in contrast to
physical systems, where a prototype is usually the first fully functional version of a system (Fairley 2009, 74).
In the past, incorporating prototype software into production systems has created many problems. Prototyping is a
useful technique that should be employed as appropriate; however, prototyping is not a process model for software
development. When building a software prototype, the knowledge gained through the development of the prototype
is beneficial to the program; however, the prototype code may not be used in the deliverable version of the system.
In many cases, it is more efficient and more effective to build the production code from scratch using the knowledge
gained by prototyping than to re-engineer the existing code.

Life Cycle Sustainment of Software
Software, like all systems, requires sustainment efforts to enhance capabilities, adapt to new environments, and
correct defects. The primary distinction for software is that sustainment efforts change the software; unlike physical
entities, software components do not have to be replaced because of physical wear and tear. Changing the software
requires re-verification and re-validation, which may involve extensive regression testing to determine that the
change has the desired effect and has not altered other aspects of functionality or behavior.

Retirement of Software
Useful software is rarely retired; however, software that is useful often experiences many upgrades during its
lifetime. A later version may bear little resemblance to the initial release. In some cases, software that ran in a former
operational environment is executed on hardware emulators that provide a virtual machine on newer hardware. In
other cases, a major enhancement may replace and rename an older version of the software, but the enhanced version
provides all of the capabilities of the previous software in a compatible manner. Sometimes, however, a newer
version of software may fail to provide compatibility with the older version, which necessitates other changes to a
system.
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Primarily Evolutionary and Concurrent Processes: The Incremental
Commitment Spiral Model

Overview of the Incremental Commitment Spiral Model
A view of the Incremental Commitment Spiral Model (ICSM) is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The Incremental Commitment Spiral Model (ICSM) (Pew and Mavor 2007). Reprinted with permission by the National
Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of National Academies Press, Washington, D.C. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

In the ICSM, each spiral addresses requirements and solutions concurrently, rather than sequentially, as well as
products and processes, hardware, software, and human factors aspects, and business case analyses of alternative
product configurations or product line investments. The stakeholders consider the risks and risk mitigation plans and
decide on a course of action. If the risks are acceptable and covered by risk mitigation plans, the project proceeds
into the next spiral.
The development spirals after the first development commitment review follow the three-team incremental
development approach for achieving both agility and assurance shown and discussed in Figure 2,
"Evolutionary-Concurrent Rapid Change Handling and High Assurance" of System Life Cycle Process Drivers and
Choices.

Other Views of the Incremental Commitment Spiral Model
Figure 7 presents an updated view of the ICSM life cycle process recommended in the National Research Council
Human-System Integration in the System Development Process study (Pew and Mavor 2007). It was called the
Incremental Commitment Model (ICM) in the study. The ICSM builds on the strengths of current process models,
such as early verification and validation concepts in the Vee model, concurrency concepts in the concurrent
engineering model, lighter-weight concepts in the agile and lean models, risk-driven concepts in the spiral model, the
phases and anchor points in the rational unified process (RUP) (Kruchten 1999; Boehm 1996), and recent extensions
of the spiral model to address systems of systems (SoS) capability acquisition (Boehm and Lane 2007).
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Figure 7. Phased View of the Generic Incremental Commitment Spiral Model Process (Pew and Mavor 2007). Reprinted
with permission by the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of National Academies Press, Washington, D.C. All other rights

are reserved by the copyright owner.

The top row of activities in Figure 7 indicates that a number of system aspects are being concurrently engineered at
an increasing level of understanding, definition, and development. The most significant of these aspects are shown in
Figure 8, an extension of a similar “hump diagram” view of concurrently engineered software activities developed as
part of the RUP (Kruchten 1999).
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Figure 8. ICSM Activity Categories and Level of Effort (Pew and Mavor 2007).
Reprinted with permission by the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of National

Academies Press, Washington, D.C. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

As with the RUP version, the magnitude and shape of the levels of effort will be risk-driven and likely to vary from
project to project. Figure 8 indicates that a great deal of concurrent activity occurs within and across the various
ICSM phases, all of which need to be "synchronized and stabilized," a best-practice phrase taken from Microsoft
Secrets (Cusumano and Selby 1996) to keep the project under control.
The review processes and use of independent experts are based on the highly successful AT&T Architecture Review
Board procedures described in “Architecture Reviews: Practice and Experience” (Maranzano et al. 2005). Figure 9
shows the content of the feasibility evidence description. Showing feasibility of the concurrently-developed elements
helps synchronize and stabilize the concurrent activities.
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Figure 9. Feasibility Evidence Description Content (Pew and Mavor 2007). Reprinted with permission
by the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of National Academies Press, Washington, D.C. All other

rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The operations commitment review (OCR) is different in that it addresses the often higher operational risks of
fielding an inadequate system. In general, stakeholders will experience a two- to ten-fold increase in commitment
level while going through the sequence of engineering certification review (ECR) to design certification review
(DCR) milestones, but the increase in going from DCR to OCR can be much higher. These commitment levels are
based on typical cost profiles across the various stages of the acquisition life cycle.

Underlying ICSM Principles
ICSM has four underlying principles which must be followed:
1.1. Stakeholder value-based system definition and evolution;
2.2. Incremental commitment and accountability;
3.3. Concurrent system and software definition and development; and
4.4. Evidence and risk-based decision making.

Model Experience to Date
The National Research Council Human-Systems Integration study (2008) found that the ICSM processes and
principles correspond well with best commercial practices, as described in the Next Generation Medical Infusion
Pump Case Study in Part 7. Further examples are found in Human-System Integration in the System Development
Process: A New Look (Pew and Mavor 2007, chap. 5), Software Project Management (Royce 1998, Appendix D),
and the annual series of "Top Five Quality Software Projects", published in CrossTalk (2002-2005).

Agile and Lean Processes
According to the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook 3.2.2, “Project execution methods can be described on a
continuum from 'adaptive' to 'predictive.' Agile methods exist on the 'adaptive' side of this continuum, which is not
the same as saying that agile methods are 'unplanned' or 'undisciplined,'” (INCOSE 2011, 179). Agile development
methods can be used to support iterative life cycle models, allowing flexibility over a linear process that better aligns
with the planned life cycle for a system. They primarily emphasize the development and use of tacit interpersonal
knowledge as compared to explicit documented knowledge, as evidenced in the four value propositions in the "Agile
Manifesto":

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this
work we have come to value

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools;
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• Working software over comprehensive documentation;
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation; and
• Responding to change over following a plan.

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more. (Agile Alliance
2001)

Lean processes are often associated with agile methods, although they are more scalable and applicable to
high-assurance systems. Below, some specific agile methods are presented, and the evolution and content of lean
methods is discussed. Please see "Primary References", "Additional References", and the Lean Engineering article
for more detail on specific agile and lean processes.

Scrum
Figure 10 shows an example of Scrum as an agile process flow. As with most other agile methods, Scrum uses the
evolutionary sequential process shown in Table 1 (above) and described in Fixed-Requirements and Evolutionary
Development Processes section in which systems capabilities are developed in short periods, usually around 30 days.
The project then re-prioritizes its backlog of desired features and determines how many features the team (usually 10
people or less) can develop in the next 30 days.
Figure 10 also shows that once the features to be developed for the current Scrum have been expanded (usually in
the form of informal stories) and allocated to the team members, the team establishes a daily rhythm of starting with
a short meeting at which each team member presents a roughly one-minute summary describing progress since the
last Scrum meeting, potential obstacles, and plans for the upcoming day.

Figure 10. Example Agile Process Flow: Scrum (Boehm and Turner 2004). Reprinted with permission of Ken Schwaber. All other rights
are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Architected Agile Methods

Over the last decade, several organizations have been able to scale up agile methods by using two layers of
ten-person Scrum teams. This involves, among other things, having each Scrum team’s daily meeting followed up by
a daily meeting of the Scrum team leaders discussing up-front investments in evolving system architecture (Boehm
et al. 2010). Figure 11 shows an example of the Architected Agile approach.

Figure 11. Example of Architected Agile Process (Boehm 2009). Reprinted with permission of Barry Boehm on behalf of USC-CSSE. All other
rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Agile Practices and Principles
As seen with the Scrum and architected agile methods, "generally-shared" principles are not necessarily "uniformly
followed". However, there are some general practices and principles shared by most agile methods:
•• The project team understands, respects, works, and behaves within a defined SE process;
•• The project is executed as fast as possible with minimum down time or staff diversion during the project and the

critical path is managed;
•• All key players are physically or electronically collocated, and "notebooks" are considered team property

available to all.
• Baseline management and change control are achieved by formal, oral agreements based on “make a

promise—keep a promise” discipline. Participants hold each other accountable.
•• Opportunity exploration and risk reduction are accomplished by expert consultation and rapid model verification

coupled with close customer collaboration; software development is done in a rapid development environment
while hardware is developed in a multi-disciplined model shop; and

• A culture of constructive confrontation pervades the project organization. The team takes ownership for success;
it is never “someone else’s responsibility.”

Agile development principles (adapted for SE) are as follows (adapted from Principles behind the Agile Manifesto
(Beedle et al. 2009)):
1.1. First, satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software (and other system

elements).
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development; agile processes harness change for the customer’s

competitive advantage.
3.3. Deliver working software (and other system elements) frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months,

with a preference to the shorter timescale.
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4.4. Business personnel and developers must work together daily throughout the project.
5.5. Build projects around motivated individuals; give them the environment, support their needs, and trust them to

get the job done.
6.6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information is face-to-face conversation.
7.7. Working software (and other system elements) is the primary measure of progress.
8.8. Agile processes promote sustainable development; the sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain

a constant pace indefinitely.
9.9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
10. Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential.
11.11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
A team should reflect on how to become more effective at regular intervals and then tune and adjust its behavior
accordingly. This self-reflection is a critical aspect for projects that implement agile processes.

Lean Systems Engineering and Development

Origins

As the manufacturing of consumer products such as automobiles became more diversified, traditional pre-planned
mass-production approaches had increasing problems with quality and adaptability. Lean manufacturing systems
such as the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Ohno 1988) were much better suited to accommodate diversity, to
improve quality, and to support just-in-time manufacturing that could rapidly adapt to changing demand patterns
without having to carry large, expensive inventories.
Much of this transformation was stimulated by the work of W. Edwards Deming, whose Total Quality Management
(TQM) approach shifted responsibility for quality and productivity from planners and inspectors to the production
workers who were closer to the real processes (Deming 1982). Deming's approach involved everyone in the
manufacturing organization in seeking continuous process improvement, or "Kaizen".
Some of the TQM techniques, such as statistical process control and repeatability, were more suited to repetitive
manufacturing processes than to knowledge work such as systems engineering (SE) and software engineering (SwE).
Others, such as early error elimination, waste elimination, workflow stabilization, and Kaizen, were equally
applicable to knowledge work. Led by Watts Humphrey, TQM became the focus for the Software Capability
Maturity Model (Humphrey 1987; Paulk et al. 1994) and the CMM-Integrated or CMMI, which extended its scope to
include systems engineering (Chrissis et al. 2003). One significant change was the redefinition of Maturity Level 2
from "Repeatable" to "Managed".
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) conducted studies of the TPS, which produced a similar approach
that was called the "Lean Production System" (Krafcik 1988; Womack et al. 1990). Subsequent development of
"lean thinking" and related work at MIT led to the Air Force-sponsored Lean Aerospace Initiative (now called the
Lean Advancement Initiative), which applied lean thinking to SE (Murman 2003, Womack-Jones 2003).
Concurrently, lean ideas were used to strengthen the scalability and dependability aspects of agile methods for
software (Poppendieck 2003; Larman-Vodde 2009). The Kanban flow-oriented approach has been successfully
applied to software development (Anderson 2010).
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Principles

Each of these efforts has developed a similar but different set of Lean principles. For systems engineering, the
current best source is Lean for Systems Engineering, the product of several years’ work by the INCOSE Lean SE
working group (Oppenheim 2011). It is organized into six principles, each of which is elaborated into a set of lean
enabler and sub-enabler patterns for satisfying the principle:
1. Value. Guide the project by determining the value propositions of the customers and other key stakeholders.

Keep them involved and manage changes in their value propositions.
2. Map the Value Stream (Plan the Program). This includes thorough requirements specification, the concurrent

exploration of trade spaces among the value propositions, COTS evaluation, and technology maturity assessment,
resulting in a full project plan and set of requirements.

3. Flow. Focus on careful attention to the project’s critical path activities to avoid expensive work stoppages,
including coordination with external suppliers.

4. Pull. Pull the next tasks to be done based on prioritized needs and dependencies. If a need for the task can’t be
found, reject it as waste.

5. Perfection. Apply continuous process improvement to approach perfection. Drive defects out early to get the
system Right The First #Time, vs. fixing them during inspection and test. Find and fix root causes rather than
symptoms.

6. Respect for People. Flow down responsibility, authority, and accountability to all personnel. Nurture a learning
environment. Treat people as the organization’s most valued assets. (Oppenheim 2011)

These lean SE principles are highly similar to the four underlying incremental commitment spiral model principles.
• Principle 1: Stakeholder value-based system definition and evolution, addresses the lean SE principles of

value, value stream mapping, and respect for people (developers are success-critical stakeholders in the ICSM).
• Principle 2: Incremental commitment and accountability, partly addresses the pull principle, and also

addresses respect for people (who are accountable for their commitments).
• Principle 3: Concurrent system and software definition and development, partly addresses both value stream

mapping and flow.
• Principle 4: Evidence and risk-based decision making, uses evidence of achievability as its measure of

success. Overall, the ICSM principles are somewhat light on continuous process improvement, and the lean SE
principles are somewhat insensitive to requirements emergence in advocating a full pre-specified project plan and
set of requirements.

See Lean Engineering for more information.
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Integration of Process and Product Models
When performing systems engineering activities, it is important to consider the mutual relationship between
processes and the desired system. The type of system (see Types of Systems) being produced will affect the needed
processes, as indicated in system life cycle process drivers and choices. This may cause the tailoring (glossary) of
defined processes as described in application of systems engineering standards.

Process and Product Models
Figure 1 of life cycle models introduced the perspective of viewing stage work products provided by process
execution as versions of a system-of-interest (SoI) at various life stages. The fundamental changes that take place
during the life cycle of any man-made system include definition, production, and utilization. Building upon these, it
is useful to consider the structure of a generic process and product life cycle stage model as portrayed in Figure 1
below.
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Figure 1. Generic (T) Stage Structure of System Life Cycle (Lawson 2010). Reprinted with permission of Harold "Bud"
Lawson. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The (T) model indicates that a definition stage precedes a production stage where the implementation (acquisition,
provisioning, or development) of two or more system elements has been accomplished. The system elements are
integrated according to defined relationships into the SoI. Thus, both the process and product aspects are portrayed.
The implementation and integration processes are followed in providing the primary stage results—namely, in
assembled system product or service instances. However, as noted in life cycle models, the definition of the SoI
when provided in a development stage can also be the result of first versions of the system. For example, a prototype
(glossary), which may be viewed as a form of production or pre-production stage. Following the production stage is
a utilization stage. Further relevant stages can include support and retirement. Note that this model also displays the
important distinction between definition versus implementation and integration.
According to ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015), this structure is generic for any type of man-made SoI to undergo life
cycle management. The production stage thus becomes the focal point of the (T) model at which system elements are
implemented and integrated into system product or service instances based upon the definitions. For defined physical
systems, this is the point at which product instances are manufactured and assembled (singularly or mass-produced).
For non-physical systems, the implementation and integration processes are used in service preparation
(establishment) prior to being instantiated to provide a service. For software systems, this is the point at which builds
that combine software elements into versions, releases, or some other form of managed software product are
produced.
Using recursive decomposition, the implementation of each system element can involve the invocation of the
standard again at the next lowest level, thus treating the system element as a SoI in its own right. A new life cycle
structure is then utilized for the lower level SoIs.
This is illustrated in the Dual Vee model (Figures 2a and 2b). The Dual Vee model is a three-dimensional system
development model that integrates product and process in the creation of the system and component architectures. It
emphasizes
•• concurrent opportunity and risk management;
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• user in-process validation (glossary);
• integration (glossary), verification (glossary), and validation (glossary) planning; and
• verification (glossary) problem resolution.
When decomposition terminates according to the practical need and risk-benefit analysis, system elements are then
implemented (acquired, provisioned, or developed) according to the type of element involved.

Figure 2a. The Dual Vee Model (2a) (Forsberg, Mooz, Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All
other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Figure 2b. The Dual Vee Model (2b) (Forsberg, Mooz, Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All
other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

A practical aspect that can very well affect the process and product aspect is the decision to use off-the-shelf
elements in commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) form. In this case, further decomposition of the element is not
necessary. The use of COTS elements (and their internally created neighbor or non-development item (NDI)) has
become widespread, and they have proven their value. However, developers must make sure that the COTS product
is appropriate for their environment.
A known flaw which occurs infrequently in normal use of the product in its intended environment may be benign
and easily dealt with. In a new situation, it could have dramatic adverse consequences, such as those that occurred on
the USS Yorktown Cruiser in 1998 (Wired News Contributors 1998). The customer mandated that Windows NT be
used as the primary operating system for the ship. A divide by zero fault caused the operating system to fail, and the
ship was dead in the water. It had to be towed back to port on three occasions.
Spiral models concurrently engineer not only process and product models, but also property and success models.
Figure 3 shows how these models provide checks and balances, both at milestone reviews and as individual model
choices are made. Methods and tools supporting this concurrent engineering are provided in “When Models Collide:
Lessons from Software System Analysis” (Boehm and Port 1999), “Avoiding the Software Model-Clash Spiderweb”
(Boehm, Port, and Al-Said 2000), and “Detecting Model Clashes During Software Systems Development” (Al-Said
2003).
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Figure 3. Spiral Model Support for Process Models, Product Models, Success Models, Property Models (Boehm and Port 1999). Reprinted
with permission of © Copyright IEEE – All rights reserved. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

For software systems, entry into the production stages is the point at which builds that combine software elements
(code modules) into versions, releases, or some other form of managed software product are created. Thus, the major
difference between systems in general and software systems is the slight variant of the generic model as presented in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. T-Model for Software System (Lawson 2010). Reprinted with permission of Harold "Bud" Lawson. All other rights
are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Stage Execution Order
A sequential execution of life cycle stages is the most straightforward. As presented in System Life Cycle Process
Models: Vee and System Life Cycle Process Models: Iterative, variants of the Vee model and the spiral model
provide non-sequential models when practical considerations require a non-linear execution of life cycle stages.
Building upon these two models, it is important to note that various types of complex systems require that the stages
of the life cycle model be revisited as insight (knowledge) is gained, as well as when stakeholder requirements
change. The iterations may involve necessary changes in the processes and in the product or service system. Thus,
within the context of the (T) stage model, various orderings of stage execution - reflecting forms of non-sequential
stage ordering - can be conveniently described, as portrayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Iteration Through Life Cycle Stages (Lawson 2010). Reprinted with permission of Harold "Bud" Lawson. All
other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Each pattern of stage execution involves iteration of the previous stages, perhaps with altered requirements for the
processes or the system. The heavy lines in Figure 5 denote the demarcation of the revisited end points. Three are
iterative forms, for which several variants can be extracted:
1. Iterative development is quite frequently deployed in order to assess stakeholder requirements, analyze the

requirements, and develop a viable architectural design. Thus, it is typical that the concept stage may be revisited
during the development stage. For systems where products are based upon physical structures (electronics,
mechanics, chemicals, and so on), iteration after production has begun can involve significant costs and schedule
delays. It is, therefore, important to get it "right" before going to production. The early stages are thus used to
build confidence (verify and validate) that the solution works properly and will meet the needs of the
stakeholders. Naturally, such an approach could be used for software and human activity systems as well;
however, due to their soft nature, it can be useful to go further by experimenting and evaluating various
configurations of the system.
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2. Iterative development and implementation involves producing (defining, implementing, and integrating)
various versions of the system, evaluating how well they meet stakeholder requirements, perhaps in the context of
changing requirements, and then revisiting the concept and/or development stages. Such iterations are typical
within software system development, where the cost of production is not as significant as for defined physical
systems. A variant of this approach is the spiral model, where successive iterations fill in more detail (Boehm and
May 1998). The use of this approach requires careful attention to issues related to baseline and configuration
management. In this approach, significant verification (testing) should be performed on software systems in order
to build confidence that the system delivered will meet stakeholder requirements.

3. Incremental or progressive acquisition involves releasing systems in the form of products and/or services to the
consumers. This approach is appropriate when structural and capability (functions) changes are anticipated in a
controlled manner after deployment. The use of this approach can be due to not knowing all of the requirements at
the beginning, which leads to progressive acquisition/deployment, or due to a decision to handle the complexity
of the system and its utilization in increments—namely, incremental acquisition. These approaches are vital for
complex systems in which software is a significant system element. Each increment involves revisiting the
definition and production stages. The utilization of these approaches must be based upon well-defined, agreed
relationships between the supplying and acquiring enterprises. In fact, the iteration associated with each resulting
product and/or service instance may well be viewed as a joint project, with actor roles being provided by both
enterprises.

In all of the approaches it is wise to use modeling and simulation techniques and related tools to assist in
understanding the effect of changes made in the complex systems being life cycle managed. These techniques are
typically deployed in the earlier stages; however, they can be used in gaining insight into the potential problems and
opportunities associated with the latter stages of utilization and maintenance (for example, in understanding the
required logistics and help-desk aspects).

Allocating and Meeting Requirements - Integration of Process and Product
Models
Regardless of the order in which life cycle stages are executed, stakeholder requirements for the system, including
changed requirements in each iteration, must be allocated into appropriate activities of the processes used in projects
for various stages as well as to the properties of the elements of the product system or service system and their
defined relationships. This distribution was illustrated in the fourth variant of Lawson’s T-model as presented in
System Life Cycle Process Models: Iterative and System Life Cycle Process Models: Vee.
Ideally, the project management team should implement proven processes that will integrate the technical process
models with the project management product models to manage any of the processes discussed earlier, including
incremental and evolutionary development. The processes shown are the project management flow, starting with the
beginning of the development phase (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005, 201).
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Figure 6a. New Product Planning Process – Getting Started (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with permission of
John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Figure 6b. New Product Planning Process Solving the Problem (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with
permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Figure 6c. New Product Planning Process – Getting Commitment (Forsberg, Mooz, and Cotterman 2005). Reprinted with
permission of John Wiley & Sons Inc. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Lean Engineering
Lean Systems Engineering (LSE) is the application of lean thinking (Womack 2003) to systems engineering (SE)
and related aspects of enterprise and project management. LSE is an approach that is applicable throughout the
system life cycle. The goal of LSE is to deliver the best life-cycle value for technically complex systems with
minimal waste. Lean engineering is relevant to all of the traditional SE technical processes (see concept definition,
system definition, system realization, system deployment and use, etc.). Lean engineering also interacts with and
utilizes many of the specialty engineering disciplines discussed in Part 6.

Lean Systems Engineering
SE is an established, sound practice, but not always delivered effectively. Most programs are burdened with some
form of waste such as: poor coordination, unstable requirements, quality problems, delays, rework, or management
frustration. Recent U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), National Aeronautics and Space Association
(NASA), and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) studies of government programs document major budget
and schedule overruns and a significant amount of waste in government programs - some reaching seventy percent of
charged time. This waste represents a productivity reserve in programs and major opportunities to improve program
efficiency.
LSE is the application of lean thinking to systems engineering and related aspects of enterprise and project
management. SE is focused on the discipline that enables development of complex technical systems. Lean thinking
is a holistic paradigm that focuses on delivering maximum value to the customer and minimizing wasteful practices.
It has been successfully applied in manufacturing, aircraft depots, administration, supply chain management,
healthcare, and product development, which includes engineering. LSE is the area of synergy between lean thinking
and SE, which aims to deliver the best life-cycle value for technically complex systems with minimal waste. LSE
does not mean less SE. It means more and better SE with higher responsibility, authority, and accountability (RAA),
leading to better, waste-free workflow with increased mission assurance. Under the LSE philosophy, mission
assurance is non-negotiable and any task which is legitimately required for success must be included; however, it
should be well-planned and executed with minimal waste.

Lean Principles
Oppenheim (2011) describes the six lean principles for product development (PD) as follows:
1. Capture the value defined by the customer. One cannot over-emphasize the importance of capturing task or

program value (requirements, CONOPS, etc.) with precision, clarity, and completeness before resource
expenditures ramp up to avoid unnecessary rework.

2. Map the value stream (plan the program) and eliminate waste. Map all end-to-end linked tasks,
control/decision nodes, and the interconnecting information flows necessary to realize customer value. During the
mapping process, eliminate all non-value added activities, and enable the remaining activities to flow (without
rework, backflow or stopping). The term information flow refers to the packets of information (knowledge)
created by different tasks and flowing to other tasks for subsequent value adding, such as: design, analysis, test,
review, decision, or integration. Each task adds value if it increases the level of useful information and reduces
risk in the context of delivering customer value.

3. Flow the work through planned and streamlined value - adding steps and processes, without stopping or 
idle time, unplanned rework, or backflow. To optimize flow, one should plan for maximum concurrency of 
tasks, up to near capacity of an enterprise. Legitimate engineering iterations are frequently needed in PD, but they 
tend to be time consuming and expensive if they extend across disciplines. Lean PD encourages efficient 
methodology of fail early - fail often through rapid architecting and discovery techniques during early design
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phases. Lean flow also makes every effort to use techniques that prevent lengthy iterations, such as design
frontloading, trade space explorations, set designs, modular designs, legacy knowledge, and large margins. Where
detailed cross-functional iterations are indeed necessary, lean flow optimizes iteration loops for overall value.

4. Let customers pull value. In PD, the pull principle has two important meanings: (1) the inclusion of any task in a
program must be justified by a specific need from an internal or external customer and coordinated with them,
and (2) the task should be completed when the customer needs the output. Excessively early completion leads to
“shelf life obsolescence” including possible loss of human memory or changed requirements and late completion
leads to schedule slips. This is the reason that every task owner or engineer needs to be in close communication
with their internal customers to fully understand their needs and expectations and to coordinate their work.

5. Pursue perfection of all processes. Global competition requires continuous improvements of processes and
products. Yet, no organization can afford to spend resources improving everything all the time. Systems engineers
must make a distinction between processes and process outputs. Perfecting and refining the work output in a given
task must be bounded by the overall value proposition (system or mission success, program budget and schedule)
which define when an output is "good enough". In contrast, engineering and other processes must be continuously
improved for competitive reasons.

6. Respect for people. A lean enterprise is an organization that recognizes that its people are the most important
resource. In a lean enterprise, people are not afraid to identify problems and imperfections honestly and openly in
real time, brainstorm about root causes and corrective actions without fear, or plan effective solutions together by
consensus to prevent a problem from occurring again.

Lean Enablers for Systems
In 2009, the International Council on Systems Engineering's (INCOSE's) Lean SE Working Group (LSE WG)
released an online product entitled Lean Enablers for Systems Engineering (LEfSE). It is a collection of practices and
recommendations formulated as “dos” and “don’ts” of SE, based on lean thinking. The practices cover a large
spectrum of SE and other relevant enterprise management practices, with a general focus on improving the program
value and stakeholder satisfaction and reduce waste, delays, cost overruns, and frustrations. LEfSE are grouped
under the six lean principles outlined above. The LEfSE are not intended to become a mandatory practice but should
be used as a checklist of good practices. LEfSE do not replace the traditional SE; instead, they amend it with lean
thinking.
LEfSE were developed by fourteen experienced INCOSE practitioners, some recognized leaders in lean and SE from
industry, academia, and governments (such as the U.S., United Kingdom, and Israel), with cooperation from the
160-member international LSE WG. They collected best practices from the many companies, added collective tacit
knowledge, wisdom, and experience of the LSE WG members, and inserted best practices from lean research and
literature. The product has been evaluated by surveys and comparisons with the recent programmatic
recommendations by GAO and NASA.
Oppenheim (2011) includes a comprehensive explanation of the enablers, as well as the history of LSE, the
development process of LEfSE, industrial examples, and other material. Oppeneheim, Murman, and Secor (2011)
provide a scholarly article about LEfSE. A short summary was also published by Oppenheim in 2009.
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Concept Definition
Concept Definition (glossary)Concept Definition is the set of systems engineering (SE) activities in which the
problem space and the needs and requirements of the business or enterprise and stakeholders are closely examined.
The activities are grouped and described as generic processes which include Mission Analysis and Stakeholder
Needs and Requirements. Concept Definition begins before any formal definition of the system-of-interest (SoI) is
developed.
Mission Analysis focuses on the needs and requirements of business or enterprise — that is, on defining the problem
or opportunity that exists (in what is often called the problem space or problem situation), as well as understanding
the constraints on and boundaries of the selected system when it is fielded (in what is often called the solution
space). The Stakeholder Needs and Requirements process explores and defines the operational aspects of a potential
solution for the stakeholders from their point of view, independent of any specific solution. In these two Concept
Definition activities, business or enterprise decision makers and other stakeholders describe what a solution should
accomplish and why it is needed. Both why and what need to be answered before consideration is given to how the
problem will be addressed (i.e., what type of solution will be implemented) and how the solution will be defined and
developed.
If a new or modified system is needed then System Definition activities are performed to assess the system. See Life
Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need for further detail on the transformation of needs and requirements from the
business or enterprise and stakeholder levels of abstraction addressed in Concept Definition to the system and system
element level of abstraction addressed in System Definition.
The specific activities and sequence of Concept Definition activities and their involvement with the life cycle
activities of any system, and in particular the close integration with System Definition activities, will be dependent
upon the type of life cycle model being utilized. See Applying Life Cycle Processes for further discussion of the
concurrent, iterative and recursive nature of these relationships.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• Business or Mission Analysis
•• Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 as
well as topics covered in Part 3.

Concept Definition Activities
There are two primary activities discussed under concept definition: Mission Analysis and the definition of
Stakeholder Needs and Requirements:
1. Mission Analysis begins an iteration of the life cycle of a potential SoI that could solve a problem or realize an

opportunity for developing a new product, service, or enterprise. These activities assist business or enterprise
decision makers to define the problem space, identify the stakeholders, develop preliminary operational concepts,
and distinguish environmental conditions and constraints that bound the solution space. In other words, mission
analysis takes the enterprise capability gap or opportunity and defines the problem/opportunity in a manner that
provides a common understanding encapsulated in what are referred to as “business or mission needs”. Business
or mission needs are then used to produce a clear, concise, and verifiable set of business requirements.
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2. The Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activity works with stakeholders across the life cycle to elicit and
capture a set of needs, expectations, goals, or objectives for a desired solution to the problem or opportunity,
referred to as "stakeholder needs". The stakeholder needs are used to produce a clear, concise, and verifiable set
of stakeholder requirements. Stakeholder needs and requirements identify and define the needs and requirements
of the stakeholders in a manner that enables the characterization of the solution alternatives.

Mission Analysis takes the business and stakeholders' needs and requirements and carries the analysis down from
problem space to solution space, including concept, mission, and boundary or context so that a solution concept (at
the black-box level) can be selected from the alternatives. Figure 1 in the Mission Analysis topic depicts this
interaction. The products and artifacts produced during Concept Definition are then used in System Definition.
The different aspects of how systems thinking is applicable to concept definition are discussed in SEBoK Part 2. In
particular, the use of a combination of hard system and soft system approaches depending on the type of problem or
class of solution is discussed in Identifying and Understanding Problems and Opportunities and the contrast between
top-down and bottom up approaches in Synthesizing Possible Solutions.

Drivers of Solution on Problem Definition: Push Versus Pull
Problem definition and solution design depend on each other. Solutions should be developed to respond
appropriately to well-defined problems. Problem definitions should be constrained to what is feasible in the solution
space. System Analysis activities are used to provide the link between problems and solutions.
There are two paradigms that drive the ways in which concept definition is done: push and pull. The pull paradigm is
based on providing a solution to an identified problem or gap, such as a missing mission capability for defense or
infrastructure. The push paradigm is based on creating a solution to address a perceived opportunity, such as the
emergence of an anticipated product or service that is attractive to some portion of the population (i.e. whether a
current market exists or not). This can have an effect on other life cycle processes, such as in verification and
validation, or alpha/beta testing as done in some commercial domains.
As systems generally integrate existing and new system elements in a mixture of push and pull, it is often best to
combine a bottom-up approach with a top-down approach to take into account legacy elements, as well as to identify
the services and capabilities that must be provided in order to define applicable interface requirements and
constraints. This is discussed in Applying Life Cycle Processes.
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Business or Mission Analysis
The starting point of engineering any system-of-interest (SoI) is understanding the socio-economic and technological
context in which potential problems or opportunities reside. Then, the enterprise strategic goals and stakeholder
needs, expectations, and requirements represent the problem or the opportunity from the viewpoint of business or
enterprise decision makers while also taking into account the views of users, acquirers, and customers.
Mission Analysis (MA) is part of the larger set of Concept Definition (glossary) activities - the set of systems
engineering activities in which the problem space and the needs of the business or enterprise and stakeholders are
closely examined; this occurs before any formal definition of the (SoI) is developed, but may need to be revisited
through the life cycle. In fact, the activities of Concept Definition determine whether the enterprise strategic goals
and business needs will be addressed by a new system, a change to an existing system, a service, an operational
change or some other solution. The MA activity focuses on the identification of the primary purpose(s) of the
solution (its "mission"), while Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activity explores what capabilities stakeholders
desire in accomplishing the mission and may include some detail on the performance of certain aspects of the
solution. MA is often performed iteratively with the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activity to better
understand the problem (or opportunity) space, as well as the solution space.

Purpose and Definition
The purpose of MA is to understand a mission/market problem or opportunity, analyze the solution space, and
initiate the life cycle of a potential solution that could address the problem or take advantage of an opportunity. MA
is a type of strategic or operations analysis related to needs, capability gaps, or opportunities and solutions that can
be applied to any organization that evolves its strategy for its business objectives.
MA, in some domains called market analysis or business analysis, is the identification, characterization, and
assessment of an operational problem or opportunity within an enterprise. The definition of a mission or business
function in a problem space frames the solution, both in terms of the direct application to the mission or business
function, and in terms of the context for the resulting solution.
MA is used to define needed (or desired) operational actions, not hardware/software functions; that is, it is focused
on defining the problem space, not the solution space. MA begins with the business vision and Concept of
Operations (ConOps) (IEEE. 1998), and other organization strategic goals and objectives including the mission (or
business function). The primary products of MA are Business or Mission Needs, which are supported by preliminary
life-cycle concepts—including a preliminary acquisition concept, a preliminary operational concept (OpsCon), a
preliminary deployment concept, a preliminary support concept, and a preliminary retirement concept. Business or
Mission Needs are then elaborated and formalized into Business or Mission Requirements. The preliminary
operational concept includes the operational scenarios for the mission and the context in which the solution will
exist.
MA may include mathematical analysis, modeling, simulation, visualization, and other analytical tools to
characterize the intended mission and determine how to best achieve the needs/objectives. MA evaluates alternative
approaches to determine which best supports the stakeholder needs (among both materiel and non-materiel solution
alternatives, also known as product solutions and service/operational solutions). Thus, MA defines the problem space
and analyzes the solution space alternatives using quality attribute constraints driven by the enterprise objectives.
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Principles and Concepts

Mission Analysis and Concept of Operations
MA and the terms ConOps and OpsCon are broadly used in U.S. and UK defense and aerospace organizations to
analyze and define how a system is intended to operate, as well as how the major operations or operational scenarios
are intended to be performed. They take into account the strategic, operational, and tactical aspects of the identified
scenarios. ANSI/AIAA G-043A-2012 (ANSI 2012) identifies that the terms ‘concept of operations’ and ‘operational
concept’ are often used interchangeably but notes that an important distinction exists because each has a separate
purpose and is used to meet different ends. The ConOps is at an organisational level, prepared by enterprise
management and refined by business management:

The ConOps, at the organization level, addresses the leadership's intended way of operating the
organization. It may refer to the use of one or more systems (as black boxes) to forward the
organization's goals and objectives. The ConOps document describes the organization's assumptions or
intent in regard to an overall operation or series of operations within the business in regards to the
system to be developed, existing systems, and possible future systems. This document is frequently
embodied in long-range strategic plans and annual operational plans. The ConOps document serves as
a basis for the organization to direct the overall characteristics of future business and systems.
(ISO/IEC 2011)

The ConOps informs the OpsCon, which is drafted by business management in the Mission Analysis activity and
refined by stakeholders in the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activity:

A system OpsCon document describes what the system will do (not how it will do it) and why (rationale).
An OpsCon is a user-oriented document that describes system characteristics of the to-be-delivered
system from the user's viewpoint. The OpsCon document is used to communicate overall quantitative
and qualitative system characteristics to the acquirer, user, supplier and other organizational elements.
(ISO/IEC 2011)

It should be noted that the OpsCon has an operational focus and should be supported by the development of other
concepts, including a deployment concept, a support concept, and a retirement concept.
In order to determine appropriate technical solutions for evolving enterprise capabilities, systems engineering (SE)
leaders interact with enterprise leaders and operations analysts to understand
•• the enterprise ConOps and future mission, business, and operational (MBO) objectives;
•• the characterization of the operational concept and objectives (i.e., constraints, mission or operational scenarios,

tasks, resources, risks, assumptions, and related missions or operations); and
•• how specific missions or operations are currently conducted and what gaps exist in those areas.
They then conceptually explore and select from alternative candidate solutions. This interaction ensures a full
understanding of both the problem space and the solution space. The alternative candidate solutions can include a
wide range of approaches to address the need, as well as variants for an approach to optimize specific characteristics
(e.g., using a different distribution of satellite orbit parameters to maximize coverage or events while minimizing the
number of satellites). Analysis, modeling and simulation, and trade studies are employed to select alternative
approaches (NDIA 2010).
The notions of mission analysis, ConOps and OpsCon are also used in industrial sectors, such as aviation
administrations and aeronautic transportation, health care systems, and space with adapted definitions and/or terms,
such as operational concepts, usage concepts and/or technological concepts. For example, “mission analysis” is the
term used to describe the mathematical analysis of satellite orbits performed to determine how best to achieve the
objectives of a space mission (ESA 2008).
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In commercial sectors, MA is often primarily performed as market analysis. Wikipedia defines market analysis as a
process that:

. . . studies the attractiveness and the dynamics of a special market within a special industry. It is part of
the industry analysis and this in turn of the global environmental analysis. Through all these analyses,
the chances, strengths, weaknesses, and risks of a company can be identified. Finally, with the help of a
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis, adequate business strategies of a
company will be defined. The market analysis is also known as a documented investigation of a market
that is used to inform a firm's planning activities, particularly around decisions of inventory, purchase,
work force expansion/contraction, facility expansion, purchases of capital equipment, promotional
activities, and many other aspects of a company. (Wikipedia Contributors, 2012)

Anywhere these notions are used, it is evident that they are based on fundamental concepts, such as the operational
mode (or state of the system), scenario (of actions), the enterprise level ConOps and the system level operational
concepts, functions, etc. For more explanations about the ConOps and operational concept, refer to Systems and
Software Engineering - Requirements Engineering (ISO/IEC 2011); useful information can be found in Annex A,
"System Operational Concept", and Annex B, "Concept of Operations" (ISO/IEC 2011).

Mission Analysis as Part of Enterprise Strategy Development
Periodically, most enterprises re-evaluate their strategy with respect to their mission, vision, and positioning to
accomplish their goals. Figure 1 shows the interactions of the enterprise strategy development and the concept
definition, including the MA and Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activities that are involved in an iterative
manner to fully develop the strategy and define future capabilities and solutions.

Figure 1. Enterprise Strategy and Concept Development (Roedler 2012). Used with permission of Garry Roedler. All other rights
are reserved by the copyright owner.
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As the enterprise evolves the strategy, it is essential to conduct the supporting MA or strategic analysis for each
element of the enterprise to determine readiness to achieve future objectives. This analysis examines the current state
to identify any problems or opportunities related to the objective achievement and aids the enterprise in fully
understanding and defining the problem space. The analysis examines the external environment and interfaces in
search of impacts and trends, as well as the internal enterprise to gauge its capabilities and value stream gaps.
Additionally, a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis may be performed. As the
problem space is defined, the stakeholder needs are defined and transformed into stakeholder requirements that
define the solutions needed. These requirements include those that address customer and mission needs, the future
state of core processes and capabilities of the enterprise, and the enablers to support performance of those processes
and capabilities. Finally, MA is engaged again to examine the solution space. Candidate solutions that span the
potential solution space are identified, from simple operational changes to various system developments or
modifications. Various techniques are applied to analyze the candidates, understand their feasibility and value, and
select the best alternative.

Process Approach

Activities of the Process
It is necessary to perform the following major activities and tasks during the MA process:
1.1. Review and understand the enterprise mission, vision, and ConOps.
2.2. Identify and define any gaps and opportunities related to future evolution of the strategy:

1.1. Examine the current state to identify any problems or opportunities related to the objective achievement,
including any deficiencies of the existing system.

2. Analyze the context of the actual political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal
(PESTAL) factors, while studying sensitive factors such as cost and effectiveness, security and safety
improvement, performance improvement or lack of existing systems, market opportunities, regulation changes,
users' dissatisfaction, etc. External, internal, and SWOT analysis should be included as well. For the
technological considerations, an appropriate architecture framework representation, such as the U.S.
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) operations view (DoD 2010), the Zachman
Framework (Rows1 and 2) (Zachman 2008), and The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)
Architecture Development Method (ADM) (The Open Group 2010) Phases A and B should be included within
the concept definition when performing mission analysis and stakeholders needs and requirements.

3.3. Define the mission, business, and/or operational problem or opportunity, as well as its context, and any key
parameters, without focusing on a solution.

3.3. Examine and evaluate the solution space.
1.1. Identify the main stakeholders (customers, users, administrations, regulations, etc.).
2.2. Identify high level operational modes or states, or potential use cases.
3.3. Identify candidate solutions that span the potential solution space, from simple operational changes to various

system developments or modifications. Identify existing systems, products, and services that may address the
need for operational or functional modifications. Deduce what potential expected services may be needed. The
SoI is a potential and not yet existing product, service or enterprise. Additionally, the solution could be an
operational change or a change to an existing product or service.

4.4. Perform appropriate modeling, simulation, and analytical techniques to understand the feasibility and value of the
alternative candidate solutions. Model or simulate operational scenarios from these services and use cases, and
enrich them through reviews with stakeholders and subject matter experts.

5.5. Define basic operational concept or market strategy, and/or business models.
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1.1. From previous modeled operational scenarios and operational modes, deduce and express the usage of
operational concepts, or technical concepts.

2.2. Collect and enrich needs, expectations, scenarios, and constraints.
3.3. Validate the mission of any potential SoI in the context of any proposed market strategy or business model.

6.6. Evaluate the set of alternatives and select the best alternative.
1.1. Perform a trade study of the alternatives to discriminate between the alternatives.

7.7. Provide feedback on feasibility, market factors, and alternatives for use in completion of the enterprise strategy
and further actions.

8.8. Define preliminary deployment concept, preliminary support concept, and preliminary retirement concept.

Mission Analysis Artifacts
This process may create several artifacts, such as
•• recommendations for revisions to the enterprise ConOps;
•• preliminary operational concept document or inputs;
•• mission analysis and definition reports (perhaps with recommendations for revisions of the mission);
•• a set of business needs
•• preliminary life-cycle concepts (preliminary operational concept, preliminary deployment concept, preliminary

support concept, and preliminary retirement concept
• system analysis artifacts (e.g., use case diagrams, context diagrams, sequence/activity diagrams, functional flow

block diagrams);
•• trade study results (alternatives analysis);
•• market study/analysis reports; and
•• a set of business (or mission) requirements (often captured in a business requirement specification).

Methods and Modeling Techniques
MA uses several techniques, such as
•• use case analysis;
•• operational analysis;
•• functional analysis;
•• technical documentation review;
•• trade studies;
•• modeling;
•• simulation;
•• prototyping;
•• workshops, interviews, and questionnaires;
•• market competitive assessments;
•• benchmarking; and
•• organizational analysis techniques (e.g., strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT analysis), and

product portfolios).
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Practical Considerations
Major pitfalls encountered with mission analysis and marketing analysis are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Major Pitfalls for Mission Analysis. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Wrong level of
system addressed

When delineating the boundaries of the SoI and defining the mission and purpose of the system at the very beginning of
systems engineering, a classic mistake is to place the system-of-interest at the wrong level of abstraction. The level of

abstraction can be too high or too low (sitting respectively in the upper-system or in a sub-system). This is the consequence of
the principle stating that a system is always included in a larger system and of confusing the purpose and the mission of the SoI.

Operational
modes or

scenarios missing

In commercial products or systems, the lack or insufficient description of operational modes and scenarios (how the SoI will be
used, in which situations, etc.) is often encountered.

Proven practices with mission analysis and marketing analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Mission Analysis Proven Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Models of operational
scenarios

Using modeling techniques as indicated in sections above for operational scenarios in any kind of SoI (including
commercial systems).

Models of the context Consider the context of use as a system and force oneself to use modeling techniques for main aspects of the context
(functional, behavioral, physical, etc.).
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Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
Stakeholder needs and requirements represent the views of those at the business or enterprise operations level—that
is, of users, acquirers, customers, and other stakeholders as they relate to the problem (or opportunity), as a set of
requirements for a solution that can provide the services needed by the stakeholders in a defined environment. Using
enterprise-level life cycle concepts (see Business or Mission Analysis for details) as guidance, stakeholders are led
through a structured process to elicit stakeholder needs (in the form of a refined set of system-level life-cycle
concepts). Stakeholder needs are transformed into a defined set of Stakeholder Requirements, which may be
documented in the form of a model, a document containing textual requirement statements or both.
Stakeholder requirements play major roles in systems engineering, as they:
• Form the basis of system requirements activities.
• Form the basis of system validation and stakeholder acceptance .
• Act as a reference for integration and verification activities.
•• Serve as means of communication between the technical staff, management, finance department, and the

stakeholder community.
This topic describes the definition of stakeholder needs and requirements which involves the activities necessary to 
elicit and prioritize the needs of the stakeholder(s), and transform those needs into a set of defined stakeholder 
requirements. Defining the problem or the issue to be solved, identifying the opportunity for developing a new 
solution, or improving a system-of-interest (SoI) must begin prior to starting the activities necessary to define 
stakeholder needs and requirements. This means that an initial context of use of the new or modified mission, 
operation, or capability has already been characterized (see Business or Mission Analysis). System requirements are
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considered in detail during system definition. None of the above can be considered complete until consistency
between the two has been achieved, as demonstrated by traceability, for which a number of iterations may be needed.

Purpose and Definition
The purpose of the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements definition activities are to elicit a set of clear and concise
needs related to a new or changed mission for an enterprise (see mission analysis (MA) for information relevant to
identifying and defining the mission or operation), and to transform these stakeholder needs into verifiable
stakeholder requirements.
Stakeholders may well begin with desires, and expectations that may contain vague, ambiguous statements that are
difficult to use for SE activities. Care must be taken to ensure that those desires and expectations are coalesced into a
set of clear and concise need statements that are useful as a start point for system definition. These need statements
will then need to be further clarified and translated into more engineering-oriented language in a set of stakeholder
requirements to enable proper architecture definition and requirement activities. As an example, a need or an
expectation such as, to easily manoeuvre a car in order to park, will be transformed in a set of stakeholder
requirements to a statement such as, increase the driviability of the car, decrease the effort for handling, assist the
piloting, protect the coachwork against shocks or scratch, etc.
To allow a clear description of the activities of stakeholder needs and requirements to be described a generic view of
the business teams and roles involved in a typical enterprise has been used below, this includes teams such a
business management and business operations; and roles including requirements engineer and business analyst. For
an overview of these roles and how they enable both stakeholder and business requirements across the layers of a
typical enterprise see Life Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need.

Principles and Concepts

Identifying Stakeholders
Stakeholders of a SoI may vary throughout the life cycle. Thus, in order to get a complete set of needs and
subsequent requirements, it is important to consider all stages of the life cycle model when identifying the
stakeholders or classes of stakeholders.
Every system has its own stages of life, which typically include stages such as concept, development, production,
operations, sustainment, and retirement (for more information, please see Life Cycle Models). For each stage, a list
of all stakeholders having an interest in the future system must be identified. The goal is to get every stakeholder’s
point of view for every stage of the system life in order to consolidate a complete set of stakeholder needs that can be
prioritized and transformed into the set of stakeholder requirements as exhaustively as possible. Examples of
stakeholders are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Stakeholder Identification Based on Life Cycle Stages. (SEBoK Original)

Life Cycle Stage Example of Related Stakeholders

Engineering Acquirer, panel of potential users, marketing division, research and development department, standardization body,
suppliers, verification and validation team, production system, regulator/certification authorities, etc.

Development Acquirer, suppliers (technical domains for components realization), design engineers, integration team, etc.

Transfer for Production
or for Use

Quality control, production system, operators, etc.

Logistics and
Maintenance

Supply chain, support services, trainers, etc.

Operation Normal users, unexpected users, etc.
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Disposal Operators, certifying body, etc.

Identifying Stakeholder Needs
Once business management is satisfied that their needs and requirements are reasonably complete, they pass them on
to the business operations team. Here, the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements (SNR) Definition Process uses the
ConOps, or Strategic Business Plan (SBP), and the life-cycle concepts as guidance.  The requirements engineer (RE)
or business analyst (BA) leads stakeholders from the business operations layer through a structured process to elicit
stakeholder needs—in the form of a refined OpsCon (or similar document) and other life-cycle concepts.  The RE or
BA may use a fully or partially structured process to elicit specific needs, as described in models such as user stories,
use cases, scenarios, system concepts, and operational concepts.

Identifying Stakeholder Requirements
Stakeholder needs are transformed into a formal set of stakeholder requirements, which are captured as models or
documented as textual requirements in and output typically called a Stakeholder Requirement Specification (StRS),
Stakeholder Requirement Document (StRD) or similar.  That transformation should be guided by a well‐defined,
repeatable, rigorous, and documented process of requirements analysis. This requirements analysis may involve the
use of functional flow diagrams, timeline analysis, N2 Diagrams, design reference missions, modeling and
simulations, movies, pictures, states and modes analysis, fault tree analysis, failure modes and effects analysis, and
trade studies.

Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
There are many ways to collect stakeholder needs and requirements. It is recommended that several techniques or
methods be considered during elicitation activities to better accommodate the diverse set of sources, including:
•• Structured brainstorming workshops
•• Interviews and questionnaires
•• Technical, operational, and/or strategy documentation review
•• Simulations and visualizations
•• Prototyping
•• Modeling
• Feedback from verification and validation processes,
• Review of the outcomes from the system analysis process (ISO/IEC 2015)
• Quality function deployment (QFD) - can be used during the needs analysis and is a technique for deploying the

"voice of the customer”. It provides a fast way to translate customer needs into requirements. (Hauser and
Clausing 1988)

•• Use case diagrams (OMG 2010)
•• Activity diagrams (OMG 2010)
•• Functional flow block diagrams (Oliver, Kelliher, and Keegan 1997)
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From the Capture of Stakeholder Needs to the Definition of Stakeholder Requirements
Several steps are necessary to understand the maturity of stakeholder needs and to understand how to improve upon
that maturity. Figure 1 presents the cycle of needs as it can be deduced from Professor Shoji Shiba's and Professor
Noriaki Kano's works and courses, and is adapted here for systems engineering (SE) purposes.

Figure 1. Cycle of Needs (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Figure 1 shows the steps and the position of the stakeholder requirements and system requirements in the
engineering cycle. Below are explanations of each stage of requirements (Faisandier 2012); to illustrate this, consider
this example of a system related to infectious disease identification:
• Real needs are those that lie behind any perceived needs (see below); they are conditioned by the context in

which people live. As an example, a generic need could be the ability to identify infectious diseases easily.Often,
real needs appear to be simple tasks.

• Perceived needs are based on a person’s awareness that something is wrong, that something is lacking, that
improvements could be made, or that there are business, investment, or market opportunities that are not being
capitalized upon. Perceived needs are often presented as a list of organized expectations resulting from an
analysis of the usage conditions for the considered action (see Business or Mission Analysis). Following from the
infectious disease example above, the real need might be perceived as a need to carry out medical tests in
particular circumstances (laboratories, points of care, hospitals, and/or human dispensaries). Since the real need
is seldom clearly expressed, richness of the knowledge of the perceived needs is used as a basis for potential
solutions. This step has to be as complete as possible to cover all the contexts of use.

• Expressed needs originate from perceived needs in the form of generic actions or constraints, and are typically 
prioritized. In the example, if safety is the primary concern, the expressed need to protect the operator against 
contamination may take priority over other expressed needs such as assist in the execution of tests. When 
determining the expressed needs, the analysis of the expected mission or services in terms of operational
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scenarios takes place.
• Retained needs are selected from the expressed needs. The selection process uses the prioritization of expressed

needs to achieve a solution or to make attaining solutions feasible. The retained needs allow the consideration of
potential solutions for a SoI. These retained stakeholder intentions do not serve as stakeholder requirements,
since they often lack definition, analysis, and possibly consistency and feasibility. Using the concept of operations
to aid the understanding of the stakeholder intentions at the organizational level and the system operational
concept from the system perspective, requirements engineering leads stakeholders from those initial intentions to
structured and more formal stakeholder requirement statements, ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 Systems and software
engineering - Requirements engineering (ISO 2011). Characteristics of good requirements can be found in (ISO
2011). Exploration of potential solutions must start from this step. The various solutions suggested at this step are
not yet products, but describe means of satisfying the stakeholder requirements. Each potential solution imposes
constraints on the potential future SoI.

• Specified needs, are the translation of the stakeholder needs to represent the views of the supplier, keeping in
mind the potential, preferred, and feasible solutions. Specified needs are translated into system requirements.
Consistent practice has shown this process requires iterative and recursive steps in parallel with other life cycle
processes through the system design hierarchy (ISO 2011).

• Realized needs are the product, service, or enterprise realized, taking into account every specified need (and
hence, the retained needs).

Each class of needs listed above aligns with an area of the SE process. For example, the development of specified
needs requirements is discussed in the System Requirements topic. For more information on how requirements are
used in the systems engineering process, please see the System Definition knowledge area (KA).

Classification of Stakeholder Requirements
Several classifications of stakeholder requirements are possible, e.g. ISO/IEC 29148, section 9.4.2.3 (ISO 2011)
provides a useful set of elements for classification. Examples of classification of stakeholder requirements include:
service or functional, operational, interface, environmental, human factors, logistical, maintenance, design,
production, verification requirements, validation, deployment, training, certification, retirement, regulatory,
environmental, reliability, availability, maintainability, design, usability, quality, safety, and security requirements.
Stakeholders will also be faced with a number of constraints, including: enterprise, business, project, design,
realization, and process constraints.

Process Approach

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks performed during this process include the following:
•• Identify the stakeholders or classes of stakeholders across the life cycle.
•• Elicit, capture, or consolidate the stakeholder needs, expectations, and objectives as well as any constraints

coming from the mission and business analysis processes.
•• Refine the OpsCon and other life-cycle concepts (acquisition concept, deployment concept, support concept, and

retirement concept).
•• Prioritize the stakeholder needs.
•• Transform the prioritized and retained stakeholder needs into stakeholder requirements.
• Verify the quality of each stakeholder requirement and of the set of stakeholder requirements using the

characteristics of good requirements identified in the System Requirements article.
• Validate the content and the relevance of each stakeholder requirement with corresponding stakeholder

representatives providing rationale (glossary) for the existence of the requirement.
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• Identify potential risks (or threats and hazards) that could be generated by the stakeholder requirements (for
further information, see Risk Management).

•• Synthesize, record, and manage the stakeholder requirements and potential associated risks.

Artifacts, Methods and Modeling Techniques
This process may create several artifacts, such as:
•• Recommendations to refine the Business Requirement Specification (if necessary)
•• Refined life-cycle concepts (OpsCon, acquisition concept, deployment concept, support concept, and retirement

concept)
•• Stakeholder requirements (in the form of a model or a document containing textual requirements, such as the

Stakeholder Requirement Specification)
•• Stakeholder interview reports
•• Stakeholder requirements database
•• Stakeholder requirements justification documents (for traceability purposes)
•• Input for draft verification and validation plans
The content, format, layout and ownership of these artifacts will vary depending on who is creating them and in
which domains they will be used. Between these artifacts and the outputs of the process, activities should cover the
information identified in the first part of this article.

Practical Considerations
Major pitfalls encountered with stakeholder requirements are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Major Pitfalls for Stakeholder Requirements. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Operator Role Not Considered Sometimes engineers do not take into account the humans acting as operators inside a system or those who use
the system and are outside of the system. As a consequence, elements are forgotten (e.g. roles of operators).

Exchanges with External
Objects Forgotten

The exhaustiveness of requirements can be an issue; in particular, the interfaces with external objects of the
context of the system can be forgotten (exchanges of matter, energy, information).

Physical Connections with
External Objects Forgotten

Within the interface issue, physical connections of the system-of-interest with external objects can be forgotten
(technological constraints).

Forgotten Stakeholders Stakeholders can be forgotten, as everyone thinks of direct users, customers, and suppliers; however, one may
fail to consider those who do not want the system to exist and malevolent persons.

Proven practices with stakeholder requirements are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Stakeholder Requirements Proven Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Involve Stakeholders Involve the stakeholders early in the stakeholder requirements development process.

Presence of Rationale Capture the rationale for each stakeholder requirement.

Analyze Sources before
Starting

Complete stakeholder requirements as much as possible before starting the definition of the system requirements.

Modeling Techniques Use modeling techniques as indicated in sections above.

Requirements
Management Tool

Consider using a requirements management tool. This tool should have the capability to trace linkages between the
stakeholder requirements and the system requirements and to record the source of each stakeholder requirement.
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System Definition
System definition activities are conducted to create and describe in detail a system-of-interest (SoI) to satisfy an
identified need. The activities are grouped and described as generic processes. which consist of system requirements
definition, system architecture definition, system design definition and system analysis. The architecture definition
of the system may include the development of related logical architecture models and physical architecture models.
During and/or at the end of any iteration, gap analysis is performed to ensure that all system requirements have been
mapped to the architecture and design.
System definition activities build on the artifacts and decisions from concept definition, primarily the articulation of
the mission of the (SoI), the needs and requirements of stakeholders, and preliminary operational concepts. See Life
Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need for further detail on the transformation of needs and requirements from the
business or enterprise and stakeholder levels of abstraction addressed in concept definition to the system and system
element level of abstraction addressed in system definition.
The products of system definition activities (system requirements, architecture and design) are inputs to system
realization.
The specific activities and sequence of system definition activities and their involvement with the life cycle activities
of any system, and in particular the close integration with concept definition and system realization activities, will be
dependent upon the type of life cycle model being utilized. See Applying Life Cycle Processes for further discussion
of the concurrent, iterative and recursive nature of these relationships.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• System Requirements
•• System Architecture
•• Logical Architecture Model Development
•• Physical Architecture Model Development
•• System Design
•• System Analysis
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.
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System Views and System Elements
An Engineered System (glossary) solution to a defined concept includes a set of engineering elements,
characteristics, and properties. These elements are grouped in two ways:
•• Needs and requirements views
•• Architecture and design views
Architecture views include the identification of the boundary and interfaces of a system-of-interest (SoI), which may
then be further refined as a collection of system elements and their relationships.

Needs and Requirements Views
Requirements provide an overall view of the purpose and mission which the system as a whole is intended to satisfy,
as well as a technology-independent view of that the system solutions(s) should do. They are conventionally
organized into two types:
• Business or mission requirements and Stakeholder requirements are defined and discussed in the Concept

Definition KA.
• System requirements, which describe the functions which the system as a whole should fulfill in order to satisfy

the stakeholder requirements and are expressed in an appropriate set of views, and non-functional requirements
expressing the levels of safety, security, reliability, etc., which are called for. These collectively form the basis for
verification later in the life cycle.

System requirements and stakeholder requirements are closely related. Neither can be considered complete until
consistency between the two has been achieved, as demonstrated by traceability, for which a number of iterations
may be needed.
The process activities that are used to identify, engineer and manage system requirements are described further in the
System Requirements article in the KA.

Architecture and Design Views
A given engineered system is one solution that could address/answer a problem or an opportunity (represented
through requirements views); the solution may be more or less complex. A complex solution cannot be
comprehended with a single view or model, because of the characteristics or properties of the problem/solution (see
system complexity). The characteristics are structured as types or entities; types are related to each other. An
instantiation of the set of types can be understood as THE architecture of the system. The majority of interpretations
of system architecture are based on the fairly intangible notion of structure. Therefore, the system architecture and
design is formally represented with sets of types or entities such as functions, interfaces, resource flow items,
information elements, physical elements, nodes, links, etc. These entities may possess attributes/characteristics such
as dimensions, environmental resilience, availability, reliability, learnability, execution efficiency, etc. The entities
are interrelated by the means of relationships and are generally grouped into sets to represent views/models of the
system architecture and design.
Viewpoints and views are sometimes specified in architecture frameworks. Views are usually generated from
models. Many systems engineering practices use logical and physical views for modeling the system architecture and
design.
• The logical view of the architecture supports the logical operation of the system all along its life cycle, and may

include functional, behavioral, and temporal views/models. Operational scenarios refine the mission into a
collection of functions and dynamic structures that describe how the mission is performed (behavior).

• The physical view of the architecture is a set of system elements performing the functions of the system. Those 
system elements can be either material or immaterial (e.g., equipment made of hardware, software and/or human
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roles).
The boundary of the system architecture depends on what engineers include within the scope of the SoI and outside
of it. This decision marks the transition from the characterization of the problem context to the beginnings of
solution definition.
Facing the potential number of system elements that constitute the physical architecture, sets of system elements can
be grouped to form systems. The decomposition of the SoI (highest level) may include the decomposition of several
layers of systems (intermediate levels of systems) until technological system elements (lowest level) are defined.
Any layer of the decomposition may include systems and non-decomposable technological system elements. The
relationship between each layer is recursive; as a system element is also an engineered system it can be characterized
in its turn using the previous views in its own context.
The logical and physical representations of the system architecture are mapped onto each other. The interactions
between system elements are defined by interfaces whose complexity strongly depends on the way the system
architecture and design is defined. The relationships between the outputs of concept definition and the system
solution, as well as the range of other views of a system that are available to describe a more complete set of
characteristics between the system elements are discussed further in the Logical Architecture Model Development
and Physical Architecture Model Development sections of system definition.

System Synthesis and Decomposition
System definition is managed through methodical synthesis of the SoI into systems and system elements. Solution
synthesis may be top down or bottom up, as discussed in Synthesizing Possible Solutions. However it is done, as the
system architecture definition advances, a decomposition of systems and system elements emerges, this forms a
system breakdown structure (SBS). For project management purposes, every system of the SBS may be included in a
building block, a notion introduced in (ANSI/EIA 1998), also called system blocks.
Stakeholder requirements and system requirements exist at all layers of the SBS. In ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 Systems
and software engineering - Requirements Engineering (ISO 2011), these layers are known as levels of abstraction.
Along with systematically introducing layers of systems, the architecture and design process manages the
transformation of the system requirements through levels of abstraction. Figure 1 illustrates this approach.
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Figure 1. Top-down Development of Architecture and Design, and Requirements (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by
Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

As shown in Figure 1
•• The white ovals represent requirements at decreasing levels of abstraction, and the arrows represent the

transformation of those requirements through the levels using the architecture and design process. Stakeholder
expressions of needs, expectations, and constraints are transformed into stakeholder requirements.

•• The next transformation crosses the boundary between the problem and solution areas by converting stakeholder
requirements into system requirements, reflecting the bounded solution space.

•• At the SoI level, the system architecture is developed which serves to identify systems and system elements and
establishes how they operate together to address the SoI requirements.

This approach is applied recursively for each level of abstraction/decomposition recognizing that the same generic
processes are applied at multiple levels of abstraction. At any level of this decomposition one or more solution
options may be presented as system architectures. The process by which the solution which best fits the system
requirements, associated stakeholder needs and wider life cycle concerns is selected and justified is discussed in the
System Analysis process.
Figure 2 below portrays the engineering that occurs in each system block. As necessary, system elements are defined
through sets of system element requirements, which become inputs to other system blocks (level n+1). The approach
is then recursively applied using the system definition processes.
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Figure 2. Recursive Instantiation of Definition Processes (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by
the copyright owner.

At the n+1 level, the systems or system elements may also collect other stakeholder requirements that are directly
pertinent to this level of architecture and design. Processes within each system are generic, but unique in local
purpose, scope and context.
See Applying Life Cycle Processes for a discussion of the iterative and recursive application of system requirements
and architecture processes, and Life Cycle Processes and Enterprise Need for further detail on the transformation of
needs and requirements to system and system element levels of abstraction.
The different aspects of how systems thinking is applicable to system definition are discussed in SEBoK Part 2. In
particular, see discussion of the recursive nature of systems and engineered system contexts in Engineered System
Context; the contrast between top-down and bottom up approaches in Synthesizing Possible Solutions and the role of
solution architecture options and selection in Analysis and Selection between Alternative Solutions.
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System Requirements
System requirements are all of the requirements at the system level that describe the functions which the system as a
whole should fulfill to satisfy the stakeholder needs and requirements, and is expressed in an appropriate
combination of textual statements, views, and non-functional requirements; the latter expressing the levels of safety,
security, reliability, etc., that will be necessary.
System requirements play major roles in systems engineering, as they:
• Form the basis of system architecture and design activities.
• Form the basis of system Integration (glossary) and verification activities.
• Act as reference for validation and stakeholder acceptance.
•• Provide a means of communication between the various technical staff that interact throughout the project.
Elicitation of stakeholder requirements starts in Concept Definition, and will be initially developed though interview
and mission analysis. System requirements are considered in detail during System Definition. Neither can be
considered complete until consistency between the two has been achieved, as demonstrated by traceability, for which
a number of iterations may be needed.

Definition and Purpose of Requirements
A requirement is a statement that identifies a product or processes operational, functional, or design characteristic or
constraint, which is unambiguous, testable, or measurable and necessary for product or process acceptability (ISO
2007).
To avoid confusion in the multitude of terms pertaining to requirements, consider the following classifications:
• Process Role or State: The role the requirement plays in the definition process; for instance, its position in the

system block (e.g. translated, derived, satisfied) or its state of agreement (e.g. proposed, approved, cancelled).
• Level of Abstraction: The level within the definition process that the requirement stands; for instance,

stakeholder requirement, system requirement, system element requirement.
• Type of Requirement: The nature of the requirement itself; for instance, functional, performance, constraint, etc.
Any single requirement may simultaneously be in a particular state, at a particular level abstraction, and of a
particular type. For additional explanations about differences between the types of requirements, refer to (Martin
1997, Chapter 2).
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Principles Governing System Requirements

Relationship to Stakeholder Requirements and Logical Architecture
A set of stakeholder requirements are clarified and translated from statements of need into engineering-oriented
language in order to enable proper architecture definition, design, and verification activities that are needed as the
basis for system requirements analysis.
The system requirements are based around identification and synthesis of the functions required of any solution
system associated with performance and other quality measures and provide the basis for the assessment of candidate
solutions and verification of the completed system. The system requirements are expressed in technical language that
is useful for architecture and design: unambiguous, consistent, coherent, exhaustive, and verifiable. Of course, close
coordination with the stakeholders is necessary to ensure the translation is accurate and traceability is maintained.
This results in a set of system functions and requirements specifying measurable characteristics which can form the
basis for system realization.
The Logical Architecture (glossary) defines system boundary and functions, from which more detailed system
requirements can be derived. The starting point for this process may be to identify functional requirements from the
stakeholder requirements and to use this to start the architectural definition, or to begin with a high level functional
architecture view and use this as the basis for structuring system requirements. The exact approach taken will often
depend on whether the system is an evolution of an already understood product or service, or a new and
unprecedented solution (see Synthesizing Possible Solutions). However, when the process is initiated it is important
that the stakeholder requirements, system requirements, and logical architecture are all complete, consistent with
each other, and assessed together at the appropriate points in the systems Life Cycle Model (glossary).

Traceability and the Assignment of System Requirements during Architecture and Design

Requirements traceability provides the ability to track information from the origin of the stakeholder requirements,
to the top level of requirements and other system definition elements at all levels of the system hierarchy (see
Applying Life Cycle Processes). Traceability is also used to provide an understanding as to the extent of a change as
an input when impact analyses is performed in cases of proposed engineering improvements or requests for change.
During architecture definition and design, the assignment of requirements from one level to lower levels in the
system hierarchy can be accomplished using several methods, as appropriate - see Table 1.

Table 1. Assessment Types for a System Requirement. (SEBoK Original)

Assignment Type
for a System
Requirement

Description

Direct Assignment The system requirement from the higher level is directly assigned to a system or a system element for a lower level (e.g. the
color used to paint visible parts of the product).

Indirect
Assignment

(Simply
Decomposed)

The system requirement is distributed across several systems or system elements and the sum of a more complex calculation
for distribution is equal to the requirement of higher level (e.g. a mass requirement, power distribution, reliability allocation,

etc.) with sufficient margin or tolerance. A documented and configuration-managed "assignment budget" for each
assignment must be maintained.

Indirect
Assignment

(Modeled and
Decomposed)

The system requirement is distributed to several systems or system elements using an analysis or mathematical modeling
technique. The resulting design parameters are assigned to the appropriate systems or system elements (with appropriate

margin). For example, in the case of a radar detection requirement that is being analyzed, these lower-level parameters for
output power, beam size, frequencies, etc. will be assigned to the appropriate hardware and software elements. Again, the

analysis (or model) must be documented and configuration-managed.
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Derived
Requirement (from

Design)

Such system requirements are developed during the design activities as a result of the decision of the design team, not the
stakeholder community. These requirements may include the use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) items, existing

systems or system elements in inventory, common components, and similar design decisions in order to produce a "best
value" solution for the customer. As such, these derived requirements may not directly trace to a stakeholder requirement,

but they do not conflict with a stakeholder requirement or a constraint.

Classification of System Requirements
Several classifications of system requirements are possible, depending on the requirements definition methods and/or
the architecture and design methods being applied. (ISO 2011) provides a classification which is summarized in
Table 2 (see references for additional classifications).

Table 2. Example of System Requirements Classification. (SEBoK Original)

Types of System
Requirement

Description

Functional
Requirements

Describe qualitatively the system functions or tasks to be performed in operation.

Performance
Requirements

Define quantitatively the extent, or how well, and under what conditions a function or task is to be performed (e.g. rates,
velocities). These are quantitative requirements of system performance and are verifiable individually. Note that there may

be more than one performance requirement associated with a single function, functional requirement, or task.

Usability
Requirements

Define the quality of system use (e.g. measurable effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction criteria).

Interface
Requirements

Define how the system is required to interact or to exchange material, energy, or information with external systems (external
interface), or how system elements within the system, including human elements, interact with each other (internal

interface). Interface requirements include physical connections (physical interfaces) with external systems or internal system
elements supporting interactions or exchanges.

Operational
Requirements

Define the operational conditions or properties that are required for the system to operate or exist. This type of requirement
includes: human factors, ergonomics, availability, maintainability, reliability, and security.

Modes and/or States
Requirements

Define the various operational modes of the system in use and events conducting to transitions of modes.

Adaptability
Requirements

Define potential extension, growth, or scalability during the life of the system.

Physical
Constraints

Define constraints on weight, volume, and dimension applicable to the system elements that compose the system.

Design Constraints Define the limits on the options that are available to a designer of a solution by imposing immovable boundaries and limits
(e.g., the system shall incorporate a legacy or provided system element, or certain data shall be maintained in an online

repository).

Environmental
Conditions

Define the environmental conditions to be encountered by the system in its different operational modes. This should address
the natural environment (e.g. wind, rain, temperature, fauna, salt, dust, radiation, etc.), induced and/or self-induced

environmental effects (e.g. motion, shock, noise, electromagnetism, thermal, etc.), and threats to societal environment (e.g.
legal, political, economic, social, business, etc.).

Logistical
Requirements

Define the logistical conditions needed by the continuous utilization of the system. These requirements include sustainment
(provision of facilities, level support, support personnel, spare parts, training, technical documentation, etc.), packaging,

handling, shipping, transportation.

Policies and
Regulations

Define relevant and applicable organizational policies or regulatory requirements that could affect the operation or
performance of the system (e.g. labor policies, reports to regulatory agony, health or safety criteria, etc.).

Cost and Schedule
Constraints

Define, for example, the cost of a single exemplar of the system, the expected delivery date of the first exemplar, etc.
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Requirements Management
Requirements management is performed to ensure alignment of the system and system element requirements with
other representations, analysis, and artifacts of the system. It includes providing an understanding of the
requirements, obtaining commitment, managing changes, maintaining bi-directional traceability among the
requirements and with the rest of the system definition, and alignment with project resources and schedule.
There are many tools available to provide a supporting infrastructure for requirements management; the best choice
is the one that matches the processes of the project or enterprise. Requirements management is also closely tied to
configuration management for baseline management and control. When the requirements have been defined,
documented, and approved, they need to be put under baseline management and control. The baseline allows the
project to analyze and understand the impact (technical, cost, and schedule) of ongoing proposed changes.

Process Approach

Purpose and Principle of the Approach
The purpose of the system requirements analysis process is to transform the stakeholder, user-oriented view of
desired services and properties into a technical view of the product that meets the operational needs of the user. This
process builds a representation of the system that will meet stakeholder requirements and that, as far as constraints
permit, does not imply any specific implementation. It results in measurable system requirements that specify, from
the supplier’s perspective, what performance and non-performance characteristics it must possess in order to satisfy
stakeholders' requirements (ISO 2015).

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks during this process include:
1. Analyzing the stakeholder requirements to check completeness of expected services and operational scenarios,

conditions, operational modes, and constraints.
2. Defining the system requirements and their rationale.
3.3. Classifying the system requirements using suggested classifications (see examples above).
4.4. Incorporating the derived requirements (coming from architecture and design) into the system requirements

baseline.
5.5. Establishing the upward traceability with the stakeholder needs and requirements.
6.6. Establishing bi-directional traceability between requirements at adjacent levels of the system hierarchy.
7.7. Verifying the quality and completeness of each system requirement and the consistency of the set of system

requirements.
8.8. Validating the content and relevance of each system requirement against the set of stakeholder requirements.
9. Identifying potential risks (or threats and hazards) that could be generated by the system requirements.
10.10. Synthesizing, recording, and managing the system requirements and potential associated risks.
11.11. Upon approval of the requirements, establishing control baselines along with the other system definition

elements in conjunction with established configuration management practices.

Checking Correctness of System Requirements
System requirements should be checked to gauge whether they are well expressed and appropriate. There are a
number of characteristics that can be used to check system requirements, such as standard peer review techniques
and comparison of each requirement against the set of requirements characteristics, which are listed in Table 2 and
Table 3 of the "Presentation and Quality of Requirements" section (below). Requirements can be further validated
using the requirements elicitation and rationale capture described in the section "Methods and Modeling Techniques"
(below).
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Methods and Modeling Techniques

Requirements Elicitation and Prototyping

Requirements elicitation requires user involvement and can be effective in gaining stakeholder involvement and
buy-in. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and prototyping are two common techniques that can be applied and
are defined in this section. In addition, interviews, focus groups, and Delphi techniques are often applied to elicit
requirements.
QFD is a powerful technique to elicit requirements and compare design characteristics against user needs (Hauser
and Clausing 1988). The inputs to the QFD application are user needs and operational concepts, so it is essential that
the users participate. Users from across the life cycle should be included to ensure that all aspects of user needs are
accounted for and prioritized.
Early prototyping can help the users and developers interactively identify functional and operational requirements as
well as user interface constraints. This enables realistic user interaction, discovery, and feedback, as well as some
sensitivity analysis. This improves the users' understanding of the requirements and increases the probability of
satisfying their actual needs.

Capturing Requirements Rationale

One powerful and cost-effective technique to translate stakeholder requirements to system requirements is to capture
the rationale for each requirement. Requirements rationale is merely a statement as to why the requirement exists,
any assumptions made, the results of related design studies, or any other related supporting information. This
supports further requirements analysis and decomposition. The rationale can be captured directly in a requirements
database (Hull, Jackson, and Dick 2010).
Some of the benefits of this approach include:
• Reducing the total number of requirements - The process aids in identifying duplicates. Reducing

requirements count will reduce project cost and risk.
•• Early exposure of bad assumptions
• Removes design implementation - Many poorly written stakeholder requirements are design requirements in

disguise, in that the customer is intentionally or unintentionally specifying a candidate implementation.
• Improves communication with the stakeholder community - By capturing the requirements rationale for all

stakeholder requirements, the line of communication between the users and the designers is greatly improved.
(Adapted from Chapter 8 of (Hooks and Farry 2000)).

Modeling Techniques

Modeling techniques that can be used when requirements must be detailed or refined, or in cases in which they
address topics not considered during the stakeholder requirements definition and mission analysis, include:
•• State-charts models (ISO 2011, Section 8.4)
•• Scenarios modeling (ISO 2011, Section 6.2.3.1)
•• Simulations, prototyping (ISO 2011, Section 6.3.3.2)
•• Quality Function Deployment (INCOSE 2011, p. 83)
•• Systems Modeling Language (SysML) sequence diagrams, activity diagrams, use cases, state machine diagrams,

requirements diagrams (OMG 2010)
•• Functional Flow Block Diagram for operational scenarios (Oliver, Kelliher, and Keegan 1997)
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Presentation and Quality of Requirements

Generally, requirements are provided in a textual form. Guidelines exist for writing good requirements; they include
recommendations about the syntax of requirements statements, wording (exclusions, representation of concepts,
etc.), and characteristics (specific, measurable, achievable, feasible, testable, etc.). Refer to (INCOSE 2011, Section
4.2.2.2) and (ISO 2011).
There are several characteristics of both requirements and sets of requirements that are used to aid their development
and to verify the implementation of requirements into the solution. Table 3 provides a list and descriptions of the
characteristics for individual requirements and Table 4 provides a list and descriptions of characteristics for a set of
requirements, as adapted from (ISO 2011, Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6).

Table 3. Characteristics of Individual Requirements. (SEBoK Original)

Characteristic Description

Necessary The requirement defines an essential capability, characteristic, constraint, and/or quality factor. If it is not included in the set of
requirements, a deficiency in capability or characteristic will exist, which cannot be fulfilled by implementing other requirements

Appropriate The specific intent and amount of detail of the requirement is appropriate to the level of the entity to which it refers (level of
abstraction).  This includes avoiding unnecessary constraints on the architecture or design to help ensure implementation

independence to the extent possible

Unambiguous The requirement is stated in such a way so that it can be interpreted in only one way.

Complete The requirement sufficiently describes the necessary capability, characteristic, constraint, or quality factor to meet the entity need
without needing other information to understand the requirement

Singular The requirement should state a single capability, characteristic, constraint, or quality factor.

Feasible The requirement can be realized within entity constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, technical, legal, regulatory) with acceptable risk

Verifiable The requirement is structured and worded such that its realization can be proven (verified) to the customer’s satisfaction at the level
the requirements exists.

Correct The requirement must be an accurate representation of the entity need from which it was transformed.

Conforming The individual requirements should conform to an approved standard template and style for writing requirements, when applicable.

Note: Traceability is considered by some sources as a characteristic (ISO 2011). However, a recent viewpoint is that
Traceability is actually an attribute of a requirement; that is, something that is appended to the requirement, not an
intrinsic characteristic of a requirement (INCOSE 2011). The traceability characteristic or attribute is defined as: The
requirement is upwards traceable to specific documented stakeholder statement(s) of need, higher tier requirement,
or another source (e.g., a trade or design study). The requirement is also downwards traceable to the specific
requirements in the lower tier requirements specifications or other system definition artifacts. That is, all parent-child
relationships for the requirement are identified in tracing such that the requirement traces to its source and
implementation.
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Table 4. Characteristics of a Set of Requirements. (SEBoK Original)

Characteristic Description

Complete The requirement set stands alone such that it sufficiently describes the necessary capabilities, characteristics, constraints, and/or
quality factors to meet the entity needs without needing other information. In addition, the set does not contain any to be

defined (TBD), to be specified (TBS), or to be resolved (TBR) clauses.

Consistent The set of requirements contains individual requirements that are unique, do not conflict with or overlap with other
requirements in the set, and the units and measurement systems they use are homogeneous. The language used within the set of

requirements is consistent, i.e., the same word is used throughout the set to mean the same thing.

Feasible The requirement set can be realized within entity constraints (e.g., cost, schedule, technical, legal, regulatory) with acceptable
risk. (Note: Feasible includes the concept of "affordable".)

Comprehensible The set of requirements must be written such that it is clear as to what is expected by the entity and its relation to the system of
which it is a part.

Able to be
validated

It must be able to be proven the requirement set will lead to the achievement of the entity needs within the constraints (such as
cost, schedule, technical, legal and regulatory compliance).

Requirements in Tables

Requirements may be provided in a table, especially when specifying a set of parameters for the system or a system
element. It is good practice to make standard table templates available. For tables, the following conventions apply:
•• Invoke each requirements table in the requirements set that clearly points to the table.
•• Identify each table with a unique title and table number.
• Include the word “requirements” in the table title.
•• Identify the purpose of the table in the text immediately preceding it and include an explanation of how to read

and use the table, including context and units.
•• For independent-dependent variable situations, organize the table in a way that best accommodates the use of the

information.
•• Each cell should contain, at most, a single requirement.

Requirements in Flow Charts

Flow charts often contain requirements in a graphical form. These requirements may include logic that must be
incorporated into the system, operational requirements, process or procedural requirements, or other situations that
are best defined graphically by a sequence of interrelated steps. For flow charts, the following conventions apply:
•• Invoke flow charts in the requirements set that clearly points to the flow chart.
•• Identify each flow chart with a unique title and figure number.
• Include the word “requirements” in the title of the flow chart.
•• Clearly indicate and explain unique symbols that represent requirements in the flow chart.

Requirements in Drawings

Drawings also provide a graphical means to define requirements. The type of requirement defined in a drawing
depends on the type of drawing. The following conventions apply:
•• Drawings are used when they can aid in the description of the following:

•• Spatial Requirements
•• Interface Requirements
•• Layout Requirements

•• Invoke drawings in the requirements set that clearly point to the drawing.
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Artifacts
This process may create several artifacts, such as:
•• System Requirements Document
•• System Requirements Justification Document (for traceability purpose)
•• System Requirements Database, including traceability, analysis, rationale, decisions, and attributes, where

appropriate.
•• System External Interface Requirements Document (this document describes the interfaces of the system with

external elements of its context of use; the interface requirements can be integrated or not to the system
requirements document.

The content, format, layout and ownership of these artifacts will vary depending on who is creating them as well as
in which domain they will be utilized. Between them and the outputs of the process, activities should cover the
information identified in the first part of this article.

Practical Considerations about System Requirements
There are several pitfalls that will inhibit the generation and management of an optimal set of system requirements,
as discussed in Table 5.

Table 5. Major Pitfalls with Definition of System Requirements. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Insufficient Analysis of
Stakeholder Requirements

If the receivers of the stakeholder requirements do not perform a sufficient critical analysis of them, the
consequence could be difficulties translating them into system requirements and the obligation to come back to the

stakeholders, losing time.

Insufficient Analysis of
Operational Modes and

Scenarios

The operational modes and operational scenarios are not sufficiently analyzed or defined by the person in charge of
writing the system requirements. Those elements allow the structuring of the system and its use early in the

engineering process and help the designer to remember functions and interfaces.

Incomplete Set of System
Requirements

If the system requirements are not sufficiently precise and complete, there is a great risk that the design will not
have the expected level of quality and that the verification and validation of the system will be delayed.

Lack of Verification Method Delaying the capture of verification methods and events for each system requirement; identification of the
verification approach for each requirement often provides additional insight as to the correctness and necessity of

the requirement itself.

Missing traceability Incorrect or missing traceability of each requirement, both to an upper-level "parent" requirement as well as
allocation to an inappropriate system or system element.

The proven practices in Table 6 have repeatedly been shown to reduce project risk and cost, foster customer
satisfaction, and produce successful system development.
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Table 6. Proven Practices for System Requirements. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Involve
Stakeholders

Involve the stakeholders as early as possible in the system requirements development process.

Presence of
Rationale

Capture the rationale for each system requirement.

Always Complete
before Starting

Check that stakeholder requirements are complete as much as possible before starting the definition of the system
requirements.

Peer Reviews Organize peer reviews of system requirements with applicable subject matter experts.

Modeling
Techniques

Use modeling techniques as indicated in sections above.

Requirements
Management Tool

Consider using a requirements management tool, especially for more complex projects. This tool should have the capability
to trace linkages between system requirements to display relationships. A requirements management tool is intended to

facilitate and support the systematic managing of system requirements throughout the project life cycle.

Measures for
Requirement
Engineering

Use typical measures for requirement engineering; for further information, refer to the Systems Engineering Leading
Indicators Guide (Roedler et al. 2010). Both process and product measures should be used for requirements engineering. To

get the desired insight to facilitate risk-managed requirements engineering, it may be necessary to use more than one
measure based on the information needs (risks, objectives, issues) for the requirements. Useful measures include:

•• Requirements Volatility
•• Requirements Trends
•• Requirements Verification Progress (plan vs. actual)
•• Requirements Validation Progress (plan vs. actual)
•• TBD and TBR Closure Per Plan
•• Peer Review Defects
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System Architecture
The purpose of system architecture activities is to define a comprehensive solution based on principles, concepts,
and properties logically related and consistent with each other. The solution architecture has features, properties, and
characteristics satisfying, as far as possible, the problem or opportunity expressed by a set of system requirements
(traceable to mission/business and stakeholder requirements) and life cycle concepts (e.g., operational, support) and
are implementable through technologies (e.g., mechanics, electronics, hydraulics, software, services, procedures,
human activity).
System Architecture is abstract, conceptualization-oriented, global, and focused to achieve the mission and life cycle
concepts of the system. It also focuses on high‐level structure in systems and system elements. It addresses the
architectural principles, concepts, properties, and characteristics of the system-of-interest. It may also be applied to
more than one system, in some cases forming the common structure, pattern, and set of requirements for classes or
families of similar or related systems.

General Concepts and Principles

Notion of Structure
The SEBoK considers systems engineering to cover all aspects of the creation of a system, including system
architecture.
The majority of interpretations of system architecture are based on the fairly intangible notion of structure (i.e.
relationships between elements). Some authors limit the types of structure considered to be architectural; for
example, restricting themselves to functional and physical structure. Recent practice has extended consideration to
include behavioral, temporal and other dimensions of structure.
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 Systems and software engineering - Architecture description (ISO 2011) provides a useful
description of the architecture considering the stakeholder concerns, architecture viewpoints, architecture views,
architecture models, architecture descriptions, and architecting throughout the life cycle.
A discussion of the features of systems architectures can be found in (Maier and Rechtin 2009).
An attempt to develop and apply a systematic approach to characterizing architecture belief systems in systems
engineering has been described by the INCOSE UK Architecture Working Group (Wilkinson et al.2010, Wilkinson
2010).

Architecture Description of the System
An architecture framework contains standardized viewpoints, view templates, meta-models, model templates, etc.
that facilitate the development of the views of a system architecture (see Architecture Framework (glossary) for
examples). ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO 2011) specifies the normative features of architecture frameworks,
viewpoints, and views as they pertain to architecture description. A viewpoint addresses a particular stakeholder
concern (or set of closely related concerns). The viewpoint specifies the kinds of model to be used in developing the
system architecture to address that concern (or set of concerns), the ways in which the models should be generated,
and how the models are related and used to compose a view.
Logical and physical models (or views) are often used for representing fundamental aspects of the system
architecture. Other complementary viewpoints and views are necessarily used to represent how the system
architecture addresses stakeholder concerns, for example, cost models, process models, rule models, ontological
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models, belief models, project models, capability models, data models, etc.

Classification of Principles and Heuristics
Engineers and architects use a mixture of mathematical principles and heuristics (heuristics are lessons learned
through experience, but not mathematically proven). When an issue is identified and defined through system
requirements, principles and heuristics may or may not be able to address it. Principles and heuristics that are used in
system views/models can be classified according to the domains in which those system views/models are used, as
follows:
1. Static domain relates to physical structure or organization of the SoI broken down into systems and system

elements. It deals with partitioning systems, system elements, and physical interfaces.
2. Dynamic domain relates to logical architecture models; in particular, to the representation of the behavior of the

system. It includes a description of functions (i.e. transformations of input flows into output flows) and
interactions between functions of the system and between those of the external objects or systems. It takes into
account reactions to events that launch or stop the execution of functions of the system. It also deals with the
effectiveness (i.e. performances, operational conditions) of the system.

3. Temporal domain relates to temporal invariance levels of the execution of functions of the system. This means
that every function is executed according to cyclic or synchronous characteristics. It includes decisional levels
that are asynchronous characteristics of the behavior of some functions.

4. Environmental domain relates to enablers (production, logistics support, etc.), but also to the survivability of the
system in reaction to natural hazards or threats and to the integrity of the system in reaction to internal potential
hazards. This includes, for example, climatic, mechanical, electromagnetic, and biological aspects.

More detailed classification of heuristics can be found in (Maier and Rechtin 2009).

Transition from System Requirements to Logical and Physical Architecture Models
The aim of the approach is to progress from system requirements (representing the problem from a supplier/designer
point of view, as independent of technology as possible) through an intermediate model of logical architecture, to
allocate the elements of the logical architecture model to system elements of candidate physical architecture models.
(System requirements and logical architecture models share many characteristics, as they are both organized on
functional lines, independently of the implementation. Some authors (Stevens et al 1998) go so far as to conflate the
two, which simplifies the handling of multiple simultaneous views. Whether this approach is adopted depends on the
specific practices of the development organization and where contractual boundaries are drawn.)
Design decisions and technological solutions are selected according to performance criteria and non-functional 
requirements, such as operational conditions and life cycle constraints (e.g., environmental conditions, maintenance 
constraints, realization constraints, etc.), as illustrated in Figure 1. Creating intermediate models, such as logical 
architecture models, facilitates the validation of functional, behavioral, and temporal properties of the system against 
the system requirements that have no major technological influence impacts during the life of the system, the 
physical interfaces, or the technological layer without completely questioning the logical functioning of the system.
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Iterations between Logical and Physical Architecture Model Development
As discussed in system requirements, the exact approach taken in the synthesis of solutions will often depend on
whether the system is an evolution of an already understood product or service, or a new and unprecedented solution
(see Synthesizing Possible Solutions).
Whatever the approach, architecture activities require spending several iterations between logical architecture
models development and physical architecture models development, until both logical and physical architecture
models are consistent and provide the necessary level of detail. One of the first architecture activities is the creation
of a logical architecture model based on nominal scenarios (of functions). The physical architecture model is used to
determine main system elements that could perform system functions and to organize them.
Subsequent logical architecture model iterations can take into account allocations of functions to system elements
and derived functions coming from physical solution choices. It also supplements the initial logical architecture
model by introducing other scenarios, failure analyses, and operational requirements not previously considered.
Derived functions are allocated to system elements; in turn, this affects the physical architecture models.
Additional iterations are focused on producing complete and consistent logical and physical views of the solution.
During system design, technological choices can potentially lead to new functions, new input/output and control
flows, and new physical interfaces. These new elements can lead to creation of new system requirements,
called derived requirements.

Notion of Interface
The notion of interface is one of the most important to consider when defining the architecture of a system. The
fundamental aspect of an interface is functional and is defined as inputs and outputs of functions. As functions are
performed by physical elements (system elements), inputs/outputs of functions are also carried by physical elements;
these are called physical interfaces. Consequentially, both functional and physical aspects are considered in the
notion of interface. A detailed analysis of an interface shows the function “send” located in one system element, the
function “receive” located in the other one, and the function “carry" as being performed by the physical interface that
supports the input/output flow (see Figure 2).
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In the context of complex exchanges between system elements, particularly in software-intensive systems, a protocol
is seen as a physical interface that carries exchanges of data. However, the input/output flows can include many
other exchanges than data, such as energy.

Emergent Properties
The overarching architecture of a system may have design properties or operational effects that emerge from the
arrangement and interaction between system elements, but which may not be properties of any individual element or
intended for the system as a whole.
The elements of an engineered system interact among themselves and can create desirable or undesirable
phenomena, such as inhibition, interference, resonance, or the reinforcement of any property. The definition of the
system includes an analysis of interactions between system elements in order to prevent undesirable properties and
reinforce desirable ones.
A property which emerges from a system can have various origins, from a single system element to the interactions
among several elements (Thome, B. 1993). The term emergent properties is used by some authors to identify any
property which emerges from a system, while other may refer to this as synergy and reserve emergent property for
explaining unexpected properties or properties not considered fully during system development, but have emerged
during operation. The system concept of emergence is discussed in SEBoK Part 2 (see Emergence).

Broad Categories of Properties Description and Examples

Local Property The property is located in a single system element – e.g. the capacity of a container is the capacity of the
system.

Accumulative System Property The property is located in several system elements and is obtained through the simple summation of elemental
properties – e.g. the weight of the system results from the sum of the weights of its system elements.

Emergent Property Modified by
Architecture and/or
Interactions.

The property exists in several system elements and is modified by their interactions – e.g. the reliability/safety
of a system results from the reliability/safety of each system element and the way they are organized.
Architectural steps are often critical to meeting system requirements.

Emergent Property Created by
Interactions

The property does not exist in system elements and results only from their interactions – e.g. electromechanical
interfaces, electromagnetism, static electricity, etc.

Controlled Emergent Property Property controlled or inhibited before going outside the system – e.g.: unbalance removed by the addition of a
load; vibration deadened by a damper.

Physical architecture design will include the identification of likely synergies and emergent properties and the 
inclusion of derived functions, components, arrangements, and/or environmental constraints in the logical or 
physical architectures models to avoid, mitigate or restrain them within acceptable limits. Corresponding derived 
requirements should be added to the system requirements baseline when they impact the system-of-interest(SoI). 
This may be achieved through the knowledge and experience of the systems engineer or through the application 
of system patterns. However, it is generally not possible to predict, avoid, or control all emergent properties during
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the architecture development. Fully dealing with the consequences of emergence can only be done via iteration
between system definition, system realization and system deployment and use (Hitchins, 2008)
The notion of emergence is applied during architecture and design to highlight necessary derived functions;
additionally, internal emergence is often linked to the notion of complexity. This is the case with complex adaptive
systems (CAS), in which the individual elements act independently, but behave jointly according to common
constraints and goals (Flood and Carson 1993). Examples of CAS include: the global macroeconomic network
within a country or group of countries, stock market, complex web of cross border holding companies,
manufacturing businesses, geopolitical organizations, etc. (Holland, J. 1999 and 2006).

Reuse of System Elements
Systems engineers frequently utilize existing system elements. This reuse constraint has to be identified as a system
requirement and carefully taken into account during architecture and design. One can distinguish three general cases
involving system element reuse, as shown in Table 2.

Re-use Case Actions and Comments

Case 1:The requirements of the system element are
up-to-date and it will be re-used with no modification

required.

•• The system architecture to be defined will have to adapt to the boundaries,
interfaces, functions, effectiveness, and behavior of the re-used system element.

•• If the system element is not adapted, it is probable that costs, complexity, and risks
will increase.

Case 2:The requirements of the system element are
up-to-date and it will be re-used with possible

modifications.

•• The system architecture to be defined is flexible enough to accommodate the
boundaries, interfaces, functions, effectiveness, and behavior of the re-used system

element.
•• The design of the reused system element, including its test reports and other

documentation, will be evaluated and potentially redesigned.

Case 3:The requirements are not up-to-date or do not
exist.

•• It is necessary to reverse engineer the system element to identify its boundaries,
interfaces, functions, performances, and behavior.

•• This is a difficult activity, since the extant documentation for the re-used system
element is likely unavailable or insufficient.

•• Reverse engineering is expensive in terms of both time and money, and brings with
it increased risk.

There is a common idea that reuse is free; however, if not approached correctly, reuse may introduce risks that can
be significant for the project (costs, deadlines, complexity).

Process Approach

Purpose
The purpose of the System Architecture process is to generate system architecture alternatives, to select one or more
alternative(s) that frame stakeholder concerns and meet system requirements, and to express this in a set of
consistent views. (ISO 2015).
It should be noted that the architecture activities below overlap with both system definition and concept definition
activities. In particular that key aspects of the operational and business context, and hence certain stakeholder needs,
strongly influence the approach taken to architecture development and description. Also, the architecture activities
will drive the selection of, and fit within, whatever approach to solution synthesis has been selected.
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Activities of the process
Major activities and tasks performed during this process include the following:

1. Initialize the definition of the system architecture

•• Build an understanding of the environment/context of use for which a system is needed in order to establish
insight into the stakeholder concerns. To do this, analyze relevant market, industry, stakeholder, enterprise,
business, operations, mission, legal and other information that help to understand the perspectives that could
guide the definition of the system architecture views and models.

•• Capture stakeholder concerns (i.e., expectations or constraints) that span system life cycle stages. The concerns
are often related to critical characteristics to the system that relate to the stages; they should be translated into or
incorporated to system requirements.

•• Tag system requirements that deal with operational conditions (e.g., safety, security, dependability, human
factors, interfaces, environmental conditions) and life cycle constraints (e.g., maintenance, disposal, deployment)
that would influence the definition of the architecture elements.

•• Establish an architecture roadmap and strategy that should include methods, modeling techniques, tools, need for
any enabling systems, products, or services, process requirements (e.g., measurement approach and methods),
evaluation process (e.g., reviews and criteria).

•• Plan enabling products or services acquisition (need, requirements, procurement).

2. Define necessary architecture viewpoints

•• Based on the identified stakeholder concerns, identify relevant architecture viewpoints and architecture
frameworks that may support the development of models and views.

3. Develop candidate architectures models and views

• Using relevant modeling techniques and tools, and in conjunction with the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements
process and the System Requirements process, determine the system-of-interest context including boundary with
elements of the external environment. This task includes the identification of relationships, interfaces or
connections, exchanges and interactions of the system-of-interest with external elements. This task enables to
define or understand the expected operational scenarios and/or system behaviors within its context of use.

• Define architectural entities (e.g., functions, input/output flows, system elements, physical interfaces, architectural
characteristics, information/data elements, containers, nodes, links, communication resources, etc.), which address
the different types of system requirements (e.g., functional requirements, interface requirements, environmental
requirements, operational conditions – dependability, human factors, etc., constraints – physical dimensions,
production, maintenance, disposal).

•• Relate architectural entities to concepts, properties, characteristics, behaviors, functions, and/or constraints that
are relevant to decisions of the system-of-interest architecture. This gives rise to architectural characteristics (e.g.,
generality, modularity, operability, efficiency, simplicity).

• Select, adapt, or develop models of the candidate architectures of the system, such as logical and physical models
(see Logical Architecture Model Development and Physical Architecture Model Development). It is
sometimes neither necessary nor sufficient to use logical and physical models. The models to be used are those
that best address key stakeholder concerns.

•• From the models of the candidate architectures, compose views that are relevant to the stakeholder concerns and
critical or important requirements.

•• Define derived system requirements induced by necessary instances of architectural entities (e.g., functions,
interfaces) and by structural dispositions (e.g., constraints, operational conditions). Use the system requirements
definition process to define and formalize them.
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•• Check models and views consistency and resolve any identified issues. ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010, 2011 maybe used
for this.

• Verify and validate the models by execution or simulation, if modeling techniques and tools permit. Where
possible, use design tools to check feasibility and validity; and/or implement partial mock‐ups, or use executable
architecture prototypes or simulators.

4. Relate system architecture to system design

• Define the system elements that reflect the architectural characteristics (when the architecture is intended to be
design‐agnostic, these system elements may be notional until the design evolves). To do this, partition, align, and
allocate architectural characteristics and system requirements to system elements. Establish guiding principles for
the system design and evolution. Sometimes, a “reference architecture” is created using these notional system
elements as a means to convey architectural intent and to check for design feasibility.

•• Define interfaces for those that are necessary for the level of detail and understanding of the architecture. This
includes the internal interfaces between the system elements and the external interfaces with other systems.

• Determine the design properties applicable to system elements in order to satisfy the architectural characteristics.
•• For each system element that composes the system, develop requirements corresponding to allocation, alignment,

and partitioning of design properties and system requirements to system elements. To do this, use the stakeholder
needs and requirements definition process and the system requirements definition process.

5. Assess architecture candidates and select one

• Assess the candidate architectures using the architecture evaluation criteria. This is done through application of
the System Analysis, Measurement, and Risk Management processes.

• Select the preferred architecture(s). This is done through application of the Decision Management process.

6. Manage the selected architecture

•• Establish and maintain the rationale for all selections among alternatives and decision for the architecture,
architecture framework(s), viewpoints, kinds of models, and models of the architecture.

•• Manage the maintenance and evolution of the architecture description, including the models, and views. This
includes concordance, completeness, and changes due to environment or context changes, technological,
implementation, and operational experiences. Allocation and traceability matrices are used to analyze impacts
onto the architecture. The present process is performed at any time evolutions of the system occur.

•• Establish a means for the governance of the architecture. Governance includes the roles, responsibilities,
authorities, and other control functions.

•• Coordinate reviews of the architecture to achieve stakeholder agreement. The stakeholder requirements and
system requirements can serve as references.

Artifacts, Methods and Modeling Techniques
This process may create several artifacts, such as system architecture description documents and system justification
documents (traceability matrices and architectural choices).
The content, format, layout, and ownership of these artifacts may vary depending on the person creating them and
the domains in which they are being used. The outputs of the process activities should cover the information
identified in the first part of this article.
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Practical Considerations

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing system architecture are provided in Table 3.

Pitfall Description

Problem
Relevance

If the architecture is developed without input from the stakeholders' concerns, or cannot be understood and related back to their
issues it might lose the investments of the stakeholder community.

Reuse of
System
Elements

In some projects, for industrial purposes, existing products or services are imposed very early as architecture/design constraints in
the stakeholder requirements or in the system requirements, without paying sufficient attention to the new context of use of the
system in which they are also included. It is better to work in the right direction from the beginning. Define the system first, taking
note of other requirements, and then see if any suitable non-developmental items (NDI) are available. Do not impose a system
element from the beginning, which would reduce the trade-space. The right reuse process consists of defining reusable system
elements in every context of use.

Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 4.

Practice Description

Emerging
properties

Control the emergent properties of the interactions between the systems or the system elements; obtain the required synergistic
properties and control or avoid the undesirable behaviors (vibration, noise, instability, resonance, etc.).
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Logical Architecture Model Development
Logical Architecture Model Development may be used as a task of the activity "Develop candidate architectures
models and views", or a sub-process of the System Architecture Definition process (see System Architecture). Its
purpose is to elaborate models and views of the functionality and behavior of the future engineered system as it
should operate, while in service. The logical architecture model of a engineered system of interest (SoI) is composed
of a set of related technical concepts and principles that support the logical operation of the system. It may include a
functional architecture view, a behavioral architecture view, and a temporal architecture view. Other additional
views are suggested in architecture frameworks, depending on the domain.
Note: The term Logical Architecture is a contraction of the expression Logical View of the System Architecture.

Concepts and Principles

Functional Architecture Model
A functional architecture model is a set of functions and their sub-functions that defines the transformations
performed by the system to complete its mission.
Function and Input-Output Flow - In the context of System Architecture, functions and input-output flows are
architecture entities. A function is an action that transforms inputs and generates outputs, involving data, materials,
and/or energies. These inputs and outputs are the flow items exchanged between functions. The general
mathematical notation of a function is y = ƒ( x ,t), in which y and x are vectors that may be represented graphically
and t = time.
In order to define the complete set of functions of the system, one must identify all the functions necessitated by the
system and its derived requirements, as well as the corresponding inputs and outputs of those functions. Generally
speaking, there are two kinds of functions:
1. Functions that are directly deduced from functional and interface requirements. These functions express the

expected services of a system necessary to meet its system requirements.
2. Functions that are derived and issued from the alternative solutions of physical architecture model and are

dependent upon the result of the design; additionally, they rely upon on technology choice to implement the
logical architecture model elements.

Functional Hierarchy/Decomposition of Functions - At the highest level of a hierarchy (Figure 1), it is possible to
represent a system as a unique, central function (defined as the system's mission) that in many ways is similar to a
"black box" ("F0" in plan A-0 in Figure 1). In order to understand, in detail, what the system does, this
"head-of-hierarchy" (F0) is broken down into sub-functions (F1, F2, F3, F4) grouped to form a sub-level of the
hierarchy (plan A0), and so on. Functions of the last level of a functional hierarchy can be called leaf-functions (F21,
F22, F23, F24 in plan A2). Hierarchies (or breakdowns) decompose a complex or global function into a set of
functions for which physical solutions are known, feasible, or possible to imagine.
This view of functional hierarchy represents a static view of functions which would be populated at different levels 
over a number of iteration, depending upon the synthesis approach used. In general, it is not created by a single 
top-down decomposition. A static functional hierarchy on its own does not represent how effectively the flows of
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inputs and outputs are exchanged, and may need to be viewed alongside the other models below.

Figure 1. Decomposition of Functions (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Behavioral Architecture Model
A behavioral architecture model is an arrangement of functions and their sub-functions as well as interfaces (inputs
and outputs) that defines the execution sequencing, conditions for control or data-flow, and performance level
necessary to satisfy the system requirements ISO/IEC/IEEE 26702 (ISO 2007). A behavioral architecture model can
be described as a set of inter-related scenarios of functions and/or operational modes.
Control (Trigger) - A control flow is an element that activates a function as a condition of its execution. The state
of this element, or the condition it represents, activates or deactivates the function (or elements thereof). A control
flow can be a signal or an event, such as a switch being moved to the on position, an alarm, a trigger, a temperature
variation, or the push of a key on a keyboard.
Scenario (of Functions) - A scenario of functions is a chain of functions that are performed as a sequence and
synchronized by a set of control flows to work to achieve a global transformation of inputs into outputs, as seen in
the figures below. A scenario of functions expresses the dynamic of an upper level function. A behavioral
architecture is developed by considering both scenarios for each level of the functional hierarchy and for each level
of the system hierarchy. When representing scenarios of functions and behavioral architecture models, it is
appropriate to use diagrams as modeling techniques, such as functional flow block diagrams (FFBD) (Oliver,
Kelliher, and Keegan 1997) or activity diagrams, developed with SysML (OMG 2010). Figures 2 and 3 provide
examples of these diagrams.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a Scenario (eFFBD). (SEBoK Original)

Figure 3. Illustration of a Scenario (Activity Diagram). (SEBoK Original)

Operational Mode - A scenario of functions can be viewed by abstracting the transformation of inputs into outputs
of each function and focusing on the active or non-active state of the function and its controls. This view is called a
scenario of modes, which is a chain of modes performed as a sequence of transitions between the various modes of
the system. The transition from one mode to another is triggered by the arrival of a control flow (event/trigger). An
action (function) can be generated within a transition between two modes following the arrival of an event or a
trigger, as demonstrated in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4. Scenario of Operational Modes (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted
by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Behavioral Patterns - When defining scenarios or behavioral architecture models, architects may opt to recognize
and use known models to represent the expected transformations and behaviors. Patterns are generic basic models
that may be more or less sophisticated depending on the complexity of the treatment. (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and
Vlissides 1995) A pattern can be represented with different notations. Behavioral patterns are classified into several
categories, which can be seen in the following examples (see also SEBoK Part 2: Patterns of Systems Thinking):
•• Basic patterns or constructs linking functions - such as sequence, iteration, selection, concurrence, multiple exits,

loops with an exit, and replication.
•• Complex patterns - such as monitoring a treatment, exchanging a message, man machine interfaces, modes

monitoring, real-time monitoring of processes, queue management, and continuous monitoring with supervision.
•• Failure detection, identification, and recovery (FDIR) patterns - such as passive redundancies, active

redundancies, semi-active redundancies, and treatments with reduced performance.

Temporal Architecture Model
A temporal architecture model is a classification of the functions of a system that is derived according to the
frequency level of execution. Temporal architecture models include the definition of synchronous and asynchronous
aspects of functions. The decision monitoring that occurs inside a system follows the same temporal classification
because the decisions are related to the monitoring of functions.
Temporal and Decisional Hierarchy Concept - Not every function of a system is performed at the same frequency.
The frequencies change depending on the time and the manner in which the functions are started and executed. One
must therefore consider several classes of performance. There are synchronous functions that are executed cyclically
and asynchronous functions that are executed following the occurrence of an event or trigger.
To be more specific, real-time systems and command-control systems combine cyclical operations (synchronous)
and factual aspects (asynchronous). Cyclical operations consist of sharing the execution of functions according to
frequencies, which depend on either the constraints of capture or dispatching the input/output and control flows. Two
types of asynchronous events can be distinguished:
1. Disturbances on High Frequencies (bottom of figure 5) - Decisions that are made at either the level they occur or

one level above. The goal is to deter disturbances from affecting the low frequencies so that the system continues
to achieve its mission objectives. This is the way to introduce exception operations, with the typical example
relating to operations concerns, breakdowns, or failures.

2.2. Changes on Low Frequencies (top of figure 5) - Decisions pertaining to changes that are made at the upper levels.
The ultimate goal is to transmit them toward bottom levels to implement the modifications. A typical example
relates to operator actions, maintenance operations, etc.
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Figure 5. Temporal and Decision Hierarchy Levels (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other
rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Process Approach

Purpose
The purpose of the Logical Architecture Model Development is to define, select, and synthesize a system’s logical
architecture model to provide a framework against which to verify that a future system will satisfy its system
requirements in all operational scenarios, within which trade-offs between system requirements can be explored in
developing such systems.
Generic inputs to the process include system requirements, generic architecture patterns that architects identify and
use to answer requirements, outcomes from system analysis processes, and feedback from system verification and
validation processes. Depending on the Life Cycle Model that is chosen, there will be iterations through which these
inputs and outputs, and the relationships between them evolve and change throughout the process (see also Applying
Life Cycle Processes).
Generic outputs from the process are either a single logical architecture model or a set of candidate logical
architecture models together with the selected independent logical architecture model and a rationale for its
selection. They include, at minimum, views and models. These involve functional, behavioral and temporal views; a
traceability matrix between logical architecture model elements and system requirements.
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Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks performed during this process include the following:
•• Identify and analyze functional and behavioral elements:

• Identify functions, input-output flows, operational modes, transition of modes, and operational scenarios from
system requirements by analyzing the functional, interface, and operational requirements.

•• Define necessary inputs and controls (energy, material, and data flows) to each function and outputs that result
in the deduction of the necessary functions to use, transform, move, and generate the input-output flows.

•• Assign system requirements to functional and behavioral elements:
•• Formally characterize functions expressions and their attributes through the assignment of performance,

effectiveness, and constraints requirements. In particular, study the temporal aspects from requirements to
assign duration, response time, and frequency to functions.

•• Formally characterize the input, output, and control flows expressions and their attributes through assignment
of interface, effectiveness, operational, temporal and constraints requirements.

•• Establish traceability between system requirements and these functional and behavioral elements.
•• Define candidate logical architecture models For each candidate:

•• Analyze operational modes as stated in the system requirements (if any) and/or use previously defined
elements to model sequences of operational modes and the transition of modes. Eventually decompose the
modes into sub-modes and then establish for each operational mode one or several scenarios of functions
recognizing and/or using relevant generic behavioral patterns.

•• Integrate these scenarios of functions in order to get a behavioral architecture model of the system (a complete
picture of the dynamic behavior).

•• Decompose previously defined logical elements as necessary to look towards implementation.
•• Assign and incorporate temporal constraints to previously defined logical elements, such as the period of time,

duration, frequency, response-time, timeout, stop conditions, etc.
•• Define several levels of execution frequency for functions that correspond to levels of decision, in order to

monitor system operations, prioritize processing on this time basis, and share out functions among those
execution frequency levels to get a temporal architecture model.

•• Perform functional failure modes and effects analysis and update the logical architecture elements as
necessary.

•• Execute the models with simulators (when possible) and tune these models to obtain the expected
characteristics.

•• Synthesize the selected independent logical architecture model:
• Select the logical architecture by assessing the candidate logical architecture models against assessment criteria

(related to system requirements) and compare them, using the system analysis process to perform assessments
and decision management process for the selection (see the System Analysis and Decision Management
topics). This selected logical architecture model is called independent logical architecture model because, as
much as possible, it is independent of implementation decisions.

•• Identify and define derived logical architecture model elements created for the necessity of design and
corresponding with the derived system requirements. Assign these requirements to the appropriate system
(current studied system or external systems).

•• Verify and validate the selected logical architecture models (using as executable models as possible), make
corrections as necessary, and establish traceability between system requirements and logical architecture model
elements.

•• Feedback logical architecture model development and system requirements. This activity is performed after the
physical architecture model development process:
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• Model the allocated logical architecture to systems and system elements, if such a representation is possible,
and add any functional, behavioral, and temporal elements as needed to synchronize functions and treatments.

•• Define or consolidate derived logical and physical elements induced by the selected logical and physical
architecture models. Define the corresponding derived requirements and allocate them to appropriate logical
and physical architectures elements. Incorporate these derived requirements into the requirements baselines of
impacted systems.

Artifacts, Methods and Modeling Techniques
Logical architecture descriptions use modeling techniques that are grouped under the following types of models.
Several methods have been developed to support these types of models (some are executable models):
• Functional Models – These include models such as the structured analysis design technique (SADT/IDEF0),

system analysis & real time (SA-RT), enhanced Functional Flow Block Diagrams (eFFBD), and the function
analysis system technique (FAST).

•• Semantic Models- These include models such as entities-relationships diagrams, class diagrams, and data flow
diagrams.

• Dynamic Models – These include such models as state-transition diagrams, state-charts, eFFBDs, state machine
diagrams (SysML), activity diagrams (SysML) (OMG. 2010), and petri nets.

Depending on the type of domain (e.g. defense, enterprise), architecture frameworks provide descriptions that can
help to represent additional aspects/views of architectures - see the section 'Enterprise Architecture Frameworks &
Methodologies' in Enterprise Systems Engineering Key Concepts. See also practical means for using general
templates related to ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO 2011).

Practical Considerations
As stated above, the purpose of the logical architecture model is to provide a description of what a system must be
able to do to satisfy the stated need. This should help to ensure that the needs and/or concerns of all stakeholders are
addressed by any solution, and that innovative solutions, as well as those based on current solution technologies, can
be considered. In practice it is human nature for problem stakeholders to push their own agendas and for solution
architects or designers to offer their familiar solutions. If a logical architecture model is not properly enforced with
the chosen life cycle, it is easy for both problem and solution stakeholders to ignore it and revert to their own biases
(see Part 5 Enabling Systems Engineering). This is exacerbated if the logical architecture model becomes an end in
its own right or disconnected from the main lifecycle activities. This can occur either through the use of abstract
language or notations, levels of detail, time taken, or an overly complex final architecture that does not match the
purpose for which it was created. If the language, scope, and timeliness of the architecture are not matched to the
problem stakeholder or solution providers, it is easier for them to overlook it. Key pitfalls and good practices which
can help to avoid problems related to logical architecture model are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in developing logical architecture are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Pitfalls with Logical Architecture Development. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Problem Relevance The logical architecture model should relate back to the operational scenarios produced by mission analysis.

Inputs for Architecture
Model

The major input for architecture definition activity involves the set of system requirements and the instances in
which they do not address the right level of architecture. The consequence is that the architect allows the
requirements to fall to the side and invents a solution with what he or she understands through the input.

Decomposition Too Deep A common mistake made by many beginners in architecture consists of decomposing the functions too deeply or
having too many functions and input/output flows in scenarios or in the functional architecture model of the current

system block.

Not Considering Inputs
and Outputs Together with

Functions

A common mistake is to consider only the actions supported by functions and decomposing them, while forgetting
the inputs and the outputs or considering them too late. Inputs and outputs are integral parts of a function.

Considering Static
Decomposition of Functions

Only

Static function decomposition is the smallest functional architecture model task and answers the basic question,
"How is this done?" The purpose of the static decomposition is to facilitate the management or navigation through
the list of functions. The static decomposition should be established only when scenarios have been created and the

logical architecture is close to complete.

Mixing Governance,
Management, and

Operation

Governance (strategic monitoring), management (tactical monitoring), and basic operations are often mixed in
complex systems. Logical architecture model should deal with behavioral architecture model as well as with

temporal architecture model.

Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Proven Practices with Logical Architecture Development. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Constitute Scenarios
of Functions

Before constituting a decomposition tree of functions, one must model the behavior of the system, establish scenarios of
functions, and decompose functions as scenarios of sub-functions.

Analysis and
Synthesis Cycles

When facing a system that contains a large number of functions, one should attempt to synthesize functions into higher
abstraction levels of functions with the assistance of criteria. Do not perform analysis only; instead, conduct small cycles of

analysis (decomposition) and synthesis. The technique of using scenarios includes this design practice.

Alternate Functional
and Behavioral

Views

A function (action verb; e.g. "to move") and its state of execution/operational mode (e.g. "moving") are two similar and
complimentary views. Utilize this to consider a behavioral view of the system that allows for the transition from one

operational mode to another.

The Order to Create
a Scenario Of

Functions

When creating a scenario of functions, it is more efficient to first establish the (control) flow of functions, then to add input
and output flows, and finally to add triggers or signals for synchronization.
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Physical Architecture Model Development
Physical Architecture Model Development may be used as a task of the activity "Develop candidate architectures
models and views", or a sub-process of the System Architecture Definition process (see System Architecture
article).Its purpose is to elaborate models and views of a physical, concrete solution that accommodates the logical
architecture model and satisfies and trades-off system requirements. Once a logical architecture model is defined (see
Logical Architecture Model Development), concrete physical elements have to be identified that can support
functional, behavioral, and temporal features as well as the expected properties of the system deduced from
non-functional system requirements (e.g. constraint of replacement of obsolescence, and/or continued product
support).
A physical architecture model is an arrangement of physical elements, (system elements and physical interfaces) that
provides the solution for a product, service, or enterprise. It is intended to satisfy logical architecture elements and
system requirements ISO/IEC/IEEE 26702 (ISO 2007). It is implementable through technological system elements.
System requirements are allocated to both the logical and physical architectures. The resulting system architecture is
assessed with system analysis and when completed becomes the basis for system realization.
In some cases, particularly when multiple systems are to be defined to a common physical architecture model, one of
the drivers for the physical architecture model may be interface standards; these physical interfaces may well be one
of the most important concerns for these systems. It is quite possible that such interface standards are mandated at a
high level in the system requirements. On the other hand, it is equally possible for standards to be derived during
physical architecture model development and these can be critical enablers for desirable engineering outcomes, such
as: families of systems, technology insertion, interoperability and “open systems”. For example, today’s video, hi-fi,
and computer systems have all benefited from adoption of interface standards. Other examples exist in most fields of
engineering from nuts and bolts, plumbing, electrical installations, rail gauges, TCP/IP, IT systems and software to
modular defense and space systems.
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Note: The term Physical Architecture is a contraction of the expression Physical View of the System Architecture.

Concepts and Principles

System Element, Physical Interface, and Physical Architecture Model
A system element is a discrete part of a system that can be implemented to fulfill design properties. A system
element can be hardware, software, data, humans, processes (e.g., processes that provide a service to users),
procedures (e.g., operator instructions), facilities, materials, and naturally occurring entities (e.g., water, organisms,
and minerals), or any combination of these ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO 2015). A physical interface binds two system
elements together; this is similar to a link or a connector. Table 1 provides some examples of system elements and
physical interfaces.

Table 1. Types of System Elements and Physical Interfaces. (SEBoK Original)

Element Product System Service System Enterprise System

System
Element

•• Hardware Parts (mechanics, electronics,
electrical, plastic, chemical, etc.)

•• Operator Roles
•• Software Pieces

•• Processes, Data Bases,
Procedures, etc.

•• Operator Roles
•• Software Applications

•• Corporate, Direction, Division, Department,
Project, Technical Team, Leader, etc.

•• IT Components

Physical
Interface

* Hardware Parts, Protocols, Procedures, etc. * Protocols, Documents, etc. * Protocols, Procedures, Documents, etc.

A complex system composed of thousands of physical and/or intangible parts may be structured in several layers of
systems and system elements. The number of elements in a level of the structure of one system is limited to only a
few, in order to facilitate managing the system definition; a common guideline is five plus or minus two elements
(see illustration in Figure 1).

Figure 1. Layers of Systems and System Elements (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved
by the copyright owner.
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A physical architecture model is built from systems, system elements, and all necessary physical interfaces between
these elements, as well as from external elements (neighboring or enabling systems and/or system elements in the
considered layer and concerned elements in the context of the global system-of-interest) - see illustration in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Physical Architecture Model Representation (Faisandier 2012). Permission granted by Sinergy'Com. All other rights are reserved by the
copyright owner.

Design Property
A design property is a property that is obtained during system architecture and created through the assignment of
non-functional requirements, estimates, analyses, calculations, simulations of a specific aspect, or through the
definition of an existing element associated with a system element, a physical interface, and/or a physical
architecture. If the defined element complies with a requirement, the design property will relate to (or may equal) the
requirement. Otherwise, one has to identify any discrepancy that could modify the requirement or design property,
and detect any deviations.
Stakeholders have concerns that correspond to the expected behavior of a system within operational, environmental,
and/or physical constraints as well as to more general life cycle constraints. Stakeholder requirements and system
requirements express these concerns as expected capabilities from the system (e.g., usability, interoperability,
security, expandability, environment suitability, etc.). Architects and/or designers identify these capabilities from
requirements and deduce corresponding quantitative or qualitative design properties to properly equip their physical
architecture model (e.g., reliability, availability, maintainability, modularity, robustness, operability, climatic
environment resistance, dimensions limits, etc.). For further discussion on how some of these properties may be
included in architecture and design, please see the article Systems Engineering and Specialty Engineering in the
Related Disciplines knowledge area (KA).

Allocation of Logical Elements to Physical Elements and Partitioning
Developing a candidate physical architecture model for a system consists of first identifying the system elements that
can perform functions of the logical architecture model as well as identifying the interfaces capable of carrying out
the input-output flows and control flows. When identifying potential elements, a systems engineer needs to allocate
design properties within the logical architecture; these properties are deduced from the system requirements.
Partitioning and allocation are activities to decompose, gather, or separate functions in order to facilitate the
identification of feasible system elements that support these functions. Either they exist and can be reused or
re-purposed, or they can be developed and technically implemented.
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Partitioning and allocation use criteria to find potential affinities between functions. Systems engineers use system
requirements and/or design properties as criteria to assess and select candidate system elements and partitions of
functions, such as similar transformations within the same technology, similar levels of efficiency, exchange of the
same type of input-output flows (information, energy, and materials), centralized or distributed controls, execution
with close frequency level, dependability conditions, environment resistance level, and other enterprise constraints.
A concurrent engineering approach is necessary when several different sets of technologies, knowledge, and skills
are necessary to establish a candidate physical architecture model. This is particularly true during the partition and
allocation of functions to various system elements, in which the systems engineer must account for compatibility
issues and emergent properties. (see SEBoK Part 2: Synthesizing Possible Solutions for a discussion of possible
approaches)

Developing Candidate Physical Architecture Models
The goal of physical architecture model development activities is to provide the best possible physical architecture
model made of suitable systems, technological system elements, and physical interfaces (i.e., the architecture that
answers, at best, all system requirements, depending on agreed limits or margins of each requirement). The best way
to do this is to produce several candidate physical architecture models, assess and compare them, and then select the
most suitable one.
A candidate physical architecture model is elaborated according to affinity criteria in order to build a set of system
elements (i.e., separate, gather, connect, and disconnect the network of system elements and their physical
interfaces). These criteria are the same as those used for partitioning and allocating functions to system elements.
The physical architecture model development may be focused in different ways, for example, it may address:
•• Reduction in the number of physical interfaces
•• System elements that can be tested separately
•• Compatible technology
•• Measures of the proximity of elements in space
•• Ease of handling (weight, volume, and transportation facilities)
•• Optimization of resources shared between elements
•• Modularity (i.e. elements have low interdependence)
•• Resilience (i.e. elements which are highly reliable, maintainable or replaceable)

Evaluating and Selecting the Preferred Candidate
Viable physical architecture models enable all required functions or capabilities specified in the logical architecture
model to be realized. Architecture and design activity includes evaluation to obtain a balance among design
properties, costs, risks, etc. Generally, the physical architecture model of a system is determined more strongly by
non-functional requirements (e.g., performance, safety, security, environmental conditions, constraints, etc.) than by
functions. There may be many (physical) ways to establish functions but fewer ways of satisfying non-functional
requirements. The preferred physical architecture model represents the selection of system elements, their physical
relationships, and interfaces. Typically this physical architecture will still leave further systems engineering to be
undertaken to achieve a fully optimized system after any remaining trade-offs are made and algorithms and
parameters of the system are finalized.
Certain analyses (efficiency, dependability, cost, risks, etc.) are required to get sufficient data that characterize the
global behavior and structure of the candidate architectures in regard to system requirements; this is often broadly
referred to as system analysis. Other analyses and assessments require knowledge and skills from the different
involved technologies and specialities (mechanics, electronics, software, thermodynamics, electro-magnetic
compatibility, safety, security etc.). They are performed through corresponding specialist analysis of the system.
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Legacy Systems and Systems of Systems
Few systems come into existence or operate without interacting with others in a system context. These interactions
may be with other operational systems, or maintenance and support systems, which in turn may be legacy (already in
use) or future legacy (under development and likely to operate with the system of interest in the future).
The best chosen approach will be dependent on the strength of interactions between the System-of-Interest (glossary)
(SoI) and its wider context. While these interactions are small, they may be accounted for by defining a set of static
external interface requirements (for example technical standards) with which the system must comply, by including
these as constraints in the system requirements and ensuring compliance through design assurance.
Where the interactions are more intense, for example where continuous information is to be exchanged with other
systems, these will have to be recognized as part of a system of systems context and will instead be considered as
part of an enterprise systems engineering approach.
Another important consideration may be the sharing of technology or system elements between the SoI and other
systems, often as part of a family of systems (many examples occur in automotive and aerospace industries) or the
re-use of system elements from existing legacy. Here a degree of top-down or middle-out design work will be
necessary to ensure the system of interest embodies the required system elements, while conforming as far as
possible to the stakeholder and system requirements, with any compromises being understood and managed.
If a System-of-Interest is intended to be used in one or more service systems or system of systems configurations this
will affect its physical architecture model. One of the features of these SoS is the late binding of component systems
in use. Such component systems must be architected with open or configurable interfaces, must have clearly defined
functions packaged in such a way as to be relevant to the SoS using them, and must include some method by which
they can be identified and included in the SoS when needed.
Both service systems and SoS will be defined by a high level physical architecture model, which will be utilized to
define the relevant SoS relationships, interfaces, and constraints that should be included in Concept Definition. The
results will be embedded in the stakeholder and system requirements and handled through interface agreements and
across-project communication during development, realization, and use.
See SEBoK Part 4 Applications of Systems Engineering for more information on special considerations for
architecting SoS.

Process Approach

Purpose
The purpose of the Physical Architecture Model Development is to define, select, and synthesize a system physical
architecture model which can support the logical architecture model. A physical architecture model will have
specific properties to address stakeholder concerns or environmental issues and to satisfy system requirements.
Because of the evolution of the context of use or technological possibilities, the physical architecture which is
composed of system elements is supposed to evolve along the life cycle of the system in order for it to continue to
perform its mission within the limits of its required effectiveness. Depending on whether or not evolution impacts
logical architecture model elements, allocations to system elements may change. A physical architecture model is
equipped with specific design properties (glossary) to continuously challenge the evolution.
Generic inputs include the selected logical architecture model, system requirements, generic patterns and properties
that architects identify and utilize to answer requirements, outcomes from system analysis, and feedback from
system verification and system validation.
Generic outputs are the selected physical architecture model, allocation matrix of functional elements to physical
elements, traceability matrix with system requirements, stakeholder requirements of each system and system element
composing the physical architecture model, and rejected solutions.
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Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks to be performed during this process include the following:
•• Partition and allocate functional elements to system elements:

•• Search for system elements or technologies able to perform functions and physical interfaces to carry
input-output and control flows. Ensure system elements exist or can be engineered. Assess each potential
system element using criteria deduced from design properties (themselves deduced from non-functional system
requirements).

•• Partition functional elements (functions, scenarios, input-outputs, triggers, etc.) using the given criteria and
allocate partitioned sets to system elements (using the same criteria).

•• When it is impossible to identify a system element that corresponds to a partitioned functional set, decompose
the function until the identification of implementable system elements is possible.

•• Check the compatibility of technologies and the compatibility of interfaces between selected system elements.
•• Constitute candidate physical architecture models.

•• Because partitioned sets of functions can be numerous, there are generally too many system elements. For
defining controllable architectures, system elements have to be grouped into higher-level system elements
known as system element groups, often called sub-systems in industry.

•• Constitute several different system element groups corresponding to different combinations of elementary
system elements. One set of system element groups plus one or several non-decomposable system elements
form a candidate physical architecture model of the considered system.

•• Represent (using patterns) the physical architecture model of each system element group connecting its system
elements with physical Interfaces that carry input-output flows and triggers. Add physical interfaces as needed;
in particular, add interfaces with external elements to the system element group.

•• Represent the synthesized physical architecture of the considered system built from system element groups,
non-decomposable system, and physical interfaces inherited from the physical architecture model of system
element groups.

•• Enhance the physical architecture model with design properties such as modularity, evolution capability,
adaptability to different environments, robustness, scalability, resistance to environmental conditions, etc.

•• If possible, use executable architecture prototypes (e.g., hardware-software (HW-SW)-in-the-loop prototypes)
for identifying potential deficiencies and correct the architecture as needed.

•• Assess physical architecture model candidates and select the most suitable one:
• Use the system analysis process to perform assessments (see the System Analysis topic).
• Use the Decision Management process to support the trades and selection of the preferred alternative (see the

Decision Management topic).
•• Synthesize the selected physical architecture model:

•• Formalize physical elements and properties. Verify that system requirements are satisfied and that the solution
is realistic.

•• Identify the derived physical and functional elements created for the necessity of architecture and design and
the corresponding system requirements.

•• Establish traceability between system requirements and physical elements as well as allocate matrices between
functional and physical elements.
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Artifacts, Methods and Modeling Techniques
Physical architecture descriptions use modeling techniques to create and represent physical architectures. Some
common physical models include structural blocks, mass, layout and other models. Modeling techniques may be:
•• Physical block diagrams (PBD)
•• SysML block definition diagrams (BDD)
•• Internal block diagrams (IBD) (OMG 2010)
•• Executable architecture prototyping
•• Etc.
Depending on the type of domain for which it is to be used (defense, enterprise, etc.), architecture frameworks may
provide descriptions that can help to trade-off candidate architectures. Please see section 'Enterprise Architecture
Frameworks & Methodologies' in Enterprise Systems Engineering Key Concepts.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to physical architecture development are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in performing physical architecture model development are provided in Table
3.

Table 3. Pitfalls with Physical Architecture Development. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Too Many Levels in
a Single System
Block

The current system block includes too many levels of decomposition. The right practice is that the physical architecture
model of a system block is composed of one single level of systems and/or system elements.

No Logical
Architecture Model

The developers perform a direct passage from system requirements to physical architecture model without establishing a
logical architecture model; this is a common wrong practice that mainly takes place when dealing with repeating systems and
products because the functions are already known. The issue is that a function is always associated with input-output flows
defined in a specific domain set. If the domain set changes, the performance of the function can become invalid.

Direct Allocation
on Technologies

At a high level of abstraction of multidisciplinary systems, directly allocating the functions onto technologies of the lowest
level of abstraction, such as hardware or software, does not reflect a system comprehension. The right practice is to consider
criteria to decompose the architecture into the appropriate number of levels, alternating logical and physical before reaching
the technology level ( the last level of the system).

Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 4.
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Table 4. Proven Practices with Physical Architecture Development. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Modularity Restrict the number of interactions between the system elements and consider the modularity principle (maximum of consistency
inside the system element, minimum of physical interfaces with outside) as the right way for architecting systems.

Focus on
Interfaces

Focusing on interfaces rather than on system elements is another key element of a successful architecture and design for abstract
levels of systems.
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System Design
The purpose of the System Design is to supplement the system architecture providing information and data useful
and necessary for implementation of the system elements. Design definition is the process of developing, expressing,
documenting, and communicating the realization of the architecture of the system through a complete set of design
characteristics described in a form suitable for implementation.

Concepts and principles

Design Notion
In industrial practices, the term design is often used to mean both Architecture (glossary) and Design (glossary). In
the recent past, professionals used the term design when they dealt with simpler technological products - ones that do
not include several different and interconnected technological components such as hardware, software, operators,
services, etc. In the development of new multi-technology products and services, professionals have recognized the
usefulness of the notion of system in dealing with complexity (glossary) (interconnections level, multi-techno,
emergence, etc.).
It was due to complexity that structuring the elements that comprise a system became necessary. This structure
explains the functional, behavioral, temporal, physical, and other aspects of a system as described in System
Architecture. Practitioners found the term structure inadequate to describe all of these aspects of a system. The
terms architecture and architectural design have been used for approximately 30 years, especially in software
intensive systems and other domains, such as the space industry. The set of different types and interrelated structures
can be understood as the architecture of the system.
The trend today is to consider system architecture and system design as different and separate sets of activities, but
concurrent and strongly intertwined.
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System design includes activities to conceive a set of system elements that answers a specific, intended purpose,
using principles and concepts; it includes assessments and decisions to select system elements that compose the
system, fit the architecture of the system, and comply with traded-off system requirements. It is the complete set of
detailed models, properties, and/or characteristics described into a form suitable for implementation.

Design characteristics and design enablers
Every technological domain or discipline owns its peculiar laws, rules, theories, and enablers concerning
transformational, structural, behavioral, and temporal properties of its composing parts of materials, energy, or
information. These specific parts and/or their compositions are described with typical design characteristics and
enablers. These allow achieving the implementation of every system element through various transformations and
exchanges required by design characteristics (e.g., operability level, reliability rate, speed, safeguard level) that have
been assigned during the system architecture definition process.
The design definition provides the description of the design characteristics and design enablers necessary for
implementation. Design characteristics include dimensions, shapes, materials, and data processing structures. Design
enablers include formal expressions or equations, drawings, diagrams, tables of metrics with their values and
margins, patterns, algorithms, and heuristics.
•• Examples of generic design characteristics in mechanics of solids: shape, geometrical pattern, dimension, volume,

surface, curves, resistance to forces, distribution of forces, weight, velocity of motion, temporal persistence
•• Examples of generic design characteristics in software: distribution of processing, data structures, data

persistence, procedural abstraction, data abstraction, control abstraction, encapsulation, creational patterns (e.g.,
builder, factory, prototype, singleton), and structural patterns (e.g., adapter, bridge, composite, decorator, proxy)

Relation with System Architecture
System design is intended to be the link between the system architecture (at whatever point this milestone is defined
in the specific application of the systems engineering process) and the implementation of technological system
elements that compose the physical architecture model of the system.
Design definition is driven by specified requirements, the system architecture, and more detailed analysis of
performance and feasibility. It addresses the implementation technologies and their assimilation. Design provides the
“how” or “implement‐to” level of the definition.
Design concerns every system element composed of implementation technologies, such as for example mechanics,
electronics, software, chemistry, human operations and services for which specific engineering processes are needed.
System design provides feedback to the parent system architecture to consolidate or confirm the allocation and
partitioning of architectural characteristics and design properties to system elements.

Design Descriptor
A design descriptor is the set of generic design characteristics and of their possible values. If similar, but not exact
system elements exist, it is possible to analyze these in order to identify their basic characteristics. Variations of the
possible values of each characteristic determine potential candidate system elements.

Holistic Design
Holistic design is an approach that considers the system being designed as an interconnected whole, which is also
part of something larger. Holistic concepts can be applied to the system as a whole along with the system in its
context (e.g., the enterprise or mission in which the system participates), as well as the design of mechanical devices,
the layout of spaces, and so forth. This approach often incorporates concerns about the environment, considering
how the design will impact the environment and attempting to reduce environmental impact. Holistic design is about
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more than merely trying to meet the system requirements.

Process Approach

Purpose
The purpose of the System Design process is to provide sufficient detailed data and information about the system
and its system elements to enable the implementation consistent with architectural entities as defined in models and
views of the system architecture. ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO 2015)
Generic inputs include architecture description of the parent system, system element requirements.
Generic outputs are the description of the design characteristics and design enablers necessary for implementation.

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks to be performed during this process include the following:

1. Initialize design definition

•• Plan for technology management for the whole system. Identify the technologies (mechanics, electricity,
electronics, software, biology, operators, etc.) that would compose and implement the system elements and their
physical interfaces.

•• Determine which technologies and system elements have a risk to become obsolete, or evolve during the
operation stage of the system. Plan for their potential replacement.

•• Identify types of design characteristics or properties for each technology of each system element.
•• Periodically assess design characteristics and adjust as the system evolves.
•• Document the design definition strategy, including the need for and requirements of any enabling systems,

products, or services to perform the design.

2. Establish design characteristics and design enablers related to each system element

•• Perform or consolidate or detail system requirements allocation to system elements for all requirements and
system elements not fully addressed in the System Architecture process (normally, every system requirement
would have been transformed into architectural entities and architectural characteristics within the System
Architecture process, which are then allocated to system elements through direct assignment or some
partitioning).

•• Define the design characteristics relating to the architectural characteristics and check that they are
implementable. Use design enablers, such as models (physical and analytical), design heuristics, etc. If the design
characteristics are not feasible, then assess other design alternatives or implementation option, or perform trades
of other system elements definition.

•• Define the interfaces that were not defined by the System Architecture process or that need to be refined as the
design details evolve. This includes both internal interfaces between the system elements and the external
interfaces with other systems.

•• Record the design characteristics of each system element within the applicable artifacts (they depend on the
design methods and techniques used).

•• Provide rationale about selection of major implementation options and enablers.
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3. Assess alternatives for obtaining system elements

•• Identify existing implemented system elements (COTS/NDI, reused, or other non-developed system elements).
Alternatives for new system elements to be developed may be studied.

•• Assess design options for the system element, using selection criteria that are derived from the design
characteristics.

•• Select the most appropriate alternatives.
•• If the decision is made to develop the system element, rest of the design definition process and the

implementation process are used. If the decision is to buy or reuse a system element, the acquisition process may
be used to obtain the system element.

4. Manage the design

•• Capture and maintain the rationale for all selections among alternatives and decisions for the design, architecture
characteristics, design enablers, and sources of system elements.

•• Assess and control the evolution of the design characteristics, including the alignment with the architecture.
•• Establish and maintain traceability between design characteristics and architectural characteristics, and with

requirements as necessary.
•• Provide baseline information for configuration management.
•• Maintain the design baseline and the design definition strategy.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and proven practices related to system design are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in performing system design are provided in Table 1.

Pitfall Description

Consider only separately
the design of each system
element

This would conduct to use heterogeneous implementation of a given technology or between technologies within the
system-of-interest. The design strategy for the complete system is defined to search synergies and/or commonalities
that could help operation and maintenance of system elements.

Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 2.

Practice Description

Architecture and
design mutual
support

Discipline engineers perform the design definition of each system element; they provide strong support (knowledge and
competencies) to systems engineers, or architects, in the evaluation and selection of candidate system architectures and
system elements. Inversely, systems engineers, or architects, must provide feedback to discipline engineers to improve
knowledge and know‐how.
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System Analysis
System analysis allows developers to objectively carry out quantitative assessments of systems in order to select
and/or update the most efficient system architecture and to generate derived engineering data. During engineering,
assessments should be performed every time technical choices or decisions are made to determine compliance with
system requirements.
System analysis provides a rigorous approach to technical decision-making. It is used to perform trade-off studies,
and includes modeling and simulation, cost analysis, technical risks analysis, and effectiveness analysis.

Principles Governing System Analysis
One of the major tasks of a systems engineer is to evaluate the engineering data and artifacts created during the
systems engineering (SE) process. The evaluations are at the center of system analysis, providing means and
techniques
• to define assessment criteria based on system requirements;
• to assess design properties of each candidate solution in comparison to these criteria;
•• to score globally the candidate solutions and to justify the scores; and
•• to decide on the appropriate solution(s).
The Analysis and Selection between Alternative Solutions article in the Systems Approach Applied to Engineered
Systems knowledge area (KA) of Part 2 describes activities related to selecting between possible system solutions to
an identified problem or opportunity. The following general principles of systems analysis are defined:
•• Systems analysis is based on assessment criteria based upon a problem or opportunity system description.

• These criteria will be based around an ideal system description, which assumes a hard system problem context
can be defined.

•• Criteria must consider required system behavior and properties of the complete solution, in all possible wider
system contexts and environments.

• These must consider non-functional issues such as system safety, security, etc. (Please see Systems
Engineering and Specialty Engineering for additional discussion on incorporating non-functional elements.)

• This "ideal" system description may be supported by soft system descriptions, from which additional “soft”
criteria may be defined. For example, a stakeholder preference for or against certain kinds of solutions,
relevant social, political or cultural conventions to be considered, etc.

•• The assessment criteria should include, at a minimum, the constraints on cost and time scales acceptable to
stakeholders.

•• Trade studies provide a mechanism for conducting analysis of alternative solutions.
•• A trade study should consider a set of assessment criteria, with appropriate awareness of the limitations and

dependencies between individual criteria.
•• Trade studies need to deal with both objective and subjective criteria. Care must be taken to assess the

sensitivity of the overall assessment to particular criteria.
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Trade-off studies
In the context of the definition of a system, a trade-off study consists of comparing the characteristics of each system
element and of each candidate system architecture to determine the solution that best globally balances the
assessment criteria. The various characteristics analyzed are gathered in cost analysis, technical risks analysis, and
effectiveness analysis (NASA 2007).
Guidance on the conduct of trade studies for all types of system context are characterized in the above principles and
described in more details in the Analysis and Selection between Alternative Solutions topic. Of particular interest to
SE analysis are technical effectiveness, cost, and technical risk analysis.

Effectiveness Analysis
The effectiveness of an engineered system solution includes several essential characteristics that are generally
gathered in the following list of analyses, including (but not limited to): performance, usability, dependability,
manufacturing, maintenance or support, environment, etc. These analyses highlight candidate solutions under
various aspects.
It is essential to establish a classification that limits the number of analyses to the really significant aspects, such as
key performance parameters. The main difficulties of effectiveness analysis are to sort and select the right set of
effectiveness aspects; for example, if the product is made for a single use, maintainability will not be a relevant
criterion.

Cost Analysis
A cost analysis considers the full life cycle costs. A cost baseline can be adapted according to the project and the
system. The global life cycle cost (LCC), or total ownership cost (TOC), may include examplar labor and non-labor
cost items such as those indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Types of Costs. (SEBoK Original)

Type of Cost Description and Examples

Development Engineering, development tools (equipment and software), project management, test-benches, mock-ups and prototypes,
training, etc.

Product manufacturing
or service realization

Raw materials and supplying, spare parts and stock assets, necessary resources to operation (water, electricity power,
etc.), risks and nuances, evacuation, treatment and storage of waste or rejections produced, expenses of structure (taxes,
management, purchase, documentation, quality, cleaning, regulation, controls, etc.), packing and storage, documentation
required.

Sales and after-sales Expenses of structure (subsidiaries, stores, workshops, distribution, information acquisition, etc.), complaints and
guarantees, etc.

Customer utilization Taxes, installation (customer), resources necessary to the operation of the product (water, fuel, lubricants, etc.), financial
risks and nuisances, etc.

Supply chain Transportation and delivery

Maintenance Field services, preventive maintenance, regulation controls, spare parts and stocks, cost of guarantee, etc.

Disposal Collection, dismantling, transportation, treatment, waste recycling, etc.

Methods for determining cost are described in the Planning topic.
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Technical Risks Analysis
Every risk analysis concerning every domain is based on three factors:
1.1. Analysis of potential threats or undesired events and their probability of occurrence.
2.2. Analysis of the consequences of these threats or undesired events and their classification on a scale of gravity.
3.3. Mitigation to reduce the probabilities of threats and/or the levels of harmful effect to acceptable values.
The technical risks appear when the system cannot satisfy the system requirements any longer. The causes reside in
the requirements and/or in the solution itself. They are expressed in the form of insufficient effectiveness and can
have multiple causes: incorrect assessment of the technological capabilities; over-estimation of the technical maturity
of a system element; failure of parts; breakdowns; breakage, obsolescence of equipment, parts, or software,
weakness from the supplier (non-compliant parts, delay for supply, etc.), human factors (insufficient training, wrong
tunings, error handling, unsuited procedures, malice), etc.
Technical risks are not to be confused with project risks, even if the method to manage them is the same. Although
technical risks may lead to project risks, technical risks address the system itself, not the process for its development.
(See Risk Management for more details.)

Process Approach

Purpose and Principles of the Approach
The system analysis process is used to: (1) provide a rigorous basis for technical decision making, resolution of
requirement conflicts, and assessment of alternative physical solutions (system elements and physical architectures);
(2) determine progress in satisfying system requirements and derived requirements; (3) support risk management;
and (4) ensure that decisions are made only after evaluating the cost, schedule, performance, and risk effects on the
engineering or re-engineering of a system (ANSI/EIA 1998). This process is also called the decision analysis process
by NASA (2007, 1-360) and is used to help evaluate technical issues, alternatives, and their uncertainties to support
decision-making. (See Decision Management for more details.)
System analysis supports other system definition processes:
• Stakeholder requirements definition and system requirements definition processes use system analysis to solve

issues relating to conflicts among the set of requirements; in particular, those related to costs, technical risks, and
effectiveness (performances, operational conditions, and constraints). System requirements subject to high risks,
or those which would require different architectures, are discussed.

• The Logical Architecture Model Development and Physical Architecture Model Development processes use it to
assess characteristics or design properties of candidate logical and physical architectures, providing arguments for
selecting the most efficient one in terms of costs, technical risks, and effectiveness (e.g., performances,
dependability, human factors, etc.).

Like any system definition process, the system analysis process is iterative. Each operation is carried out several
times; each step improves the precision of analysis.

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks performed within this process include
•• Planning the trade-off studies:

•• Determine the number of candidate solutions to analyze, the methods and procedures to be used, the expected
results (examples of objects to be selected: behavioral architecture/scenario, physical architecture, system
element, etc.), and the justification items.

•• Schedule the analyses according to the availability of models, engineering data (system requirements, design
properties), skilled personnel, and procedures.
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•• Define the selection criteria model:
•• Select the assessment criteria from non-functional requirements (performances, operational conditions,

constraints, etc.), and/or from design properties.
•• Sort and order the assessment criteria.
•• Establish a scale of comparison for each assessment criterion, and weigh every assessment criterion according

to its level of relative importance with the others.
•• Identify candidate solutions, related models, and data.
•• Assess candidate solutions using previously defined methods or procedures:

•• Carry out costs analysis, technical risks analysis, and effectiveness analysis placing every candidate solution
on every assessment criterion comparison scale.

•• Score every candidate solution as an assessment score.
• Provide results to the calling process: assessment criteria, comparison scales, solutions’ scores, assessment

selection, and possibly recommendations and related arguments.

Artifacts and Ontology Elements
This process may create several artifacts, such as
•• A selection criteria model (list, scales, weighing)
•• Costs, risks, and effectiveness analysis reports
•• Justification reports
This process handles the ontology elements of Table 2 within system analysis.

Table 2. Main Ontology Elements as Handled within System Analysis. (SEBoK Original)

Assessment
Criterion

In the context of system analysis, an assessment criterion is a characteristic used to assess or compare system elements, physical
interfaces, physical architectures, functional architectures/scenarios, or any engineering elements that can be compared.

Identifier; name; description; relative weight; scalar weight

Assessment
Selection

In the context of system analysis, an assessment selection is a technical management element based on an assessment score that
justifies the selection of a system element, a physical interface, a physical architecture, or a functional architecture/scenario.

Assessment
Score

In the context of system analysis, an assessment score is obtained assessing a system element, a physical interface, a physical
architecture, a functional architecture/scenario using a set of assessment criteria.

Identifier; name; description; value

Cost In the context of systems engineering, a cost is an amount expressed in a given currency related to the value of a system element,
a physical interface, and a physical architecture.

Identifier; name; description; amount; type (development, production, utilization, maintenance, disposal); confidence interval;
period of reference; estimation technique

Risk An event having a probability of occurrence and consequences related to the system mission or on other characteristics. (Used
for technical risk in engineering.). A risk is the combination of vulnerability a danger or threat.

Identifier; name description; status
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Checking Correctness of System Analysis
The main items to be checked within system analysis in order to get validated arguments are
•• Relevance of the models and data in the context of use of the system,
•• Relevance of assessment criteria related to the context of use of the system,
•• Reproducibility of simulation results and of calculations,
•• Precision level of comparisons' scales,
•• Confidence of estimates, and
•• Sensitivity of solutions' scores related to assessment criteria weights.
See Ring, Eisner, and Maier (2010) for additional perspective.

Methods and Modeling Techniques
• General usage of models: Various types of models can be used in the context of system analysis:

• Physical models are scale models allowing simulation of physical phenomena. They are specific to each
discipline; associated tools include mock-ups, vibration tables, test benches, prototypes, decompression
chamber, wind tunnels, etc.

• Representation models are mainly used to simulate the behavior of a system. For example, enhanced
functional flow block diagrams (eFFBDs), statecharts, state machine diagrams (based in systems modeling
language (SysML)), etc.

• Analytical models are mainly used to establish values of estimates. We can consider the deterministic models
and probabilistic models (also known as stochastic models) to be analytical in nature. Analytical models use
equations or diagrams to approach the real operation of the system. They can be very simple (addition) to
incredibly complicated (probabilistic distribution with several variables).

• Use right models depending on the project progress
•• At the beginning of the project, first studies use simple tools, allowing rough approximations which have the

advantage of not requiring too much time and effort. These approximations are often sufficient to eliminate
unrealistic or outgoing candidate solutions.

•• Progressively with the progress of the project it is necessary to improve precision of data to compare the
candidate solutions still competing. The work is more complicated if the level of innovation is high.

•• A systems engineer alone cannot model a complex system; he has to be supported by skilled people from
different disciplines involved.

• Specialist expertise: When the values of assessment criteria cannot be given in an objective or precise way, or
because the subjective aspect is dominating, we can ask specialists for expertise. The estimates proceed in four
steps:

1.1. Select interviewees to collect the opinion of qualified people for the considered field.
2.2. Draft a questionnaire; a precise questionnaire allows an easy analysis, but a questionnaire that is too closed risks

the neglection of significant points.
3.3. Interview a limited number of specialists with the questionnaire, including an in-depth discussion to get precise

opinions.
4.4. Analyze the data with several different people and compare their impressions until an agreement on a

classification of assessment criteria and/or candidate solutions is reached.
Often used analytical models in the context of system analysis are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Often Used Analytical Models in the Context of System Analysis. (SEBoK
Original)

Type of Model Description

Deterministic models • Models containing statistics are included in this category. The principle consists in establishing a model based on a
significant amount of data and number of results from former projects; they can apply only to system
elements/components whose technology already exists.

• Models by analogy also use former projects. The system element being studied is compared to an already existing
system element with known characteristics (cost, reliability, etc.). Then these characteristics are adjusted based on
the specialists' expertise.

• Learning curves allow foreseeing the evolution of a characteristic or a technology. One example of evolution:
"Each time the number of produced units is multiplied by two, the cost of this unit is reduced with a certain
percentage, generally constant."

Probabilistic models
(also called stochastic
models)

The theory of probability allows classifying the possible candidate solutions compared to consequences from a set of
events as criteria. These models are applicable if the number of criteria is limited and the combination of the possible
events is simple. Take care that the sum of probabilities of all events is equal to one for each node.

Multi-criteria decisions
models

When the number of criteria is greater than ten, it is recommended that a multi-criteria decision model be established.
This model is obtained through the following actions:

•• Organize the criteria as a hierarchy (or a decomposition tree).
•• Associate each criterion of each branch of the tree with a relative weight compare to each other of the same level.
•• Calculate a scalar weight for each leaf criterion of each branch multiplying all the weights of the branch.
•• Score every candidate solution on the leaf criteria; sum the scores to get a global score for each candidate solution;

compare the scores.
•• Using a computerized tool allows to perform sensitivity analysis to get a robust choice.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to system analysis are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing system analysis are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Pitfalls with System Analysis. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Analytical modeling is not a
decision tool

Analytical modeling gives analytical results from analytical data. It has to be considered as a help and not as a
decision tool.

Models and system levels of
decomposition

A model can be well adapted to a level n of a system and to be incompatible with the model of the higher level which
uses the data coming from the lower level. It is essential that the systems engineer ensures the coherence of the
various models used.

Optimization is not a sum of
optimized elements

The general optimization of the system-of-interest is not the sum of its optimized systems and/or system elements.
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Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 5.

Table 5. Proven Practices with System Analysis. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Stay in the
operational field

Models can never simulate all the behavior/reactions of a system: they operate only in one limited field with a restricted
number of variables. When a model is used, it is always necessary to make sure that the parameters and data inputs are part of
the operation field. If not, there is a high risk of irregular outputs.

Evolve models Models shall evolve during the project: by modification of parameter settings, by entering new data when modified
(modification of assessment criteria, functions to perform, requirements, etc.), by the use of new tools when those used reach
their limits.

Use several types
of models

It is recommended to concurrently use several types of models in order to compare the results and/or to take into account
another aspect of the system.

Keep context
elements
consistent

Results of a simulation shall always be given in their modeling context: tool used, selected assumptions, parameters and data
introduced, and variance of the outputs.
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System Realization
System realization activities are conducted to create and test versions of a system as specified by system definition.
The activities are grouped and described as generic processes that are performed iteratively and/or concurrently
depending on the selected Life Cycle Model (glossary). These activities include those required to build a system
(system implementation), integrate disparate system elements (system integration), and ensure that the system meets
both the needs of stakeholders (system validation) and aligns with the system requirements and architecture (system
verification).
These activities are not sequential, but are performed concurrently, iteratively and recursively depending on the
selected life cycle model. Figure 1 (see "Overview", below), also shows how these processes fit within the context of
System Definition (glossary) and System Deployment and Use KAs. See also Applying Life Cycle Processes for
further discussion of the relationships between process and life cycle model.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into KAs, which are groupings of information with a related theme. The KAs in
turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• System Implementation
•• System Integration
•• System Verification
•• System Validation
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.
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Overview
Essentially, the outputs of system definition are used during system implementation to create system elements and
during system integration to provide plans and criteria for combining these elements. The requirements are used to
verify and validate system elements, systems, and the overall system-of-interest (SoI). These activities provide
feedback into the system design, particularly when problems or challenges are identified.
Finally, when the system is considered, verified, and validated, it will then become an input to system deployment
and use. It is important to understand that there is overlap in these activities; they do not have to occur in sequence as
demonstrated in Figure 1. Every life cycle model includes realization activities, principally, verification and
validation activities. The way these activities are performed is dependent upon the life cycle model in use. (For
additional information on life cycles, see the Life Cycle Models KA.)

Figure 1. System Realization. (SEBoK Original)

The realization processes are performed to ensure that the system will be ready for transition and has the appropriate
structure and behavior to enable the desired operation and functionality throughout the system’s life span. Both DAU
and NASA include transition in realization, in addition to implementation, integration, verification, and validation
(Prosnik 2010; NASA December 2007, 1-360).
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Fundamentals

Macro View of Realization Processes
Figure 2 illustrates a macro view of generic outputs from realization activities when using a Vee life cycle model.
The left side of the Vee represents various design activities 'going down' the system.

Figure 2. The Vee Activity Diagram (Prosnik 2010). Released by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).

The left side of the Vee model demonstrates the development of system elements specifications and design
descriptions. In this stage, verification and validation plans are developed, which are later used to determine whether
realized system elements (products, services, or enterprises) are compliant with specifications and stakeholder
requirements. Also, during this stage initial specifications become flow-down requirements for lower-level system
models. In terms of time frame, these activities take place early in the system’s life cycle. These activities are
discussed further in the System Definition KA. However, it is important to understand that some of the system
realization activities are initiated at the same time as system definition activities; this is the case with integration,
verification and validation planning in particular.
The right side of the Vee model, as illustrated in Figure 2, shows the system elements (products, services, or
enterprises) are assembled according to the system model described on the left side of the Vee (integration).
Verification and validation activities determine how well the realized system fulfills the stakeholder requirements,
the system requirements, and design properties. These activities should follow the plans developed on the left side of
the Vee. Integration can be done continuously, incrementally and/or iteratively, supported by verification and
validation (V&V) efforts. For example, integration typically starts at the bottom of the Vee and continues upwards to
the top of the Vee.
The U.S. Defense Acquisition University (DAU) provides an overview of what occurs during system realization:

Once the products of all system models have been fully defined, Bottom-Up End Product Realization can 
be initiated. This begins by applying the Implementation Process to buy, build, code or reuse end 
products. These implemented end products are verified against their design descriptions and 
specifications, validated against Stakeholder Requirements and then transitioned to the next higher
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system model for integration. End products from the Integration Process are successively integrated
upward, verified and validated, transitioned to the next acquisition phase or transitioned ultimately as
the End Product to the user. (Prosnik 2010)

While the systems engineering (SE) technical processes are life cycle processes, the processes are concurrent, and
the emphasis of the respective processes depends on the phase and maturity of the design. Figure 3 portrays (from
left to right) a notional emphasis of the respective processes throughout the systems acquisition life cycle from the
perspective of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). It is important to note that from this perspective, these
processes do not follow a linear progression; instead, they are concurrent, with the amount of activity in a given area
changing over the system’s life cycle. The red boxes indicate the topics that will be discussed as part of realization.

Figure 3. Notional Emphasis of Systems Engineering Technical Processes and Program Life-Cycle Phases (DAU 2010). Released by
the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).
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System Implementation
System Implementation uses the structure created during architectural design and the results of system analysis to
construct system elements that meet the stakeholder requirements and system requirements developed in the early
life cycle phases. These system elements are then integrated to form intermediate aggregates and finally the complete
system-of-interest (SoI). See System Integration.

Definition and Purpose
Implementation is the process that actually yields the lowest-level system elements in the system hierarchy (system
breakdown structure). System elements are made, bought, or reused. Production involves the hardware fabrication
processes of forming, removing, joining, and finishing, the software realization processes of coding and testing, or
the operational procedures development processes for operators' roles. If implementation involves a production
process, a manufacturing system which uses the established technical and management processes may be required.
The purpose of the implementation process is to design and create (or fabricate) a system element conforming to that
element’s design properties and/or requirements. The element is constructed employing appropriate technologies and
industry practices. This process bridges the system definition processes and the integration process. Figure 1 portrays
how the outputs of system definition relate to system implementation, which produces the implemented (system)
elements required to produce aggregates and the SoI.

Figure 1. Simplification of How the Outputs of System Definition Relate to System Implementation, which Produces the System Elements
Required to Produce Systems and Subsystems. (SEBoK Original)

Process Approach

Purpose and Principle of the Approach
During the implementation process, engineers apply the design properties and/or requirements allocated to a system
element to design and produce a detailed description. They then fabricate, code, or build each individual element
using specified materials, processes, physical or logical arrangements, standards, technologies, and/or information
flows outlined in detailed descriptions (drawings or other design documentation). A system element will be verified
against the detailed description of properties and validated against its requirements.
If subsequent verification and validation (V&V) actions or configuration audits reveal discrepancies, recursive
interactions occur, which includes predecessor activities or processes, as required, to mitigate those discrepancies
and to modify, repair, or correct the system element in question. Figure 2 provides the context for the
implementation process from the perspective of the U.S. Defense Acquisition University (DAU).
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Figure 2. Context Diagram for the Implementation Process (DAU 2010). Released by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD).

Such figures provide a useful overview of the systems engineering (SE) community’s perspectives on what is
required for implementation and what the general results of implementation may be. These are further supported by
the discussion of implementation inputs, outputs, and activities found in the National Aeronautics and Space
Association's (NASA's) Systems Engineering Handbook (NASA 2007). It is important to understand that these views
are process-oriented. While this is a useful model, examining implementation only in terms of process can be
limiting.
Depending on the technologies and systems chosen when a decision is made to produce a system element, the
implementation process outcomes may generate constraints to be applied on the architecture of the higher-level
system; those constraints are normally identified as derived system requirements and added to the set of system
requirements applicable to this higher-level system. The architectural design has to take those constraints into
account.
If the decision is made to purchase or reuse an existing system element, it has to be identified as a constraint or
system requirement applicable to the architecture of the higher-level system. Conversely, the implementation process
may involve some adaptation or adjustments to the system requirement in order to be integrated into a higher-level
system or aggregate.
Implementation also involves packaging, handling, and storage, depending on the concerned technologies and where
or when the system requirement needs to be integrated into a higher-level aggregate. Developing the supporting
documentation for a system requirement, such as the manuals for operation, maintenance, and/or installation, is also
a part of the implementation process; these artifacts are utilized in the system deployment and use phase. The system
element requirements and the associated verification and validation criteria are inputs to this process; these inputs
come from the architectural design process detailed outputs.
Execution of the implementation process is governed by both industrial and government standards and the terms of
all applicable agreements. This may include conditions for packaging and storage, as well as preparation for use
activities, such as operator training. In addition, packaging, handling, storage, and transportation (PHS&T)
considerations will constrain the implementation activities. For more information, refer to the discussion of PHS&T
in the System Deployment and Use article. The developing or integrating organization will likely have
enterprise-level safety practices and guidelines that must also be considered.
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Activities of the Process
The following major activities and tasks are performed during this process:
• Define the implementation strategy - Implementation process activities begin with detailed design and include

developing an implementation strategy that defines fabrication and coding procedures, tools and equipment to be
used, implementation tolerances, and the means and criteria for auditing configuration of resulting elements to the
detailed design documentation. In the case of repeated system element implementations (such as for mass
manufacturing or replacement elements), the implementation strategy is defined and refined to achieve consistent
and repeatable element production; it is retained in the project decision database for future use. The
implementation strategy contains the arrangements for packing, storing, and supplying the implemented element.

• Realize the system element - Realize or adapt and produce the concerned system element using the
implementation strategy items as defined above. Realization or adaptation is conducted with regard to standards
that govern applicable safety, security, privacy, and environmental guidelines or legislation and the practices of
the relevant implementation technology. This requires the fabrication of hardware elements, development of
software elements, definition of training capabilities, drafting of training documentation, and the training of initial
operators and maintainers.

• Provide evidence of compliance - Record evidence that the system element meets its requirements and the
associated verification and validation criteria as well as the legislation policy. This requires the conduction of peer
reviews and unit testing, as well as inspection of operation and maintenance manuals. Acquire measured
properties that characterize the implemented element (weight, capacities, effectiveness, level of performance,
reliability, availability, etc.).

• Package, store, and supply the implemented element - This should be defined in the implementation strategy.

Artifacts and Ontology Elements
This process may create several artifacts such as
•• an implemented system
•• implementation tools
•• implementation procedures
•• an implementation plan or strategy
•• verification reports
•• issue, anomaly, or trouble reports
•• change requests (about design)
This process handles the ontology elements shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Main Ontology Elements as Handled within System Element Implementation.
(SEBoK Original)

Element Definition

Attributes (examples)

Implemented
Element

An implemented element is a system element that has been implemented. In the case of hardware it is marked with a part/serial
number.

Identifier, name, description, type (hardware, software application, software piece, mechanical part, electric art, electronic
component, operator role, procedure, protocol, manual, etc.)
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Measured
Property

A measured property is a characteristic of the implemented element established after its implementation. The measured properties
characterize the implemented system element when it is completely realized, verified, and validated. If the implemented element
complies with a design property, the measured property should equal the design property. Otherwise one has to identify the
difference or non-conformance which treatment could conclude to modify the design property and possibly the related
requirements, or to modify (correct, repair) the implemented element, or to identify a deviation.

Identifier, name, description, type (effectiveness, availability, reliability, maintainability, weight, capacity, etc.), value, unit, etc.

The main relationships between ontology elements are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Implementation Elements Relationships with Other Engineering
Elements. (SEBoK Original)

Methods, Techniques, and Tools
There are many software tools available in the implementation and integration phases. The most basic method would
be the use of N-squared diagrams as discussed in Jeff Grady’s book System Integration (Grady 1994).

Checking and Correctness of Implementation
Proper implementation checking and correctness should include testing to determine if the implemented element
(i.e., piece of software, hardware, or other product) works in its intended use. Testing could include mockups and
breadboards, as well as modeling and simulation of a prototype or completed pieces of a system. Once this is
completed successfully, the next process would be system integration.
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System Integration
System integration consists of taking delivery of the implemented system elements which compose the
system-of-interest (SoI), assembling these implemented elements together, and performing the verification and
validation actions (V&V actions) in the course of the assembly. The ultimate goal of system integration is to ensure
that the individual system elements function properly as a whole and satisfy the design properties or characteristics
of the system. System integration is one part of the realization effort and relates only to developmental items.
Integration should not to be confused with the assembly of end products on a production line. To perform the
production, the assembly line uses a different order from that used by integration.

Definition and Purpose
System integration consists of a process that “iteratively combines implemented system elements to form complete or
partial system configurations in order to build a product or service. It is used recursively for successive levels of the
system hierarchy.” (ISO/IEC 15288 2015, 68). The process is extended to any kind of product system, service
system, and enterprise system. The purpose of system integration is to prepare the SoI for final validation and
transition either for use or for production. Integration consists of progressively assembling aggregates of
implemented elements that compose the SoI as architected during design, and to check correctness of static and
dynamic aspects of interfaces between the implemented elements.
The U.S. Defense Acquisition University (DAU) provides the following context for integration: The integration
process will be used . . . for the incorporation of the final system into its operational environment to ensure that the
system is integrated properly into all defined external interfaces. The interface management process is particularly
important for the success of the integration process, and iteration between the two processes will occur (DAU 2010).
The purpose of system integration can be summarized as below:
•• Completely assemble the implemented elements to make sure that the they are compatible with each other.
•• Demonstrate that the aggregates of implemented elements perform the expected functions and meet measures of

performance/effectiveness.
• Detect defects/faults related to design and assembly activities by submitting the aggregates to focused V&V

actions.
Note: In the systems engineering literature, sometimes the term integration is used in a larger context than in the
present topic. In this larger sense, it concerns the technical effort to simultaneously design and develop the system
and the processes for developing the system through concurrent consideration of all life cycle stages, needs, and
competences. This approach requires the "integration" of numerous skills, activities, or processes.
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Principles

Boundary of Integration Activity
Integration can be understood as the whole bottom-up branch of the Vee Model, including the tasks of assembly and
the appropriate verification tasks. See Figure 1 below:

Figure 1. Limits of Integration Activities. (SEBoK Original)

The assembly activity joins together, and physically links, the implemented elements. Each implemented element is
individually verified and validated prior to entering integration. Integration then adds the verification activity to the
assembly activity, excluding the final validation.
The final validation performs operational tests that authorize the transition for use or the transition for production.
Remember that system integration only endeavors to obtain pre-production prototypes of the concerned product,
service, or enterprise. If the product, service, or enterprise is delivered as a unique exemplar, the final validation
activity serves as acceptance for delivery and transfer for use. If the prototype has to be produced in several
exemplars, the final validation serves as acceptance to launch their production. The definition of the optimized
operations of assembly which will be carried out on a production line relates to the manufacturing process and not to
the integration process.
Integration activity can sometimes reveal issues or anomalies that require modifications of the design of the system.
Modifying the design is not part of the integration process but concerns only the design process. Integration only
deals with the assembly of the implemented elements and verification of the system against its properties as
designed. During assembly, it is possible to carry out tasks of finishing touches which require simultaneous use of
several implemented elements (e.g., paint the whole after assembly, calibrate a biochemical component, etc.). These
tasks must be planned in the context of integration and are not carried out on separate implemented elements and do
not include modifications related to design.
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Aggregation of Implemented Elements
The integration is used to systematically assemble a higher-level system from lower-level ones (implemented system
elements) that have been implemented. Integration often begins with analysis and simulations (e.g., various types of
prototypes) and progresses through increasingly more realistic systems and system elements until the final product,
service, or enterprise is achieved.
System integration is based on the notion of an aggregate - a subset of the system made up of several implemented
elements (implemented system elements and physical interfaces) on which a set of V&V actions is applied. Each
aggregate is characterized by a configuration which specifies the implemented elements to be physically assembled
and their configuration status.
To perform V&V actions, a V&V configuration that includes the aggregate plus V&V tools is constituted. The V&V
tools are enabling products and can be simulators (simulated implemented elements), stubs or caps, activators
(launchers, drivers), harness, measuring devices, etc.

Integration by Level of System
According to the Vee Model, system definition (top-down branch) is done by successive levels of decomposition;
each level corresponds to the physical architecture of systems and system elements. The integration (bottom-up
branch) takes the opposite approach of composition (i.e., a level by level approach). On a given level, integration is
done on the basis of the physical architecture defined during system definition.

Integration Strategy
The integration of implemented elements is generally performed according to a predefined strategy. The definition of
the integration strategy is based on the architecture of the system and relies on the way the architecture of the system
has been designed. The strategy is described in an integration plan that defines the minimum configuration of
expected aggregates, the order of assembly of these aggregates in order to support efficient subsequent verification
and validation actions (e.g., inspections and/or testing), techniques to check or evaluate interfaces, and necessary
capabilities in the integration environment to support combinations of aggregates. The integration strategy is thus
elaborated starting from the selected verification and validation strategy. See the System Verification and System
Validation topics.
To define an integration strategy, there are several possible integration approaches/techniques that may be used
individually or in combination. The selection of integration techniques depends on several factors; in particular, the
type of system element, delivery time, order of delivery, risks, constraints, etc. Each integration technique has
strengths and weaknesses which should be considered in the context of the SoI. Some integration techniques are
summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Integration Techniques. (SEBoK Original)

Integration
Technique

Description

Global Integration Also known as big-bang integration; all the delivered implemented elements are assembled in only one step.

•• This technique is simple and does not require simulating the implemented elements not being available at that time.
•• Difficult to detect and localize faults; interface faults are detected late.
•• Should be reserved for simple systems, with few interactions and few implemented elements without technological

risks.
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Integration "with
the Stream"

The delivered implemented elements are assembled as they become available.

•• Allows starting the integration quickly.
•• Complex to implement because of the necessity to simulate the implemented elements not yet available. Impossible to

control the end-to-end "functional chains"; consequently, global tests are postponed very late in the schedule.
•• Should be reserved for well known and controlled systems without technological risks.

Incremental
Integration

In a predefined order, one or a very few implemented elements are added to an already integrated increment of implemented
elements.

•• Fast localization of faults: a new fault is usually localized in lately integrated implemented elements or dependent of a
faulty interface.

•• Require simulators for absent implemented elements. Require many test cases, as each implemented element addition
requires the verification of the new configuration and regression testing.

•• Applicable to any type of architecture.

Subsets Integration Implemented elements are assembled by subsets, and then subsets are assembled together (a subset is an aggregate); could
also be called "functional chains integration".

•• Time saving due to parallel integration of subsets; delivery of partial products is possible. Requires less means and
fewer test cases than integration by increments.

•• Subsets shall be defined during the design.
•• Applicable to architectures composed of sub-systems.

Top-Down
Integration

Implemented elements or aggregates are integrated in their activation or utilization order.

•• Availability of a skeleton and early detection of architectural faults, definition of test cases close to reality, and the
re-use of test data sets possible.

•• Many stubs/caps need to be created; difficult to define test cases of the leaf-implemented elements (lowest level).
•• Mainly used in software domain. Start from the implemented element of higher level; implemented elements of lower

level are added until leaf-implemented elements.

Bottom-Up
Integration

Implemented elements or aggregates are integrated in the opposite order of their activation or utilization.

•• Easy definition of test cases - early detection of faults (usually localized in the leaf-implemented elements); reduce the
number of simulators to be used. An aggregate can be a sub-system.

•• Test cases shall be redefined for each step, drivers are difficult to define and realize, implemented elements of lower
levels are "over-tested", and does not allow to quickly detecting the architectural faults.

•• Mainly used in software domain and in any kind of system.

Criterion Driven
Integration

The most critical implemented elements compared to the selected criterion are first integrated (dependability, complexity,
technological innovation, etc.). Criteria are generally related to risks.

•• Allow testing early and intensively critical implemented elements; early verification of design choices.
•• Test cases and test data sets are difficult to define.

Usually, a mixed integration technique is selected as a trade-off between the different techniques listed above,
allowing optimization of work and adaptation of the process to the system under development. The optimization
takes into account the realization time of the implemented elements, their delivery scheduled order, their level of
complexity, the technical risks, the availability of assembly tools, cost, deadlines, specific personnel capability, etc.
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Process Approach

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks performed during this process include
• Establishing the integration plan (this activity is carried out concurrently to the design activity of the system)

that defines:
•• The optimized integration strategy: order of aggregates assembly using appropriate integration techniques.
• The V&V actions to be processed for the purpose of integration.
•• The configurations of the aggregates to be assembled and verified.
• The integration means and verification means (dedicated enabling products) that may include assembly

procedures, assembly tools (harness, specific tools), V&V tools (simulators, stubs/caps, launchers, test
benches, devices for measuring, etc.), and V&V procedures.

• Obtain the integration means and verification means as defined in the integration plan; the acquisition of the
means can be done through various ways such as procurement, development, reuse, and sub-contracting; usually
the acquisition of the complete set of means is a mix of these methods.

• Take delivery of each implemented element:
•• Unpack and reassemble the implemented element with its accessories.
•• Check the delivered configuration, conformance of implemented elements, compatibility of interfaces, and

ensure the presence of mandatory documentation.
• Assemble the implemented elements into aggregates:

• Gather the implemented elements to be assembled, the integration means (assembly tools, assembly
procedures), and the verification means (V&V tools and procedures).

•• Connect the implemented elements on each other to constitute aggregates in the order prescribed by the
integration plan and in assembly procedures using assembly tools.

• Add or connect the V&V tools to the aggregates as predefined.
•• Carry out eventual operations of welding, gluing, drilling, tapping, adjusting, tuning, painting, parametering,

etc.
• Verify each aggregate:

•• Check the aggregate is correctly assembled according to established procedures.
•• Perform the verification process that uses verification and validation procedures and check that the aggregate

shows the right design properties/specified requirements.
•• Record integration results/reports and potential issue reports, change requests, etc.

Artifacts and Ontology Elements
This process may create several artifacts such as
•• an integrated system
•• assembly tools
•• assembly procedures
•• integration plans
•• integration reports
•• issue/anomaly/trouble reports
•• change requests (about design)
This process utilizes the ontology elements discussed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Main Ontology Elements as Handled within System Integration. (SEBoK Original)

Element Definition

Attributes

Aggregate An aggregate is a subset of the system made up of several system elements or systems on which a set of verification actions is
applied.

Identifier, name, description

Assembly
Procedure

An assembly procedure groups a set of elementary assembly actions to build an aggregate of implemented system elements.

Identifier, name, description, duration, unit of time

Assembly Tool An assembly tool is a physical tool used to connect, assemble, or link several implemented system elements to build aggregates
(specific tool, harness, etc.).

Identifier, name, description

Risk An event having a probability of occurrence and a gravity degree on its consequence onto the system mission or on other
characteristics (used for technical risk in engineering). A risk is the combination of vulnerability and of a danger or a threat.

Identifier, name, description, status

Rationale An argument that provides the justification for the selection of an engineering element.

Identifier, name, description (rational, reasons for defining an aggregate, assembly procedure, assembly tool)

Note: verification and validation ontology elements are described in the System Verification and System Validation
topics.
The main relationships between ontology elements are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Integration Elements Relationships with Other Engineering Elements. (SEBoK Original)

Checking and Correctness of Integration
The main items to be checked during the integration process include the following:
•• The integration plan respects its template.
•• The expected assembly order (integration strategy) is realistic.
•• No system element and physical interface set out in the system design document is forgotten.
•• Every interface and interaction between implemented elements is verified.
•• Assembly procedures and assembly tools are available and validated prior to beginning the assembly.
• V&V procedures and tools are available and validated prior to beginning the verification.
•• Integration reports are recorded.

Methods and Techniques
Several different approaches are summarized above in the section Integration Strategy [1] (above) that may be used
for integration, yet other approaches exist. In particular, important integration strategies for intensive software
systems include: vertical integration, horizontal integration, and star integration.

Coupling Matrix and N-squared Diagram

One of the most basic methods to define the aggregates and the order of integration would be the use of N-Squared
diagrams (Grady 1994, 190).
In the integration context, the coupling matrices are useful for optimizing the aggregate definition and verification of
interfaces:
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•• The integration strategy is defined and optimized by reorganizing the coupling matrix in order to group the
implemented elements in aggregates, thus minimizing the number of interfaces to be verified between aggregates
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Initial Arrangement of Aggregates on the Left; Final Arrangement After Reorganization on the Right. (SEBoK Original)

•• When verifying the interactions between aggregates, the matrix is an aid tool for fault detection. If by adding an
implemented element to an aggregate an error is detected, the fault can be either related to the implemented
element, to the aggregate, or to the interfaces. If the fault is related to the aggregate, it can relate to any
implemented element or any interface between the implemented elements internal to the aggregate.

Application to Product Systems, Service Systems, and Enterprise Systems
As the nature of implemented system elements and physical interfaces is different for these types of systems, the
aggregates, the assembly tools, and the V&V tools are different. Some integration techniques are more appropriate to
specific types of systems. Table 3 below provides some examples.

Table 3. Different Integration Elements for Product, Service, and Enterprise Systems.
(SEBoK Original)

Element Product System Service System Enterprise System

System Element Hardware Parts (mechanics,
electronics, electrical, plastic,
chemical, etc.)

Operator Roles

Software Pieces

Processes, data bases, procedures, etc.

Operator Roles

Software Applications

Corporate, direction, division,
department, project, technical team,
leader, etc.

IT components

Physical Interface Hardware parts, protocols,
procedures, etc.

Protocols, documents, etc. Protocols, procedures, documents, etc.

Assembly Tools Harness, mechanical tools, specific
tools

Software Linker

Documentation, learning course, etc. Documentation, learning, moving of
office

Verification Tools Test bench, simulator, launchers,
stub/cap

Activity/scenario models, simulator,
human roles rehearsal, computer, etc.

Skilled Experts

Activity/scenario models, simulator,
human roles rehearsal

Validation Tools Operational environment Operational environment Operational environment
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Recommended
Integration Techniques

Top down integration technique

Bottom Up Integration technique

Subsets integration technique
(functional chains)

Global integration technique

Incremental integration

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to system integration are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing SE Measurement are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Major Pitfalls with System Integration. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

What is expected
has delay

The experience shows that the implemented elements always do not arrive in the expected order and the tests never proceed
or result as foreseen; therefore, the integration strategy should allow a great flexibility.

Big-bang not
appropriate

The "big-bang" integration technique is not appropriate for a fast detection of faults. It is thus preferable to verify the
interfaces progressively all along the integration.

Integration plan too
late

The preparation of the integration activities is planned too late in the project schedule, typically when first implemented
elements are delivered.

Good Practices
Some good practices, gathered from the references are provided in Table 5.

Table 5. Proven Practices with System Integration. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Start earlier
development of
means

The development of assembly tools and verification and validation tools can be as long as the system itself. It should be
started as early as possible as soon as the preliminary design is nearly frozen.

Integration means
seen as enabling
systems

The development of integration means (assembly tools, verification, and validation tools) can be seen as enabling systems,
using system definition and system realization processes as described in this SEBoK, and managed as projects. These
projects can be led by the project of the corresponding system-of-interest, but assigned to specific system blocks, or can be
subcontracted as separate projects.

Use coupling matrix A good practice consists in gradually integrating aggregates in order to detect faults more easily. The use of the coupling
matrix applies for all strategies and especially for the bottom up integration strategy.

Flexible integration
plan and schedule

The integration process of complex systems cannot be easily foreseeable and its progress control difficult to observe. This
is why it is recommended to plan integration with specific margins, using flexible techniques, and integrating sets by
similar technologies.

Integration and
design teams

The integration responsible should be part of the design team.
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System Verification
System Verification is a set of actions used to check the correctness of any element, such as a system element, a
system, a document, a service, a task, a requirement, etc. These types of actions are planned and carried out
throughout the life cycle of the system. Verification is a generic term that needs to be instantiated within the context
it occurs. As a process, verification is a transverse activity to every life cycle stage of the system. In particular,
during the development cycle of the system, the verification process is performed in parallel with the system
definition and system realization processes and applies to any activity and any product resulting from the activity.
The activities of every life cycle process and those of the verification process can work together. For example, the
integration process frequently uses the verification process. It is important to remember that verification, while
separate from validation, is intended to be performed in conjunction with validation.

Definition and Purpose
Verification is the confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that specified requirements have been
fulfilled. With a note added in ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288, the scope of verification includes a set of activities that
compares a system or system element against the requirements, architecture and design characteristics, and other
properties to be verified (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2015). This may include, but is not limited to, specified requirements,
design description, and the system itself.
The purpose of verification, as a generic action, is to identify the faults/defects introduced at the time of any
transformation of inputs into outputs. Verification is used to provide information and evidence that the
transformation was made according to the selected and appropriate methods, techniques, standards, or rules.
Verification is based on tangible evidence; i.e., it is based on information whose veracity can be demonstrated by
factual results obtained from techniques such as inspection, measurement, testing, analysis, calculation, etc. Thus,
the process of verifying a system (product, service, enterprise, or system of systems (SoS)) consists of comparing the
realized characteristics or properties of the product, service, or enterprise against its expected design properties.

Principles and Concepts

Concept of Verification Action

Why Verify?

In the context of human realization, any human thought is susceptible to error. This is also the case with any
engineering activity. Studies in human reliability have shown that people trained to perform a specific operation
make around 1-3 errors per hour in best case scenarios. In any activity, or resulting outcome of an activity, the search
for potential errors should not be neglected, regardless of whether or not one thinks they will happen or that they
should not happen; the consequences of errors can cause extremely significant failures or threats.
A verification action is defined, and then performed, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Definition and Usage of a Verification Action. (SEBoK Original)

The definition of a verification action applied to an engineering element includes the following:
•• Identification of the element on which the verification action will be performed
•• Identification of the reference to define the expected result of the verification action (see examples of reference in

Table 1)
The performance of a verification action includes the following:
•• Obtaining a result by performing the verification action onto the submitted element
•• Comparing the obtained result with the expected result
•• Deducing the degree of correctness of the element

What to Verify?

Any engineering element can be verified using a specific reference for comparison: stakeholder requirement, system
requirement, function, system element, document, etc. Examples are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Examples of Verified Items. (SEBoK Original)

Items Explanation for Verification

Document To verify a document is to check the application of drafting rules.

Stakeholder
Requirement and
System Requirement

To verify a stakeholder requirement or a system requirement is to check the application of syntactic and grammatical
rules, and characteristics defined in the stakeholder requirements definition process, and the system requirements
definition process such as; necessity, implementation free, unambiguous, consistent, complete, singular, feasible,
traceable, and verifiable.

Design To verify the design of a system is to check its logical and physical architecture elements against the characteristics of
the outcomes of the design processes.

System To verify a system (product, service, or enterprise) is to check its realized characteristics or properties against its
expected design characteristics.

Aggregate To verify an aggregate for integration is to check in particular every interface and interaction between implemented
elements.

Verification Procedure To verify a verification procedure is to check the application of a predefined template and drafting rules.
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Verification versus Validation
The term verification is often associated with the term validation and understood as a single concept of V&V.
Validation is used to ensure that one is working the right problem, whereas verification is used to ensure that one has
solved the problem right (Martin 1997). From an actual and etymological meaning, the term verification comes from
the Latin verus, which means truth, and facere, which means to make/perform. Thus, verification means to prove
that something is true or correct (a property, a characteristic, etc.). The term validation comes from the Latin valere,
which means to become strong, and has the same etymological root as the word value. Thus, validation means to
prove that something has the right features to produce the expected effects. (Adapted from "Verification and
Validation in plain English" (Lake INCOSE 1999).)
The main differences between the verification process and the validation process concern the references used to
check the correctness of an element, and the acceptability of the effective correctness.
•• Within verification, comparison between the expected result and the obtained result is generally binary, whereas

within validation, the result of the comparison may require a judgment of value regarding whether or not to accept
the obtained result compared to a threshold or limit.

•• Verification relates more to one element, whereas validation relates more to a set of elements and considers this
set as a whole.

•• Validation presupposes that verification actions have already been performed.
•• The techniques used to define and perform the verification actions and those for validation actions are very

similar.

Integration, Verification, and Validation of the System
There is sometimes a misconception that verification occurs after integration and before validation. In most cases, it
is more appropriate to begin verification activities during development or implementation and to continue them into
deployment and use.
Once the system elements have been realized, they’re integrated to form the complete system. Integration consists of
assembling and performing verification actions as stated in the integration process. A final validation activity
generally occurs when the system is integrated, but a certain number of validation actions are also performed parallel
to the system integration in order to reduce the number of verification actions and validation actions while
controlling the risks that could be generated if some checks are excluded. Integration, verification, and validation are
intimately processed together due to the necessity of optimizing the strategy of verification and validation, as well as
the strategy of integration.

Process Approach

Purpose and Principle of the Approach
The purpose of the verification process is to confirm that the system fulfills the specified design requirements. This
process provides the information required to effect the remedial actions that correct non-conformances in the realized
system or the processes that act on it - see ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2015).
Each system element and the complete system itself should be compared against its own design references (specified
requirements). As stated by Dennis Buede, verification is the matching of [configuration items], components,
sub-systems, and the system to corresponding requirements to ensure that each has been built right (Buede 2009).
This means that the verification process is instantiated as many times as necessary during the global development of
the system. Because of the generic nature of a process, the verification process can be applied to any engineering
element that has conducted to the definition and realization of the system elements and the system itself.
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Facing the huge number of potential verification actions that may be generated by the normal approach, it is
necessary to optimize the verification strategy. This strategy is based on the balance between what must be verified
and constraints, such as time, cost, and feasibility of testing, which naturally limit the number of verification actions
and the risks one accepts when excluding some verification actions.
Several approaches exist that may be used for defining the verification process. The International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE) dictates that two main steps are necessary for verification: planning and performing
verification actions (INCOSE 2012). NASA has a slightly more detailed approach that includes five main steps:
prepare verification, perform verification, analyze outcomes, produce a report, and capture work products (NASA
December 2007, 1-360, p. 102). Any approach may be used, provided that it is appropriate to the scope of the
system, the constraints of the project, includes the activities of the process listed below in some way, and is
appropriately coordinated with other activities.
Generic inputs are baseline references of the submitted element. If the element is a system, inputs are the logical
and physical architecture elements as described in a system design document, the design description of internal
interfaces to the system and interfaces requirements external to the system, and by extension, the system
requirements.
Generic outputs define the verification plan that includes verification strategy, selected verification actions,
verification procedures, verification tools, the verified element or system, verification reports, issue/trouble reports,
and change requests on design.

Activities of the Process
To establish the verification strategy drafted in a verification plan (this activity is carried out concurrently to system
definition activities), the following steps are necessary:
•• Identify verification scope by listing as many characteristics or properties as possible that should be checked. The

number of verification actions can be extremely high.
•• Identify constraints according to their origin (technical feasibility, management constraints as cost, time,

availability of verification means or qualified personnel, and contractual constraints that are critical to the
mission) that limit potential verification actions.

•• Define appropriate verification techniques to be applied, such as inspection, analysis, simulation, peer-review,
testing, etc., based on the best step of the project to perform every verification action according to the given
constraints.

•• Consider a tradeoff of what should be verified (scope) taking into account all constraints or limits and deduce
what can be verified; the selection of verification actions would be made according to the type of system,
objectives of the project, acceptable risks, and constraints.

•• Optimize the verification strategy by defining the most appropriate verification technique for every verification
action while defining necessary verification means (tools, test-benches, personnel, location, and facilities)
according to the selected verification technique.

•• Schedule the execution of verification actions in the project steps or milestones and define the configuration of
elements submitted to verification actions (this mainly involves testing on physical elements).

Performing verification actions includes the following tasks:
•• Detail each verification action; in particular, note the expected results, the verification techniques to be applied,

and the corresponding means required (equipment, resources, and qualified personnel).
•• Acquire verification means used during system definition steps (qualified personnel, modeling tools, mocks-up,

simulators, and facilities), and then those used during the integration step (qualified personnel, verification tools,
measuring equipment, facilities, verification procedures, etc.).

•• Carry out verification procedures at the right time, in the expected environment, with the expected means, tools,
and techniques.
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•• Capture and record the results obtained when performing verification actions using verification procedures and
means.

The obtained results must be analyzed and compared to the expected results so that the status may be recorded as
either compliant or non-compliant. Systems engineering (SE) practitioners will likely need to generate verification
reports, as well as potential issue/trouble reports, and change requests on design as necessary.
Controlling the process includes the following tasks:
•• Update the verification plan according to the progress of the project; in particular, planned verification actions can

be redefined because of unexpected events.
•• Coordinate verification activities with the project manager: review the schedule and the acquisition of means,

personnel, and resources. Coordinate with designers for issues/trouble/non-conformance reports and with the
configuration manager for versions of the physical elements, design baselines, etc.

Artifacts and Ontology Elements
This process may create several artifacts such as:
•• verification plans (contain the verification strategy)
•• verification matrices (contain the verification action, submitted element, applied technique, step of execution,

system block concerned, expected result, obtained result, etc.)
•• verification procedures (describe verification actions to be performed, verification tools needed, the verification

configuration, resources and personnel needed, the schedule, etc.)
•• verification reports
•• verification tools
•• verified elements
•• issue / non-conformance / trouble reports
•• change requests to the design
This process utilizes the ontology elements displayed in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Main Ontology Elements as Handled within Verification. (SEBoK Original)

Element Definition

Attributes (examples)

Verification Action A verification action describes what must be verified (the element as reference), on which element, the expected result, the
verification technique to apply, on which level of decomposition.

Identifier, name, description

Verification
Procedure

A verification procedure groups a set of verification actions performed together (as a scenario of tests) in a gin verification
configuration.

Identifier, name, description, duration, unit of time

Verification Tool A verification tool is a device or physical tool used to perform verification procedures (test bench, simulator, cap/stub,
launcher, etc.).

Identifier, name, description

Verification
Configuration

A verification configuration groups all physical elements (aggregates and verification tools) necessary to perform a
verification procedure.

Identifier, name, description
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Risk An event having a probability of occurrence and a gravity degree on its consequence onto the system mission or on other
characteristics (used for technical risk in engineering). A risk is the combination of vulnerability and of a danger or a threat.

Rationale An argument that provides the justification for the selection of an engineering element.

Identifier, name, description (rationale, reasons for defining a verification action, a verification procedure, for using a
verification tool, etc.)

Methods and Techniques
There are several verification techniques to check that an element or a system conforms to its design references, or
its specified requirements. These techniques are almost the same as those used for validation, though the application
of the techniques may differ slightly. In particular, the purposes are different; verification is used to detect
faults/defects, whereas validation is used to provide evidence for the satisfaction of (system and/or stakeholder)
requirements. Table 3 below provides descriptions of some techniques for verification.

Table 3. Verification Techniques. (SEBoK Original)

Verification
Technique

Description

Inspection Technique based on visual or dimensional examination of an element; the verification relies on the human senses or uses simple
methods of measurement and handling. Inspection is generally non-destructive, and typically includes the use of sight, hearing,
smell, touch, and taste, simple physical manipulation, mechanical and electrical gauging, and measurement. No stimuli (tests) are
necessary. The technique is used to check properties or characteristics best determined by observation (e.g. - paint color, weight,
documentation, listing of code, etc.).

Analysis Technique based on analytical evidence obtained without any intervention on the submitted element using mathematical or
probabilistic calculation, logical reasoning (including the theory of predicates), modeling and/or simulation under defined
conditions to show theoretical compliance. Mainly used where testing to realistic conditions cannot be achieved or is not
cost-effective.

Analogy or
Similarity

Technique based on evidence of similar elements to the submitted element or on experience feedback. It is absolutely necessary
to show by prediction that the context is invariant that the outcomes are transposable (models, investigations, experience
feedback, etc.). Similarity can only be used if the submitted element is similar in design, manufacture, and use; equivalent or
more stringent verification actions were used for the similar element, and the intended operational environment is identical to or
less rigorous than the similar element.

Demonstration Technique used to demonstrate correct operation of the submitted element against operational and observable characteristics
without using physical measurements (no or minimal instrumentation or test equipment). Demonstration is sometimes called
'field testing'. It generally consists of a set of tests selected by the supplier to show that the element response to stimuli is suitable
or to show that operators can perform their assigned tasks when using the element. Observations are made and compared with
predetermined/expected responses. Demonstration may be appropriate when requirements or specification are given in statistical
terms (e.g. meant time to repair, average power consumption, etc.).

Test Technique performed onto the submitted element by which functional, measurable characteristics, operability, supportability, or
performance capability is quantitatively verified when subjected to controlled conditions that are real or simulated. Testing often
uses special test equipment or instrumentation to obtain accurate quantitative data to be analyzed.

Sampling Technique based on verification of characteristics using samples. The number, tolerance, and other characteristics must be
specified to be in agreement with the experience feedback.
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Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to this topic are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing System Verification are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Major Pitfalls with System Verification (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Confusion between
verification and
validation

Confusion between verification and validation causes developers to take the wrong reference/baseline to define
verification and validation actions and/or to address the wrong level of granularity (detail level for verification, global
level for validation).

No verification strategy One overlooks verification actions because it is impossible to check every characteristic or property of all system
elements and of the system in any combination of operational conditions and scenarios. A strategy (justified selection of
verification actions against risks) has to be established.

Save or spend time Skip verification activity to save time.

Use only testing Use only testing as a verification technique. Testing requires checking products and services only when they are
implemented. Consider other techniques earlier during design; analysis and inspections are cost effective and allow
discovering early potential errors, faults, or failures.

Stop verifications when
funding is diminished

Stopping the performance of verification actions when budget and/or time are consumed. Prefer using criteria such as
coverage rates to end verification activity.

Proven Practices
Some proven practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 5.

Table 5. Proven Practices with System Verification. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Start verifications
early in the
development

The more the characteristics of an element are verified early in the project, the more the corrections are easy to do and less
the error will have consequences on schedule and costs.

Define criteria
ending verifications

Carrying out verification actions without limits generates a risk of drift for costs and deadlines. Modifying and verifying in a
non-stop cycle until a get a perfect system is the best way to never supply the system. Thus, it is necessary to set limits of
cost, time, and a maximum number of modification loops back for each verification action type, ending criteria (percentages
of success, error count detected, coverage rate obtained, etc.).

Involve design
responsible with
verification

Include the verification responsible in the designer team or include some designer onto the verification team.
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System Validation
System Validation is a set of actions used to check the compliance of any element (a system element, a system, a
document, a service, a task, a system requirement, etc.) with its purpose and functions. These actions are planned and
carried out throughout the life cycle of the system. Validation is a generic term that needs to be instantiated within
the context it occurs. When understood as a process, validation is a transverse activity to every life cycle stage of the
system. In particular, during the development cycle of the system, the validation process is performed in parallel
with the system definition and system realization processes and applies to any activity and product resulting from
this activity. The validation process is not limited to a phase at the end of system development, but generally occurs
at the end of a set of life cycle tasks or activities, and always at the end of each milestone of a development project.
It may be performed on an iterative basis on every produced engineering element during development and may begin
with the validation of the expressed stakeholder requirements. When the validation process is applied to the system
when completely integrated, it is often called final validation. It is important to remember that while system
validation is separate from verification, the activities are complementary and intended to be performed in
conjunction.
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Definition and Purpose
Validation is the confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that the requirements for a specific
intended use or application have been fulfilled. With a note added in ISO 9000:2005: validation is the set of
activities that ensure and provide confidence that a system is able to accomplish its intended use, goals, and
objectives (i.e., meet stakeholder requirements) in the intended operational environment (ISO 2005).
The purpose of validation, as a generic action, is to establish the compliance of any activity output as compared to
inputs of the activity. It is used to provide information and evidence that the transformation of inputs produced the
expected and right result. Validation is based on tangible evidence; i.e., it is based on information whose veracity
can be demonstrated by factual results obtained from techniques or methods such as inspection, measurement, test,
analysis, calculation, etc. Thus, to validate a system (product, service, or enterprise) consists of demonstrating that it
satisfies its system requirements and eventually the stakeholder’s requirements depending on contractual practices.
From a global standpoint, the purpose of validating a system is to acquire confidence in the system’s ability to
achieve its intended mission, or use, under specific operational conditions.

Principles

Concept of Validation Action

Why Validate?

The primary goal of systems engineering (SE) is to develop a solution that meets the needs and requirements of
stakeholders. Validation is the process by which engineers ensure that the system will meet these needs and
requirements.
A validation action is defined and then performed (see Figure 1, below).

Figure 1. Definition and Usage of a Validation Action. (SEBoK Original)

A validation action applied to an engineering element includes the following:
•• Identification of the element on which the validation action will be performed.
•• Identification of the reference that defines the expected result of the validation action.
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Performing the validation action includes the following:
•• Obtaining a result by performing the validation action onto the submitted element.
•• Comparing the obtained result with the expected result.
•• Deducing the degree of compliance of the element.
•• Deciding on the acceptability of this compliance, because sometimes the result of the comparison may require a

value judgment to decide whether or not to accept the obtained result as compared to the relevance of the context
of use.

Note: If there is uncertainty about compliance, the cause could come from ambiguity in the requirements.

What to Validate?

Any engineering element can be validated using a specific reference for comparison, such as stakeholder
requirements, system requirements, functions, system elements, documents, etc. Examples are provided in Table 1
below:

Table 1. Examples of Validated Items (SEBoK Original)

Items Explanation for Validation

Document To validate a document is to make sure its content is compliant with the inputs of the task that produced the document.

Stakeholder
Requirement and System
Requirement

To validate a stakeholder requirement its make sure its content is justified and relevant to stakeholders' expectations,
complete and expressed in the language of the customer or end user. To validate a system requirement is to make sure
its content translates correctly and/or accurately a stakeholder requirement in the language of the supplier.

Design To validate the design of a system (logical and physical architectures) is to demonstrate that it satisfies its system
requirements.

System To validate a system (product, service, or enterprise) is to demonstrate that the product, service, or enterprise satisfies
its system requirements and/or its stakeholder requirements.

Activity To validate an activity or a task is to make sure its outputs are compliant with its inputs.

Process To validate a process is to make sure its outcomes are compliant with its purpose.

Validation versus Verification
The Verification versus Validation section of the System Verification article gives fundamental differences between
the two concepts and associated processes. The Table 2 provides information to help understand these differences.

Table 2. Verification and Validation Differences (may vary with context). (SEBoK Original)

Point of View Verification Validation

Purpose of the Activity Detect, identify faults/defects (activity rather
than supplier oriented)

Acquire confidence (activity rather end user oriented)

Idea behind the Term Truth: yes or no (rather objective/unbiased) Value (judgment) (more subjective)

Level of Concern Detail and local Global in the context of use

Vision Glass box (how it runs inside) Black box (application of inputs provides the expected
effect)

Basic Method Fine-tooth comb Traceability matrix

System (Product, Service,
Enterprise)

"Done Right" (respects the state of the art);
focus on (physical) characteristics

"Does Right" (produces the expected effect); focus on
services, functions

Baseline Reference for Comparison
(Product, Service, Enterprise)

System design System requirements (and stakeholder requirements)
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Order of Performance First Second

Organization of Activity Verification actions are defined and/or
performed by development/designer team

Validation actions are defined and/or performed by experts
and external members to development/designer team

Validation, Final Validation, and Operational Validation
System validation concerns the global system seen as a whole and is based on the totality of requirements (system
requirements, stakeholders requirements, etc.), but it is obtained gradually throughout the development stage in three
non-exclusive ways:
•• accumulating the results of verification actions and validation actions provided by the application of

corresponding processes to every engineering element;
•• performing final validation actions to the complete, integrated system in an industrial environment (as close as

possible to the operational environment); and
•• performing operational validation actions on the complete system in its operational environment (context of use).

Verification and Validation Level per Level
It is impossible to carry out only a single global validation on a complete, integrated complex system. The sources of
faults/defects could be important and it would be impossible to determine the causes of non-conformance manifested
during this global check. Generally, the system-of-interest (SoI) has been decomposed during design in a set of
layers of systems. Thus, every system and system element is verified, validated, and possibly corrected before being
integrated into the parent system of the higher level, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Verification and Validation Level Per Level. (SEBoK Original)

As necessary, systems and system elements are partially integrated in subsets in order to limit the number of
properties to be verified within a single step. For each level, it is necessary to perform a set of final validation actions
to ensure that features stated at preceding levels are not damaged. Moreover, a compliant result obtained in a given
environment can turn into a non-compliant result if the environment changes. Thus, as long as the system is not
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completely integrated and/or doesn't operate in the real operational environment, no result should be regarded as
definitive.

Verification Actions and Validation Actions Inside and Transverse to Levels
Inside each level of system decomposition, verification actions and validation actions are performed during system
definition and system realization. This is represented in Figure 3 for the upper levels, and in Figure 4 for the lower
levels. Stakeholder requirements definition and operational validation make the link between the two levels of the
system decomposition.

Figure 3. Verification and Validation Actions in Upper Levels of System Decomposition. (SEBoK
Original)

Operational validation of system element requirements and products makes the link between the two lower levels of
the decomposition. See Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4. Verification and Validation Actions in Lower Levels of System Decomposition. (SEBoK
Original)

Note: The last level of system decomposition is dedicated to the realization of system elements and the vocabulary
and number of activities may be different from what is seen in Figure 4.

Verification and Validation Strategy
The difference between verification and validation is especially useful for elaborating on the integration strategy, the
verification strategy, and the validation strategy. In fact, the efficiency of system realization is gained by optimizing
the three strategies together to form what is often called the verification and validation strategy. This optimization
consists of defining and performing the minimum number of verification and validation actions but detecting the
maximum number of errors/faults/defects and achieving the maximum level of confidence in the system. The
optimization takes into account the risks potentially generated if some verification actions or validation actions are
excluded.

Process Approach

Purpose and Principles of the Approach
The purpose of the validation process is to provide objective evidence that the services provided by a system in use
comply with stakeholder requirements and achieve its intended use in its intended operational environment
(ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 2015). The validation process performs a comparative assessment and confirms that the
stakeholder requirements are correctly defined. Where variance is identified, it is recorded to guide future corrective
actions. System validation is ratified by stakeholders (ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 2015).
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The validation process demonstrates that the realized end product satisfies its stakeholders' (customers' or other
interested parties') expectations within the intended operational environments with validation performed by
anticipated operators and/or users (NASA 2007, 1-360). Each system element, system, and the complete SoI are
compared against their own applicable requirements (system requirements and stakeholder requirements). This
means that the validation process is instantiated as many times as necessary during the global development of the
system.
In order to ensure that validation is feasible, the implementation of requirements must be verifiable onto a defined
element. It is essential to ensure that requirements are properly written, i.e., quantifiable, measurable, unambiguous,
etc.. In addition, verification/validation requirements are often written in conjunction with stakeholder and system
requirements and provide a method for demonstrating the implementation of each system requirement or stakeholder
requirement.
Generic inputs are references of requirements applicable to the submitted element. If the element is a system, inputs
are system requirements and stakeholder requirements.
Generic outputs are the validation plan that includes validation strategy, selected validation actions, validation
procedures, validation tools, validated elements or systems, validation reports, issue/trouble reports, and change
requests on requirements or on the system.

Activities of the Process
Major activities and tasks performed during this process include the following:
•• Establish a validation strategy (often drafted in a validation plan). This activity is carried out concurrently to

system definition activities:
•• Identify the validation scope that is represented by (system and/or stakeholder) requirements; normally, every

requirement should be checked as the number of validation actions can be high.
•• Identify constraints according to their origin (technical feasibility, management constraints as cost, time,

availability of validation means or qualified personnel, and contractual constraints that are critical to the
mission) that limit or increase potential validation actions.

•• Define appropriate verification/validation techniques to be applied, such as inspection, analysis, simulation,
review, testing, etc., depending on the best step of the project to perform every validation action according to
constraints.

•• Consider a trade-off of what should be validated (scope) while taking into account all constraints or limits and
deduce what can be validated objectively; selection of validation actions would be made according to the type
of system, objectives of the project, acceptable risks, and constraints.

•• Optimize the validation strategy to define the most appropriate validation technique for every validation action,
define necessary validation means (tools, test-benches, personnel, location, and facilities) according to the
selected validation technique, schedule the execution of validation actions in the project steps or milestones,
and define the configuration of elements submitted to validation actions (this is primarily about testing on
physical elements).

•• Perform validation actions, including the following tasks:
•• Detail each validation action, in particular, note the expected results, the validation technique to be applied,

and the corresponding means necessary (equipment, resources, and qualified personnel).
•• Acquire validation means used during the system definition steps (qualified personnel, modeling tools,

mocks-up, simulators, and facilities), then those means used during integration and final and operational steps
(qualified personnel, validation tools, measuring equipment, facilities, validation procedures, etc.).

•• Carry out validation procedures at the right time, in the expected environment, with the expected means, tools,
and techniques.
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•• Capture and record results obtained when performing validation actions using validation procedures and
means.

•• Analyze the obtained results and compare them to the expected results. Decide if they comply acceptably. Record
whether the decision and status are compliant or not, and generate validation reports and potential issue/trouble
reports, as well as change requests on (system or stakeholder) requirements as necessary.

•• Control the process using following tasks:
•• Update the validation plan according to the progress of the project; in particular, planned validation actions can

be redefined because of unexpected events.
•• Coordinate validation activities with the project manager regarding the schedule, acquisition of means,

personnel, and resources. Coordinate with the designers for issue/trouble/non-conformance reports. Coordinate
with the configuration manager for versions of physical elements, design baselines, etc.

Artifacts and Ontology Elements
This process may create several artifacts, such as:
•• a validation plan (contains the validation strategy)
•• a validation matrix (contains for each validation action, submitted element, applied technique, step of execution,

system block concerned, expected result, obtained result, etc.)
•• validation procedures (describe the validation actions to be performed, the validation tools needed, the validation

configuration, resources, personnel, schedule, etc.)
•• validation reports
•• validation tools
•• the validated element
•• issue, non-conformance, and trouble reports
•• change requests on requirements, products, services, and enterprises
This process utilizes the ontology elements of Table 3.

Table 3. Main Ontology Elements as Handled within Validation. (SEBoK Original)

Element Definition

Attributes (examples)

Validation Action A validation action describes what must be validated (the element as reference), on which element, the expected result, the
verification technique to apply, on which level of decomposition.

Identifier, name, description

Validation
Procedure

A validation procedure groups a set of validation actions performed together (as a scenario of tests) in a given validation
configuration.

Identifier, name, description, duration, unit of time

Validation Tool A validation tool is a device or physical tool used to perform validation procedures (test bench, simulator, cap/stub,
launcher, etc.).

Identifier, name, description

Validation
Configuration

A validation configuration groups the physical elements necessary to perform a validation procedure.

Identifier, name, description
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Risk An event having a probability of occurrence and a gravity degree on its consequence onto the system mission or on other
characteristics (used for technical risk engineering).

Identifier, name, description, status

Rationale An argument that provides the justification for the selection of an engineering element.

Identifier, name, description (rationale, reasons for defining a validation action, a validation procedure, for using a
validation tool, etc.)

Methods and Techniques
The validation techniques are the same as those used for verification, but their purposes are different; verification is
used to detect faults/defects, whereas validation is used to prove the satisfaction of (system and/or stakeholder)
requirements.
The validation traceability matrix is introduced in the stakeholder requirements definition topic. It may also be
extended and used to record data, such as a validation actions list, selected validation techniques to validate
implementation of every engineering element (in particular stakeholder and system requirements), expected results,
and obtained results when validation actions have been performed. The use of such a matrix enables the development
team to ensure that selected stakeholder and system requirements have been checked, or to evaluate the percentage of
validation actions completed.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to system validation are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing system validation are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Major Pitfalls with System Validation. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Description

Start validation at the
end of the project

A common mistake is to wait until the system has been entirely integrated and tested (design is qualified) to perform any
sort of validation. Validation should occur as early as possible in the [product] life cycle (Martin 1997).

Use only testing Use only testing as a validation technique. Testing requires checking products and services only when they are
implemented. Consider other techniques earlier during design; analysis and inspections are cost effective and allow
discovering early potential errors, faults, or failures.

Stop validation when
funding is diminished

Stop the performance of validation actions when budget and/or time are consumed. Prefer using criteria such as coverage
rates to end validation activity.

Proven Practices
Some good practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 5.
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Table 5. Proven Practices with System Validation. (SEBoK Original)

Practice Description

Start Validation
Plan Early

It is recommended to start the drafting of the validation plan as soon as the first requirements applicable to the system are known.
If the writer of the requirements immediately puts the question to know how to validate whether the future system will answer the
requirements, it is possible to:

•• detect the unverifiable requirements
•• anticipate, estimate cost, and start the design of validation means (as needed) such as test-benches, simulators
•• avoid cost overruns and schedule slippages

Verifiable
Requirements

According to Buede, a requirement is verifiable if a "finite, cost-effective process has been defined to check that the requirement
has been attained." (Buede 2009) Generally, this means that each requirement should be quantitative, measurable, unambiguous,
understandable, and testable. It is generally much easier and more cost-effective to ensure that requirements meet these criteria
while they are being written. Requirement adjustments made after implementation and/or integration are generally much more
costly and may have wide-reaching redesign implications. There are several resources which provide guidance on creating
appropriate requirements - see the system definition knowledge area, stakeholder requirements, and system requirements topics
for additional information.

Document
Validation
Actions

It is important to document both the validation actions performed and the results obtained. This provides accountability regarding
the extent to which system, system elements, subsystems fulfill system requirements and stakeholders' requirements. These data
can be used to investigate why the system, system elements, subsystems do not match the requirements and to detect potential
faults/defects. When requirements are met, these data may be reported to organization parties. For example, in a safety critical
system, it may be necessary to report the results of safety demonstration to a certification organization. Validation results may be
reported to the acquirer for contractual aspects or to internal company for business purpose.

Involve Users
with Validation

Validation will often involve going back directly to the users to have them perform some sort of acceptance test under their own
local conditions.

Involve Often the end users and other relevant stakeholders are involved in the validation process.

The following are elements that should be considered when practicing any of the activities discussed as a part of
system realization:
•• Confusing verification and validation is a common issue. Validation demonstrates that the product, service, and/or

enterprise as provided, fulfills its intended use, whereas verification addresses whether a local work product
properly reflects its specified requirements. Validation actions use the same techniques as the verification actions
(e.g., test, analysis, inspection, demonstration, or simulation).

•• State who the witnesses will be (for the purpose of collecting the evidence of success), what general steps will be
followed, and what special resources are needed, such as instrumentation, special test equipment or facilities,
simulators, specific data gathering, or rigorous analysis of demonstration results.

•• Identify the test facility, test equipment, any unique resource needs and environmental conditions, required
qualifications and test personnel, general steps that will be followed, specific data to be collected, criteria for
repeatability of collected data, and methods for analyzing the results.
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System Deployment and Use
System deployment and use are critical systems engineering (SE) activities that ensure that the developed system is
operationally acceptable and that the responsibility for the effective, efficient, and safe operations of the system is
transferred to the owner. Considerations for deployment and use must be included throughout the system life cycle.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• System Deployment
•• Operation of the System
•• System Maintenance
•• Logistics
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Overview
System deployment involves the transition of the capability to the ultimate end-user, as well as transition of support
and maintenance responsibilities to the post-deployment support organization or organizations. It may include a
period of reliability demonstration tests and the phasing out of legacy systems that the developed system replaces.
System use includes a continual assessment of the operational effectiveness of the deployed system or service,
identification of mission threat and operational risk, and performance of the actions required to maintain operational
effectiveness or evolve the capability to meet changing needs. Evolution of the operational system may occur with
smaller maintenance actions or, if the changes cross an agreed-to threshold (complexity, risk, cost, etc.), may require
a formal development project with deliberate planning and SE activities resulting in an enhanced system. As the
operational phase is generally the longest in the system life cycle, activities that may occur during operation are
allocated between two knowledge areas (KAs): System Deployment and Use and Product and Service Life
Management.
The Product and Service Life Management knowledge area (KA) specifically deals with SE activities required for
system evolution and end of system life including service life extension (SLE), capability updates, upgrades, and
modernization during system operation, and system disposal and retirement. In contrast, the System Deployment and
Use KA specifically deals with activities required to ensure that system operation can continue as expected. Planning
for system deployment and use should begin early in the SE process to ensure successful transition into operational
use.
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System Deployment and Use Fundamentals
System deployment and use includes the processes used to plan for and manage the transition of new or evolved
systems and capabilities into operational use and the transition of support responsibilities to the eventual
maintenance or support organization. The use stage normally represents the longest period of a system life cycle and,
hence, generally accounts for the largest portion of the life cycle cost. These activities need to be properly managed
in order to evaluate the actual system performance, effectiveness, and cost in its intended environment and within its
specified utilization over its life cycle. Included in use fundamentals are the aspects of continuation of personnel
training and certification.
As part of deployment/transition activities special conditions that may apply during the eventual decommissioning or
disposal of the system are identified and accommodated in life cycle plans and system architectures and designs (See
the System Definition KA for additional information). SE leadership ensures the developed system meets specified
requirements, that it be used in the intended environment, and that when the system is transitioned into operation, it
achieves the users’ defined mission capabilities and can be maintained throughout the intended life cycle.
SE ensures that plans and clear criteria for transition into operation are developed and agreed to by relevant
stakeholders and that planning is completed for system maintenance and support after the system is deployed. These
plans should generally include reasonable accommodation for planned and potential evolution of the system and its
eventual removal from operational use (for additional information on evolution and retirement, please see the
Product and Service Life Management KA).
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System Deployment
As part of system deployment, on-site installation, check-out, integration, and testing must be carried out to ensure
that the system is fit to be deployed into the field and/or put into an operational context. Transfer is the process that
bridges the gap between qualification and use; it deals explicitly with the handoff from development to logistics,
operations, maintenance, and support.

Definition & Purpose
There are many different approaches to transition, or deployment, and many different views on what is included
within transition. The SEBoK uses the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 definition of transition, as seen below (ISO/IEC/IEEE
15288 2015):

[The transition] process installs a verified system, together with relevant enabling systems, e.g.,
operating system, support system, operator training system, user training system, as defined in
agreements. This process is used at each level in the system structure and in each stage to complete the
criteria established for exiting the stage.

Thinking in a linear fashion, the system is transitioned into operation and then would be used and maintained in the
operational environment. However, there are other views on transition. For example, the NASA Systems Engineering
Handbook states that transition can include delivery for end-use as well as delivery of components for integration
(NASA 2007). Using this view, transition is the mechanism for moving system components from implementation
activities into integration activities. The NASA discussion of transition also implies that transition can include
sustainment activities:

The act of delivery or moving of a product from the location where the product has been implemented or
integrated, as well as verified and validated, to a customer.

Many systems are deployed using an iterative or evolutionary approach where operationally useful capabilities are
developed and deployed incrementally. While these operationally useful capabilities are fully deployed and
transitioned into operational use, transition of logistics, maintenance, and support may occur incrementally or be
delayed until after the full system capability is delivered.

Process Approaches
Just as there are multiple views on the definition of transition and deployment, there are also several ways to divide
the activities required for transition. For example, the NASA Systems Engineering Handbook definition of transition
states: This act can include packaging, handling, storing, moving, transporting, installing, and sustainment activities
(2007). However, the SEBoK includes the topic of sustainment as separate from transition; this is instead covered
under the maintenance and logistics topics. The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) views the
transition process as two-step: planning and performance. Though there are several processes for deployment and
transition, most generally include the following activities:
• Develop a Deployment/Transition Strategy - Planning for transition activities would ideally begin early in the

SE life cycle, though it is possible to conduct these activities concurrently with realization activities. Planning
should generally include some consideration of the common lower-level activities of installation, checkout,
integration, and testing. Such activities are crucial to demonstrate that the system and the interfaces with the
operational environment can function as intended and meet the contractual system specifications. For these
activities to be effectively managed and efficiently implemented, the criteria, responsibility, and procedures for
carrying out these activities should be clearly established and agreed upon during the planning phase.

• Develop Plans for Transitioning Systems - or system capabilities into operational use and support. Transition 
plans for the system or incremental system capabilities should be consistent with the overall transition strategy
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and agreed to by relevant stakeholders. Planning for transition will often include establishing a strategy for
support, which may include organic support infrastructures, contractor logistics support, or other sources (Bernard
et al. 2005, 1-49). It can also include defining the levels of support to be established. The strategy is important
because it drives most of the other transition planning activities, as well as product design considerations.
Transition plans should include considerations for coordination with the following activities:
• Installation - Installation generally refers to the activities required to physically instate the system; this will

likely include connecting interfaces to other systems such as electrical, computer, or security systems, and may
include software interfaces as well. Installation planning should generally document the complexity of the
system, the range of environmental conditions expected in the operational environment, any interface
specifications, and human factors requirements such as safety. When real-world conditions require changes in
the installation requirements, these should be documented and discussed with the relevant stakeholders.

• Integration - Though system integration activities will generally be performed prior to installation, there may
be additional steps for integrating the system into its operational setting. Additionally, if the system is being
delivered incrementally, there will likely be integration steps associated with the transition (for more
information on integration, please see the System Realization knowledge area (KA)).

• Verification and Validation (V&V) - At this stage, V&V for physical, electrical, and mechanical checks may
be performed in order to verify that the system has been appropriately installed. Acceptance tests conducted
after delivery may become part of this process (for additional information on V&V, please see the System
Realization KA). There are several types of acceptance tests which may be used:

• On-site Acceptance Test (OSAT) - This test includes any field acceptance testing and is performed only after
the system has successfully been situated in the operational environment. It may consist of functional tests to
demonstrate that the system is functioning and performing properly.
• Field Acceptance Test - This test includes flight and sea acceptance tests; it is performed, if applicable, only

after the system has successfully passed the OSAT. The purpose of field testing is to demonstrate that the
system meets the performance specifications called for in the system specifications in the actual operating
environment.

• Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) - An OT&E consists of a test series designed to estimate the
operational effectiveness of the system.

• Evaluate the readiness of the system to transition into operations - This is based upon the transition criteria
identified in the transition plan. These criteria should support an objective evaluation of the system’s
readiness for transition. The integration, verification, and validation activities associated with transition may
be used to gauge whether the system meets transition criteria.

• Analyze the results of transition activities throughout and any necessary actions - As a result of analysis,
additional transition activities and actions may be required. The analysis may also identify areas for
improvement in future transition activities.

Some common issues that require additional considerations and SE activities are the utilization or replacement of
legacy systems. It is also common for an organization to continue testing into the early operational phase. The
following activities support these circumstances:
• System Run-in - After the successful completion of the various acceptance tests, the system(s) will be handed

over to the user or designated post-deployment support organization. The tested system(s) may have to be verified
for a stated period (called the system run-in, normally for one to two years) for the adequacy of reliability and
maintainability (R&M) and integrated logistics support (ILS) deliverables. R&M are vital system operational
characteristics having a dominant impact upon the operational effectiveness, the economy of in-service
maintenance support, and the life cycle cost (LCC).

• Phasing-In/Phasing-Out - The need for phasing-in will usually be identified during the system definition, when 
it is clear that the new system entails the replacement of an existing system(s) (for additional information, please
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see the System Definition KA). These activities should help to minimize disruption to operations and, at the same
time, minimize the adverse effect on operational readiness. It is also important that the phasing-in of a new system
and the phasing-out of an existing system occur in parallel with the systems activities of the system run-in to
maximize resource utilization. Other aspects of phasing-in/phasing-out to be considered include:
•• Proper planning for the phasing out of an existing system (if necessary).
•• For multi-user or complex systems, phase-by-phase introduction of the system according to levels of

command, formation hierarchy, etc.
•• Minimum disruption to the current operations of the users.
•• Establishment of a feedback system from users on problems encountered in operation, etc.
•• Disposal process including handling of hazardous items, cost of disposal, approval etc.

Applicable Methods & Tools
A system may have to undergo reliability demonstration testing (RDT) to ensure that it meets its contractual R&M
guarantees. RDT is conducted under actual field conditions, especially for large systems purchased in small quantity.
During RDT, the system is operated in the field within stated test duration and all field data are systematically
recorded. At the end of the test period, analysis of the RDT data is performed. Data analysis should facilitate
determination of system reliability. One possible output of this analysis is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. Notional Reliability Analysis. (SEBoK Original)
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Operation of the System
The role of systems engineering (SE) during the operation of a system consists of ensuring that the system maintains
key mission and business functions and is operationally effective. The systems engineer is one of the stakeholders
who ensures that maintenance actions and other major changes are performed according to the long-term vision of
the system. Both the maintenance actions and any implemented changes must meet the evolving needs of owning
and operating stakeholders consistent with the documented and approved architecture. SE considerations will also
include the eventual decommissioning or disposal of the system so that the disposal occurs according to
disposal/retirement plans. Those plans must take into account and be compliant with relevant laws and regulations
(for additional information on disposal or retirement, please see the Product and Service Life Management
knowledge area (KA)). When the system-of-interest (SoI) replaces an existing or legacy system, it may be necessary
to manage the migration between systems such that stakeholders do not experience a breakdown in services
(INCOSE 2012).

Definition & Purpose
This process assigns personnel to operate the system and monitors the services and operator‐system performance. In
order to sustain services, it identifies and analyzes operational problems in relation to agreements, stakeholder
requirements, and organizational constraints (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2015).
The concept of operations (ConOps) establishes the foundation for initial design specifications according to the
long-term vision. It is also possible that pre-planned program improvements (P3I) had been generated based on
expected evolving requirements. Throughout the systems life cycle the operation of the system requires the systems
engineer to be an active participant in reviews, change management and integrated master schedule activities to
ensure the system operations continue to meet the evolving needs of stakeholders, and are consistent with the
architecture through the eventual decommissioning or disposal of the system. In the event of decommissioning, a
systems engineer must ensure disposal/retirement plans are compliant with relevant laws and regulations (for
additional information on disposal or retirement, see the Product and Service Life Management KA).
Two additional areas are of interest to the systems engineer during system operation require special attention. First, it
may be determined that a system is at the end of its life cycle, but the cost of replacing the system with a completely
new design is too expensive. In this case, there will be intense engineering activities for service life extension
program (SLEP). The SLEP solution will take into account obsolescence issues, diminishing manufacturing sources
and material shortages (DMSMS), and changes in ConOps. Secondly, in the event that a new SoI is designed and
produced as a complete replacement for an existing or legacy system, it will be necessary to manage the migration
between systems such that stakeholders do not experience a breakdown in services (INCOSE 2012).

Process Approaches
During the operational phase, SE activities ensure the system maintains certain operational attributes and usefulness
throughout its expected life span. Maintaining operational effectiveness consists of evaluating certain operationally
relevant attributes and trends, taking actions to prevent degradation of performance, evolving the system to meet
changing mission or business needs (see the Product and Service Life Management KA), and eventually
decommissioning the system and disposing of its components. During operation, data would be collected to evaluate
the system and determine if changes should be made. It is important to include the process for data collection during
operations when considering design and ConOps. In some cases, data may be collected by sensors and reported
autonomously. In other cases, operators will identify and report on performance during operations. The systems
engineer needs to understand how all data will be collected and presented for further analysis. The systems engineer
will be involved in analysis of this data in several areas, including the following:
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•• Updating training and development of new training as required for operational and support personnel. Training is
generally developed early with system design and production and executed during integration and operations.
Determination of training updates or changes will be based on evaluation of the operational and support
personnel.

•• Evaluation of operational effectiveness. Early in the planning phases of a new system or capability, measures of
operational effectiveness are established based on mission and business goals. These measures are important
during system operation. These attributes are unique for each system and represent characteristics describing the
usefulness of the system as defined and agreed to by system stakeholders. Systems engineers monitor and analyze
these measurements and recommend actions.

•• Failure reporting and corrective actions (FRACA) activities will involve the collection and analysis of data during
operations. FRACA data will provide trends involving failures that may require design or component changes.
Some failures may also result in safety issues requiring operational modifications until the offending elements
under analysis can be corrected. If components or systems must be returned to maintenance facilities for
corrective repairs, there will be operational and business impacts due to increased unavailability and unplanned
transportation cost.

Applicable Methods & Tools
Operations manuals generally provide operators the steps and activities required to run the system.

Training and Certification

Adequate training must be provided for the operators who are required to operate the system. There are many
objectives of training:
• Provide initial training for all operators in order to equip them with the skill and knowledge to operate the system.

Ideally, this process will begin prior to system transition and will facilitate delivery of the system. It is important
to define the certification standards and required training materials up front (for more information on material
supply, please see Logistics).

•• Provide continuation training to ensure currency of knowledge.
•• Monitor the qualification/certification of the operators to ensure that all personnel operating the system meet the

minimum skill requirements and that their currency remains valid.
•• Monitor and evaluate the job performance to determine the adequacy of the training program.

Practical Considerations
The operation process sustains system services by assigning trained personnel to operate the system, as well as by
monitoring operator-system performance and monitoring the system performance. In order to sustain services, the
operation process identifies and analyzes operational problems in relation to agreements, stakeholder requirements,
and organizational constraints. When the system replaces an existing system, it may be necessary to manage the
migration between systems such that persistent stakeholders do not experience a breakdown in services.
Results of a successful implementation of the operation process include
•• an operation strategy is defined and refined along the way
•• services that meet stakeholder requirements are delivered
•• approved, corrective action requests are satisfactorily completed
•• stakeholder satisfaction is maintained
Outputs of the operation process include
•• operational strategy, including staffing and sustainment of enabling systems and materials
•• system performance reports (statistics, usage data, and operational cost data)
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•• system trouble/anomaly reports with recommendations for appropriate action
•• operational availability constraints to influence future design and specification of similar systems or reused

system elements
Activities of the operation process include
•• provide operator training to sustain a pool of operators
•• track system performance and account for operational availability
•• perform operational analysis
•• manage operational support logistics
•• document system status and actions taken
•• report malfunctions and recommendations for improvement
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System Maintenance
System Maintenance planning begins early in the acquisition process with development of a maintenance concept.
Maintenance planning is conducted to evolve and establish requirements and tasks to be accomplished for achieving,
restoring, and maintaining operational capability for the life of the system. For a system to be sustained throughout
its system life cycle, the maintenance process has to be executed concurrently with the operations process
(ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 2015, Clause 6.4.9).

Overview
The initial requirements for maintenance have to be defined during the stakeholder needs and requirement definition
process (Clause 6.4.1) (ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 2015) and continue to evolve during the development and operation of
the system. Considerations include:
• Maximizing system availability to meet the operational requirements. This has to take into account the

designed-in reliability and maintainability of the system and resources available.
• Preserving system operating potential through proper planning of system scheduled maintenance. This requires a

reliability-centered maintenance strategy that incorporates preventive maintenance in order to preempt failures,
thereby extending the mean time between corrective maintenance, as well as enhancing the availability of the
system.

•• Segmentation of maintenance activities for potential outsourcing of non-critical activities to approved
maintenance subcontractors as to optimize scarce technical manpower resources and maintenance/repair
turn-around times.

•• Harnessing IT technology for maintenance management. This involves rigorous and systematic capturing and
tracking of operating and maintenance activities to facilitate analysis and planning.

Maintenance management is concerned with the development and review of maintenance plans, as well as securing
and coordinating resources, such as budget, service parts provisioning, and management of supporting tasks (e.g.,
contract administration, engineering support, and quality assurance). Maintenance planning relies on level of repair
analysis (LORA) as a function of the system acquisition process. Initial planning addresses actions and support
necessary to ensure a minimum life cycle cost (LCC).
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Process Approaches
The purpose of the maintenance process is to sustain the capability of a system to provide a service. This process
monitors the system’s capability to deliver services, records problems for analysis, takes corrective, adaptive,
perfective, and preventive actions, and confirms restored capability. As a result of the successful implementation of
the maintenance process
•• a maintenance strategy is developed
•• maintenance constraints are provided as inputs to requirements
•• replacement system elements are made available
•• services meeting stakeholder requirements are sustained
•• the need for corrective design changes is reported
•• failure and lifetime data is recorded
The project should implement the following activities and tasks in accordance with applicable organization policies
and procedures with respect to the maintenance process:
•• scheduled servicing, such as daily inspection/checks, servicing, and cleaning
•• unscheduled servicing (carrying out fault detection and isolation to the faulty replaceable unit and replacement of

the failed unit)
•• re-configuration of the system for different roles or functions
•• scheduled servicing (higher level scheduled servicing but below depot level)
•• unscheduled servicing (carrying out more complicated fault isolation to the faulty replaceable unit and

replacement of the failed unit)
•• minor modifications
•• minor damage repairs
•• major scheduled servicing (e.g., overhaul and corrosion treatment)
•• major repairs (beyond normal removal and replacement tasks)
The maintenance plan specifies the scheduled servicing tasks and intervals (preventive maintenance) and the
unscheduled servicing tasks (adaptive or corrective maintenance). Tasks in the maintenance plan are allocated to the
various maintenance agencies. A maintenance allocation chart is developed to tag the maintenance tasks to the
appropriate maintenance agencies. These include: in-service or in-house work centers, approved contractors,
affiliated maintenance or repair facilities, original equipment manufacturer (OEMs), etc. The maintenance plan also
establishes the requirements for the support resources.
Related activities such as resource planning, budgeting, performance monitoring, upgrades, longer term
supportability, and sustenance also need to be managed. These activities are being planned, managed, and executed
over a longer time horizon and they concern the well being of the system over the entire life cycle.
Proper maintenance of the system (including maintenance-free system designs) relies very much on the availability
of support resources, such as support and test equipment (STE), technical data and documentation, personnel, spares,
and facilities. These have to be factored in during the acquisition agreement process.

Training and Certification
Adequate training must be provided for the technical personnel maintaining the system. While initial training may
have been provided during the deployment phase, additional personnel may need to be trained to cope with the
increased number of systems being fielded, as well as to cater to staff turnover. Timely updates to training materials
and trained personnel may be required as part of system upgrades and evolution. It is important to define the
certification standards and contract for the training materials as part of the supply agreement.
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Practical Considerations
The organization responsible for maintaining the system should have clear thresholds established to determine
whether a change requested by end users, changes to correct latent defects, or changes required to fulfill the evolving
mission are within the scope of a maintenance change or require a more formal project to step through the entire
systems engineering life-cycle. Evaluation criteria to make such a decision could include cost, schedule, risk, or
criticality characteristics.
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Logistics
There are several definitions for logistics within systems engineering (SE) and the definition used will determine
what activities are considered part of logistics. The SEBoK defines logistics as the science of planning and
implementing the acquisition and use of the resources necessary to sustain the operation of a system.

Overview
The ability to sustain the operation of a system is determined by the inherent supportability of the system (a function
of design) and the processes used to sustain the functions and capabilities of the system in the context of the end
user. Figure 1, below, shows a Defense Acquisition University (DAU) model of the SE aspects for consideration in
logistics and logistics planning (DAU 2010).

Figure 1. Affordable System Operational Effectiveness (DAU Guidebook 2010). Released by Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD).
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Sustainment Planning
The focus of sustainment planning is to influence the inherent supportability of the system and to plan the
sustainment capabilities and processes that will be used to sustain system operations.

Influence Inherent Supportability (Operational Suitability)
Sustainment influence requires an understanding of the concept of operations (ConOps), system missions, mission
profiles, and system capabilities to understand the rationale behind functional and performance priorities.
Understanding the rationale paves the way for decisions about necessary tradeoffs between system performance,
availability, and life cycle cost (LCC), with impact on the cost effectiveness of system operation, maintenance, and
logistics support. There is no single list of sustainment considerations or specific way of grouping them as they are
highly inter-related. They range from: compatibility, interoperability, transportability, reliability, maintainability,
manpower, human factors, safety, natural environment effects (including occupational health, habitability, see
Environmental Engineering); diagnostics & prognostics (including real-time maintenance data collection), and
corrosion protection & mitigation. The following are key design considerations:
• Architecture Considerations - The focus on openness, modularity, scalability, and upgradeability is critical to

implementing an incremental acquisition strategy. In addition, the architecture attributes that expand system
flexibility and affordability can pay dividends later when obsolescence and end-of-life issues are resolved through
a concerted technology refreshment strategy. Trade-offs are often required relative to the extent each attribute is
used.

• Reliability Considerations: - Reliability is critical because it contributes to a system's effectiveness as well as its
suitability in terms of logistics burden and the cost to fix failures. For each system, there is a level of basic
reliability that must be achieved for the system to be considered useful. Reliability is also one of the most critical
elements in determining the logistics infrastructure and footprint. Consequently, system reliability should be a
primary focus during design (along with system technical performance, functions, and capabilities). The primary
objective is to achieve the necessary probability of operational success and minimize the risk of failure within
defined availability, cost, schedule, weight, power, and volume constraints. While performing such analyses,
trade-offs should be conducted and dependencies should be explored with system maintainability and integrated
with the supportability analysis that addresses support event frequency (i.e. reliability), event duration, and event
cost. Such a focus will play a significant role in minimizing the necessary logistics footprint, while maximizing
system availability.

• Maintainability Considerations - The design emphasis on maintainability is to reduce the maintenance burden
and supply chain by reducing the time, personnel, tools, test equipment, training, facilities and cost to maintain
the system. Maintainability engineering includes the activities, methods, and practices used to design minimal
system maintenance requirements (designing out unnecessary and inefficient processes) and associated costs for
preventive and corrective maintenance as well as servicing or calibration activities. Maintainability should be a
designed-in capability and not an add-on option because good maintenance procedures cannot overcome poor
system and equipment maintainability design. The primary objective is to reduce the time it takes for a properly
trained maintainer to detect and isolate the failure (coverage and efficiency) and affect repair. Intrinsic factors
contributing to maintainability are
• Modularity - Packaging of components such that they can be repaired via remove and replace action vs.

on-board repair. Care should be taken not to over modularize and trade-offs to evaluate replacement,
transportation, and repair costs should be accomplished to determine the most cost effective approach.

• Interoperability - The compatibility of components with standard interface protocols to facilitate rapid repair
and enhancement/upgrade through black box technology using common interfaces. Physical interfaces should
be designed so that mating between components can only happen correctly.
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• Physical accessibility - The designed-in structural assurance that components which require more frequent
monitoring, checkout, and maintenance can be easily accessed. This is especially important in low observable
platforms. Maintenance points should be directly visible and accessible to maintainers, including access for
corrosion inspection and mitigation.

• Designs that require minimum preventative maintenance including corrosion prevention and mitigation.
Emphasis should be on balancing the maintenance requirement over the life cycle with minimal user workload.

• Embedded training and testing when it is determined to be the optimal solution from a total ownership cost
(TOC) and materiel availability perspective.

• Human Systems Integration (HSI) to optimize total system performance and minimize life-cycle costs by
designing systems and incorporating technologies that (a) require minimal manpower, (b) provide effective
training, (c) can be operated and maintained by users, (d) are suitable (habitable and safe with minimal
environmental and occupational health hazards), and (e) are survivable (for both the user and the equipment).

• Support Considerations - Support features cannot be easily added-on after the design is established.
Consequently, supportability should be a high priority early in the program's planning and integral to the system
design and development process. Support features cut across reliability, maintainability, and the supply chain to
facilitate detection, isolation, and timely repair/replacement of system anomalies. These include features for
servicing and other activities necessary for operation and support including resources that contribute to the overall
support of the system. Typical supportability features include diagnostics, prognostics (see CBM+ Guidebook),
calibration requirements, many HSI issues (e.g. training, safety, HFE, occupational health, etc.), skill levels,
documentation, maintenance data collection, compatibility, interoperability, transportability, handling (e.g.,
lift/hard/tie down points, etc.), packing requirements, facility requirements, accessibility, and other factors that
contribute to an optimum environment for sustaining an operational system.

Planning Sustainment Processes
Process efficiency reflects how well the system can be produced, operated, serviced (including fueling) and
maintained. It reflects the degree to which the logistics processes (including the supply chain), infrastructure, and
footprint have been balanced to provide an agile, deployable, and operationally effective system.
Achieving process efficiency requires early and continuing emphasis on the various logistics support processes along
with the design considerations. The continued emphasis is important because processes present opportunities for
improving operational effectiveness even after the design-in window has passed via lean-six sigma, supply chain
optimization, or other continuous process improvement (CPI) techniques.

Sustainment Analysis (Product Support Package)
The product support package documents the output of supportability analysis and includes details related to the
following twelve elements (links below are to excerpts from (NATO RTO 2001):
•• Product/information technology (IT) system/medical system support management (integrated life cycle

sustainment planning)
•• product/IT system/medical system support strategies
•• life cycle sustainment planning
•• requirements management
• total ownership costs (TOC)/life cycle costs (LCC) planning & management
• Integration and management of product support activities
•• configuration management
• production & distribution
•• energy, environmental, safety and health (EESH) management
• policies & guidance
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•• risk management
• Design Interface [1]

•• reliability
•• maintainability
•• supportability
•• affordability
•• configuration management
•• safety requirements
•• environmental and hazardous materials (HAZMAT) requirements
• human systems integration (HSI)
•• calibration
•• anti-tamper
•• habitability
•• disposal
•• legal requirements

•• Sustainment Engineering
•• failure reporting, analysis, and corrective action system (FRACAS)
•• value engineering
•• diminishing manufacturing sources and material shortages (DMSMS)

• Supply Support (materiel planning) [2]

• Maintenance Planning [3]

•• reliability centered maintenance (RCM)
•• maintenance concepts
•• levels of maintenance (level of repair analysis)
•• condition-based maintenance
• prognostics & health management

• Support Equipment [4]

• Technical Data [5]

• Manpower & Personnel [6]

• Training & Training Support [7]

• Facilities & Infrastructure [8]

• Packaging, Handling, Storage, & Transportation [9]

• Computer Resources [10]
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Sustainment Implementation
Once the system becomes operational, the results of sustainment planning efforts need to be implemented. SE
supports the execution of the twelve integrated product support elements of a sustainment program that strives to
ensure the system meets operational performance requirements in the most cost-effective manner over its total
remaining life cycle, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sustainment Implementation Illustration (DAU Guidebook 2012). Released by Defense Acquisition University (DAU)/U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD).

Once a system is put into use, SE is often required to correct problems that degrade continued use, and/or to add new
capabilities to improve product performance in the current or a new environment. In the context of integrated
product support, these SE activities correspond to the integrated product support (IPS) element Sustaining
Engineering. Changes made to fielded systems to correct problems or increase performance should include any
necessary adjustments to the IPS elements, and should consider the interrelationships and integration of the elements
to maintain the effectiveness of system’s support strategy.
The degree of change required to the product support elements varies with the severity of the problem. Minor
problems may require a simple adjustment to a maintenance procedure, a change of supplier, a training course
modification or a change to a technical manual. In contrast, problems that require system or component redesign may
require engineering change proposals and approvals, IPS element trade studies, business case analysis, and updates
to the product support strategy. The focus is to correct problems that degrade continued use, regardless of the degree
of severity.
Evolutionary systems provide a strategy for acquisition of mature technology; the system delivers capabilities
incrementally, planning for future capability enhancements. For these systems a system of systems (SoS) perspective
is required to synchronize the primary and sustainment systems.
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For more information refer to: An Enterprise Framework for Operationally Effective System of Systems Design
(Bobinis and Herald 2012.).
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Part 3: SE and Management

Systems Engineering Management
This knowledge area is about managing the resources and assets allocated to perform systems engineering, often in
the context of a project or a service, but sometimes in the context of a less well-defined activity. Systems engineering
management is distinguished from general project management by its focus on the technical or engineering aspects
of a project. SEM also encompasses exploratory research and development (R&D) activities at the enterprise level in
commercial or government operations.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is composed of knowledge areas (KAs). Each KA groups topics together around a theme
related to the overall subject of the part. This KA contains the following topics:
•• Planning
•• Assessment and Control
•• Risk Management
•• Measurement
•• Decision Management
•• Configuration Management
•• Information Management
•• Quality Management
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Discussion
Implementing systems engineering (SE) requires the coordination of technical and managerial endeavors. Success
with the technical is not possible in the absence of the managerial. Management provides the planning,
organizational structure, collaborative environment, and program controls to ensure that stakeholder needs are met.
The Venn diagram below provides some context for thinking about SEM. It shows that some functions are managed
within the SE function, while others are managed in collaboration with the management of systems implementation
and with overall project and systems management.
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Figure 1. Systems Engineering Management Boundaries. (SEBoK Original)

There is no one-size-fits-all way to define the details of where SEM functions are performed. An in-company SE
organization does not run its own accounting system, but relies on the corporate management organization for this
aspect of SEM. A company performing only SE does include the accounting functions as part of SEM. In all cases,
the managers of the SE function must be actively involved in the management of all the activities within the SE
system boundary, including working out what collaborative arrangements best fit their situation. They must also
remain aware of management events in their environment outside the system boundary that may affect their ability to
perform. Part 6 of the SEBoK includes relevant knowledge areas for collaborative management, including Systems
Engineering and Software Engineering, Systems Engineering and Project Management, Systems Engineering and
Industrial Engineering, Systems Engineering and Procurement/Acquisition, and Systems Engineering and Specialty
Engineering.
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Planning
Planning is an important aspect of systems engineering management (SEM). Systems engineering (SE) planning is
performed concurrently and collaboratively with project planning. It involves developing and integrating technical
plans to achieve the technical project objectives within the resource constraints and risk thresholds. The planning
involves the success-critical stakeholders to ensure that necessary tasks are defined with the right timing in the life
cycle in order to manage acceptable risks levels, meet schedules, and avoid costly omissions.

SE Planning Process Overview
SE planning provides the following elements:
• Definition of the project from a technical perspective.
•• Definition or tailoring of engineering processes, practices, methods, and supporting enabling environments to be

used to develop products or services, as well as plans for transition and implementation of the products or
services, as required by agreements.

•• Definition of the technical organizational, personnel, and team functions and responsibilities, as well as all
disciplines required during the project life cycle.

• Definition of the appropriate life cycle model or approach for the products or services.
• Definition and timing of technical reviews, product or service assessments, and control mechanisms across the

life cycle, including the success criteria such as cost, schedule, and technical performance at identified project
milestones.

•• Estimation of technical cost and schedule based on the effort needed to meet the requirements; this estimation
becomes input to project cost and schedule planning.

•• Determination of critical technologies, as well as the associated risks and actions needed to manage and transition
these technologies.

•• Identification of linkages to other project management efforts.
•• Documentation of and commitment to the technical planning.

Scope
SE planning begins with analyzing the scope of technical work to be performed and gaining an understanding the
constraints, risks, and objectives that define and bound the solution space for the product or service. The planning
includes estimating the size of the work products, establishing a schedule (or integrating the technical tasks into the
project schedule), identification of risks, and negotiating commitments. Iteration of these planning tasks may be
necessary to establish a balanced plan with respect to cost, schedule, technical performance, and quality. The
planning continues to evolve with each successive life cycle phase of the project (NASA 2007, 1-360; SEI 1995, 12).
SE planning addresses all programmatic and technical elements of the project to ensure a comprehensive and
integrated plan for all of the project's technical aspects and should account for the full scope of technical activities,
including system development and definition, risk management, quality management, configuration management,
measurement, information management, production, verification and testing, integration, validation, and deployment.
SE planning integrates all SE functions to ensure that plans, requirements, operational concepts, and architectures are
consistent and feasible.
The scope of planning can vary from planning a specific task to developing a major technical plan. The integrated
planning effort will determine what level of planning and accompanying documentation is appropriate for the
project.
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Integration
The integration of each plan with other higher-level, peer, or subordinate plans is an essential part of SE planning.
For the technical effort, the systems engineering management plan (SEMP), also frequently reffered to as the
systems engineering plan (SEP), is the highest level technical plan. It is subordinate to the project plan and often has
a number of subordinate technical plans providing detail on specific technical focus areas (INCOSE 2011, sec.
5.1.2.2; NASA 2007, appendix J).
In U.S. defense work, the terms SEP and SEMP are not interchangeable. The SEP is a high-level plan that is made
before the system acquisition and development begins. It is written by the government customer. The SEMP is the
specific development plan written by the developer (or contractor). In this context, intent, and content of these
documents are quite different. For example, a SEP will have an acquisition plan that would not be included in a
SEMP. Figure 1 below shows the SEMP and integrated plans.

Figure 1. SEMP and Integrated Plans. (SEBoK Original)

Task planning identifies the specific work products, deliverables, and success criteria for systems engineering efforts
in support of integrated planning and project objectives. The success criteria are defined in terms of cost, schedule,
and technical performance at identified project milestones. Detailed task planning identifies specific resource
requirements (e.g., skills, equipment, facilities, and funding) as a function of time and project milestones.
SE planning is accomplished by both the acquirer and supplier and the activities for SE planning are performed in
the context of the respective enterprise. The activities establish and identify relevant policies and procedures for
managing and executing the project management and technical effort, identifying the management and technical
tasks, their interdependencies, risks, and opportunities, and providing estimates of needed resources/budgets. Plans
are updated and refined throughout the development process based on status updates and evolving project
requirements (SEI 2007).
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Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
The project planning process is closely coupled with the measurement, assessment and control, decision
management, and risk management processes.
The measurement process provides inputs for estimation models. Estimates and other products from planning are
used in decision management. SE assessment and control processes use planning results for setting milestones and
assessing progress. Risk management uses the planning cost models, schedule estimates, and uncertainty
distributions to support quantitative risk analysis (as desired).
Additionally, planning needs to use the outputs from assessment and control as well as risk management to ensure
corrective actions have been accounted for in planning future activities. The planning may need to be updated based
on results from technical reviews (from assessment and control) addressing issues pertaining to: measurement,
problems that were identified during the performance of risk management activities, or decisions made as a result of
the decision management activities (INCOSE 2010, sec. 6.1).

Practical Considerations

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing SE planning are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Major Pitfalls with Planning. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Incomplete and
Rushed Planning

Inadequate SE planning causes significant adverse impacts on all other engineering activities. Although one may be tempted to
save time by rushing the planning, inadequate planning can create additional costs and interfere with the schedule due to
planning omissions, lack of detail, lack of integration of efforts, infeasible cost and schedules, etc.

Inexperienced Staff Lack of highly experienced engineering staff members, especially in similar projects, will likely result in inadequate planning.
Less experienced engineers are often assigned significant roles in the SE planning; however, they may not have the
appropriate judgment to lay out realistic and achievable plans. It is essential to assign the SE planning tasks to those with a
good amount of relevant experience.

Good Practices
Some good practices gathered from the references are in Table 2.

Table 2. Proven Practices with Planning. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Use Multiple
Disciplines

Get technical resources from all disciplines involved in the planning process.

Early Conflict
Resolution

Resolve schedule and resource conflicts early.

Task Independence Tasks should be as independent as possible.

Define
Interdependencies

Define task interdependencies, using dependency networks or other approaches.

Risk Management Integrate risk management with the SE planning to identify areas that require special attention and/or trades.

Management
Reserve

The amount of management reserve should be based on the risk associated with the plan.

Use Historical Data Use historical data for estimates and adjust for differences in the project.
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Consider Lead
Times

Identify lead times and ensure that you account for them in the planning (e.g., the development of analytical tools).

Update Plans Prepare to update plans as additional information becomes available or changes are needed.

Use IPDTs An integrated product development team (IPDT) (or integrated product team (IPT)) is often useful to ensure adequate
communication across the necessary disciplines, timely integration of all design considerations, as well as integration, testing,
and consideration of the full range of risks that need to be addressed. Although there are some issues that need to be managed
with them, IPDTs tend to break down the communication and knowledge stovepipes that often exist.

Additional good practices can be found in the Systems Engineering Guidebook for Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS), NASA Systems Engineering Handbook, the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, and Systems and
Software Engineering - Life Cycle Processes - Project Management (Caltrans and USDOT 2005, 278; NASA
December 2007, 1-360, sec. 6.1; INCOSE 2011, sec. 5.1; ISO/IEC/IEEE 2009, Clause 6.1).
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Assessment and Control
The purpose of systems engineering assessment and control (SEAC) is to provide adequate visibility into the
project’s actual technical progress and risks with respect to the technical plans (i.e., systems engineering
management plan (SEMP) or systems engineering plan (SEP) and subordinate plans). The visibility allows the
project team to take timely preventive action when disruptive trends are recognized or corrective action when
performance deviates beyond established thresholds or expected values. SEAC includes preparing for and
conducting reviews and audits to monitor performance. The results of the reviews and measurement analyses are
used to identify and record findings/discrepancies and may lead to causal analysis and corrective/preventive action
plans. Action plans are implemented, tracked, and monitored to closure. (NASA 2007, Section 6.7; SEG-ITS, 2009,
Section 3.9.3, 3.9.10; INCOSE, 2010, Clause 6.2; SEI, 2007)

Systems Engineering Assessment and Control Process Overview
The SEAC process involves determining and initiating the appropriate handling strategies and actions for findings
and/or discrepancies that are uncovered in the enterprise, infrastructure, or life cycle activities associated with the
project. Analysis of the causes of the findings/discrepancies aids in the determination of appropriate handling
strategies. Implementation of approved preventive, corrective, or improvement actions ensures satisfactory
completion of the project within planned technical, schedule, and cost objectives. Potential action plans for findings
and/or discrepancies are reviewed in the context of the overall set of actions and priorities in order to optimize the
benefits to the project and/or organization. Interrelated items are analyzed together to obtain a consistent and
cost-effective resolution.
The SEAC process includes the following steps:
•• monitor and review technical performance and resource use against plans
•• monitor technical risk, escalate significant risks to the project risk register and seek project funding to execute risk

mitigation plans
•• hold technical reviews and report outcomes at the project reviews
•• analyze issues and determine appropriate actions
•• manage actions to closure
•• hold a post-delivery assessment (also known as a post-project review) to capture knowledge associated with the

project (this may be a separate technical assessment or it may be conducted as part of the project assessment and
control process).

The following activities are normally conducted as part of a project assessment and control process:
•• authorization, release and closure of work
•• monitor project performance and resource usage against plan
•• monitor project risk and authorize expenditure of project funds to execute risk mitigation plans
•• hold project reviews
•• analyze issues and determine appropriate actions
•• manage actions to closure
•• hold a post-delivery assessment (also known as a post-project review) to capture knowledge associated with the

project
Examples of major technical reviews used in SEAC are shown in Table 1 from DAU (2010).
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 Table 1. Major Technical Review Examples (DAU 2012). Released by Defense Acquisition
University (DAU)/U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).

Name Description

Alternative Systems
Review

A multi-disciplined review to ensure the resulting set of requirements agrees with the customers' needs and expectations.

Critical Design
Review (CDR)

A multi-disciplined review establishing the initial product baseline to ensure that the system under review has a reasonable
expectation of satisfying the requirements of the capability development document within the currently allocated budget and
schedule.

Functional
Configuration Audit

Formal examination of the as tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software) with the objective of
verifying that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline.

In-Service Review A multi-disciplined product and process assessment that is performed to ensure that the system under review is operationally
employed with well-understood and managed risk.

Initial Technical
Review

A multi-disciplined review that supports a program's initial program objective memorandum submission.

Integrated Baseline
Review

A joint assessment conducted by the government program manager and the contractor to establish the performance
measurement baseline.

Operational Test
Readiness Review

A multi-disciplined product and process assessment to ensure that the system can proceed into initial operational test and
evaluation with a high probability of success, and also that the system is effective and suitable for service introduction.

Production
Readiness Review
(PRR)

The examination of a program to determine if the design is ready for production and if the prime contractor and major
subcontractors have accomplished adequate production planning without incurring unacceptable risks that will breach
thresholds of schedule, performance, cost, or other established criteria.

Physical
Configuration Audit

An examination of the actual configuration of an item being produced around the time of the full-rate production decision.

Preliminary Design
Review (PDR)

A technical assessment establishing the physically allocated baseline to ensure that the system under review has a reasonable
expectation of being judged operationally effective and suitable.

System Functional
Review (SFR)

A multi-disciplined review to ensure that the system's functional baseline is established and has a reasonable expectation of
satisfying the requirements of the initial capabilities document or draft capability development document within the currently
allocated budget and schedule.

System
Requirements
Review (SRR)

A multi-disciplined review to ensure that the system under review can proceed into initial systems development and that all
system requirements and performance requirements derived from the initial capabilities document or draft capability
development document are defined and testable, as well as being consistent with cost, schedule, risk, technology readiness,
and other system constraints.

System Verification
Review (SVR)

A multi-disciplined product and process assessment to ensure the system under review can proceed into low-rate initial
production and full-rate production within cost (program budget), schedule (program schedule), risk, and other system
constraints.

Technology
Readiness
Assessment

A systematic, metrics-based process that assesses the maturity of critical technology elements, such as sustainment drivers.

Test Readiness
Review (TRR)

A multi-disciplined review designed to ensure that the subsystem or system under review is ready to proceed into formal
testing.

Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
The SE assessment and control process is closely coupled with the measurement, planning, decision management,
and risk management processes. The measurement process provides indicators for comparing actuals to plans.
planning provides estimates and milestones that constitute plans for monitoring as well as the project plan, which
uses measurements to monitor progress. Decision management uses the results of project monitoring as decision
criteria for making control decisions.
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Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to SEAC are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing SE assessment and control are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Major Pitfalls with Assessment and Control. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

No Measurement Since the assessment and control activities are highly dependent on insightful measurement information, it is usually ineffective
to proceed independently from the measurement efforts - what you get is what you measure.

"Something in
Time" Culture

Some things are easier to measure than others - for instance, delivery to cost and schedule. Don't focus on these and neglect
harder things to measure like quality of the system, Avoid a "something in time" culture where meeting the schedule takes
priority over everything else, but what is delivered is not fit for purpose, which results in the need to rework the project.

No Teeth Make sure that the technical review gates have "teeth". Sometimes the project manager is given authority (or can appeal to
someone with authority) to over-ride a gate decision and allow work to proceed, even when the gate has exposed significant
issues with the technical quality of the system or associated work products. This is a major risk if the organization is strongly
schedule-driven; it can't afford the time to do it right, but somehow it finds the time to do it again (rework).

Too Early
Baselining

Don't baseline requirements or designs too early. Often there is strong pressure to baseline system requirements and designs
before they are fully understood or agreed, in order to start subsystem or component development. This just guarantees high
levels of rework.

Good Practices
Some good practices gathered from the references are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Proven Practices with Assessment and Control. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Independence Provide independent (from customer) assessment and recommendations on resources, schedule, technical status, and risk
based on experience and trend analysis.

Peer Reviews Use peer reviews to ensure the quality of a products work before they are submitted for gate review.

Accept Uncertainty Communicate uncertainties in requirements or designs and accept that uncertainty is a normal part of developing a
system.

Risk Mitigation Plans Do not penalize a project at gate review if they admit uncertainty in requirements - ask for their risk mitigation plan to
manage the uncertainty.

Just In-Time Baselining Baseline requirements and designs only when you need to - when other work is committed based on the stability of the
requirement or design. If work has to start and the requirement or design is still uncertain, consider how you can build
robustness into the system to handle the uncertainty with minimum rework.

Communication Document and communicate status findings and recommendations to stakeholders.

Full Visibility Ensure that action items and action-item status, as well as other key status items, are visible to all project participants.

Leverage Previous Root
Cause Analysis

When performing root cause analysis, take into account the root cause and resolution data documented in previous related
findings/discrepancies.

Concurrent
Management

Plan and perform assessment and control concurrently with the activities for Measurement and Risk Management.

Lessons Learned and
Post-Mortems

Hold post-delivery assessments or post-project reviews to capture knowledge associated with the project – e.g., to
augment and improve estimation models, lessons learned databases, gate review checklists, etc.
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Additional good practices can be found in INCOSE (2010, Clause 6.2), SEG-ITS (2009, Sections 3.9.3 and 3.9.10),
INCOSE (2010, Section 5.2.1.5), and NASA (2007, Section 6.7).
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Risk Management
The purpose of risk management is to reduce potential risks to an acceptable level before they occur, throughout the
life of the product or project. Risk management is a continuous, forward-looking process that is applied to anticipate
and avert risks that may adversely impact the project, and can be considered both a project management and a
systems engineering process. A balance must be achieved on each project in terms of overall risk management
ownership, implementation, and day-to-day responsibility between these two top-level processes.
For the SEBoK, risk management falls under the umbrella of Systems Engineering Management, though the wider
body of risk literature is explored below.

Risk Management Process Overview
Risk is a measure of the potential inability to achieve overall program objectives within defined cost, schedule, and
technical constraints. It has the following two components (DAU 2003a):
1.1. the probability (or likelihood) of failing to achieve a particular outcome
2.2. the consequences (or impact) of failing to achieve that outcome
In the domain of catastrophic risk analysis, risk has three components: (1) threat, (2) vulnerability, and (3)
consequence (Willis et al. 2005).
Risk management involves defining a risk management strategy, identifying and analyzing risks, handling selected
risks, and monitoring the progress in reducing risks to an acceptable level (SEI 2010; DoD 2006; DAU 2003a; DAU
2003b; PMI 2013) (Opportunity and opportunity management is briefly discussed in below).
The SE risk management process includes the following activities:
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•• risk planning
•• risk identification
•• risk analysis
•• risk handling
•• risk monitoring
ISO/IEC/IEEE 16085 provides a detailed set of risk management activities and tasks which can be utilized in a risk
management process aligned with ISO 31000:2009, Risk management — Principles and Guidelines, and ISO Guide
73:2009,
Risk management — Vocabulary. ISO 9001:2008 standard provides risk-based preventive action requirements in
subclause 8.5.3.
The Risk Management Process section of the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook: A Guide for Systems Life
Cycle Processes and Activities, 4th Edition, provides a comprehensive overview of risk management which is
intended to be consistent with the Risk Management Process section of ISO 15288.

Risk Planning
Risk planning establishes and maintains a strategy for identifying, analyzing, handling, and monitoring risks within
the project. The strategy, both the process and its implementation, is documented in a risk management plan (RMP).
The risk management process and its implementation should be tailored to each project, updated as appropriate
throughout the life of the project and the RMP should be transmitted in an appropriate means to the project team and
key stakeholders.
As necessary the risk management strategy includes the risk management process of all supply chain suppliers and
describes how risks from all suppliers will be raised to the next level(s) for incorporation in the project risk process.
The context of the Risk Management process should include a description of stakeholders’ perspectives, risk
categories, and a description (perhaps by reference) of the technical and managerial objectives, assumptions and
constraints. The risk categories include the relevant technical areas of the system and facilitate identification of risks
across the life cycle of the system. As noted in ISO 31000 the aim of this step is to generate a comprehensive list of
risks based on those events that might create, enhance, prevent, degrade, accelerate or delay the achievement of
objectives.
The RMP should contain key risk management information; Conrow (2003) identifies the following as key
components of RMP:
•• a project summary
•• project acquisition and contracting strategies
•• key definitions
•• a list of key documents
•• process steps
•• inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs per process step
•• linkages between risk management and other project processes
•• key ground rules and assumptions
•• risk categories
•• seller and buyer roles and responsibilities
•• organizational and personnel roles and responsibilities
Generally, the level of detail in a RMP is risk-driven, with simple plans for low risk projects and detailed plans for
high risk projects.
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Risk Identification
Risk identification is the process of examining the project products, processes, and requirements to identify and
document candidate risks. Risk identification should be performed continuously at the individual-level as well as
through formerly structured events at both regular intervals and following major program changes (e.g., project
initiation, re-baselining, change in acquisition phase, etc.).
Conrow (2009) states that systems engineers should use one or more top-level approaches (e.g., work breakdown
structure (WBS), key processes evaluation, key requirements evaluation, etc.) and one or more lower-level
approaches (e.g., affinity, brainstorming, checklists and taxonomies, examining critical path activities, expert
judgment, Ishikawa diagrams, etc.) in risk identification. For example, lower-level checklists and taxonomies exist
for software risk identification (Conrow and Shishido 1997, 83-89, p. 84; Boehm 1989, 115-125, Carr et al. 1993, p.
A-2) and operational risk identification (Gallagher et al. 2005, p. 4), and have been used on a wide variety of
programs. The top and lower-level approaches are essential but there is no single accepted method — all approaches
should be examined and used as appropriate.
Candidate risk documentation should include the following items where possible, as identified by Conrow (2003
p.198):
•• risk title
•• structured risk description
•• applicable risk categories
•• potential root causes
•• relevant historical information
•• responsible individual and manager
It is important to use structured risk descriptions such as an if-then-because format: if (an event occurs--trigger), then
(an outcome or affect occurs), because (of the following reasons, or root cause). Another useful construct is a
condition (that exists) that leads to a potential consequence (outcome) (Gluch 1994). These approaches help the
analyst to better think through the potential nature of the risk.
Risk analysis and risk handling activities should only be performed on approved risks to ensure the best use of scarce
resources and maintain focus on the correct risks.

Risk Analysis
Risk analysis is the process of systematically evaluating each identified, approved risk to estimate the probability of
occurrence (likelihood) and consequence of occurrence (impact), and then converting the results to a corresponding
risk level or rating.
There is no best analysis approach for a given risk category. Risk scales and a corresponding matrix, simulations,
and probabilistic risk assessments are often used for technical risks, while decision trees, simulations and payoff
matrices are used for cost risk; and simulations are used for schedule risk. Risk analysis approaches are sometimes
grouped into qualitative and quantitative methods. A structured, repeatable methodology should be used in order to
increase analysis accuracy and reduce uncertainty over time.
The most common qualitative method (typically) uses ordinal probability and consequence scales coupled with a risk
matrix (also known as a risk cube or mapping matrix) to convert the resulting values to a risk level. Here, one or
more probability of occurrence scales, coupled with three consequences of occurrence scales (cost, performance,
schedule) are typically used. Mathematical operations should not be performed on ordinal scale values to prevent
erroneous results (Conrow 2003, p. 187-364).
Once the risk level for each risk is determined, the risks need to be prioritized. Prioritization is typically performed
by risk level (e.g., low, medium, high), risk score (the pair of max (probability), max (consequence) values), and
other considerations such as time-frame, frequency of occurrence, and interrelationship with other risks (Conrow
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2003, pp. 187-364). An additional prioritization technique is to convert results into an estimated cost, performance,
and schedule value (e.g., probability budget consequence). However, the result is only a point estimate and not a
distribution of risk.
Widely used quantitative methods include decision trees and the associated expected monetary value analysis
(Clemen and Reilly 2001), modeling and simulation (Law 2007; Mun 2010; Vose 2000), payoff matrices (Kerzner
2009, p. 747-751), probabilistic risk assessments (Kumamoto and Henley 1996; NASA 2002), and other techniques.
Risk prioritization can directly result from the quantitative methods employed. For quantitative approaches, care is
needed in developing the model structure, since the results will only be as good as the accuracy of the structure,
coupled with the characteristics of probability estimates or distributions used to model the risks (Law 2007; Evans,
Hastings, and Peacock 2000).
If multiple risk facets exist for a given item (e.g., cost risk, schedule risk, and technical risk) the different results
should be integrated into a cohesive three-dimensional picture of risk. Sensitivity analyses can be applied to both
qualitative and quantitative approaches in an attempt to understand how potential variability will affect results.
Particular emphasis should be paid to compound risks (e.g., highly coupled technical risks with inadequate fixed
budgets and schedules).

Risk Handling
Risk handling is the process that identifies and selects options and implements the desired option to reduce a risk to
an acceptable level, given program constraints (budget, other resources) and objectives (DAU 2003a, 20-23, 70-78).
For a given system-of-interest (SoI), risk handling is primarily performed at two levels. At the system level, the
overall ensemble of system risks is initially determined and prioritized and second-level draft risk element plans
(REP's) are prepared for handling the risks. For more complex systems, it is important that the REP's at the higher
SoI level are kept consistent with the system RMPs at the lower SoI level, and that the top-level RMP preserves
continuing risk traceability across the SoI.
The risk handling strategy selected is the combination of the most desirable risk handling option coupled with a
suitable implementation approach for that option (Conrow 2003). Risk handling options include assumption,
avoidance, control (mitigation), and transfer. All four options should be evaluated and the best one chosen for each
risk. An appropriate implementation approach is then chosen for that option. Hybrid strategies can be developed that
include more than one risk handling option, but with a single implementation approach. Additional risk handling
strategies can also be developed for a given risk and either implemented in parallel with the primary strategy or be
made a contingent that is implemented if a particular trigger event occurs during the execution of the primary
strategy. Often, this choice is difficult because of uncertainties in the risk probabilities and impacts. In such cases,
buying information to reduce risk uncertainty via prototypes, benchmarking, surveying, modeling, etc. will clarify
risk handling decisions (Boehm 1981).

Risk Handling Plans

A risk handling plan (RHP - a REP at the system level), should be developed and implemented for all high and
medium risks and selected low risks as warranted.
As identified by Conrow (2003, 365-387), each RHP should include:
•• a risk owner and management contacts
•• selected option
•• implementation approach
•• estimated probability and consequence of occurrence levels at the start and conclusion of each activity
•• specific measurable exit criteria for each activity
•• appropriate metrics
•• resources needed to implement the RHP
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Metrics included in each RHP should provide an objective means of determining whether the risk handling strategy
is on track and whether it needs to be updated. On larger projects these can include earned value, variation in
schedule and technical performance measures (TPMs), and changes in risk level vs. time.
The activities present in each RHP should be integrated into the project’s integrated master schedule or equivalent;
otherwise there will be ineffective risk monitoring and control.

Risk Monitoring
Risk monitoring is used to evaluate the effectiveness of risk handling activities against established metrics and
provide feedback to the other risk management process steps. Risk monitoring results may also provide a basis to
update RHPs, develop additional risk handling options and approaches, and re-analyze risks. In some cases,
monitoring results may also be used to identify new risks, revise an existing risk with a new facet, or revise some
aspects of risk planning (DAU 2003a, p. 20). Some risk monitoring approaches that can be applied include earned
value, program metrics, TPMs, schedule analysis, and variations in risk level. Risk monitoring approaches should be
updated and evaluated at the same time and WBS level; otherwise, the results may be inconsistent.

Opportunity and Opportunity Management
In principle, opportunity management is the duality to risk management, with two components: (1) probability of
achieving an improved outcome and (2) impact of achieving the outcome. Thus, both should be addressed in risk
management planning and execution. In practice, however, a positive opportunity exposure will not match a negative
risk exposure in utility space, since the positive utility magnitude of improving an expected outcome is considerably
less than the negative utility magnitude of failing to meet an expected outcome (Canada 1971; Kahneman-Tversky
1979). Further, since many opportunity-management initiatives have failed to anticipate serious side effects, all
candidate opportunities should be thoroughly evaluated for potential risks to prevent unintended consequences from
occurring.
In addition, opportunities provide potential benefits for the system or project. Each of the opportunities pursued have
associated risks that detract from the expected benefit. This includes the risks associated with not pursuing an
opportunity, as well as the risk of not achieving the effects of the opportunity.

Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
The measurement process provides indicators for risk analysis. Project planning involves the identification of risk
and planning for stakeholder involvement. Project assessment and control monitors project risks. Decision
management evaluates alternatives for selection and handling of identified and analyzed risks.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to systems engineering risk management are described in the next two
sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in performing risk management are below in Table 1.
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 Table 1. Risk Management Pitfalls. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Process
Over-Reliance

•• Over-reliance on the process side of risk management without sufficient attention to human and organizational behavioral
considerations.

Lack of
Continuity

• Failure to implement risk management as a continuous process. Risk management will be ineffective if it’s done just to
satisfy project reviews or other discrete criteria. (Charette, Dwinnell, and McGarry 2004, 18-24 and Scheinin 2008).

Tool and
Technique
Over-Reliance

•• Over-reliance on tools and techniques, with insufficient thought and resources expended on how the process will be
implemented and run on a day-to-day basis.

Lack of Vigilance •• A comprehensive risk identification will generally not capture all risks; some risks will always escape detection, which
reinforces the need for risk identification to be performed continuously.

Automatic
Mitigation
Selection

• Automatically select the risk handling mitigation option, rather than evaluating all four options in an unbiased fashion and
choosing the “best” option.

Sea of Green • Tracking progress of the risk handling plan, while the plan itself may not adequately include steps to reduce the risk to an
acceptable level. Progress indicators may appear “green” (acceptable) associated with the risk handling plan: budgeting,
staffing, organizing, data gathering, model preparation, etc. However, the risk itself may be largely unaffected if the
handling strategy and the resulting plan is poorly developed, does not address potential root cause(s), and does not
incorporate actions that will effectively resolve the risk.

Band-Aid Risk
Handling

•• Handling risks (e.g., interoperability problems with changes in external systems) by patching each instance, rather than
addressing the root cause(s) and reducing the likelihood of future instances.

Good Practices
Some good practices, gathered from the references are below in Table 2.

 Table 2. Risk Management Good Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Top Down and
Bottom Up

• Risk management should be both “top down” and “bottom up” in order to be effective. The project manager or deputy need
to own the process at the top level. But risk management principles should be considered and used by all project personnel.

Early Planning •• Include the planning process step in the risk management process. Failure to adequately perform risk planning early in the
project phase, contributes to ineffective risk management.

Risk Analysis
Limitations

•• Understand the limitations of risk analysis tools and techniques. Risk analysis results should be challenged because
considerable input uncertainty and/or potential errors may exist.

Robust Risk
Handling
Strategy

• The risk handling strategy should attempt to reduce both the probability and consequence of occurrence terms. It is also
imperative that the resources needed to properly implement the chosen strategy be available in a timely manner, else the risk
handling strategy, and the entire risk management process, will be viewed as a “paper tiger.”

Structured Risk
Monitoring

•• Risk monitoring should be a structured approach to compare actual vs. anticipated cost, performance, schedule, and risk
outcomes associated with implementing the RHP. When ad-hoc or unstructured approaches are used, or when risk level vs.
time is the only metric tracked, the resulting risk monitoring usefulness can be greatly reduced.

Update Risk
Database

•• The risk management database (registry) should be updated throughout the course of the program, striking a balance
between excessive resources required and insufficient updates performed. Database updates should occur at both a tailored,
regular interval and following major program changes.
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Measurement
Measurement and the accompanying analysis are fundamental elements of systems engineering (SE) and technical
management. SE measurement provides information relating to the products developed, services provided, and
processes implemented to support effective management of the processes and to objectively evaluate product or
service quality. Measurement supports realistic planning, provides insight into actual performance, and facilitates
assessment of suitable actions (Roedler and Jones 2005, 1-65; Frenz et al. 2010).
Appropriate measures and indicators are essential inputs to tradeoff analyses to balance cost, schedule, and technical
objectives. Periodic analysis of the relationships between measurement results and review of the requirements and
attributes of the system provides insights that help to identify issues early, when they can be resolved with less
impact. Historical data, together with project or organizational context information, forms the basis for the predictive
models and methods that should be used.

Fundamental Concepts
The discussion of measurement in this article is based on some fundamental concepts. Roedler et al. (2005, 1-65)
states three key SE measurement concepts that are paraphrased here:
1. SE measurement is a consistent but flexible process that is tailored to the unique information needs and

characteristics of a particular project or organization and revised as information needs change.
2. Decision makers must understand what is being measured. Key decision-makers must be able to connect

what is being measured to what they need to know and what decisions they need to make as part of a closed-loop,
feedback control process (Frenz et al. 2010).

3.3. Measurement must be used to be effective.

Measurement Process Overview
The measurement process as presented here consists of four activities from Practical Software and Systems
Measurement (PSM) (2011) and described in (ISO/IEC/IEEE 15939; McGarry et al. 2002):
1.1. establish and sustain commitment
2.2. plan measurement
3.3. perform measurement
4.4. evaluate measurement
This approach has been the basis for establishing a common process across the software and systems engineering
communities. This measurement approach has been adopted by the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)
measurement and analysis process area (SEI 2006, 10), as well as by international systems and software engineering
standards (ISO/IEC/IEEE 15939; ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288, 1). The International Council on Systems Engineering
(INCOSE) Measurement Working Group has also adopted this measurement approach for several of their
measurement assets, such as the INCOSE SE Measurement Primer (Frenz et al. 2010) and Technical Measurement
Guide (Roedler and Jones 2005). This approach has provided a consistent treatment of measurement that allows the
engineering community to communicate more effectively about measurement. The process is illustrated in Figure 1
from Roedler and Jones (2005) and McGarry et al. (2002).
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Figure 1. Four Key Measurement Process Activities (PSM 2011). Reprinted with permission of Practical Software and Systems
Measurement (PSM [1]). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Establish and Sustain Commitment
This activity focuses on establishing the resources, training, and tools to implement a measurement process and
ensure that there is a management commitment to use the information that is produced. Refer to PSM (August 18,
2011) and SPC (2011) for additional detail.

Plan Measurement
This activity focuses on defining measures that provide insight into project or organization information needs. This
includes identifying what the decision-makers need to know and when they need to know it, relaying these
information needs to those entities in a manner that can be measured, and identifying, prioritizing, selecting, and
specifying measures based on project and organization processes (Jones 2003, 15-19). This activity also identifies
the reporting format, forums, and target audience for the information provided by the measures.
Here are a few widely used approaches to identify the information needs and derive associated measures, where each
can be focused on identifying measures that are needed for SE management:
• The PSM approach, which uses a set of information categories, measurable concepts, and candidate measures to

aid the user in determining relevant information needs and the characteristics of those needs on which to focus
(PSM August 18, 2011).

•• The (GQM) approach, which identifies explicit measurement goals. Each goal is decomposed into several
questions that help in the selection of measures that address the question and provide insight into the goal
achievement (Park, Goethert, and Florac 1996).
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• Software Productivity Center’s (SPC's) 8-step Metrics Program, which also includes stating the goals and defining
measures needed to gain insight for achieving the goals (SPC 2011).

The following are good sources for candidate measures that address information needs and measurable
concepts/questions:
•• PSM Web Site (PSM 2011)
•• PSM Guide, Version 4.0, Chapters 3 and 5 (PSM 2000)
•• SE Leading Indicators Guide, Version 2.0, Section 3 (Roedler et al. 2010)
•• Technical Measurement Guide, Version 1.0, Section 10 (Roedler and Jones 2005, 1-65)
•• Safety Measurement (PSM White Paper), Version 3.0, Section 3.4 (Murdoch 2006, 60)
•• Security Measurement (PSM White Paper), Version 3.0, Section 7 (Murdoch 2006, 67)
•• Measuring Systems Interoperability, Section 5 and Appendix C (Kasunic and Anderson 2004)
•• Measurement for Process Improvement (PSM Technical Report), version 1.0, Appendix E (Statz 2005)
The INCOSE SE Measurement Primer (Frenz et al. 2010) provides a list of attributes of a good measure with
definitions for each attribute; these attributes include relevance, completeness, timeliness, simplicity, cost
effectiveness, repeatability, and accuracy. Evaluating candidate measures against these attributes can help assure the
selection of more effective measures.
The details of each measure need to be unambiguously defined and documented. Templates for the specification of
measures and indicators are available on the PSM website (2011) and in Goethert and Siviy (2004).

Perform Measurement
This activity focuses on the collection and preparation of measurement data, measurement analysis, and the
presentation of the results to inform decision makers. The preparation of the measurement data includes verification,
normalization, and aggregation of the data, as applicable. Analysis includes estimation, feasibility analysis of plans,
and performance analysis of actual data against plans.
The quality of the measurement results is dependent on the collection and preparation of valid, accurate, and
unbiased data. Data verification, validation, preparation, and analysis techniques are discussed in PSM (2011) and
SEI (2010). Per TL 9000, Quality Management System Guidance, The analysis step should integrate quantitative
measurement results and other qualitative project information, in order to provide managers the feedback needed
for effective decision making (QuEST Forum 2012, 5-10). This provides richer information that gives the users the
broader picture and puts the information in the appropriate context.
There is a significant body of guidance available on good ways to present quantitative information. Edward Tufte
has several books focused on the visualization of information, including The Visual Display of Quantitative
Information (Tufte 2001).
Other resources that contain further information pertaining to understanding and using measurement results include
•• PSM (2011)
•• ISO/IEC/IEEE 15939, clauses 4.3.3 and 4.3.4
•• Roedler and Jones (2005), sections 6.4, 7.2, and 7.3

Evaluate Measurement
This activity involves the analysis of information that explains the periodic evaluation and improvement of the
measurement process and specific measures. One objective is to ensure that the measures continue to align with the
business goals and information needs, as well as provide useful insight. This activity should also evaluate the SE
measurement activities, resources, and infrastructure to make sure it supports the needs of the project and
organization. Refer to PSM (2011) and Practical Software Measurement: Objective Information for Decision Makers
(McGarry et al. 2002) for additional detail.
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Systems Engineering Leading Indicators
Leading indicators are aimed at providing predictive insight that pertains to an information need. A SE leading
indicator is a measure for evaluating the effectiveness of a how a specific activity is applied on a project in a manner
that provides information about impacts that are likely to affect the system performance objectives (Roedler et al.
2010). Leading indicators may be individual measures or collections of measures and associated analysis that
provide future systems engineering performance insight throughout the life cycle of the system; they support the
effective management of systems engineering by providing visibility into expected project performance and potential
future states (Roedler et al. 2010).
As shown in Figure 2, a leading indicator is composed of characteristics, a condition, and a predicted behavior. The
characteristics and conditions are analyzed on a periodic or as-needed basis to predict behavior within a given
confidence level and within an accepted time range into the future. More information is also provided by Roedler et
al. (2010).

Figure 2. Composition of a Leading Indicator (Roedler et al. 2010). Reprinted with permission of the International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE [2]) and Practical Software and Systems Measurement (PSM [1]). All other rights are reserved by the

copyright owner.

Technical Measurement
Technical measurement is the set of measurement activities used to provide information about progress in the
definition and development of the technical solution, ongoing assessment of the associated risks and issues, and the
likelihood of meeting the critical objectives of the acquirer. This insight helps an engineer make better decisions
throughout the life cycle of a system and increase the probability of delivering a technical solution that meets both
the specified requirements and the mission needs. The insight is also used in trade-off decisions when performance is
not within the thresholds or goals.
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Technical measurement includes measures of effectiveness (MOEs), measures of performance (MOPs), and
technical performance measures (TPMs) (Roedler and Jones 2005, 1-65). The relationships between these types of
technical measures are shown in Figure 3 and explained in the reference for Figure 3. Using the measurement
process described above, technical measurement can be planned early in the life cycle and then performed
throughout the life cycle with increasing levels of fidelity as the technical solution is developed, facilitating
predictive insight and preventive or corrective actions. More information about technical measurement can be found
in the NASA Systems Engineering Handbook, System Analysis, Design, Development: Concepts, Principles, and
Practices, and the Systems Engineering Leading Indicators Guide (NASA December 2007, 1-360, Section 6.7.2.2;
Wasson 2006, Chapter 34; Roedler and Jones 2005).

Figure 3. Relationship of the Technical Measures (Roedler et al 2010). Reprinted with permission of the International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE [1]) and Practical Software and Systems Measurement (PSM [1]). All other rights are reserved by the

copyright owner.

Service Measurement
The same measurement activities can be applied for service measurement; however, the context and measures will be
different. Service providers have a need to balance efficiency and effectiveness, which may be opposing objectives.
Good service measures are outcome-based, focus on elements important to the customer (e.g., service availability,
reliability, performance, etc.), and provide timely, forward-looking information.
For services, the terms critical success factors (CSF) and key performance indicators (KPI) are used often when
discussing measurement. CSFs are the key elements of the service or service infrastructure that are most important to
achieve the business objectives. KPIs are specific values or characteristics measured to assess achievement of those
objectives.
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More information about service measurement can be found in the Service Design and Continual Service
Improvement volumes of BMP (2010, 1). More information on service SE can be found in the Service Systems
Engineering article.

Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
SE measurement has linkages to other SEM topics. The following are a few key linkages adapted from Roedler and
Jones (2005):
• Planning – SE measurement provides the historical data and supports the estimation for, and feasibility analysis

of, the plans for realistic planning.
• Assessment and Control – SE measurement provides the objective information needed to perform the assessment

and determination of appropriate control actions. The use of leading indicators allows for early assessment and
control actions that identify risks and/or provide insight to allow early treatment of risks to minimize potential
impacts.

• Risk Management – SE risk management identifies the information needs that can impact project and
organizational performance. SE measurement data helps to quantify risks and subsequently provides information
about whether risks have been successfully managed.

• Decision Management – SE Measurement results inform decision making by providing objective insight.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to SE measurement are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing SE Measurement are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Measurement Pitfalls. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Golden Measures •• Looking for the one measure or small set of measures that applies to all projects.
•• No one-size-fits-all measure or measurement set exists.
•• Each project has unique information needs (e.g., objectives, risks, and issues).
•• The one exception is that, in some cases with consistent product lines, processes, and information needs, a small core

set of measures may be defined for use across an organization.

Single-Pass
Perspective

•• Viewing measurement as a single-pass activity.
•• To be effective, measurement needs to be performed continuously, including the periodic identification and

prioritization of information needs and associated measures.

Unknown Information
Need

•• Performing measurement activities without the understanding of why the measures are needed and what information
they provide.

•• This can lead to wasted effort.

Inappropriate Usage •• Using measurement inappropriately, such as measuring the performance of individuals or makinng interpretations
without context information.

•• This can lead to bias in the results or incorrect interpretations.
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Good Practices
Some good practices, gathered from the references are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Measurement Good Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Periodic Review •• Regularly review each measure collected.

Action Driven •• Measurement by itself does not control or improve process performance.
•• Measurement results should be provided to decision makers for appropriate action.

Integration into
Project Processes

•• SE Measurement should be integrated into the project as part of the ongoing project business rhythm.
•• Data should be collected as processes are performed, not recreated as an afterthought.

Timely Information •• Information should be obtained early enough to allow necessary action to control or treat risks, adjust tactics and
strategies, etc.

•• When such actions are not successful, measurement results need to help decision-makers determine contingency actions
or correct problems.

Relevance to
Decision Makers

•• Successful measurement requires the communication of meaningful information to the decision-makers.
•• Results should be presented in the decision-makers preferred format.
•• Allows accurate and expeditious interpretation of the results.

Data Availability •• Decisions can rarely wait for a complete or perfect set of data, so measurement information often needs to be derived from
analysis of the best available data, complemented by real-time events and qualitative insight (including experience).

Historical Data •• Use historical data as the basis of plans, measure what is planned versus what is achieved, archive actual achieved results,
and use archived data as a historical basis for the next planning effort.

Information Model •• The information model defined in ISO/IEC/IEEE (2007) provides a means to link the entities that are measured to the
associated measures and to the identified information need, and also describes how the measures are converted into
indicators that provide insight to decision-makers.

Additional information can be found in the Systems Engineering Measurement Primer, Section 4.2 (Frenz et al.
2010), and INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, Section 5.7.1.5 (2012).
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Decision Management
Many systems engineering decisions are difficult because they include numerous stakeholders, multiple competing
objectives, substantial uncertainty, and significant consequences. In these cases, good decision making requires a
formal decision management process. The purpose of the decision management process is:

“…to provide a structured, analytical framework for objectively identifying, characterizing and
evaluating a set of alternatives for a decision at any point in the life cycle and select the most beneficial
course of action.”(ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288)

Decision situations (opportunities) are commonly encountered throughout a system’s lifecycle. The decision
management method most commonly employed by systems engineers is the trade study. Trade studies aim to define,
measure, and assess shareholder and stakeholder value to facilitate the decision maker’s search for an alternative that
represents the best balance of competing objectives. By providing techniques for decomposing a trade decision into
logical segments and then synthesizing the parts into a coherent whole, a decision management process allows the
decision maker to work within human cognitive limits without oversimplifying the problem. Furthermore, by
decomposing the overall decision problem, experts can provide assessments of alternatives in their area of expertise.

Decision Management Process
The decision analysis process is depicted in Figure 1 below. The decision management process is based on several
best practices, including:
•• Utilizing sound mathematical technique of decision analysis for trade studies. Parnell (2009) provided a list of

decision analysis concepts and techniques.
•• Developing one master decision model, followed by its refinement, update, and use, as required for trade studies

throughout the system life cycle.
•• Using Value-Focused Thinking (Keeney 1992) to create better alternatives.
•• Identifying uncertainty and assessing risks for each decision.
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Figure 1. Decision Management Process (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Matthew
Cilli who prepared image for the INCOSE Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other

rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The center of the diagram shows the five trade space objectives (listed clockwise): Performance, Growth Potential,
Schedule, Development & Procurement Costs, and Sustainment Costs . The ten blue arrows represent the decision
management process activities and the white text within the green ring represents SE process elements. Interactions
are represented by the small, dotted green or blue arrows. The decision analysis process is an iterative process. A
hypothetical UAV decision problem is used to illustrate each of the activities in the following sections.

Framing and Tailoring the Decision
To ensure the decision team fully understands the decision context, the analyst should describe the system baseline,
boundaries and interfaces. The decision context includes: the system definition, the life cycle stage, decision
milestones, a list of decision makers and stakeholders, and available resources. The best practice is to identify a
decision problem statement that defines the decision in terms of the system life cycle.

Developing Objectives and Measures
Defining how an important decision will be made is difficult. As Keeney (2002) puts it:

Most important decisions involve multiple objectives, and usually with multiple-objective decisions, you
can't have it all. You will have to accept less achievement in terms of some objectives in order to achieve
more on other objectives. But how much less would you accept to achieve how much more?

The first step is to develop objectives and measures using interviews and focus groups with subject matter experts
(SMEs) and stakeholders. For systems engineering trade-off analyses, stakeholder value often includes competing
objectives of performance, development schedule, unit cost, support costs, and growth potential. For corporate
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decisions, shareholder value would also be added to this list. For performance, a functional decomposition can help
generate a thorough set of potential objectives. Test this initial list of fundamental objectives by checking that each
fundamental objective is essential and controllable and that the set of objectives is complete, non-redundant, concise,
specific, and understandable (Edwards et al. 2007). Figure 2 provides an example of an objectives hierarchy.

Figure 2. Fundamental Objectives Hierarchy (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Matthew Cilli who prepared image for the INCOSE
Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

For each objective, a measure must be defined to assess the value of each alternative for that objective. A measure
(attribute, criterion, and metric) must be unambiguous, comprehensive, direct, operational, and understandable
(Keeney & Gregory 2005). A defining feature of multi-objective decision analysis is the transformation from
measure space to value space. This transformation is performed by a value function which shows returns to scale on
the measure range. When creating a value function, the walk-away point on the measure scale (x-axis) must be
ascertained and mapped to a 0 value on the value scale (y-axis). A walk-away point is the measure score where
regardless of how well an alternative performs in other measures, the decision maker will walk away from the
alternative. He or she does this through working with the user, finding the measure score beyond, at which point an
alternative provides no additional value, and labeling it "stretch goal" (ideal) and then mapping it to 100 (or 1 and
10) on the value scale (y-axis). Figure 3 provides the most common value curve shapes. The rationale for the shape
of the value functions should be documented for traceability and defensibility (Parnell et al. 2011).
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Figure 3. Value Function Examples (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Matthew Cilli who prepared image for the INCOSE Decision
Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The mathematics of multiple objective decision analysis (MODA) requires that the weights depend on importance of
the measure and the range of the measure (walk away to stretch goal). A useful tool for determining priority
weighting is the swing weight matrix (Parnell et al. 2011). For each measure, consider its importance through
determining whether the measure corresponds to a defining, critical, or enabling function and consider the gap
between the current capability and the desired capability; finally, put the name of the measure in the appropriate cell
of the matrix (Figure 4). The highest priority weighting is placed in the upper-left corner and assigned an
unnormalized weight of 100. The unnormalized weights are monotonically decreasing to the right and down the
matrix. Swing weights are then assessed by comparing them to the most important value measure or another assessed
measure. The swing weights are normalized to sum to one for the additive value model used to calculate value in a
subsequent section.

Figure 4. Swing Weight Matrix (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Gregory Parnell who prepared image for the INCOSE Decision
Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Generating Creative Alternatives
To help generate a creative and comprehensive set of alternatives that span the decision space, consider developing
an alternative generation table (also called a morphological box) (Buede, 2009; Parnell et al. 2011). It is a best
practice to establish a meaningful product structure for the system and to be reported in all decision presentations
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Descriptions of Alternatives (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Matthew Cilli who prepared image for the INCOSE
Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Assessing Alternatives via Deterministic Analysis
With objectives and measures established and alternatives having been defined, the decision team should engage
SMEs, equipped with operational data, test data, simulations, models, and expert knowledge. Scores are best
captured on scoring sheets for each alternative/measure combination which document the source and rationale.
Figure 6 provides a summary of the scores.

Figure 6. Alternative Scores (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Richard Swanson who prepared image for the INCOSE Decision
Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Note that in addition to identified alternatives, the score matrix includes a row for the ideal alternative. The ideal is a
tool for value-focused thinking, which will be covered later.
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Synthesizing Results
Next, one can transform the scores into a value table, by using the value functions developed previously. A color
heat map can be useful to visualize value tradeoffs between alternatives and identify where alternatives need
improvement (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Value Scorecard with Heat Map (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Richard Swanson who prepared image for the INCOSE
Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The additive value model uses the following equation to calculate each alternative’s value:

where
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The value component chart (Figure 8) shows the total value and the weighted value measure contribution of each
alternative (Parnell et al. 2011).

Figure 8. Value Component Graph (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Richard Swanson who prepared image for the INCOSE
Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

The heart of a decision management process for system engineering trade off analysis is the ability to assess all
dimensions of shareholder and stakeholder value. The stakeholder value scatter plot in Figure 9 shows five
dimensions: unit cost, performance, development risk, growth potential, and operation and support costs for all
alternatives.
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Figure 9. Example of a Stakeholder Value Scatterplot (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Richard Swanson who prepared image for
the INCOSE Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Each system alternative is represented by a scatter plot marker (Figure 9). An alternative’s unit cost and performance
value are indicated by x and y positions respectively. An alternative’s development risk is indicated by the color of
the marker (green = low, yellow= medium, red = high), while the growth potential is shown as the number of hats
above the circular marker (1 hat = low, 2 hats = moderate, 3 hats = high).

Identifying Uncertainty and Conducting Probabilistic Analysis
As part of the assessment, the SME should discuss the potential uncertainty of the independent variables. The
independent variables are the variables that impact one or more scores; the scores that are independent scores. Many
times the SME can assess an upper, nominal, and lower bound by assuming low, moderate, and high performance.
Using this data, a Monte Carlo Simulation summarizes the impact of the uncertainties and can identify the
uncertainties that have the most impact on the decision.
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Accessing Impact of Uncertainty - Analyzing Risk and Sensitivity
Decision analysis uses many forms of sensitivity analysis including line diagrams, tornado diagrams, waterfall
diagrams and several uncertainty analyses including Monte Carlo Simulation, decision trees, and influence diagrams
(Parnell et al. 2013). A line diagram is used to show the sensitivity to the swing weight judgment (Parnell et al.
2011). Figure 10 shows the results of a Monte Carlo Simulation of performance value.

Figure 10. Uncertainty on Performance Value from Monte Carlo Simulation (INCOSE DAWG 2013). Permission granted by Matthew
Cilli who prepared image for the INCOSE Decision Analysis Working Group (DAWG). All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Improving Alternatives
Mining the data generated for the alternatives will likely reveal opportunities to modify some design choices to claim
untapped value and/or reduce risk. Taking advantage of initial findings to generate new and creative alternatives
starts the process of transforming the decision process from "alternative-focused thinking" to "value-focused
thinking" (Keeney 1993).

Communicating Tradeoffs
This is the point in the process where the decision analysis team identifies key observations about tradeoffs and the
important uncertainties and risks.
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Presenting Recommendations and Implementing Action Plan
It is often helpful to describe the recommendation(s) in the form of a clearly-worded, actionable task-list in order to
increase the likelihood of the decision implementation. Reports are important for historical traceability and future
decisions. Take the time and effort to create a comprehensive, high-quality report detailing study findings and
supporting rationale. Consider static paper reports augmented with dynamic hyper-linked e-reports.
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Configuration Management
The purpose of configuration management (CM) is to establish and maintain the integrity of all the identified outputs
of a project or process and make them available to concerned parties (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2015). Since unmanaged
changes to system artifacts (such as those associated with plans, requirements, design, software, hardware, testing,
and documentation) can lead to problems that persist throughout the system life cycle. One primary objective of CM
is to manage and control the change to such artifacts.

Configuration Management Process Overview
CM is the discipline of identifying and formalizing the functional and physical characteristics of a configuration item
at discrete points in the product evolution for the purpose of maintaining the integrity of the product system and
controlling changes to the baseline. The baseline for a project contains all of the technical requirements and related
cost and schedule requirements that are sufficiently mature to be accepted and placed under change control by the
project manager. The project baseline consists of two parts: the technical baseline and the business baseline. The
systems engineer is responsible for managing the technical baseline and ensuring that it is consistent with the costs
and schedules in the business baseline. Typically, the project control office manages the business baseline.
The ANSI/GEIA EIA-649-A standard presents CM from the viewpoint that configuration management practices are
employed because they make good business sense rather than because requirements are imposed by an external
customer (ANSI/GEIA 2005). The standard discusses CM principles and practices from an enterprise view; it does
not prescribe which CM activities individual organizations or teams within the enterprise should perform. Each
enterprise assigns responsibilities in accordance with its own management policy. See also the Implementation
Guide for Configuration Management, which supports and provides further information on this standard
(ANSI/GEIA October 2005).
Effective CM depends on the establishment, maintenance, and implementation of an effective process. The CM
process should include, but are not limited to, the following activities:
•• identification and involvement of relevant stakeholders
•• setting of CM goals and expected outcomes
•• identification and description of CM tasks
•• assignment of responsibility and authority for performing the CM process tasks
•• establishment of procedures for monitoring and control of the CM process
•• measurement and assessment of the CM process effectiveness
As a minimum the CM process should incorporate and detail the following tasks (SEI 2010):
•• identifying the configuration of selected work products that compose the baselines at given points in time
•• controlling changes to configuration items
•• building or providing specifications to build work products from the configuration management system
•• maintaining the integrity of baselines
•• providing accurate status and current configuration data to developers, end users, and customers
Figure 1 below shows the primary functions of systems CM.
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Figure 1. Configuration Management Functions. (SEBoK Original)

Planning
The CM plan must be developed in consideration of the organizational context and culture; it must adhere to or
incorporate applicable policies, procedures, and standards and it must accommodate acquisition and subcontractor
situations. A CM plan details and schedules the tasks to be performed as part of the CM process including:
configuration identification, change control, configuration status accounting, configuration auditing, and release
management and delivery.

Configuration Identification
This activity is focused on identifying the configuration items which will be managed and controlled under a CM
process. The identification activity involves establishing a procedure for labeling items and their versions. The
labeling provides a context for each item within the system configuration and shows the relationship between system
items.

Establishing Baseline
Configuration items are typically assembled into a baseline which specifies how a system will be viewed for the
purposes of management, control, and evaluation. This baseline is fixed at a specific point in time in the system life
cycle and represents the current approved configuration. It generally can only be changed through formal change
procedures.
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Change Control
A disciplined change control process is critical for systems engineering. A generalized change control process in
response to an engineering change proposal (ECP) is shown in Figure 2 below, which is adapted from Systems
Engineering and Analysis (Blanchard and Fabrycky 1999).

Figure 2. Configuration Change Control Process. (SEBoK Original)

Configuration Auditing
Audits are independent evaluations of the current status of configuration items and determine conformance of the
configuration activities to the CM process. Adherence to applicable CM plans, regulations, and standards, is
typically assessed during audits.

Constraints and Guidance
Constraints affecting and guiding the CM process come from a number of sources. Policies, procedures, and
standards set forth at corporate or other organizational levels might influence or constrain the design and
implementation of the CM process. Also, the contract with an acquirer or supplier may contain provisions affecting
the CM process. The system life cycle process adopted and the tools, methods, and other processes used in system
development can affect the CM process (Abran 2004). There are a variety of sources for guidance on the
development of a CM process. These include the ISO standards on system life cycle processes (ISO/IEC/IEEE
15288 2015) and configuration management guidelines (ISO 10007 2003), as well as the Guide to The Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) (Abran 2004), and the CMMI for Development (SEI 2010).
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Organizational Issues
Successful CM planning, management, and implementation requires an understanding of the organizational context
for on the design and implementation of the CM process and why constraints are placed upon it. To plan a CM
process for a project, it is necessary to understand the organizational context and the relationships among the
organizational elements. CM interacts with other organizational elements, which may be structured in a number of
ways. Although the responsibility for performing certain CM tasks might be assigned to other parts of the
organization, the overall responsibility for CM often rests with a distinct organizational element or designated
individual (Abran 2004).

Measurement
In order to carry out certain CM functions, such as status accounting and auditing, as well as to monitor and assess
the effectiveness of CM processes, it is necessary to measure and collect data related to CM activities and system
artifacts. CM libraries and automated report tools provide convenient access and facilitation of data collection.
Examples of metrics include the size of documentation artifacts, number of change requests, mean time to change to
a configuration item, and rework costs.

Tools
CM employs a variety of tools to support the process, for example:
•• library management
•• tracking and change management
•• version management
•• release management
The INCOSE Tools Database Working Group (INCOSE TDWG 2010) maintains an extensive list of tools including
configuration management.

Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
Configuration management is involved in the management and control of artifacts produced and modified
throughout the system life cycle in all areas of system definition, system realization, system deployment and use, and
product and service life management. This includes CM application to the artifacts of all the other management
processes (plans, analyses, reports, statuses, etc.).

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to systems engineering CM are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing CM are in Table 1.
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 Table 1. Configuration Management Pitfalls. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Shallow Visibility •• Not involving all affected disciplines in the change control process.

Poor Tailoring •• Inadequate CM tailoring to adapt to the project scale, number of subsystems, etc.

Limited CM
Perspective

•• Not considering and integrating the CM processes of all contributing organizations including COTS vendors and
subcontractors.

Good Practices
Some good practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 2 below.

 Table 2. Configuration Management Good Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Name Description

Cross-Functional CM •• Implement cross-functional communication and CM processes for software, hardware, firmware, data, or other types
of items as appropriate.

Full Lifecycle
Perspective

•• Plan for integrated CM through the life cycle. Do not assume that it will just happen as part of the program.

CM Planning •• Processes are documented in a single, comprehensive CM plan early in the project. The plan should be a (systems)
CM plan.

•• Include tools selected and used.

Requirements
Traceability

•• Initiate requirements traceability at the start of the CM activity.

CCB Hierarchy •• Use a hierarchy of configuration control boards commensurate with the program elements.

Consistent Identification •• Software CI and hardware CI use consistent identification schemes.

CM Automation •• Configuration status accounting should be as automated as possible.

Additional good practices can be found in ISO/IEC/IEEE (2009, Clause 6.4) and INCOSE (2010, sec. 5.4.1.5).
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Information Management
The information management (IM) process is a set of activities associated with the collection and management of
information from one or more sources and the distribution of that information to one or more audiences. Information,
in its most restricted technical sense, is an ordered sequence of symbols that record or transmit a message. The key
idea is that information is a collection of facts that is organized in such a way that they have additional value beyond
the value of the facts themselves. The systems engineer is both the generator and recipient of information products;
thus, the systems engineer has a vital stake in the success of the development and use of the IM process and IM
systems.

Overview
Information can exist in many forms in an organization; some information is related to a specific system
development program and some is held at an enterprise level and made available to programs as required. It may be
held in electronic format or in physical form (for instance, paper drawings or documents, microfiche or other
photographic records).
The IM process includes a set of interrelated activities associated with information systems, system of systems
(SoS), architectures, services, nested hardware/platforms, and people. Fundamentally, this process is a set of
activities that are concerned with improvements in a variety of human problem-solving endeavors. This includes the
design, development, and use of technologically-based systems and processes that enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of information and associated knowledge in a variety of strategic/business, tactical, and operational
situations.
Management refers to the organization of and control over process activities associated with the structure,
processing, and delivery of information. For example, the organizational structure must have management processes
capable of managing this information throughout the information life cycle regardless of source or format (e.g., data,
paper documents, electronic documents, audio, video, etc.) for delivery through multiple channels that may include
cell phones and web interfaces.
A computer-based IM system is an organized combination of people, hardware, software, communication networks,
and the data resources that collect, transform, and disseminate information in an organization. From the perspective
of the systems engineer, the IM process is a cycle of inter-related information activities to be planned for, designed,
and coordinated. Numerous life cycle development process models exist. Figure 1 below is a high level process
model that emphasizes the role of systems engineering (SE) in IM.
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Figure 1. Life Cycle Information Management Process Development Model.
(SEBoK Original)

The SE function in the development of an IM system is concerned with several rate-limiting architecture and design
variables, (e.g., information sharing, quality, security, efficiency, compliance, etc.) that should be considered
up-front in the life cycle development process. Each of these variables can be subdivided into architecture and design
considerations for the information system-of-interest (SoI). For example, quality can be viewed in terms of data
validity, consistency, and comprehensiveness. Figure 2 provides an overview of information management
considerations.
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Figure 2. Information Management Architecture and Design Considerations. (SEBoK Original)

The effective and efficient employment of IM systems should solve business needs. These needs can center on
several business objectives, such as efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness, or profitability. From a business
enterprise perspective, the systems engineer may be involved in several activities that support the development of IM
systems, such as strategic planning, analyses of technology/business trends, development of applications,
understanding operational disciplines, resource control techniques, and assessment of organization structures.
The IM process ensures that necessary information is created, stored, retained, protected, managed, and made easily
available to those with a need and who are permitted access. It also ensures that information is disposed of when it is
no longer relevant.

The Information Management Process
To quote from ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015):

The purpose of the Information Management Process is to generate, obtain, confirm, transform, retain,
retrieve, disseminate and dispose of information, to designated stakeholders..
Information management plans, executes, and controls the provision of information to designated
stakeholders that is unambiguous, complete, verifiable, consistent, modifiable, traceable, and
presentable.

The first step in the IM process is to plan IM. The output of this step is the IM strategy or plan. The second step is to
perform IM. The outputs of this step are the creation, population and maintenance of one or more information
repositories, together with the creation and dissemination of information management reports.
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Plan Information Management
Issues that should be considered when creating the IM strategy/plan include:
•• Scope

•• What information has to be managed?
•• How long will the information need to be retained?
•• Is a system data dictionary is required to be able to "tag" information for ease of search and retrieval?
•• Will the media that will be used for the information to be managed be physical, electronic, or both?
•• Have a work in progress (WIP) and formally released information already been considered when establishing

data repositories?
•• Constraints

•• What level of configuration control that has to be applied to the information?
•• Are there any regulatory requirements relating to the management of information for this project; this could

include export control requirements?
•• Are there any customer requirements or agreements relating to the management of project information?
•• Are there any industry standards relating to the management of project information?
•• Are there any organization/enterprise directives, procedures, or standards relating to the management of project

information?
•• Are there any project directives, procedures, or standards relating to the management of project information?

•• Control/Security
•• Who is allowed access to the information? This could include people working on the project, other members of

the organization/enterprise, customers, partners, suppliers and regulatory authorities.
•• Are there requirements to protect the information from unauthorized access? This could include intellectual

property (IP) rights that have to be respected - for instance if information from suppliers is to be stored and
there is the possibility of a supplier gaining access to information belonging to a competitor who is also a
supplier for the project.

•• What data repository or repositories are to be used?
•• Has the volume of information to be stored been considered when selecting repositories?
•• Has speed of access and search been considered when selecting repositories?

•• If electronic information is to be stored, what file formats are allowed?
•• Have requirements been defined to ensure that the information being stored is valid?
•• Have requirements been defined to ensure that information is disposed of correctly when it is no longer

required to be stored, or when it is no longer valid? For instance, has a review period been defined for each
piece of information?

•• Life Cycle
• If electronic information is to be stored for a long time, how will it be "future-proofed" – for instance, are

neutral file formats available, or will copies of the software that created or used the information be retained?
• Have disaster recovery requirements been considered – e.g., if a server holding electronic information is

destroyed, are there back-up copies of the information? Are the back-up copies regularly accessed to show that
information recovery is flawless?

•• Is there a formal requirement to archive designated information for compliance with legal (including
regulatory), audit, and information retention requirements? If so, has an archive and archiving method been
defined?

•• Some information may not be required to be stored (e.g., the results files for analyses when the information
occupies a large volume and can be regenerated by the analysis tool and the input file). However, if the cost to
re-generate the information is high, consider doing a cost/benefit analysis for storage versus regeneration.
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Perform Information Management
Issues that should be considered when performing information management include:
•• Is the information valid (is it traceable to the information management strategy/plan and the list of information to

be managed)?
•• Has the workflow for review and approval of information been defined to transfer information from "work in

progress" to "released?"
•• Are the correct configuration management requirements being applied to the information? Has the information

been baselined?
•• Have the correct "tags" been applied to the information to allow for easy search and retrieval?
•• Have the correct access rules been applied to the information? Can users access the information that they are

permitted to access, and only this information?
•• If required, has the information been translated into a neutral file format prior to storage?
•• Has a review date been set for assessing the continued validity of the information?
•• Has the workflow for review and removal of unwanted, invalid, or unverifiable information (as defined in

organization/enterprise policy, project policy, security or intellectual property requirements) been defined?
•• Has the information been backed up and has the backup recovery system been tested?
•• Has designated information been archived in compliance with legal (including regulatory), audit, and information

retention requirements?
•• Does the IM system satisfy defined performance requirements - for instance, speed of access, availability, and

searchability?

Linkages to Other Systems Engineering Management Topics
The systems engineering IM process is closely coupled with the system definition, planning, and CM processes. The
requirements for IM are elicited from stakeholders as part of the system definition process. What/when information
is to be stored in the systems engineering lifecycle is defined in the planning process and configuration control
requirements are defined in the CM process.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to IM are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in planning and performing IM are provided in Table 1:

Table 1. Information Management Pitfalls. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Name Pitfall Description

No Data Dictionary •• Not defining a data dictionary for the project may result in inconsistencies in naming conventions for information and
proliferation of meta-data "tags", which reduces the accuracy and completeness of searches for information and adding
search time performance.

No Metadata •• Not "tagging" information with metadata or doing this inconsistently may result in searches being based on metadata
tags, which are ineffective and can overlook key information.

No Back-Up
Verification

•• Not checking that information can be retrieved effectively from a back-up repository when access to the back-up is
needed may result in one discovering that the back-up information is corrupted or not accessible.

Access Obsolescence •• This refers to saving information in an electronic format which eventually ceases to be accessible and not retaining a
working copy of the obsolete software to be able to access the information.
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Inadequate
Long-Term Retention

•• This refers to the error of archiving information on an electronic medium that does not have the required durability to be
readable through the required retention life of the information and not regularly accessing and re-archiving the
information.

Inadequate Validity
Maintenance

•• Not checking the continued validity of information results in outdated or incorrect information being retained and used.

Good Practices
Some good practices gathered from the references are provided in Table 2:

Table 2. Information Management Good Practices. (SEBoK Original)

Good Practice Name Good Practice Description

Guidance •• The DAMA Guide to the Data Management Body of Knowledge provides an excellent, detailed overview of IM at both
the project and enterprise level.

Information as an
Asset

•• Recognize that information is a strategic asset for the organization and needs to be managed and protected.

Information Storage
Capacity

•• Plan for the organization's information repository storage capacity to need to double every 12 to 18 months.

Effective Information
Access

•• Information that sits in a repository adds no value. It only adds value when it is used. So the right people need to be able
to access the right information easily and quickly.

Data Modeling •• Invest time and effort in designing data models that are consistent with the underlying structure and information needs
of the organization.

Quality Management •• The cost impact of using poor quality information can be enormous. Be rigorous about managing the quality of
information.

Information
Repository Design

•• The impact of managing information poorly can also be enormous (e.g., violating intellectual property or export control
rules).

•• Make sure that these requirements are captured and implemented in the information repository, and that all users of the
repository are aware of the rules that they need to follow and the penalties for infringement.
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Quality Management
Whether a systems engineer delivers a product, a service, or an enterprise, the deliverable should meet the needs of
the customer and be fit for use. Such a deliverable is said to be of high quality. The process to assure high quality is
called quality management.

Overview
Over the past 80 years, a quality movement has emerged to enable organizations to produce high quality deliverables.
This movement has gone though four stages:
1. Acceptance Sampling was developed to apply statistical tests to assist in the decision of whether or not to accept

a lot of material based on a random sample of its content.
2. Statistical Process Control (SPC) was developed to determine if production processes were stable. Instead of

necessarily measuring products, processes are measured instead. Processes that departed from a state of statistical
control were far more likely to develop low quality deliverables.

3. Design for Quality focused on designing processes that were robust against causes of variation, reducing the
likelihood that a process would go out of control, and accordingly reducing the monitoring requirements.

4. Six sigma methods are applied the tools and power of statistical thinking to improve other aspects of the
organization.

Definitions
The American Society for Quality [1] provides the following definitions:
• Acceptance Sampling involves the inspection of a sample to decide whether to accept the entire lot. There are two

types of sampling:
•• In attributes sampling, the presence or absence of a characteristic is noted in each of the units inspected.
•• In variables sampling, the numerical magnitude of a characteristic is measured and recorded for each inspected

unit. This involves reference to a continuous scale of some kind.
• SPC is the application of statistical techniques to control a process. It is often used interchangeably with the term

“statistical quality control.”
• Quality is a subjective term for which each person or sector has its own definition. In technical usage, quality can

have two meanings:
•• The characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.
• A product or service free of deficiencies. According to Joseph Juran, quality means “fitness for use.”

According to Philip Crosby, it means "conformance to requirements."
• Six Sigma is a method that provides organizations with tools to improve the capability of their business processes.

This increase in performance and decrease in process variation leads to defect reduction and improvement in
profits, employee morale, and quality of products or services. Six Sigma quality is a term generally used to
indicate a process is well controlled (±6 s from the centerline in a control chart).

Quality Attributes
Quality attributes, also known as quality factors, quality characteristics, or non-functional requirements, are a set of 
system functional and non-functional requirements that are used to evaluate the system performance. There are a 
large number of system quality attributes identified in the literature (e.g. MSDN 2010, Barbacci et al. 1995). 
Depending on the type of the system being considered, some of these attributes are more prominent than others. 
Ideally, a system would be optimized for all the quality attributes that are important to the stakeholders, but this is an
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impossible task. Therefore, it is important to conduct a trade off analysis to identify the relationship between the
attributes and establish whether a change in one attributes would positively or negatively affect any other attributes.
An example of such trade off is shown in Table 1 below. (See SEBoK discussion on specialty engineering for
additional information on quality attributes.)

 Table 1. Attribute Trade Off. (SEBoK Original)

Flexibility Maintainability Reliability

Flexibility + -

Maintainability + +

Reliability - +

Finding the right set of quality attributes is the first step in quality control and management. In order to achieve high
quality, quality has to be measured, monitored, managed, and improved on. Therefore, in order to increase the
overall system quality, it is necessary to
•• identify and prioritize the quality attributes
•• identify the metrics that can be used for these attributes
•• measure and monitor the attributes
•• validate the measurements
•• analyze the result of those measurements
•• establish processes and procedures that result in improved system quality, based on the analysis.

Quality Attributes for Products
Quality attributes for a product focuses on the conformance to the specifications for the product; frequently these are
manufacturing specifications. Examples include physical characteristics (length, weight, finish, capacity, etc.) being
inside a given tolerance range. The physical characteristics can be related to the function of the product or to
aesthetic qualities.
A single product may have a vector of quality attributes of high dimension as wells as an associated region in which
the vector is expected to be. Often the quality is summarized by saying the item is "in compliance" (if the vector is in
the acceptable region) or "defective" (if the vector is outside the acceptable region).

Quality Attributes for Services
Quality of services plays a major role in the customer satisfaction, which is the measurement of the overall system
quality. Services can be divided into two major categories: primary and secondary. The city public transportation
system, the U.S. postal service, or the medical services provided by a hospital are all examples of primary services.
Services that provide help to a customer are secondary services, which are typically referred to as a customer service.
Identifying the appropriate quality attributes is critical in the quality management of services. Some examples of
service quality attributes include: affordability, availability, dependability, efficiency, predictability, reliability,
responsiveness, safety, security, usability, etc. Again, depending on the type of the service, some of these attributes
are more prominent than the others.
For example, in the case of services that are provided by the hospital, one may be more interested in the availability,
reliability, and responsiveness than potentially the security (typically hospitals are assumed to be safe) and the
affordability (typically insurance covers the majority of the cost). Of course, if the patient does not have a good
insurance coverage, then the importance of affordability will increase (de Knoning, 2006).
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Quality Attributes for Enterprises
An enterprise typically refers to a large complex set of interconnected entities that includes people, technologies,
processes, financial, and physical elements. Clearly, a typical enterprise has a number of internal and external
stakeholders, and as a result there are a large number of quality attributes that will define its quality. Identifying the
right set of attributes is typically more challenging in such a complex system. An example of an enterprise is the air
traffic management system that is mainly responsible for the safe and efficient operation of the civil aviation within a
country or collection of countries. There are a large number of stakeholders that are concerned about the overall
quality of the system, some example of these stakeholders and some of the primary quality attributes that they are
concerned with are identified in Table 2.

 Table 2. Enterprise Stakeholders and their Quality Attributes. (SEBoK Original)

Stakeholders Primary Quality Attributes

Passengers Ssfety, affordability, and reliability

Airlines adaptability, efficiency, and profitability

Air Traffic Controller safety, reliability, and usability

Hardware & Software Developers reliability, fault tolerance, and maintainability

Government/Regulatory Agency safety, reliability, affordability, etc.

Measuring Quality Attributes
Quality cannot be achieved if it cannot be measured. The Measurement System Analysis (MSA) (Wheeler and
Lynday 1989) is a set of measuring instruments that provide an adequate capability for a team to conduct appropriate
measurements in order to monitor and control quality. The MSA is a collection of
• Tools - measuring instruments, calibration, etc.
• Processes - testing and measuring methods, set of specifications, etc.
• Procedures - policies and procedures and methodologies that are defined by the company and/or regulatory

agency
• People - personnel (managers, testers, analysis, etc.) who are involved in the measurement activities
• Environment - both environmental setting and physical setting that best simulate the operational environment

and/or the best setting to get the most accurate measurements
Once the quality attributes are identified and prioritized, then the MSA supports the monitor and control of overall
system quality.
Additional details about measurement are presented in the measurement article.
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Quality Management Strategies

Acceptance Sampling
In acceptance sampling many examples of a product are presented for delivery. The consumer samples from the lot
and each member of the sample is then categorized as either acceptable or unacceptable based on an attribute
(attribute sampling) or measured against one or more metrics (variable sampling). Based on the measurements, an
inference is made as to whether the lot meets the customer requirements.
There are four possible outcomes of the sampling of a lot, as shown in Table 3.

 Table 3. Truth Table - Outcomes of Acceptance Sampling. (SEBoK Original)

Lot Meets Requirement Lot Fails Requirement

Sample Passes Test No error Consumer risk

Sample Fails Test Producer risk No error

A sample acceptance plan balances the risk of error between the producer and consumer. Detailed ANSI/ISO/ASQ
standards describe how this allocation is performed (ANSI/ISO/ASQ A3534-2-1993: Statistics—Vocabulary and
Symbols—Statistical Quality Control).

Statistical Process Control
SPC is a method that was invented by Walter A. Shewhart (1931) that adopts statistical thinking to monitor and
control the behaviors and performances of a process. It involves using statistical analysis techniques as tools in
appropriate ways, such as providing an estimate of the variation in the performance of a process, investigating the
causes of this variation, and offering the engineer the means to recognize from the data when the process is not
performing as it should (Mary et al. 2006, 441). In this context, performance is measured by how well the process is
performed.
The theory of quality management emphasizes managing processes by fact and maintaining systematic
improvement. All product developments are a series of interconnected processes that have variation in their results.
Understanding variation with SPC technology can help the process executors understand the facts of their processes
and find the improvement opportunities from a systematic view.
Control charts are common tools in SPC. The control chart is also called the Shewhart 3-sigma chart. It consists of 3
limit lines: the center line, which is the mean of statistical samples, and the upper and lower control limit lines,
which are calculated using the mean and standard deviation of statistical samples. The observed data points or their
statistical values are drawn in the chart with time or other sequence orders. Upper and lower control limits indicate
the thresholds at which the process output will be considered as unlikely. There are two sources of process variation.
One is common cause variation, which is due to inherent interaction among process components. Another is
assignable cause, which is due to events that are not part of the normal process. SPC stresses bringing a process into
a state of statistical control, where only common cause variation exists, and keeping it in control. A control chart is
used to distinguish between variation in a process resulting from common causes and assignable causes.
If the process is in control, and if standard assumptions are met, points will demonstrate a normal distribution around
the control limit. Any points outside the either of the limits, or in systematic patterns imply a new source of variation
would be introduced. A new variation means increased quality cost. Additional types of control charts exist,
including: cumulative sum charts that detect small, persistent step change model departures and moving average
charts, which use different possible weighting schemes to detect persistent changes (Hawkins and Olwell 1996).
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Design for Quality
Variation in the inputs to a process usually results in variation in the outputs. Processes can be designed, however, to
be robust against variation in the inputs. Response surface experimental design and analysis is the statistical
technique that is used to assist in determining the sensitivity of the process to variations in the input. Such an
approach was pioneered by Taguchi.

Six Sigma
Six sigma methodology (Pyzdek and Keller, 2009) is a set of tools to improve the quality of business processes; in
particular, to improve performance and reduce variation. Six sigma methods were pioneered by Motorola and came
into wide acceptance after they were championed by General Electric.
Problems resulting in variation are addressed by six sigma projects, which follow a five-stage process:
1. Define the problem, the stakeholders, and the goals.
2. Measure key aspects and collect relevant data.
3. Analyze the data to determine cause-effect relationships.
4. Improve the current process or design a new process.
5. Control the future state or verify the design.
These steps are known as DMAIC for existing processes and DMADV for new processes. A variant of six sigma is
called lean six sigma wherein the emphasis is on improving or maintaining quality while driving out waste.

Standards
Primary standards for quality management are maintained by ISO, principally the IS0 9000 series [2]. The ISO
standards provide requirements for the quality management systems of a wide range of enterprises, without
specifying how the standards are to be met and also have world-wide acceptance. The key requirement is that the
system must be audited.
In the United States, the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award presents up to three awards in six categories:
manufacturing, service company, small business, education, health care, and nonprofit. The Baldridge Criteria [3]

have become de facto standards for assessing the quality performance of organizations.
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Product and Service Life Management
Product and service life management deals with the overall life cycle planning and support of a system. The life of a
product or service spans a considerably longer period of time than the time required to design and develop the
system. Systems engineers need to understand and apply the principles of life management throughout the life cycle
of the system. (See Life Cycle Models for a general discussion of life cycles.) Specifically, this knowledge area (KA)
focuses on changes to a system after deployment, including extension, modernization, disposal, and retirement.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into knowledge areas (KAs), which are groupings of information with a related
theme. The KAs in turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• Service Life Extension
•• Capability Updates, Upgrades, and Modernization
•• Disposal and Retirement
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.

Overview
Product and service life management is also referred to as system sustainment. Sustainment involves the
supportability of operational systems from the initial procurement to disposal. Sustainment is a key task for systems
engineering that influences product and service performance and support costs for the entire life of the program.
Sustainment activities include: design for maintainability, application of built-in test, diagnostics, prognostics and
other condition-based maintenance techniques, implementation of logistics footprint reduction strategies,
identification of technology insertion opportunities, identification of operations and support cost reduction
opportunities, and monitoring of key support metrics. Life cycle sustainment plans should be created for large,
complex systems (DAU 2010). Product and service life management applies to both commercial systems (e.g.
energy generation and distribution systems, information management systems, the Internet, and health industries)
and government systems (e.g. defense systems, transportation systems, water-handling systems, and government
services).
It is critical that the planning for system life management occur during the requirements phase of system
development. (See System Requirements and System Definition). The requirements phase includes the analysis of
life cycle cost alternatives, as well as gaining the understanding of how the system will be sustained and modified
once it is operational.
The body of knowledge associated with product and service life management includes the following areas:
1. Service Life Extension - Systems engineers need to understand the principles of service life extension, the

challenges that occur during system modifications, and issues involved with the disposal and retirement after a
system has reached the end of its useful life.

2. Modernization and Upgrades - Managing service life extension uses the engineering change management process 
with an understanding of the design life constraints of the system. Modernizing existing legacy systems requires
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special attention and understanding of the legacy requirements and the importance of having a complete inventory
of all the system interfaces and technical drawings.

3. Disposal and Retirement - Disposal and retirement of a product after reaching its useful life requires attention to
environmental concerns, special handling of hazardous waste, and concurrent operation of a replacement system
as the existing system is being retired.

Principles and Standards
The principles of product and service life management apply to different types of systems and domains. The type of
system (commercial or government) should be used to select the correct body of knowledge and best practices that
exist in different domains. For example, U.S. military systems would rely on sustainment references and best
practices from the Department of Defense (DoD) (e.g., military services, Defense Acquisition University (DUA),
etc.) and military standardization bodies (e.g., the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), the Society of Logistics Engineers (SOLE), the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC), etc.).
Commercial aviation, power distribution, transportation, water-handling systems, the Internet, and health industries
would rely on system life management references and best practices from a combination of government agencies,
local municipalities, and commercial standardization bodies and associations (e.g., in the U.S.- the Department of
Transportation (DOT), State of Michigan, International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), etc.).
Some standardization bodies have developed system life management practices that bridge both military and
commercial systems (e.g., INCOSE, SOLE, ISO, IEEE, etc.). There are multiple commercial associations involved
with defining engineering policies, best practices, and requirements for commercial product and service life
management. Each commercial association has a specific focus for the market or domain area where the product is
used. Examples of such commercial associations in the U.S. include: American Society of Hospital Engineering
(ASHE); Association of Computing Machinery (ACM); American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME);
American Society for Testing & Materials (ASTM) International; National Association of Home Builders (NAHB);
and Internet Society (ISOC), including Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and SAE.
In addition, there are several specific resources which provide useful information on product and service life
management:
• The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, version 3.2.2, identifies several relevant points regarding product

and service life management (2011).
• The Systems Engineering Guidebook for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), version 1.1, provides guidance

on product changes and system retirement (Caltrans and USDOT 2005).
• Systems Engineering and Analysis emphasizes design for supportability and provides a framework for product

and service supportability and planning for system retirement (Blanchard and Fabrycky 2006).
• Modernizing Legacy Systems identifies strategies for product and service modernization (Seacord, Plakosh, and

Lewis 2003).
• "Logistics and Materiel Readiness" (http:/ / www. acq. osd. mil/ log/ [1]) provides online policies, procedures, and

planning references for product service life extension, modernization, and retirement (OUSD(AT&L) 2011).
• A Multidisciplinary Framework for Resilience to Disasters and Disruptions provides insight into architecting a

system for extended service life (Jackson 2007).
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Good Practices
Major pitfalls associated with systems engineering (SE) after the deployment of products and services can be
avoided if the systems engineer:
•• Recognizes that the systems engineering process does not stop when the product or service becomes operational.
•• Understands that certain life management functions and organizations, especially in the post-delivery phase of the

life cycle, are part of the systems engineering process.
•• Identifies that modifications need to comply with the system requirements.
•• Considers that the users must be able to continue the maintenance activities drawn up during the system

requirement phase after an upgrade or modification to the system is made.
•• Accounts for changing user requirements over the system life cycle.
•• Adapts the support concepts, drawn up during development, throughout the life cycle.
•• Applies engineering change management to the total system.
Not addressing these areas of concern early in development and throughout the product or service’s life cycle can
have dire consequences.
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Service Life Extension
Product and service life extension involves continued use of a product and/or service beyond its original design life.
Product and service life extension involves assessing the risks and the life cycle cost (LCC) of continuing the use of
the product or service versus the cost of a replacement system.
Service life extension (SLE) emphasizes reliability upgrades and component replacement or rebuilding of the system
to delay the system’s entry into wear-out status due to issues such as expensive sustainment, reliability, safety, and/or
performance requirements that can no longer be met. The goal is typically to return the system to as new a condition
as possible while remaining consistent with the economic constraints of the program.
SLE is regarded as an environmentally friendly way to relieve rampant waste by prolonging the useful life of retiring
products and preventing them from being discarded too early when they still have unused value. However,
challenged by fast-changing technology and physical deterioration, a major concern in planning a product SLE is
considering to what degree a product or service is fit to have its life extended.
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Topic Overview
SLE is typically required in the following circumstances:
•• The system no longer meets the system performance or reliability requirements.
•• The cost of operation and maintenance exceeds the cost of SLE, or the available budgets.
•• Parts are no longer available for repair and maintenance.
•• Operation of the system violates rules or regulations, such as environmental or safety regulations.
•• Parts of the system are about to reach their operations life limits, which will result in the issue listed above

occurring.
It is best if systems engineers use a pro-active approach that predicts ahead, so that SLE can be accomplished before
the system fails to meet its requirements and before the operations and support costs rise above acceptable limits.
Key factors that must be considered by the systems engineer during service life extension include
•• current life cycle costs of the system
•• design life and expected remaining useful life of the system
•• software maintenance
•• configuration management
•• warranty policy
•• availability of parts, subsystems, and manufacturing sources
•• availability of system documentation to support life extension
System design life is a major consideration for SLE. System design life parameters are established early on during
the system design phase and include key assumptions involving safety limits and material life. Safety limits and the
properties of material aging are critical to defining system life extension. Jackson emphasizes the importance of
architecting for system resiliency in increases system life. He also points out that a system can be architected to
withstand internal and external disruptions (2007, 91-108). Systems that age through use, such as aircraft, bridges,
and nuclear power plants, require periodic inspection to ascertain the degree of aging and fatigue. The results of
inspections determine the need for actions to extend the product life (Elliot, Chen, and Swanekamp 1998, sec. 6.5).
Software maintenance is a critical aspect of SLE. The legacy system may include multiple computer resources that
have been in operation for a period of many years and have functions that are essential and must not be disrupted
during the upgrade or integration process. Typically, legacy systems include a computer resource or application
software program that continues to be used because the cost of replacing or redesigning it is prohibitive. The
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has addressed the need for SLE of software products and services and provides
useful guidance in the on-line library for Software Product Lines (SEI 2010, 1). (See Systems Engineering and
Software Engineering for additional discussion of software engineering (SwE) factors to consider.)
Systems engineers have found that service life can be extended through the proper selection of materials. For
example, transportation system elements such as highway bridges and rail systems are being designed for extended
service life by using special epoxy-coated steel (Brown, Weyers, and Spinkel 2006, 13). Diminishing manufacturing
sources and diminishing suppliers need to be addressed early on in the SLE process. Livingston (2010) in
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS) Management Practices provides a method
for addressing product life extension when the sources of supply are an issue. He addresses the product life cycle
model and describes a variety of methods that can be applied during system design to minimize the impact of future
component obsolescence issues.
During product and service life extension, it is often necessary to revisit and challenge the assumptions behind any
previous life cycle cost analysis (and constituent analyses) to evaluate their continued validity and/or applicability
early in the process.
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Application to Product Systems
Product life extension requires an analysis of the LCC associated with continued use of the existing product versus
the cost of a replacement product. In the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, Chapter 3.3 points out that the
support stage includes service life extension (2012). Chapter 7 provides a framework to determine if a product’s life
should be extended (INCOSE 2012). In Systems Engineering and Analysis, Chapter 17 provides a LCC
methodology and emphasizes the analysis of different alternatives before making a decision on product life extension
(Blanchard and Fabrycky 2011).
For military systems, service life extension is considered a subset of modification or modernization. Military systems
use well-developed and detailed guidance for SLE programs (SLEP). The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (OSD AT&L) provides an online reference for policies, procedures,
planning guidance, and whitepapers for military product service life extension (DAU 2011). Continuous military
system modernization is a process by which state-of-the-art technologies are inserted continuously into weapon
systems to increase reliability, lower sustainment costs, and increase the war fighting capability of a military system
to meet evolving customer requirements throughout an indefinite service life.
Aircraft service life can be extended by reducing the dynamic loads which lead to structural fatigue. The Boeing
B-52 military aircraft and the Boeing 737 commercial aircraft are prime examples of system life extension. The B-52
was first fielded in 1955 and the Boeing 737 has been fielded since 1967; both aircraft are still in use today.
For nuclear reactors, system safety is the most important precondition for service life extension. System safety must
be maintained while extending the service life (Paks 2010). Built-in tests, automated fault reporting and prognostics,
analysis of failure modes, and the detection of early signs of wear and aging may be applied to predict the time when
maintenance actions will be required to extend the service life of the product. (For additional discussion, see Safety
Engineering.)

Application to Service Systems
For systems that provide services to a larger consumer base, SLE involves continued delivery of the service without
disrupting consumer use. This involves capital investment and financial planning, as well as a phased deployment of
changes. Examples of these concepts can be seen in transportation systems, water treatment facilities, energy
generation and delivery systems, and the health care industry. As new technologies are introduced, service delivery
can be improved while reducing LCC's. Service systems have to continuously assess delivery costs based upon the
use of newer technologies.
Water handling systems provide a good example of a service system that undergoes life extension. Water handling
systems have been in existence since early civilization. Since water handling systems are in use as long as a site is
occupied (e.g., the Roman aqueducts) and upgrades are required as the population expands, such systems are a good
example of "systems that live forever." For example, there are still U.S. water systems that use a few wooden pipes
since there has been no reason to replace them. Water system life extension must deal with the issue of water quality
and the capacity for future users (Mays 2000). Water quality requirements can be further understood from the
AWWA Manuals of Water Supply Practices (AWWA 2010).

Application to Enterprises
SLE of a large enterprise, such as the National Astronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) national space
transportation system, involves SLE on the elements of the enterprise, such as the space vehicle (shuttle), ground
processing systems for launch operations and mission control, and space-based communication systems that support
space vehicle tracking and status monitoring. SLE of an enterprise requires a holistic look across the entire
enterprise. A balanced approach is required to address the cost of operating older system components versus the cost
required to implement service life improvements.
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Large enterprise systems, such as oil and natural gas reservoirs, which span broad geographical areas, can use
advanced technology to increase their service life. The economic extraction of oil and natural gas resources from
previously established reservoirs can extend their system life. One such life extension method is to pump special
liquids or gases into the reservoir to push the remaining oil or natural gas to the surface for extraction (Office of
Natural Gas & Oil Technology 1999).

Other Topics
Commercial product developers have been required to retain information for extended periods of time after the last
operational product or unit leaves active service (for up to twenty years). Regulatory requirements should be
considered when extending service life (INCOSE 2012).

Practical Considerations
The cost associated with life extension is one of the main inputs in the decision to extend service life of a product or
a service. The cost of SLE must be compared to the cost of developing and deploying a new system, as well as the
functional utility the user will obtain from each of the alternatives. It is often the case that the funding required for
SLE of large complex systems is spread over several fiscal planning cycles and is therefore subject to changes in
attitude by the elected officials that appropriate the funding.
The challenges with upgrading a system while it is still being used, which is often the case with SLE, must be
understood and planned to avoid serious disruptions to the services the systems provide.
Any SLE must also consider the obsolescence of the systems parts, (e.g., software, amount of system redesign that is
required to eliminate the obsolete parts, etc.).
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Capability Updates, Upgrades, and
Modernization
Modernization and upgrades involve changing the product or service to include new functions and interfaces,
improve system performance, and/or improve system supportability. The logistic support of a product or service
reaches a point in its life where system modernization is required to resolve supportability problems and to reduce
operational costs. The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook (INCOSE 2012) and Systems Engineering and
Analysis (Blanchard and Fabrycky 2005) both stress the importance of using life cycle costs (LCC) when
determining if a product or service should be modernized. Systems can be modernized in the field or returned to a
depot or factory for modification.
Design for system modernization and upgrade is an important part of the system engineering process and should be
considered as part of the early requirements and design activities. Engineering change proposals (ECPs) are used to
initiate updates and modifications to the original system. Product and service upgrades can include new technology
insertion, removing old equipment, or adding new equipment. Form, fit, function, and interface (F3I) is an important
principle for upgrades where backward compatibility is a requirement.

Topic Overview
Product and service modernization involves the same systems engineering (SE) processes and principles that are
employed during the upfront design, development, integration, and testing. The primary differences between product
and service modernization are the various constraints imposed by the existing system architecture, design, and
components. Modernizing a legacy system requires a detailed understanding of the product or service prior to
making any changes. The constraints and the existence of design and test artifacts make it necessary for the systems
engineers performing modernization to tailor the traditional development processes to fit the situation.
Product and service modernization occurs for many reasons, including the following:
1.1. The system or one of its subsystems is experiencing reduced performance, safety, or reliability.
2. A customer or other stakeholder desires a new capability for the system.
3.3. Some system components may be experiencing obsolescence, including the lack of spare parts.
4.4. New uses for the system require modification to add capabilities not built into the originally deployed system.
The first three reasons above are discussed in more detail in Applying Systems Engineering to In-Service Systems:
Supplementary Guidance to the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook. (INCOSE UK Chapter 2010).
The UK chapter of the INCOSE developed Applying Systems Engineering to In-Service Systems: Supplementary
Guidance to the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook. (INCOSE UK Chapter 2010) This guidance document
applies to any system for which multiple systems are produced. These systems may be buildings, transmission
networks, aircraft, automobiles or military vehicles, trains, naval vessels, and mass transit systems.
Government and military products provide a comprehensive body of knowledge for system modernization and
updates. Key references have been developed by the defense industry and can be particular to their needs.
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Key factors and questions that must be considered by the systems engineer when making modifications and upgrades
to a product or service include
•• type of system (space, air, ground, maritime, and safety critical)
•• missions and scenarios of expected operational usage
•• policy and legal requirements that are imposed by certain agencies or business markets
•• product or service LCC's
•• electromagnetic spectrum usage expected, including change in RF emissions
•• system original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and key suppliers, and availability of parts and subsystems
•• understanding and documenting the functions, interfaces, and performance requirements, including environmental

testing and validation
•• system integration challenges posed by the prevalence of system-of-systems solutions and corresponding

interoperability issues between legacy, modified, and new systems
•• amount of regression testing to be performed on the existing software
Key processes and procedures that should be considered during product and service modernization include
•• legislative policy adherence review and certification
•• safety critical review
•• engineering change management and configuration control
•• analysis of alternatives
•• warranty and product return process implementation
•• availability of manufacturing and supplier sources and products

Application to Product Systems
Product modernization involves understanding and managing a list of product deficiencies, prioritizing change
requests, and handling customer issues associated with product usage. The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook
emphasizes the use of Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) to understand the root causes of
product failures and provide the basis for making any product changes.
Product modernization uses the engineering change management principle of change control boards to review and
implement product changes and improvements. The U.S. Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology, and Logistics (OUSD AT&L) provides an online reference for product modernization and the use of an
ECP to document planned product or service modernization efforts.
Product modernization and upgrades require the use of system documentation. A key part of the product change
process is to change the supporting system documentation functions, interfaces, modes, performance requirements,
and limitations. Both INCOSE (2012) and Blanchard and Fabrycky (2005) stress the importance of understanding
the intended usage of the product or service documented in the form of a concept of operations.
If system documentation is not available, reverse engineering is required to capture the proper “as is configuration”
of the system and to gain understanding of system behavior prior to making any changes. Seacord, Plakosh, and
Lewis's Modernizing Legacy Systems (2003), explains the importance of documenting the existing architecture of a
system, including documenting the software architecture prior to making any changes. Chapter 5 of Seacord,
Plakosh, and Lewis provides a framework for understanding and documenting a legacy system (2003). The authors
point out that the product or service software will undergo a transformation during modernization and upgrades.
Chapter 5 introduces a horseshoe model that includes functional transformation, code transformation, and
architecture transformation (Seacord, Plakosh, and Lewis 2005).
During system verification and validation (after product change), it is important to perform regression testing on the
portions of the system that were not modified to confirm that upgrades did not impact the existing functions and
behaviors of the system. The degree and amount of regression testing depends on the type of change made to the
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system and whether the upgrade includes any changes to those functions or interfaces involved with system safety.
INCOSE (2012) recommends the use of a requirements verification traceability matrix to assist the systems engineer
during regression testing.
It is important to consider changes to the system support environment. Change may require modification or additions
to the system test equipment and other support elements such as packaging and transportation.
Some commercial products contain components and subsystems where modernization activities cannot be
performed. An example of these types of commercial systems can be seen in looking at consumer electronics, such
as radios and computer components. The purchase price of these commercial systems is low enough that upgrades
are not economical and are considered cost prohibitive.

Application to Service Systems
Service system modernization may require regulatory changes to allow the use of new technologies and new
materials. Service system modernization requires backward compatibility to previous provided service capability
during the period of change. Service system modernization also generally spans large geographical areas, requiring a
phase-based change and implementation strategy. Transportation systems, such as highways, provide service to
many different types of consumers and span large geographical areas. Modernization of transportation systems often
requires reverse engineering prior to making changes to understand how traffic monitoring devices such as metering,
cameras, and toll tags interface with the rest of the system. The California Department of Transportation's (CDOT's)
Systems Engineering Guidebook for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) (2005) adds reverse engineering to the
process steps for system upgrade. In addition, this reference points out the need to maintain system integrity and
defines integrity to include the accurate documentation of the system's functional, performance, and physical
requirements in the form of requirements, design, and support specifications.
Software modernization is discussed in the Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK)
(Abran, 2004).

Application to Enterprises
Enterprise system modernization must consider the location of the modification and the conditions under which the
work will be performed. The largest challenge is implementing the changes while the system remains operational. In
these cases, disruption of ongoing operations is a serious risk. For some systems, the transition between the old and
new configuration is particularly important and must be carefully planned.
Enterprise system modernization may require coordination of changes across international boundaries. Enterprise
modifications normally occur at a lower level of the system hierarchy. Change in requirements at the system level
would normally constitute a new system or a new model of a system.
The INCOSE UK Chapter Supplementary Guidance (2010) discusses the change to the architecture of the system. In
cases where a component is added or changed, this change will constitute a change to the architecture. As an
example, the global positioning system (GPS) is an enterprise system implemented by the United States military but
used by both commercial and government consumers worldwide. Modernization may involve changes to only a
certain segment of the enterprise, such as the ground user segment to reduce size, weight, and power. Modernization
may only occur in certain geographical areas of operation. For example, the air transportation system consists of
multiple countries and governing bodies dispersed over the entire world. Changes can occur locally or can require
coordination and integration world-wide.
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Other Topics

The Vee Model for Modifications
Figure 1 below illustrates how the standard Vee model would be applied to a system modification. This Vee model is
for the entire system; the key point is that if a modification is being initiated at a lower level of the system hierarchy,
the Vee model must be entered at that level as shown in the figure. The figure shows three entry points to the Vee
model. As the INCOSE UK Chapter Supplementary Guidance (2010) points out, the Vee model may be entered
multiple times during the life of the system.

Figure 1. The Vee Model for Modifications at the Three Different Levels. (SEBoK Original)

A change to the system that does not change the system capabilities but does change the requirements and design of
a subsystem that may be introduced into the process at point B on the Vee model (see Figure 1). Changes of this type
could provide a new subsystem, such as a computer system, that meets the system-level requirements but has
differences from the original, which necessitates modifications to the lower-level requirements and design, such as
changing disk memory to solid state memory. The process for implementing changes starting at this point has been
described by Nguyen (2006). Modification introduced at points B or C (in Figure 1) necessitate flowing the
requirements upward through their “parent” requirements to the system-level requirements.
There are many cases where the change to a system needs to be introduced at the lowest levels of the architectural
hierarchy; here, the entry point to the process is at point C on the Vee model. These cases are typically related to
obsolete parts caused by changes in technology or due to reliability issues with subsystems and parts chosen for the
original design. A change at this level should be F3I compatible so that none of the higher-level requirements are
affected. The systems engineer must ensure there is no impact at the higher levels; when this does occur, it must be
immediately identified and worked out with the customer and the other stakeholders.
In “Life extension of Civil Infrastructural works - a systems engineering approach” vsan der Laan (2008) provides a
maintenance process that interacts with the system engineering process, represented by the Vee model. His life
extension (or modernization) process model includes reverse engineering to obtain the system definition necessary
for the modernization process. Consideration of the total lifecycle of the system will result in the capture of all of the
records necessary for later upgrade; however, for many reasons, the systems engineer will find that the necessary
information has not been captured or maintained.
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Practical Considerations
As pointed out by the INCOSE UK Chapter Supplementary Guidance (2010) there may be multiple modifications to
a system in its lifetime. Often these modifications occur concurrently. This situation requires special attention and
there are two methods for managing it. The first is called the “block” method. This means that a group of systems are
in the process of being modified simultaneously and will be deployed together as a group at a specific time. This
method is meant to ensure that at the end state, all the modifications have been coordinated and integrated so there
are no conflicts and no non-compliance issues with the system-level requirements. The second method is called
continuous integration and is meant to occur concurrently with the block method. Information management systems
provide an example of a commercial system where multiple changes can occur concurrently. The information
management system hardware and network modernization will cause the system software to undergo changes.
Software release management is used to coordinate the proper timing for the distribution of system software changes
to end-users (Michigan Department of Information Technology, 2008).

Application of Commercial-Off-the-Shelf Components
Currently, a prominent consideration is the use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The application of
COTS subsystems, components, and technologies to system life management provides a combination of advantages
and risks. The first advantage is the inherent technological advancements that come with COTS components. COTS
components continue to evolve toward a higher degree of functional integration. They provide increased
functionality, while shrinking in physical size. The other advantage to using COTS components is that they typically
have a lower cost.
The risks associated with using COTS during system life management involve component obsolescence and changes
to system interfaces. Commercial market forces drive some components to obsolescence within two years or less.
Application of COTS requires careful consideration to form factor and interface (physical and electrical).
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Disposal and Retirement
Product or service disposal and retirement is an important part of system life management. At some point, any
deployed system will become one of the following: uneconomical to maintain; obsolete; or unrepairable. A
comprehensive systems engineering process includes an anticipated equipment phase-out period and takes disposal
into account in the design and life cycle cost assessment. (See other knowledge areas in Part 3 for discussion on life
cycle metrics and assessment.)
A public focus on sustaining a clean environment encourages contemporary systems engineering (SE) design to
consider recycling, reuse, and responsible disposal techniques. (See Environmental Engineering for additional
discussion.)

Topic Overview
According to the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook (2012), “The purpose of the disposal process is to remove
a system element from the operation environment with the intent of permanently terminating its use; and to deal with
any hazardous or toxic materials or waste products in accordance with the applicable guidance, policy, regulation,
and statutes." In addition to technological and economical factors, the system-of-interest (SoI) must be compatible,
acceptable, and ultimately address the design of a system for the environment in terms of ecological, political, and
social considerations.
Ecological considerations associated with system disposal or retirement are of prime importance. The most
concerning problems associated with waste management include
•• Air Pollution and Control,
•• Water Pollution and Control,
•• Noise Pollution and Control,
•• Radiation, and
•• Solid Waste.
In the US, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) govern disposal and retirement of commercial systems. Similar organizations perform this function in other
countries. OSHA addresses hazardous materials under the 1910-119A List of Highly Hazardous Chemicals, Toxics,
and Reactives (OSHA 2010). System disposal and retirement spans both commercial and government developed
products and services. While both the commercial and government sectors have common goals, methods differ
during the disposition of materials associated with military systems.
US DoD Directive 4160.21-M, Defense Material Disposition Manual (1997) outlines the requirements of the Federal
Property Management Regulation (FPMR) and other laws and regulations as appropriate regarding the disposition of
excess, surplus, and foreign excess personal property (FEPP). Military system disposal activities must be compliant
with EPA and OSHA requirements.

Application to Product Systems
Product system retirement may include system disposal activities or preservation activities (e.g., mothballing) if
there is a chance the system may be called upon for use at a later time.
Systems Engineering and Analysis has several chapters that discuss the topics of design for goals such as “green
engineering,” reliability, maintainability, logistics, supportability, producibility, disposability, and sustainability.
Chapter 16 provides a succinct discussion of green engineering considerations and ecology-based manufacturing.
Chapter 17 discusses life cycle costing and the inclusion of system disposal and retirement costs (Blanchard and
Fabrycky 2011).
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Some disposal of a system's components occurs during the system’s operational life. This happens when the
components fail and are replaced. As a result, the tasks and resources needed to remove them from the system need
to be planned well before a demand for disposal exists.
Transportation of failed items, handling equipment, special training requirements for personnel, facilities, technical
procedures, technical documentation updates, hazardous material (HAZMAT) remediation, all associated costs, and
reclamation or salvage value for precious metals and recyclable components are important considerations during
system planning. Phase-out and disposal planning addresses when disposal should take place, the economic
feasibility of the disposal methods used, and what the effects on the inventory and support infrastructure, safety,
environmental requirements, and impact to the environment will be (Blanchard 2010).
Disposal is the least efficient and least desirable alternative for the processing of waste material (Finlayson and
Herdlick 2008).
The EPA collects information regarding the generation, management and final disposition of hazardous wastes
regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA). EPA waste management regulations
are codified at 40 C.F.R. parts 239-282. Regulations regarding management of hazardous wastes begin at 40 C.F.R.
part 260. Most states have enacted laws and promulgated regulations that are at least as stringent as federal
regulations.
Due to the extensive tracking of the life of hazardous waste, the overall process has become known as the
"cradle-to-grave system". Stringent bookkeeping and reporting requirements have been levied on generators,
transporters, and operators of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities that handle hazardous waste.
Unfortunately, disposability has a lower priority compared to other activities associated with product development.
This is due to the fact that typically, the disposal process is viewed as an external activity to the entity that is in
custody of the system at the time. Reasons behind this view include:
•• There is no direct revenue associated with the disposal process and the majority of the cost associated with the

disposal process is initially hidden.
•• Typically, someone outside of SE performs the disposal activities. For example, neither a car manufacturer nor

the car's first buyer may be concerned about a car's disposal since the car will usually be sold before disposal.
The European Union’s Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulation
requires manufacturers and importers of chemicals and products to register and disclose substances in products when
specific thresholds and criteria are met (European Parliament 2007). The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)
manages REACH processes. Numerous substances will be added to the list of substances already restricted under
European legislation; a new regulation emerged when the Restriction on Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in electrical
and electronic equipment was adopted in 2003.
Requirements for substance use and availability are changing across the globe. Identifying the use of materials in the
supply chain that may face restriction is an important part of system life management. System disposal and
retirement requires upfront planning and the development of a disposal plan to manage the activities. An important
consideration during system retirement is the proper planning required to update the facilities needed to support the
system during retirement, as explained in the California Department of Transportation Systems Engineering
Guidebook (2005).
Disposal needs to take into account environmental and personal risks associated with the decommissioning of a
system and all hazardous materials need to be accounted for. The decommissioning of a nuclear power plant is a
prime example of hazardous material control and exemplifies the need for properly handling and transporting
residual materials resulting from the retirement of certain systems.
The US Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is the lead military agency responsible for providing guidance for
worldwide reuse, recycling, and disposal of military products. A critical responsibility of the military services and
defense agencies is demilitarization prior to disposal.
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Application to Service Systems
An important consideration during service system retirement or disposal is the proper continuation of services for the
consumers of the system. As an existing service system is decommissioned, a plan should be adopted to bring new
systems online that operate in parallel of the existing system so that service interruption is kept to a minimum. This
parallel operation needs to be carefully scheduled and can occur over a significant period of time.
Examples of parallel operation include phasing-in new Air Traffic Control (ATC) systems (FAA 2006), the
migration from analog television to new digital television modulation (FCC 2009), the transition to Internet protocol
version 6 (IPv6), maintaining water handling systems, and maintaining large commercial transportation systems,
such as rail and shipping vessels.
The Systems Engineering Guidebook for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) provides planning guidance for the
retirement and replacement of large transportation systems. Chapter 4.7 identifies several factors which can shorten
the useful life of a transportation system and lead to early retirement, such as the lack of proper documentation, the
lack of effective configuration management processes, and the lack of an adequate operations and maintenance
budget (Caltrans, and USDOT 2005).

Application to Enterprises
The disposal and retirement of large enterprise systems requires a phased approach, with capital planning being
implemented in stages. As in the case of service systems, an enterprise system's disposal and retirement require
parallel operation of the replacement system along with the existing (older) system to prevent loss of functionality
for the user.

Other Topics
See the OSHA standard (1996) and EPA (2010) website for references that provide listings of hazardous materials.
See the DLA Disposal Services website [1] for disposal services sites and additional information on hazardous
materials.

Practical Considerations
A prime objective of systems engineering is to design a product or service such that its components can be recycled
after the system has been retired. The recycling process should not cause any detrimental effects to the environment.
One of the latest movements in the industry is green engineering. According to the EPA, green engineering is the
design, commercialization, and use of processes and products that are technically and economically feasible while
minimizing
•• the generation of pollutants at the source; and
•• the risks to human health and the environment.
See Environmental Engineering for additional information.
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Systems Engineering Standards
This knowledge area (KA) focuses on the standards and technical protocols that are relevant to systems engineering.
It looks at the types of standards, some of the key standards, and the alignment efforts to achieve a consistent set of
standards. It then compares some of the standards, and surveys the application of the standards. Note that many of
these standards have been used as references throughout Part 3.

Topics
Each part of the SEBoK is divided into KA's, which are groupings of information with a related theme. The KA's in
turn are divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
•• Relevant Standards
•• Alignment and Comparison of the Standards
•• Application of Systems Engineering Standards
See the article Matrix of Implementation Examples for a mapping of case studies and vignettes included in Part 7 to
topics covered in Part 3.
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Relevant Standards
There are a multitude of standards across a number of standards development organizations (SDOs) that are related
to systems engineering and systems domains. This topic examines the types of standards and provides a summary of
the relevant standards for systems engineering (SE).

Standards Taxonomies and Types of Standards
There are many types of standards that focus on different aspects of SE. Thus, it can be helpful to have a taxonomy
that classifies the types of standards and the objective of each type. Table 1 provides the types of the current
standards and a description of the types. Refer to the Modeling Standards for a list of relevant system modeling
standards.

Table 1. Types of Systems Engineering Standards. (SEBoK Original)

Standard Type Description of Type

Concepts and Terminology •• Defines the terminology and describes the concepts of a specific domain.

Process •• Elaborates a specific process, giving normative requirements for the essential elements of the process. It may
give guidance to the requirements.

Requirements •• Describes the requirements for something.
•• Most often used for actions, activities, or practices and not objects (see specifications).

Procedure (Practice, Activity) •• A specific procedure. Instructions or requirements on how to do something.
•• Could be a description of best practices.
•• Sometimes guidance and sometimes normative.

Guidance •• Usually an interpretation and guidance of a published standard.

Management System •• Requirements for management.

Specification •• Specifies the form, attributes, or properties of a subject artifact.
•• Usually an object and usually normative.

Reference Model •• A reference model or collection of specifications of which a reference model is composed.

Process Reference Model
(PRM)

•• A collection of processes necessary and sufficient to achieve a nominated business outcome.

Process Assessment Model
(PAM)

•• Requirements and guidance for assessing attributes of nominated processes or attributes of a nominated
collection of processes.

Guide to Body of Knowledge
(BOK)

•• Collects and describes the current body of knowledge in a domain, or guidance to the body of knowledge.

Systems Engineering Related Standards

Summary of Systems Engineering Related Standards
Table 2 contains a summary of SE related standards. This table does not include all SE related standards, as there are
many are focused on a specific domain, sector, or user group (e.g., it does not include standards from a specific
government agenda). The table does include standards that are considered to be widely applicable systems
engineering and systems life cycle management system life cycle processes, such as ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015).
Where available, there is a link to the official abstract for the standard.
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Table 2. Summary of Systems Engineering Standards. (SEBoK Original)

Document ID Document Title Organization

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 [1] Systems and Software Engineering - System Life Cycle Processes ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765 [2] Systems and Software Engineering - Systems and Software Engineering Vocabulary ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 [3] Systems and Software Engineering - Architecture Description ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC 26702 [4] / IEEE 1220
[5]

Management of the Systems Engineering Process ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [6] Systems and Software Engineering - Requirements Engineering ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 16085 [7] Systems and Software Engineering - Risk Management ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15939 [8] Systems and Software Engineering - Measurement Process ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 16326 [9] Systems and Software Engineering - Project Management ISO/IEC/IEEE

prEN9277 [10] Programme management - Guide for the management of Systems Engineering CEN

EIA 632 [11] Engineering of a System TechAmerica

ISO 9001:2008 [12] Quality Management Systems - Requirements ISO TC 176

EIA-649-B [13] National Consensus Standard for Configuration Management TechAmerica

ISO/IEC/IEEE TR 24748-1 [14] Systems and Software Engineering - Guide to Life Cycle Management ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE TR 24748-2 [15] Systems and Software Engineering - Guide To The Application of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE CD 24748-4
[16]

Systems and Software Engineering - Application and management of the systems
engineering process

ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC DTR 16337 [17] Systems Engineering Handbook (INCOSE) ISO/IEC/INCOSE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15289:2011 [18] Systems and Software Engineering - Content of Life-Cycle Information Products
(Documentation)

ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15026-1:2010
[19]

Systems and Software Engineering - System and Software Assurance – Part 1: Concepts
And Vocabulary

ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15026-2:2011
[20]

Systems and Software Engineering - System and Software Assurance – Part 2: Assurance
Case

ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15026-3:2011
[21]

Systems and Software Engineering - System and Software Assurance – Part 3: Integrity
Levels

ISO/IEC/IEEE

ISO/IEC/IEEE 15026-4:2012
[22]

Systems and Software Engineering - System And Software Assurance – Part 4: Assurance
in the Life Cycle

ISO/IEC/IEEE JTC
1

ISO/IEC TR 90005:2008 [23] Guidelines for the Application of ISO 9001 to Systems Life Cycle Processes ISO/IEC JTC 1

ISO 10303-233:2012 [24] Systems Engineering Data Interchange Standard ISO TC 184

ECSS-E-ST-10C [25] Systems Engineering General Requirements ECSS

ECSS-E-ST-10-02 [26] Space Engineering - Verification {Note - standard is canceled} ECSS

ECSS-E-ST-10-06 [27] Space Engineering - Technical Requirements Specification ECSS

ECSS-E-ST-10-24 [28] Space Engineering - Interface Control ECSS
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ECSS-M-ST-10 [29] Space Project Management - Project Planning and Implementation ECSS

ECSS-M-ST-40 [30] Space Project Management - Configuration and Information Management ECSS

ECSS-M-00-03 [31] Space Project Management - Risk Management ECSS

ISO 31000:2009 [32] Risk Management - Principles and Guidelines ISO

ISO 31010:2009 [33] Risk Management - Risk Assessment Techniques ISO

ISO 19439:2006 [34] Enterprise Integration - Framework for Enterprise Modeling ISO

ISO 15704:2000 [35] Requirements for Enterprise - Reference Architectures and Methodologies ISO

EIA 748 [36] Earned Value Management System TechAmerica

Breadth and Level of Detail of Key Systems Engineering Related Standards
Figure 1 shows the level of detail and the coverage of the life cycle for some key standards or groups of standards.

Figure 1. Breadth and Depth of Key SE Related Standards (Adapted from Roedler 2011). Reprinted with permission of Garry Roedler. All other
rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to systems engineering standards are described in the next two sections.

Pitfalls
Some of the key pitfalls encountered in the selection and use of SE standards are provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. Pitfalls in Using Systems Engineering Standards. (SEBoK Original)

Pitfall Name Pitfall Description

Turnkey Process
Provision

•• Expecting the standard to fully provide your SE processes without any elaboration or tailoring.

No Need for
Knowledge

•• Expecting that the standard can be used without any functional or domain knowledge since the standard is the product
of collective industry knowledge.

No Process Integration •• Lack of integrating the standards requirements with the organization or project processes.

Good Practices
Some good practices as gathered from the references and provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Good Practices in Using Systems Engineering Standards. (SEBoK Original)

Good Practice Name Good Practice Description

Tailor for Business Needs •• Tailor the standard within conformance requirements to best meet business needs.

Integration into Project •• Requirements of the standard should be integrated into the project via processes or product/service requirements.
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Alignment and Comparison of the Standards
Over the past decade, a number of the standards development organizations (SDOs) and other industry associations
have been working collaboratively to align the systems engineering (SE) and software engineering (SwE) standards.
The objective is to have a set of standards that can easily be used concurrently within both engineering disciplines,
due to the disparity that often lies within their use of common terminology and concepts.

Problem
There has been a lack of integration both within and across SDOs. This has led to SE and SwE standards that use
different terminology, process sets, process structures, levels of prescription, and audiences. These differences have
been both between systems and software, and to some extent, within each. The problem has been exacerbated, in
whole or part, by competing standards (Roedler 2010).

Cause
The cause of this problem includes several factors, as follows (Roedler 2010):
• culture - “we’re different”, “not invented here” , etc.
•• organizational - different teams, committees, etc.
•• competition - many SDO's
• domains - focused, narrow view often doesn’t look beyond the domain for commonality

Impact
The impact of this problem includes the following (Roedler 2010):
•• Less effective or efficient processes that are not focused on leveraging commonalities. This causes redundancy

and has resulted in incompatibilities and inconsistencies between the standards making it difficult to concurrently
use them together.

•• Less effective solutions that are not focused on a common approach to solve a problem or need.
•• Obstacle for communicating (at all levels), working in integrated teams, and leveraging resources.
•• Stove-piping due to the incompatibilities, inconsistencies, and lack of leveraging commonalities.

Objective of Alignment
The objective is to make the standards more usable together by achieving the following (Roedler 2010):
•• common vocabulary
•• single, integrated process set
•• single process structure
•• jointly planned level of prescription
•• suitable across the audiences
•• accounts for considerations in a wide range of domains and applications
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Alignment of Systems Engineering Standards

Approach
A collaborative effort has been in place for the past decade that includes ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 (Information
Technology, Systems and Software Engineering), the IEEE Computer Society, the International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE), and others. A collaborative process is being used to align the standards. This process is built
around a foundational set of vocabulary, process definition conventions, and life cycle management concepts
provided in ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765 (2009) (Systems and software engineering vocabulary), ISO/IEC TR 24774 (2010)
(Guidelines for process description), and ISO/IEC/IEEE TR 24748-1 (2001) (Guide to Life Cycle Management),
respectively. At the heart of the approach is the alignment of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015) (system life cycle
processes) and ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207 (2008) (Software life cycle processes), which provide the top level process
framework for life cycle management of systems and software. This enables concurrent and consistent use of the
standards to support both systems and software life cycle management on a single project. The approach includes the
development or revision of a set of lower level supporting standards and technical reports for elaboration of specific
processes, description of practices for specific purposes (e.g., systems/software assurance), description of artifacts,
and guidance for the application of the standards.

Past Accomplishments
Significant progress has been made towards the alignment objectives for the groups discussed above. Figure 1 shows
a May 2011 snapshot of the status of the standards that are being aligned. In addition, four of the standards shown as
“in-process” are complete, but waiting for final publication. The set of standards span ISO/IEC, IEEE, INCOSE, and
the Project Management Institute (PMI). This figure depicts the standards in one of many possible taxonomies.

Figure 1. Current Alignment/Integration Status (Adapted from Roedler 2011). Reprinted with permission of Garry Roedler. All other rights are
reserved by the copyright owner.
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Current Efforts
A Life Cycle Process Harmonization Advisory Group has been evaluating the current standards for systems and
software engineering. The objective of the group is to provide a set of recommendations for further harmonization of
the industry standards. Specifically, its charter includes:
•• Performing an architectural analysis and recommend a framework for an integrated set of process standards in

software and IT systems domains.
•• Making recommendations regarding the future content, structure, and relationships of ISO/IEC 12207 (2008),

ISO/IEC 15288 (2015) and their guides, as well as other related SC7 documents.
To support the development of the recommendations, process modeling of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015) and
ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207 (2008) has been performed and analyzed for consistency, completeness/gaps, and
opportunities. In addition, analysis from other working groups, technical liaisons, and users of the standards has been
collected. The output of this effort will be a harmonization strategy, set of recommendations for specific standards,
and timing/sequencing recommendations (Roedler 2011).
Additionally, as the industry continues to consider harmonization needs of these standards, the collaboration has
grown to include the work of the organizations and projects shown in Figure 2. These organizations are working
towards the goal of completing a complementary and supplementary set of systems engineering resources that use
the same terminology, principles, concepts, practices, and processes and can be used concurrently without issues.

Figure 2. Growing Industry Collaboration. (SEBoK Original)
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Comparison of Systems Engineering Standards
See Figure 1 located in the Relevant Standards article to see the breadth and level of detail for many of the SE
related standards. Since EIA 632 (2003) (Engineering of a System) is currently in revision, a comparison of
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015) (System life cycle processes) and EIA 632 will be deferred until the revision is
complete.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the 3-part technical reports that provide life cycle management guidance. Part 1 is
focused on the provision of common terminology and concepts that apply to both systems and software. Part 2
provides guidance that directly supports ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 (2015) that is specific to systems. And Part 3 provides
guidance that directly supports ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207 (2008) that is specific to software (Roedler 2010).

Figure 3. Standards Alignment Results as of May 2011 (Roedler 2011). Reprinted with permission of Garry Roedler. All other rights
are reserved by the copyright owner.
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Practical Considerations
Key pitfalls and good practices related to systems engineering standards are described in the Relevant Standards
article.
There are also instances in which standards groups for program management, safety, or other disciplines create
standards on topics addressed within systems engineering but use different terminology, culture, etc. One such
example is risk management, which has been dealt with by many professional societies from a number of
perspectives.
Systems engineers must also be aware of the standards that govern the specialty disciplines that support systems
engineering, as discussed in Part 6.
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SEBoK Introduction
Systems engineering (SE) is essential to the success of many human endeavors. As systems increase in scale and
complexity, SE is increasingly recognized worldwide for its importance in their development, deployment,
operation, and evolution.
The purpose of the Guide to the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) is to provide a widely accepted,
community-based, and regularly updated baseline of SE knowledge. This baseline will strengthen the mutual
understanding across the many disciplines involved in developing and operating systems. Shortfalls in such mutual
understanding are a major source of system failures, which have increasingly severe impacts as systems become
more global, interactive, and critical.

Key Terms
A good first step towards understanding is to define key terms. Four terms will suffice for this introduction: system,
engineered system, systems engineering, and systems engineer.
Here are baseline definitions of what these terms mean for the purposes of the SEBoK:
• A system is "a collection of elements and a collection of inter-relationships amongst the elements such that they

can be viewed as a bounded whole relative to the elements around them". Open systems exist in an environment
described by related systems with which they may interact and conditions to which they may respond. Element is
used in its very broadest sense to include anything from simple physical things to complex organisms (including
people), environments and technologies, to organizations of people, information or ideas.

• An engineered system is an open system of technical or sociotechnical elements that exhibits emergent properties
not exhibited by its individual elements. It is created by and for people; has a purpose, with multiple views;
satisfies key stakeholders’ value propositions; has a life cycle and evolution dynamics; has a boundary and an
external environment; and is part of a system-of-interest hierarchy.

Note: while there are many definitions of the word "system," the SEBoK authors believe that this definition
encompasses most of those which are relevant to SE. Engineered system is a specialization of system which fulfills
the basic properties of all systems but which is explicitly man-made, contains technology, exists for a purpose and is
engineered through a series of managed life cycle activities to make it better able to achieve that purpose. This
definition was developed for the SEBoK in an attempt to position SE as part of the wider world of systems research
and practice without in any way detracting from other more abstract or philosophical uses of systems ideas.
• Systems engineering is "an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful

(engineered) systems" (INCOSE 2012). It focuses on holistically and concurrently discovering and understanding
stakeholder needs; exploring opportunities; documenting requirements; and synthesizing, verifying, validating,
deploying, sustaining and evolving solutions while considering the complete problem, from system concept
exploration through system disposal.
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• A systems engineer is "a person who practices systems engineering" as defined above, and whose systems
engineering capabilities and experience include sustained practice, specialization, leadership, or authority over SE
activities. These activities may be conducted by any competent person regardless of job title or professional
affiliation.

Part 1 Articles
Articles in Part 1 include:
•• Systems Engineering Overview
•• Economic Value of Systems Engineering
•• Systems Engineering: Historic and Future Challenges
•• Systems Engineering and Other Disciplines
•• Scope of the SEBoK
•• Structure of the SEBoK
•• SEBoK Users and Uses

Purpose of the SEBoK
The purpose of the SEBoK is to provide a widely accepted, community-based, and regularly updated baseline of SE
knowledge. This baseline will strengthen the mutual understanding across the many disciplines involved in
developing and operating systems. Shortfalls in such mutual understanding are a major source of system failures,
which have increasingly severe impacts as systems become more global, interactive, and critical. Ongoing studies of
system cost and schedule failures (Gruhl-Stutzke 2005; Johnson 2006) and safety failures (Leveson 2012) have
shown that the failures have mostly come not from their domain disciplines, but from lack of adequate SE.
To provide a foundation for the desired mutual understanding, the SEBoK describes the boundaries, terminology,
content, and structure of SE. In so doing, the SEBoK systematically and consistently supports six broad purposes,
described in Table 1.

 Table 1. SEBoK Purposes. (SEBoK Original)

Purpose Description

1 Inform Practice Inform systems engineers about the boundaries, terminology, and structure of their discipline and point them to useful
information needed to practice SE in any application domain.

2 Inform Research Inform researchers about the limitations and gaps in current SE knowledge that should help guide their research
agenda.

3 Inform Interactors Inform performers in interacting disciplines (system implementation, project and enterprise management, other
disciplines) and other stakeholders of the nature and value of SE.

4 Inform Curriculum
Developers

Inform organizations defining the content that should be common in undergraduate and graduate programs in SE.

5 Inform Certifiers Inform organizations certifying individuals as qualified to practice systems engineering.

6 Inform SE Staffing Inform organizations and managers deciding which competencies that practicing systems engineers should possess in
various roles ranging from apprentice to expert.

The SEBoK is a guide to the body of SE knowledge, not an attempt to capture that knowledge directly. It provides
references to more detailed sources of knowledge, all of which are generally available to any interested reader. No
proprietary information is referenced, but not all referenced material is free—for example, some books or standards
must be purchased from their publishers. The criterion for including a source is simply that the authors believed it
offered the best generally available information on a particular subject.
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The SEBoK is global in applicability. Although SE is practiced differently from industry to industry and country to
country, the SEBoK is written to be useful to systems engineers anywhere. The authors were chosen from diverse
locales and industries, and have refined the SEBoK to broaden applicability based on extensive global reviews of
several drafts.
The SEBoK aims to inform a wide variety of user communities about essential SE concepts and practices, in ways
that can be tailored to different enterprises and activities while retaining greater commonality and consistency than
would be possible without the SEBoK. Because the world in which SE is being applied is evolving and dynamic, the
SEBoK is designed for easy, continuous updating as new sources of knowledge emerge.

Scope and Context of the SEBoK
The SEBoK is one of two complementary products. The other, which uses the content of the SEBoK to define a core
body of knowledge (CorBoK) to be included in graduate SE curricula, is called the Graduate Reference Curriculum
for Systems Engineering (GRCSE™). GRCSE is not a standard, but a reference curriculum to be tailored and
extended to meet the objectives of each university’s graduate program. (Pyster and Olwell et al. 2012) These
products are being developed by the Body of Knowledge and Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering
(BKCASE) [1] project.
Most of the SEBoK (Parts 2 – 6) focuses on domain-independent information—that which is universal to systems
engineering regardless of the domain in which it is applied. Part 7 includes examples from real projects. These
illustrate the concepts discussed elsewhere in the SEBoK, while detailing considerations relevant to domains such as
aerospace, medicine, and transportation.
SE in the context of engineered systems (ES) is the primary scope for the SEBoK, though general systems concepts
are also discussed in Part 2. The SEBoK also covers considerations for the disciplines of software engineering and
project management, which are strongly intertwined with the practice of SE (see Part 6).
The context of the SEBoK is elaborated in two agent-activity-artifact diagrams in Part 1.
One summarizes the SEBoK’s definition by an international group of volunteer authors; its review by the SE
community at large; its life cycle evolution management and support by the two primary international SE-related
professional societies, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and the International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE); and its use in derivative products and services by the community at large.
A second diagram summarizes the interactions among systems engineers, systems developers, and the environment
of an engineered system, across its life cycle of system definition, development, evolution (production, utilization,
and support) and retirement. These are elaborated in the discussion of the nature of systems and systems engineering
in Part 2, and in the Life Cycle Models article in Part 3.

SEBoK Uses
The communities involved with SE include its various specialists, engineers from disciplines other than systems
engineering, managers, researchers, and educators. This diversity means that there is no single best way to use the
SEBoK. The SEBoK includes use cases that highlight ways that particular communities can draw upon the content
of the SEBoK, identify articles of interest to those communities, and discuss primary users (those who use the
SEBoK directly), and secondary users (those who use the SEBoK with assistance from a systems engineer). See the
article SEBoK Users and Uses.
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SEBoK Development
This is SEBoK v. 1.4 of the SEBoK, released on June 29, 2015. 11 development releases preceded this production
release:
1.1. Version 0.25 on September 15, 2010
2.2. Version 0.5 on September 19, 2011
3.3. Version 0.75 on March 15, 2012
4.4. Version 1.0 on September 14, 2012
5.5. Version 1.0.1 on November 30, 2012
6.6. Version 1.1 on April 26, 2013
7.7. Version 1.1.1 on June 14, 2013
8.8. Version 1.1.2 on August 15, 2013
9.9. Version 1.2 on November 15, 2013
10.10. Version 1.3 on May 30, 2014
11.11. Version 1.3.1 on December 5, 2014
12.12. Version 1.3.2. on April 14, 2015
13.13. Version 1.4 on June 29, 2015
Version 0.25 was released as a PDF document for limited review. A total of 3135 comments were received on this
document from 114 reviewers across 17 countries. The author team studied these comments with particular interest
in feedback about content and about diversity within the community.
In January 2011, the authors agreed to move from a document-based SEBoK to a wiki-based SEBoK, and beginning
with v. 0.5, the SEBOK has been available at www.sebokwiki.org [2]. Making the transition to a wiki provided three
benefits:
1.1. easy worldwide access to the SEBoK;
2.2. more methods for search and navigation; and
3.3. a forum for community feedback alongside content that remains stable between versions.
For additional information, see the article on Acknowledgements and Release History.
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SEBoK Discussion
Please provide your comments and feedback on the SEBoK below. You will need to log in to DISQUS using an
existing account (e.g. Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) or create a DISQUS account. Simply type your
comment in the text field below and DISQUS will guide you through the login or registration steps. Feedback will be
archived and used for future updates to the SEBoK. If you provided a comment that is no longer listed, that comment
has been adjudicated. You can view adjudication for comments submitted prior to SEBoK v. 1.0 at SEBoK Review
and Adjudication. Later comments are addressed and changes are summarized in the Letter from the Editor and
Acknowledgements and Release History.

If you would like to provide edits on this article, recommend new content, or make comments on the SEBoK
as a whole, please see the SEBoK Sandbox [1].
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